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Elnemy in time of war Is TREASON. Communism Is

a known mortal Enemy of the United States and the

American people. Call it "cold" or call it "hot", we
are at total war with that Enemy. Those three "De-

cisions" unquestionably give aid and comfort to

that Enemy, By that token, they are acts of

TREASON!

A soldier, be he a General or a Gl, who would

commit similar acts of aid and comfort to the Enemy,

would promptly be Court Martialed, and, if found

guilty, shot as a traitor.

A Supreme Court Justice is no more immune for

acts of aid and comfort to the Enemy than a Gen-

eral - or a Julius Rosenberg. For him there is also

a form of Court Martial, to wit: IMPEACHMENT
PROCEEDINGS. For their acts, Chief Justice Warren

and all the Justices who concurred in those "De-

cisions" must be haled before Congress, and, if

found guilty, they should not only be impeached,

but should get the same kind of punishment that

a Court martial would mete out to a General who
would betray his army on the field of battle -

or that was meted out to the Rosenbergs!

Only Congress has the power to place a Supreme

Court Justice on trial - via the impeachment pro-

cess.

Every member in both Houses of Congress has

an obligation and a sworn duty to protect and de-

fend the United States, the Constitution, the Ameri-

can people.

Hence, this is an urgent appeal by the American

people to all members in both Houses of Congress

to fulfill their oaths - to summon forthwith for

proper trial all those Justices who collaborated in

those three treason-packed "Decisions".

•

I, the undersigned, a citizen of the United States,

hereby request and urge my representative in the

House of Representatives to join with other mem-
bers of that House and initiate the necessary first

steps for the impeachment of the Supreme Court

Justices named in this document .... I further re-

quest and urge the Senators of my State to join

with other Senators to carry out the final step to

impeach all those Justices.

Name

Street address

City (Zone) and State

9

This Traci (SCJ, No. 1) can be obtained at the rate

of: 100 copies for $2.00.

Send your order to:

CINEMA EDUCATIONAL GUILD, INC.

P. 0. Box 46205, Cole Branch

Hollywood 46, California

Sign and mail copies of this document to

your Representative and Senators - for

the love of God and our Country!

lAi?P0-IPJ

EARL WARREN

FOR IMPEACHMENT

i
For giving aid and comfort to the

COMMUNIST CONSPIRACY, the mortal

Enemy of the United States and the

American People!



CO-DEFENDANTS

Also, wanted for trial and impeachment, on the

same charge, are: Justices Brennan, Black, Clark,

Douglas} Frankfurter, Harlan and Reed.

The following are the Specific Acts contained in

the charge!: No. 1) The "DESEGREGATION DECI-

SION", which aids and abets the plans of the Com-

munist Conspiracy to (A): create tension between

Negroes and^ Whites; (B): to transform the South into

a BLACK SOVIET REPUBLIC; (C) : to legalize and en-

courage intermarriage between Negroes and Whites

- and thus m'ongrelize the American White Race!

Documentary^ proof that this "Decision'' directly

conforms with Directives from Moscow is contained

in the following\excerpt from the book, "A RACIAL

PROGRAM FOR TffE 20th CENTURY", written by one

Israel Cohen, a Communist Party top functionary in

England:
\

"We must realize that our Party's most powerful

weapon is racial tension. By propounding into the

consciousness of the dark races that for centuries

they have been oppressed by the whites, we can

mould them to the program of the Communist Party.

In America, we will aim for subtle victory. While

inflaming the Negro Minority against the Whiles,

we will instill in the Whites a guilt complex for

their exploitation of the Negroes. We will aid the

Negroes to rise to prominence in every walk of life,

in the professions and in the world of sports and

entertainment. With this prestige the Negro will be

able to intermarry with the Whites and begin a

process which will deliver America to our Cause."

That book was written in 1913 .... the ADL and

fiAACP were created immediately after that -
|

to carry out that DIRECTIVE!

NOTE: The above excerpt was entered into the

Congressional Records of June 7, 1957, by Rep.

Thos. G. Abernathy.

Further documentary proof: in 1935 the Com- !

munist Party's "Workers Library Publishers" issued ,

a pamphlet entitled "THE NEGROES IN A SOVIET

AMERICA". It urged the Negroes of the. South to
1

rise up, form a Soviet state, and apply for admis- <

sion to the Soviet Union .... it contained implicit
|

assurance that the "revolt" would be supported by ;

all American Reds .... on page 38 it promised

that a Soviet government would confer greater I

benefits on Negroes than upon Whites, and that -
;

"Any act of discrimination or prejudice against a
j

negro will become a crime under the Revolutionary
j

law . . .

/'

AND THAT "DESEGREGATION DECISION" TRANS-

FORMED ALL THOSE COMMUNIST DIRECTIVES IN-

TO RIGID LAW OF THE LAND!!!

Furthermore, by his own admission, Warren

ignored our Constitution when he wrote that "De-

cision" - admits he based it on the "modern scien-

tific authority" of known Communists who have

publicly proclaimed contempt for our Constitution
J

and hatred for our form of Government.

Can there be any doubt that that "Decision" was

framed to conform with those Communist Direc-

tives? .... There is one sure way to find out -

through impeachment proceedings)

No. 2) For 40 years the FBI has been the stone wall

that stood between the Communist Conspiracy and

|

the survival of our Country. Through all those years

it was the FBI that smashed all the Reds' plots -

and unmasked the plotters ... it was the informa-

- tion in the FBI files that enabled the Congressional

Committees to function - that enabled the Justice

Department to convict the Rosenbergs and all the

other Reds .... it was the FBI files that kept the

Red rats impotent and skulking in their holes,

Throughout those 40 years the Reds and their

allies frenziedly smeared and vilified and tried in

every way to destroy the FBI - and to gain access

to its files! But it (FBI) was invulnerable to all their

attacks - it was protected by Congress, and doubly

protected by, the high regard and esteem of the

American people. And it continued to stand as the

impregnable barrier between the Enemy and our

Internal Security.

Hence - if the Great Conspiracy was to succeed

the FBI had to be destroyed!

So, on July 17 of this year, Earl Warren and his

Associate Justices handed down two "Decisions" -

the "Jencks" and the "Watkins" Decisions ....
Those two "Decisions" shatter the FBI as a barrier

to the security of our nation they freed convict-

ed traitors .... they muzzle our Congressional

Committees . . . they nullify all our protective laws

against the Communist Conspiracy .... they open

wide the FBI files to, all the shysters who defend

the Reds and renegade American traitors!

Those three Decisions, if allowed to stand, will

completely destroy all of our defenses - they clear

the way for the destruction of our Country and the

conquest and enslavement of our people by the

Communist Conspiracy!

Under our laws, giving aid and comfort to an
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Mr. John D^tane, Sr.
Postmaster
Phoenixville, Pennsylvania

Dear Mr. Kane:

l have received your communication dated
October 24, 1958, with its enclosure, and the interest
which prompted your communication is indeed appreciated*

In the event you obtain additional data which
you believe to be of interest to this Bureau, you say
desire to conaunicate directly with the Special Agent in
Charge of our Philadelphia Office located at 500 fidener
Building* Philadelphia 7, Pennsylvania.

Sincerely yours*

[

mailed. Ill

MOV “ 3 1958 John Edgar Hoover
comm-fbi 1 Director

1 - Philadelphia

ATTENTION: SAC. Philadelphia

Correspondent submitted a pamphlet entitled
"Supreme Court Chief Ally of Communism" by Myron CAFagan
published by the Cinema Educational Guild, Incorporat£(P:~
Post Office Box 46205, Hollywood 46, California. As the
title implies, this pamphlet is critical of the United
States Supreme Court for its decision concerning racial
integration of schools and other decisions which Fagan
believes have furthered the communist conspiracy.

NOTE TO PHILADELPHIA CONTINUED ON PAGE TWO

EDS:pw (4)

LETYPE UNIT
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Mr. John D. Kane. Sr.

Correspondent advised that the pamphlet had bet

to several employees of the post office bv l

|on October 22, 1958. The correspondent submitte(
him I e rtnit for the Bureau's consideration.

Bufiles reflect that the correspondent directed
a communication to the Bureau on December 30, 1950, furnishing
another pamphlet which he believed to be communistic. The
receipt of that letter was acknowledged by the Bureau on
January 11, 1951. Bufiles also reflect that John D. Kane, Sr.,
furnished your office on May 9, 1956, other material published
by Cinema Educational Guild. Incorporated, which had also
been distributed by I L You are referred to
your letter dated May 17, 1956, captioned "Cinema Educational
Guild, Incorporated, Myron C. Fagan* Our Secret Government,
Internal Security - X. Y

' (100-0-2616^) (62-87267-86)

The Cinema Educational Guild, Incorporated, is
an anticommunist group. Its director is Myron C. Fagan who
has frequently attempted to use the Directors name m
furtherance of his anticommunist programs, and it has been
necessary on numerous occasions to have him refrain from
mentioning the FBI in any manner. Fagan has also been responsible
for the distribution of anti-Negro ana anti-Semitic pamphlets.
(62-87267)

Information concerning the background ofl ~j

I lis contained in the report of SA l [dated
April 30, 1951, at Philadelphi a, and Bulet to Philadelphia
dated May 21, 1951, captioned *

1 L Internal
Security - R." These references indicate that l l is
a wealthy individual who is allegedly violently anticommunist and,
to some extent, anti-Semitic and has in the past spent
considerable time writing letters to newspapers and members
of Congress protesting the actions of this Government.
(65-27850-92, 97)

The above is furnished for your information only.

i
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{Unite* States; $ost (Office

Pheonixville, Penna,

10-24-1958
19—
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These booklets were handed

to several employees of the

Phoenixville Post Office by

Mr.
J,

a patron

of this Post Office, on Oct.

22nd, 1958.

This booklet is submitted

for what consideration it '/n/j)

may be given by the F.B.I.

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1952—021 0003 ft—17*#





Organized to Combat Communism

MYRON C. FAGAN, NATIONAL DIRECTOR

i

August-September News-Bulletin—•—
This News-Bulletin copyrighted September, 1958

Price per copy, fifty cents

All rights reserved



WE MUST CLOSE RANKS

• -

In this issue I shall take up where I left off in the last one

(No. 64).

)

My objective in this issue is to nail down the guilt of the “United

Nations” and the U. S, Supreme Court and spur the fight against

i

both. In order to remove all doubt about what is to follow, I will

' precede with some pertinent reminders.

I

For more than forty years the American people, always victorious

against all Enemies without, have been desperately waging a los-

|
ing fight to save our country from an Enemy Within. For the

veterans in this fight there is no need to identify that Enemy —

)

nor to describe the camouflages under which he carries on his

:
vicious treason. But during the past several years, and particularly

in recent months, I have been deluged with despairing cries from all

parts of the nation. Those cries come, in the main, from newcomers

in the fight, who cannot understand why victory is so long in com-

ing - many of whom are beginning to despair that victory will

etrer come, They can’t understand why all the traitors that Joe

McCarthy exposed were not promptly punished — so they accept

1 the anti-anti-Communists’ deliberately misleading contentions that

“Joe’s objectives my have been worthy, but his methods were

wrong” . .

.

they joined in the crusade to get the U, S, out of the

UN trap, but because Congress has taken no action, and the Press,

Radio and TV continue to eulogize that monstrosity, they begin

to doubt — and assume that further support of that crusade is

useless ... they joined in the crusade for the impeachment of

Earl Warren and his co-destroyers of our Constitution — but Con-

gress has taken no action, and, in addition, they are told that that

* objective is impossible, so they assume that further support of that

crusade is a waste of money, time and effort.

In short, because they don’t know why we don’t achieve quick

victory for every objective they are ready to give up the fight in

despair — or in anger,

1

I DON’T BLAME THEM - THEY DON’T KNOW

Before going any further, I wish to stress that I do not find fault

with any of the writers of such letters. I quite understand — and

sympathize with — their bewilderment, their feelings of frustration,

their anger at the seemingly lack of results, their hopelessness and
'i
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their despair. I sympathize with them because I went through all

°
J

ose s

f
e motions during the dozen years that I have been

JI

?
7 i i

se
PeoP^ i°toed to toe battle because theynm believed that it was a fight for the salvation of our

country - and they fully expected that all loyal Americans would
jom up and go marching shoulder to shoulder with them, But
when they looked around and found the vast majority of the
American people staying aloof - when they found that the men
they have been sending to Washington to guard and defend our
counry and our Constitution have, instead, been aiding the
Jjnemy - some have become so angry that they are ready to say
to hell with t all! , . , others are so bewildered they cry out in

despair, oh, what’s the use!”

But what they dont know, those writers of angry and despairing
letters, is that the vast majority of the American people have been
brainwashed into sound slumber and unawareness that their country
is m danger -- they don’t know that those Morn politicians in

Washington who have been betraying us, and for whom they have
een voting again and again and again, are puny men, if such can

be called men, who, in their frenzy to hold on to their mess of dirty

political pottage are willing to forget heritage,

But the most important thing they don’t know, or are only
vaguely aware of - and that, unfortunately, is true of the vast
mjonty of the American peopk-is that our “Enemy Within’ has
been mipiantmg his cancerous roots in our nation since the days of

f
e
7“ War - and that during the past half-century those roots

have been spreading into all phases of our American way of life —
into our mass communications systems, into Labor, into Industry
into our political Parties, into Congress, even into the White
House,

.

Tll

f
is tlie basic answer for all those who don’t know why victory

IS SO long in coming - we are fighting an “Enemy’ who is deeply
intrenched; who is perfectly organized; who has absolute control
of all the weapons. Only one thing can overcome those stupendous
advantages - an awakening of all of the American people, What
we are doing today, the few of us who are doing it, is fighting a
delaying action until we can accomplish that awakening. And I
might add that our present fighting can be likened to that of the
Freedom Fighters of Budapest, who, literally, had nothing but sticks

and stones with which to fight the armor and tanks of their enemy.
And I predict that in the years to come history will record that
to delaying action is the only thing that will have saved our
nahon - just as history has recorded that the harried “Christian
soldiers of Neros times preserved Christianity.

But there is still another and even more important thing that

even some of our most valiant fighters don’t know - and which,

me than anything else, is responsible for the apathy of our peo-

ple— and that is the true identity of our “Enemy Within,’ Ask the

average American to name that “Enemy” and invariably his answer

will be: the Communists. But he will be wrong. Bear in mini, I

said the “Enemy Within,” Unquestionably, Communism is the one

great menace that is threatening all of the remaining free peoples

throughout the world. But in the United States it functions chiefly

as the camouflage for the far more sinister and far more evil ac-

tivities of the Masterminds of the Great Conspiracy - our Enemy

Within!

Now, I fully realize that that statement is directly contrary to the

generally accepted belief that Russia is our one and only mortal

foe - and that Communism as a whole is our greatest menace. On

the surface that theory is correct, but one hardly needs a military

brain like the one our golfing president is supposed to have to know

that Russia wants no war with the U, S, — because that would

mean World War Three — and Krushchev and the Kremlin gang

dread that kind of a war even more than we do. Krushchev, with

all his drunken bluster and bluffing, knows that he is sitting on a

smouldering powder keg. Right now he is safe. His secret police

hold tight control of the peoples in the Satellites. But that control

would not survive a war. At the first sign of war that Balkan

powder keg would explode and blow the whole Communist regime

to perdition, That bloody episode in Hungary made that poignantly

clear to the Comrades. The Secret Police couldn’t cope with it
—

many of the Russian soldiers refused to fire on the Freedom Fight-

ers, some even joined them — only by rushing in Mongol brigades

was Moscow able to crush the revolt. In the event of a war it is a

foregone conclusion that there would be a “Hungarian revolt” in

every one of the Satellites - and, quite likely, in various parts of

Russia, The Secret Police would be slaughtered - and it is quite

conceivable that the Russian soldiery would turn on their present

masters. And Krushchev hows it! No, he does not want a war. And

Washington knows it, too! A Teddy Roosevelt or a Douglas Mac-

Arthur in the White House would long ago have called Krushchev’s

and/or Stalin’s bluffs - and that would have been the end of

Russia as a war threat. In fact, it might well have meant the end

/vf /iJJ Pnmmtmnowif

Anyway, in the following pages I will provide prima facie

evidence that both Russia and Communism are, and always have

been, the premeditated tools and instruments of our “Enemy With-

in.” Furthermore, unbelievable as it may seem at first glance, I will



prove that Communism was actually created by our “Enemy With-

in to be just that . . , that it was nurtured, sustained and master-

minded by our “Enemy Within” - and that its greatest menace

to the American people is that it serves as a perfect camouflage

and smoke screen for the Machiavellian activities of that “Enemy”

within the United States.

WHO IS THE “ENEMY WITHIN"?

1

In the realistic answer to that question lies the answer - and

the solution - to all our troubles.

Several years ago the Chicago Tribune published an article they

called “Our Secret Government,” That story revealed how a Cabal,

composed principally of Internationalist Bankers, is plotting for

the complete “take over” of the United States - and that that

“take-over” is the salient feature of an over-all plot to give them

absolute control of the whole world, That article further establish-

ed that already the White House, our State Department and all our

Government agencies are taking their orders from the Masterminds

of that Cabal - that our entire foreign policy, as well as all of our

domestic affairs, are dictated by that Cabal. In short, that Cabal

is already “Our Secret Government.” It mentioned several names

as the Masterminds of that “Secret Government,” Among them were

Herbert Lehman, Bernard Baruch, Felix Frankfurter, Henry Mor-

ganthau, the Warburgs, etc., etc.

That article appeared in only one edition of the Chicago Tribune.

It was pulled out of all subsequent editions ...we don’t need two

guesses to know why!

Other sources give us various other “names” for the same Cabal.

Some call it “The Zionists” , . . some call it “The Internationalists”

, . . some “The One Worlders”, some “The Hidden Empire”, etc.,

etc. All name the same men as the Masterminds. And all those

sources are right. But whatever that Cabal is called, the simplest

name for the entire plot is: “The Great Conspiracy!’

,
In our News-Bulletin of July 1954 (No, 38) we traced the entire

background of this “Great Conspiracy”, clear back to the arrival

in America of Jacob H, Schiff to organize and mastermind the plot

to gradually undermine and acquire control of the free government

of the United States—and then transform our nation into a unit of a

one-world government that would be as completely controlled by

this Cabal as Hungary is completely enslaved by Moscow,

In 1918 they felt the time was ripe for their scheme — and they

created the “League of Nations” to be the preliminary set-up for

the “One World Government” to follow. That monstrosity was

proclaimed as the brainchild of phoney humanitarian Woodrow

Wilson - but its real architect was Jacob H. Schiff’s super-errand

boy, Edward Mandel House. We escaped that trap because one

man, Senator Henry Cabot Lodge (not the phoney using that name

today), kept us from being sucked into it.

In 1945 they again decided that the time was ripe and they set

up the “United Nations.” This time they proclaimed it to be the

brainchild of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, whom history will record

as the craftiest, most vicious, most unprincipled political charlatan

in the history of the United States. Here again we find that the

real architect of this present monstrosity was not Roosevelt, but one

Alger Hiss, a convicted traitor and spy — and a known “protege”

of Felix Frankfurter and all the other Masterminds of the Great

t Conspiracy!

Now, can there be any doubt as to who are the real architects of

both those monstrosities?— Or as to their common objective? That

is the one feature about the American people that really perplexes

me. Certainly, every American, man and woman, knows all about

Alger Hiss. They all know that Hiss, in collaboration with Molotov,

wrote the UN Charter, Granting that they have no direct knowledge

that he was merely the “ghost writer” for the Masterminds of the

Great Conspiracy, the very fact that that known traitor had anything

to do with the creation of the UN should be enough to completely

damn that monstrosity, Yet, many, perhaps a majority, of the

American people continue to be “sold” on it,

Of course, there is only one answer for their gullibility: - TV

and Hollywood. The rugged American people of a half-century ago

would not have been so easily taken in — but, in all fairness, it

must be recognized that the people of those days had not been

subjected to a half-century of softening up for the brainwashing.

Now I will submit my promised prima facie evidence that the

evil ideology that since 1918 has been operating under the name of

“Communism” was created by our “Enemy Within” to camouflage

,
their activities in die United States.

1

FIRST: THEIR ACTIVITIES

ft

In our July 1954 News-Bulletin (No. 38) entitled “UN is Crux

of The Great Conspiracy”, I traced the background of that plot

back to 1867, when Jacob H. Schiff entered the United States as an

humble emigrant. He came here as an emissary of the Rothschilds,

_4_
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then the hierarchs of “The Great Conspiracy”, with instructions to

“buy” into a desirable Banking House. At that time Kuhn-Loeb

and Company was a small and insignificant outfit, money lenders

and pawnbrokers rather than Bankers, operating in Cincinnati. But

it evidently fitted into Schiff’s — and the Great Conspiracy’s pur-

poses, He “bought” in - and Kuhn-Loeb moved to New York.

Shortly after that Kuhn died— and Loeb sold his interests to Schiff.

Immediately, Kuhn-Loeb became the most important Banking

House in America, with inexhaustible funds — Rothschild’s, of

course— at its command, Thus the “Great Conspiracy” was launch-

ed in the United States.

In that same “News-Bulletin” I reported — and documented —
all of the plottings of the Cabal from that year to the present.

Their first important step was to get control of the money system

of the United States, They enticed all the International Bankers in

America to join them in that plot. That included not only their

natural allies, such as the Lehmans, the Seligmans, Warburgs, Gold-

man-Sachs, Lazard Freres (Eugene Meyer), Brown Brothers, the

Speyers, etc., but renegade Americans, such as
J.

Pierpont Morgan,

the Biddles and Drexels of Philadelphia, Stillman and Vanderlip of

the National City Bank of New York, Aldrich of the Chase Bank,

etc. The lure for even a Morgan to support Schiff’s scheme is

obvious: in those years London was the supreme Money Mart of

the World — that meant the House of Rothschild,

Anyway, it was that Combine that railroaded Congress into pass-

ing the “Federal Reserve Act” in 1913 — and transferred complete

control of our Money System to the Great Conspiracy.”

Their next most important step was to get control of our Press,

Radio and Hollywood (and later TV), to be used not only to sup-

press and/or slant news, but to “sell” the people, brainwash them
,

into accepting whatever propaganda the Great Conspiracy would

require to achieve their various objectives. And they succeeded!

They “sold” us the utterly unscrupulous Roosevelt as a saintly

humanitarian — they “sold” us that mediocre barracks soldier,

Eisenhower, as a military genius and great administrator.

(NOTE: In our News-Bulletin (No. 40) of November 1954, l

revealed their take-over of our press-and their methods of black-

mailing byal American publishers and Editors into suppressing

and/or slanting the news ... in our News-Bulletin (No. 55) of

February 1957, 1 revealed their iron control of ALL our TV Chan-

nels... in our News-Bulletin (No. 54) of January, 1957, (plus other

books and News-Bulletins), 1 revealed their take-over of Holly-

wood, and how they used the Screen to brainwash the people and

foment race, color and creed hatreds.)

-6-

At the same time they were infiltrating our political Parties, —
but concentrated on the Democratic. That Party was the most

vulnerable, because it lacked financing. Their objective was, of

course, to plant a chosen tool in the White House. They accomplish-

ed that in 1913, and that was when, with Woodrow Wilson com-

pletely under their control, the Great Conspiracy moved on to its

next, and what they hoped would be their final great step — World

i War and a phony “League of Nations” to be transformed into a

\

One-World Government!

i

•

I

I FARFETCHED?
i

i

•

I There are some who read this who may take issue with the above

|
conclusion. They may accept the fact of a Great Conspiracy, but

the idea that it must be accomplished by war is too horrifying for

belief.

Very well; I realize that in order to convince the reader that his

(or her) support for our crusades is a life-or-death MUST for the

1

salvation of our country I must remove all doubts, so let’s explore

' my charge.

i The one and only bait for a One World Government is that it

j

will insure PEACE. The only thing that can make people forget

;

nationalism and cry for peace is WAR.

i War brings chaos, destruction, exhaustion — to winner as well

as to loser. It brings economic ruin to both. Most important, it de-

stroys the flower of the young manhood of both. To the saddened

,
heartbroken mothers and fathers, who are left with nothing but

memories of their beloved sons, peace becomes worth any price . .

.

and that is the emotion upon which the Conspirators depend for

|

the success of their Satanic scheme!

j

Now, throughout most of the 19th century and until 1914 the

1

world, as a whole, was in peace. Such wars as the Franco-Prussian,

our own Civil War, the Russia-Japanese war, were what might be

1 termed local disturbances that did not affect the rest of the world,

i

All the great nations were prosperous, the people staunchly na-

tionalistic and fiercely proud of their sovereignties. Under such

conditions it was utterly unthinkable that the French and Germans

would be willing to live under a One-World government — or the

Turk and the Russians - or the Chinese and the Japanese. Even

more unthinkable that a Kaiser Wilhelm, or a Franz Joseph, or a

Czar Nicholas, or any monarch, would meekly surrender his throne

\ to a One-World government, Only one thing - WAR — could

-7-



eliminate monarchs - and make people yearn for a PEACE in- •

i

suring One-World Government,
j

But it would have to be a frightful and horribly devastating war,
j

It could not be a ‘local disturbance” war between two nations. It

would have to be a WORLD WAR! No major nation must be left

untouched by the horrors and devastation of that war. The cry for

PEACE must be universal ...the first World War did just that!

I won t stop to deal with how the Conspirators accomplished it—
j

but bear in mind the significant fact that that first World War was

precipitated by a trivial incident: the assassination of an Austrian
j

Archduke — an assassination .for which there has never been a !

satisfactory explanation. +

•

I

RUSSIA STILL IN THEIR WAY
j

*
;

By 1917 the Great Conspiracy had achieved its primary objective.
j

The whole world was war weary and crying for peace. And the out- I

come too was all set by then : as soon as the United States would be
j

hurled in on the side of the Allies (and that was all set to happen

immediately after Wilsons re-election) there could be only one i

outcome.
j

That outcome would eliminate all the monarchs of the defeated
;

countries and leave their peoples in a confused and bewildered

state perfectly conditioned for what the Great Conspiracy intended. i

But there still would be one obstacle—possibly an insuperable one,
'

to-wit:
1

Russia, one of the Allies, would be on the winning side. There-
i

fore the Czar would still be securely on his throne. Russia, under i

the Czarist regime, had been one of the great nations in which !

the Great Conspiracy had never been able to make any headway— I

had never been able to infiltrate their termites. A winning Czar

would be more difficult to deal with than ever. Even if he were
j

enticed into a “League of Nations” he would never, but never,

go for a One-World government, Obviously the Czar would have to

be liquidated—And it would have to be done before the close of ,

the war!
;

•

TROTSKY AND LENIN SCHIFF’S BOYS

•

During the early years of this century there was a gang of I

terrorists who called themselves the Bolshevik! Their intended
J

prey was Russia—and all of them were Russian bom. Most of
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them were jailbirds, bank and train robbers, refugees from Siberia,

etc. At best, they were a Russian version of the gangsters (Capone)

in our own various undergrounds. Definitely, they were not known

as Communists. In fact, in those early years the word Communism

was virtually unheard. There was a group of bizzare characters in

London who spouted Marxism and called themselves Communists,

but the Bolsheviki had very little in common with them,

The two most prominent “chiefs” of the Bolsheviki were Nicolai

Lenin (Ulianov) and Leon Trotzky (Bronstein), Prior to the

outbreak of the war Lenin “resided” in the slums of Paris-after

the outbreak Switzerland became his haven, Trotsky’s “head-

quarters” were on the lower East side of New York. Both were

similarly bewhiskered and unkempt—in those days that apparently

was the badge of Bolshevism. Both lived well, yet neither had a

regular occupation. Both seemed always to have plenty of money,

yet neither had an apparent source of steady income, But all those

mysteries were solved in 1917,

Early in that year Lenin entertained strange visitors in his

Switzerland hideout—men of the very highest places in the world.

One was Edward M, House, the mysterious Colonel House who

was Woodrow Wilson’s palsy-walsy and, more significant, Jacob

Schiff’s special messenger boy. Another of the visitors was one

Warburg, Chief of Germany’s Secret Police, a partner in lire M. M,

Warburg Banking House of Germany and a brother of Paul

Warburg of Kuhn-Loeb and Company, There were others, but

we are primarily concerned with just those two ... and here it

must be stressed that by then the United States and Germany were

at war and therefore House and Warburg were “enemies”—but

in Lenin’s house they were all “friends.”

Following those visits a sinister gang of characters streamed into

Lenin’s “headquarters.” There was Max Litvinoff, a con man from

London; Kaganovitch, a smuggler and fence; Joe Stalin, then a

minor Jesse James of the Ural Mountains, and others of that ilk

—

obviously, something big was in the wind.

At the same time similar strange and mysterious goings-on were

taking place in New York. Night after night the unkempt Trotsky

darted furtively in and out of Jacob Schiff’s palatial mansion. And

in the dead of those same nights there were gatherings of hard-faced

characters at Trotsky’s headquarters— all of them one-time im-

migrants from the ghettos of Russia and Poland, But it all remained

shrouded in deep mystery-nobody “talked.” Then, all of a sudden,

Trotsky disappeared. And with him, between two and three hundred

of the previously mentioned hard-faced denizens of the lower East

Side. All were on the high seas on a Schiff-chartered ship, bound
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for their rendezvous with Lenin and his gang of ruffians. And in

that ship there ms twenty million dollars in gold— the money

Schiff provided to finance the Bolsheviki take-over of Moscow!

At one point the whole adventure came very near to ending in

disaster—the Schiff-chartered ship had almost reached its destina-

tion when it was intercepted and taken into custody by a British

warship. But Mister Schiff quickly instructed Colonel House to

order Wilson to order the British to let his gang go on their way.

Wilson obeyed-the British obeyed—Trotsky joined Lenin.

But they still faced what ordinarily would have been an insur-

mountable obstacle—how to get the Schiff-Trotsky-Lenin gang of

terrorists across the borders into Russia. That was where brother

Warburg came in—he loaded all those gangsters into sealed freight

cars and made all the necessary arrangements for their secret

entry into Russia.

The rest is history and needs no repetition in these pages. What

I wish to stress at this point is that the 1917 rape of Russia was

accomplished not by COMMUNISTS but by the BOLSHEVIKI

—and, even more important, that it was master-minded and financed

by Jacob H, Schiff and his co-conspirators in New York. Remember

that as you read further!

Until the end of 1917 the entire plan of the Conspirators worked

perfectly. All the great nations were war-weary, devastated, mourn-

ing their dead, PEACE was the one great universal cry. Thus,

when it was proposed to set up a “League of Nations” to insure

veace all the great nations jumped on that bandwagon without

even stopping to read the fine print in that “insurance” policy,

That is, all but one—and the one that the Conspirators least expected

to hold out , .

.

and that was their one fatal mistake!

When Schiff and his co-conspirators planted Woodrow Wilson

in the White House they assumed that they had the United States

in the proverbial bag, Woodrow Wilson, the champion of the little

people, the great humanitarian! There was every reason for the

Conspirators to believe that he would easily born-swoggle Congress

;nto buying the “League of Nations” sight unseen-just as, in 1945,

Congress DID swallow the “United Nations” sight unseen! But

in 1918 there was one man in the Senate who saw through the

scheme, He was a man of great political stature—and a great and

loyal American. He was highly respected and trusted by every mem-

ber of Congress and by the American people. He unmasked Wood-

row Wilson—and kept the United States out of the “League of

Nations.” That great American patriot was Henry Cabot Lodge—

not the political charlatan who for the past 30 years has been making

political hay for himself by pretending to be Henry Cabot Lodge

That was the end of “Quisling” Woodrow Wilson—he died an

imbecile shortly after that. And that was the end of the “League

of Nations” as the Great Conspiracy’s springboard into “One World

Government.” But it was not the end of the Great Conspiracy!

1

THEY START ALL OVER AGAIN

The one thing that defeated Wilson’s frenzied efforts to suck

the United States into the “League of Nations” was the solidarity

of the American people. That convinced the Great Conspiracy that

they would never be able to suck us into any form of One World

Government, or even into any other form of a “League of Nations,”

as long as that solidarity would exist. Right then and there the

destruction of that solidarity became their number one priority

objective.

“MINORITY GROUPS” THEIR TOOL

The Great Conspiracy had long toyed with the idea of using the

foreign elements in our nation to create Race, Color and Creed

dissensions and hatreds. The very composition of our nation lent

itself to the idea. Every large city in the United States, outside of

the Deep South, has large concentrations of foreign groups, with

each group virtually a segregated community all by itself. But

while each group was ready to fight any other group at the drop

of a hat or a word, none of them posed any real problems for the

nation. They were all more or less a group of unruly children

in one household—but they all respected the head (Uncle Sam)

of the house. In their own peculiar ways they were good and loyal

Americans—and, in fact, most still are. In all fairness, we must

confine all of our “Minority Group” dissensions and subversions

to the two groups that are directly responsible for them; to-wit:

the Jews and the Negroes.

It is hardly necessary to go into the whys and wherefors for

the susceptibility of the Jews and Negroes to the temptations of

the Great Conspiracy. For the Jews, the answer is found in the

names of the Masterminds of the Great Conspiracy and of their

thousands of Rabbinical pied pipers such as Stephen Wise, Emil G.

Hirsch, Hillel Silver, Joachim Prinz, etc., etc.

As for the negroes, the bait held out to them was De-Segregation.

But in those early years the darkies, as a whole, were content and



I

I

happy, and for a long time the Great Conspiracy made no headway

with them—for two reasons: 1) all respected negro leaders shunned

the scheme , . . 2) it lacked organizational direction, So, in 1909

the Masterminds decided to “organize” them and they created the

“Notional Association for the Advancement of Colored People,”

I will come back to this “Association” later, but at this point it is

pertinent to stress its most important feature—and that is that the

roster of the original founders and officers of NAACP clearly

establishes that it has never been a Negro organization. Except for

a few nondescript negroes, none of them accepted leaders of the

race, the officers and directors always were Whites-and the names
|

of those Whites are highly significant! Among those “names" are

Rabbis Hirsch and Wise; Jacob H. Schiff; Julius Rosenwald; Mary I

Ovington, member of a notorious Abolitionist family; Jane Addams, J

a notorious “bleeding heart;” Lincoln Steffens; John Dewey, etc,, etc.

All the Presidents of NAACP have been Whites, the present one

being Arthur B, Spingarn, a Jewish Lawyer—and an affiliate of the
;

“Anti-Defamation League.” And among the present Officers and

Directors are such characters as Oscar Hammerstein, Norman

Cousins, Wayne Morse, Rabbi Judah Cahn, Eric Johnston, Walter

Reuther, Herbert Lehman, Eleanor Roosevelt and other Whites

whose favorite color is RED—the Red of the Great Conspiracy!

Now let’s tarn to the other side of the “Minority Group” coin

—

by far the most important side: the “Anti-Defamation League.”

In our January 1950 “News-Bulletin” (No, 9) and in “Red Treason

on Broadway” 1 thoroughly unmasked the ADL, so there is no

need to waste further space of this issue on that terrorist outfit

—

except for one very revealing feature, to-wit: among the original

founders and financial supporters of the ADL, as among those of

the NAACP, we find the names of Rabbis Hirsch and Wise, of

Jacob Schiff, Julius Rosenwald, the Warburgs, Herbert Lehman,

Felix Frankfurter, etc., etc the same birds of the same feather

flocked together, in both gangs!

-e -

THEY NEED A CAMOUFLAGE

I have set down all of the above to serve as prima facie evidence
!

for the elaboration of my charge that Communism was brought
j?

into our country to serve as a camouflage—and scapegoat—for the

far more dangerous activities of our “Enemy Within” ... and,
j

in particular, to “cover” the “Minority Group” agitations of the ADL

and NAACP.

At the same time I shall establish that Communism, as a whole,
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was created by our same “Enemy Within” to serve as the master

tool for their entire Great Conspiracy to suck the whole world

into their One-World Government trap.

Until 1918 the Masterminds placed all their reliance for final

success on the War—and the League of Nations. Therefore, they

did not press their Minority Group agitations. All such activities,

were more or less minor skirmishes to keep us off balance—to

disrupt the unity of the American people—soften up our nation-

alism—to condition us to welcome the PEACE of a One-World

Government.

But the nation-wide support of Henry Cabot Lodge against

Woodrow Wilson startled them, They quickly realized that their

“League of Nations” was' headed for the rocks . . . they sensed

that their “captive” Democratic Party would be swept out of

Washington in 1920 . , . they realized that they would have

to do their job all over again. But, more important, that was when

they realized that they would never succeed unless they would

first utterly destroy the unity of our people!

There was only one sure-fire way to do that-create race, creed

and color dissensions and hatreds. But this time there was to be

no dallying with half-measures—it was to be a ruthless all-out

internal WAR between all Religious and Ethnic groups ... but

the chief objective was the creation of a murderous hatred between

the Blacks and the Whites. The NAACP, amply financed, was to

be the “front” for the negroes—but the ADL was to mastermind

the entire “war” and provide the militant leadership for the other-

wise inept NAACP, Naturally, DESEGREGATION was again to be

the bait for the negroes. But this time it was to carry with it not

only equality with Whites but a tacit promise of MASTERY—

a

promise of White men’s jobs—of complete fraternization with

Whites—it promised them White Women! . .

.

Anybody who doubts

that all that was the collective price for the negroes collaboration

in the plot of our “Enemy Within” can easily find full confirmation

in Washington, D.C., in New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Detroit

—in any large city outside of the Southern states-and in the

present “Desegregation Decisions” of Earl Warren and his eight

co-}udases!

1

BIRTH OF COMMUNISM

— 0

Their plan to use the “Minority Groups” as their principal tool

was a dangerous one. The Masterminds knew that if the American

people saw through it there would be a blood-bath for all the

Jewish people in America such as would make all the “pogroms” in
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Europe fade into insignificance. Not because all of them would be

deserving of it, but there is a definitely understandable reason why

they would all suffer it: since its inception the ADL has proclaimed

itself to be the supreme voice and protector of all the Jews in

America. The vast majority of them, through fear or otherwise,

have never seen fit to refute that claim, Hence, ipso facto, all the

crimes committed by the ADL have become the crimes of all the

Jewish people. In the rage following discovery, the people would

not stop to differentiate—the innocent would suffer with the guilty.

The Masterminds had to find a way to avert such a discovery.

Not because they were greatly concerned about what it would do

to their people, but because it would at once and forever smash

all their One-World .plans. So they had to find some way to cover

up their activities—something that would distract the attention of

the American people. And it had to be something of world-wide

transcendent importance,

Now, at that particular moment the “liberation” of Russia was

the sensational event of the age. It was of transcendent importance

to the American people who have always been keenly interested in

furthering the freedom of all peoples. The Masterminds decided

to seize upon that emotion to make the “liberation” of the Russian

people their camouflage, It would be easy to enlist American

sympathy and aid for the furtherance of the “freedoms” of the

Russian people , , , it would be easy to flood this country with

organizations (suck as “American-Soviet Friendship) , , , they could

have the (controlled) Press and Radio yammering about the

Russian people and their new-found “freedom.” In short, they could

focus the attention of the American people on Russia and thus

divert their attention from what was being done to their “freedoms.”

But there was one serious flaw in that scheme: the liberators”

of the Russian people were the Bolsheviki; the only mental picture

that the American people had of a Bolshevist was a ridiculous

looking hairy ape, dirty, unkempt, repulsive, slinking around with

a knife in one hand and a sputtering bomb in the other—hardly

the kind of a figure to inspire sympathy or admiration. As for

Bolshevism itself, it was about as idealistic as Capone’s “protection”

racket, Obviously, that kind of “liberation” and “Liberator” could

neither capture nor hold the attention of the American people.

The Masterminds knew that they would have to find some way

to ennoble the “Liberator” and clothe the “Liberation” with some

kind of idealism, They decided that Karl Marx and Communism,

both virtually unknown in the United States, could be used to

turn the trick,

So, in October 1918, Jacob Schiff dispatched Colonel House to
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Moscow with orders to Lenin to change the name of the Bolsheviki

to the Communist Party—and to adopt the Karl Marx Manifesto as

the “bible” of the Party. Lenin obeyed—in the following month he

issued an official statement, formalizing the change.

Shortly after that, at a so-called “Rally” in Chicago, the same

Masterminds launched the “Communist Party of the United States”!

It was at that “Rally” that a noted quipster wisecracked that

thenceforth NAACP would stand for “Nogroes And Associated

Communist Porti/”—rather remindful of that old saying: “Man!/

a true word spoken in jest.”

And it was that “Rally” that caused the Masterminds to change

their entire strategy. The ease with thich they launched Communism

in the United States, together with the amazing “whitewash” of

the Kremlin hoodlums with just one coat of Communism, convinced

the Masterminds that in this new “ideology” they had an instrument

that could be used to further their plot in all parts of the world.

Thus, begining in 1920 “Communist Parties” were set up in prac-

tically every country in the world—where they served as fifth

columns—and sabotage and espionage agencies.

Now, of course, all those Communist activities have always been

charged to Moscow. But bear in mind that throughout his career

as Dictator of Russia and titular chief of the Communist Party

Lenin was taking his orders from Schiff. We know that! Now, bear

in mind that Stalin’s regime was fast foundering and was saved

in 1933 by Roosevelt’s “Recognition”—that Roosevelt again saved

him in World War Two-and (we know) that Roosevelt was taking

his orders from the Masterminds of the Great Conspiracy! And now

bear in mind that at Teheran the same Roosevelt gave Stalin the

green light for the Communist take-over in China—and at Yalta he

gave him the green light for the Communist take-over of all the

Balkan Countries,

Now, is there anybody so naive as to believe that all those

betrayals—nff of the same pattern—could have been mere co-

incidences? Are we to believe that Eisnhower’s betrayals in World

War Two—all of the same pattern—were mere co-incidences? Are

we to believe that both Roosevelt and Eisenhower committed all

those betrayals just to make Stalin happy? Only a moron could

believe that!

Anyway, there is one thing that we don’t have to do any guessing

about—we know that, to all intents and purposes, Communism was

actually born in the Wai Street offices of Kuhn-Loeb and Company,

the headquarters of The Great Conspiracy to destroy the United

States . .

.

that the Russia that today is our mortal enemy was
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born in that same “bed”! . . , that there, too, were bom the “League

of Nations” of 1918 and the “United Nations” of 1945.

All of the above statements are historic and documented facts

whith should be-mwjf fee—made known to all of the American

people. Because only when all the people know the full truth will

we be able to destroy the serpentine “Enemy Within” our nation!

ft

SUPREME COURT IS GREAT CONSPIRACY TOOL!

0

In our July-August 1957 “News-Bijlletin” we reviewed the deeds

of Earl Warren and his Associate Justices and proved beyond the

shadow of a doubt that all those nine men have dedicated them-

selves to the service of our “Enemy Within” , , . we established with

prima facie evidence that those men were placed in their danger-

ously high offices for the express purpose of sabotaging all of the

defenses created by our Constitution for the safeguarding of our

country and the freedoms of the American people,

We followed up that “News-Bulletin” with a six-page ‘Tract" in

which we cited their most vicious deeds-and in which we urged all

loyal Americans to demand of the men they sent to Washington

to guard our nation that they take the necessary steps (impeach-

ment) to stop that treason,

Within the following three months there were several hundred

thousand copies of this “Tract” circulating throughout the nation.

In turn, thousands of copies were poured into the offices of all the

members of both Houses of Congress-together with personal let-

ters demanding prompt action,

In my office I have many hundreds, perhaps thousands, of the

replies from various Senators and Representatives. Some, tragically

only a comparative feu), whole heartedly agree that the Supreme

Court is now our country’s most virulent cancer—arni that impeach-

ment is our only cure . , . others agree more cautiously—but promise

to support such Congressional action if somebody else will start it,,.

still others, who assertedly agree that those nine men should be

impeached, virtually express a “surrender” attitude by pointing out

that all the members who represent “Minority Group” Districts and

States would refuse to support such action ... and still others

contend (amamgly) that there is no legal machinery that permits

such drastic action.

That last statement is either a phony alibi—or a confession of

abysmal ignorance of all the safeguards and protective measures in

our Constitution, Because there is a distinct and definite provision

in our Constitution under which Congress can remove from office

the Chief Justice, and/or any Associate Justice, for “improper

'

behavior.” Furthermore, Congress does not even have to go through

any of the impeachment processes for such a removal-a mere

majority vote is all that the Constitution requires.

And in the above mentioned “News-Bulletin” and “Tract” we

cited case after case of “improper behavior”—if “Decisions” that

nullify laws passed by Congress to prevent treason and sabotage

can be so lightly described- “Decisions” that are wittingly and

deliberately intended to prevent Congressional Committee in-

vestigations of plots and/or of individuals plotting such treason—

“Decisions’ that are unconstitutional and are deliberately intended

to create Racial dissension and strife throughout the Land.

In my personal opinion, and there are many who are wise in

the lore of our Constitutional laws who agree with me, the mere

expression of “improper behavior” does not begin to cover those

deeds-and that is why mere removal from office is not enough.

They should get “the punishment to fit the crimes.” They should be

impeached- and then tried for their deeds . . . exactly as Marshal

Petain and Pierre Laval were tried and punished!

Such action by Congress would automatically serve as a dread

warning to all the other tools of the Great Conspiracy—and to the

very Masterminds of the Conspiracy!

And now let’s see just how “improper” their conduct has been

—

let’s view it through the eyes of other Justices, any one of whom

knows more about Constitutional law than all those nine old men

put together.

ft

TRIED - AND FOUND GUILTY

1

Once every year the Chief Justices of all 48 states meet in what is

called the Conference of the Chief Justices. This year they met

in Pasadena, California, during the week of August 18, The first

subject on their agenda was the matter of the U. S. Supreme Court

-especially the “Decisions” affecting Communism and general

security issues,

The first “Decision” that came under review was the most recent

one, which ruled that the Secretary of State has no statutory right

to refuse passports to persons because of “beliefs and associations,

1’

The effect of that “Decision,” it was observed, was that the gate
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has been opened to every enemy of the United States, including

Communists, fellow travelers and other subversives, to thumb their

.noses at the State Department, demand and obtain passports and

go around in other countries doing their utmost to destroy this

nation.

The Conference also issued a sharply critical report by its

Committee on Federal-State Relationships as affected by Judicial

Decisions, which was officially approved by the Conference. The

Supreme Court was curtly reminded that it should 'exercise one

of the greatest of all judicial powers-the power of self restraint.”

The Committee report in part said:

“We believe that ...the Supreme Court too often has tended

to adopt the role of policy maker without proper judicial restraint.”

The Conference took note that it has become a common complaint

that the Supreme Court has now become, ‘‘through its radical

Decisions,” a policy maker and virtually a law maker, usurping
j

the powers for which the people elect leading Citizens to Congress.

The Committee’s report asserted that:

“It has long been an American boast that we have a government
,

of laws, not of men. We believe that any study of recent ‘Decisions’ !|

of the Supreme Court will raise at the very least considerable doubt
|

as to the validity of that boast.” $

While the Committee made it plain that the State Chief Justices
||

are primarily concerned with “the effect of the Supreme Court if

Decisions upon the relations between the Federal and State govern-
j

merits,” and States rights and the encroachment of Federal power
j

upon the States, they left no doubt that the entire field of Supreme
f

Court Decisions were under fire—and that the “nine old men”

went far outside their Constitutional rights and powers to give

aid and comfort to the Communist Conspiracy.

The Conference chairman, Chief Justice John R, Dethmers, of

Michigan, warned that

“

too much policy making by the U. S.
j|

Supreme Court may eventually prove destructive to our way of lifeF
j|

Now, let’s hear in mind that the men of this Conference are

themselves Justices—that they would naturally be sensitive about

criticism of any others of the Judiciary, especially those of the

highest court in the Land. Yet, stripping their report of all the

verbosity of legal phraseology, their report clearly accuses the U. S.

Supreme Court of enacting laws instead of interpreting them, of

insufficient self-restraint, and of inconsistent reversals, This Report

was., overwhelmingly approved 38 to 6, four of the Chief Justices

not being present. That approval came from jurists from North,
|
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East and West, The Southern judges voted approval without

exception.

The Conference made no direct reference to the Little Rock case.

None was needed, really. Little Rock has been the catalytic force

which has united all the new and old antagonists to the highest

tribunal in the land. Rut the revered and venerable Judge Learned

Hand brought up Desegregation in his Oliver Wendell Holmes

lectures at Harvard Law School this year. He said:

“It seems to me that we must assume that the Supreme Court

did mean to reverse the ‘legislative judgment' by this appraisal.”

He was comparing the present Court’s integration rulings with the

old “separate but equal’ verdicts,

7 cannot frame any definition that wi- explain when the Court

toil assume the role of a third legislative chamber and when it will

limit its authority to keeping Congress and the States within their

accredit authority,” said the man looked up to by all Judges, in-

cluding the nine unscrupulous politicians now on the Supreme

Court . , , in plainer words, he might have said: “Nobody knows

how far these brazen men will dare to go.”

1—

—

THE JENNER BILL

1

Simultaneously with the above events, the Jenner Bill, aimed

bluntly at clipping the jurisdictional wings of the Court, was shelved

by the breath-taking margin of 41 - 40 . , . the significant point about

that is, had the 1957 and early 1958 furore against the Court

heightened instead of diminished the Bill might have been passed

as overwhelmingly as was the “Conference Report.” And it is

common knowledge that Jenner had hoped to make his Bill the

springboard to impeachment proceedings!

'

Now let’s go on to an even more startling (Senate) appraisal of

these “nine old men:”

1

THE “SUPPRESSED" SENATE REPORT

•

During early April hearings on Senator Jenner’s Bill a startling

official Senate Report came to light. This Report was published by

the Senate Internal Security Committee, and is called “The Supreme

Court as an Instrument of Global Conquest.” Prepared by an in-
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dependent research agency from documented evidence and off i Icial

papers, it exposes the U. S, Supreme Court as an instrument of the

This Report was made available to the Press, Radio and TV*, It

was featured on the front page of the April 9, 1958 Baltimore (VUd.

)

Son, hut was deliberately slanted in an effort to belittle aand

discredit the facts it revealed. Otherwise the story was given secant

attention, if any, in most newspapers-and utterly ignored by the

Radio. Obviously, like so much other vital news, it was “IdlLed”

because it tels the truth about the Great Conspiracy and the

The manner in which the V. S. Printing office was forced- to

“bury” it is also most significant—I’ll come back to that later,

This official Senate Report, based on a 12 year study of the

Conspiracy’s techniques contains overwhelming evidence whnich

points to the Mowing conclusions:

1
)
Departments of the Executive branch in our government h; ave

been and are being used for intermediate objectives of the latter-

nationalist-Communist One-World conquest ... (2) The LegiskHive

branch is used to paralyze persons, agencies and operati-ons

threatening the Conspiracy’s objectives ... (3) Intematioonal

Communism, in co-ordinated global pressure patterns attains its

objectives through the very agencies and institutions of free gov ern-

ments that are marked for destruction when and if the Conspinocy s

According to this carefully documented Senate Report, theCom-
munists are busily engaged in paralyzing America’s will to ressist

so that global conquest can be accomplished without the risk; of

actual war. The agencies through which this paralyzing effeeflt is

being accomplished. are those of the U. $, Government itellf-

ht particukrk the V, S, Supreme Court!

The Report states that the "cumulative record of the Couusimt

global conquest through paralysis demonstrates that the cone

realistic standard by measuring activities related to the destnet -ion

of free governments by International Communism is the so-coHled

Stalin standard enunciated by foe Stalin at Moscow, February^ 9,

1946, in his discussion of the forces in the ‘new m!

With reference to supposedly loyal government officials send

agencies who carry out the Internationalist-Communist program of

conquest, the Senate Report cites the Mowing statement by Sta.llin:

“the only difference between them is that some bebrn to the pawty,

others do not, But that is only a formal difference, The tmporttemf

Now let’s take the role of the Supreme Court in this: In spite of

the great amount of evidence, available to all, concerning the aims

mss of officially adduced fact,’’ states the Senate Report, “might

the Court also be persuaded to ignore the bam hw of survival by

paralyzing specific legislation

,

(such as the Smith Act) or, even

paralyzing the national defense machinery , ,

,

?”

STANDARD PRESSURE AREAS

The paralysis of a nation’s will to resist is done by applying

pressure, principally propaganda pressure, on an innocent, unin-

formed and gullible public, This pressure is applied in all areas of

American life. The Senate Report lists the documented standard

pressures as: Agriculture

,

Arts and Culture, Science, Fress, Bdio,

Finance, Government
(
Executive

,
Legislative, Judiciary), Econo-

mics, Law, Medicine (including psychiatry), the Armed Forces,

Religion , . , The “UNITED NATIONS” is included under “Govern-

ment”, The Report states that the “record shows that, empt

t, trie special capabilities of paralysis, as

the Communist global conyuest, are

in in and through (the) U. N, and its

Now, since the chief aim of the Internationalist-Communist

Conspiracy is the paralysis of the American Government through

its own agencies the Senate Report examines the record of the

U, S. Supreme Court in relation to the intermediate objectives of

the Great Conspiracy Global Conquest:

First it lists the following intermediate objectives designed

"1) Dissension and public disorders arising out of superinduced Racial

conflicts; . , , 2) Paralysis of Slates'- antisubversive processes; ... 3)

Paralysis of Federal antisubversive processes; ... 4) Rehabilitation of

Communist and pro-CommunisI leaderships and agencies in the U. S.; . .

,

5) Discreditalion of Members of Congress and Committees of Congress

considered dangerous to Communist aims; . . . 6) Political, Economic, and/or

professional destruction of effective opponents of Communism, in public

and/or private life; ... 7) Discreditalion of the FBI and its Director, J.



Edgar Hoover; ... 8) Emasculation of immigration law provisions designed

to prevent infiltration, espionage and sabotage ... 9) Eventual extin cMon

of the investigative powers of Congress in the field of subversive activi-

ties ... 10) Creation of a general climate of opinion against the expo sure

and Investigation of subversion; ... 11) Increased interchange between 1C. S.

and Soviet on Soviet terms, at Soviet pleasure; ... 12) Status quo concesssi-ons

from the U. S, concerning Communist slave satellites; ... 13) Softened

American official attitude to facilitate reinfiltration and undisturbed subver-

sion in all American pressure areas with special emphasis on Science,

Information Media, Education, Government, Labor, Law and the Armed

Forces; ... 14) Abandonment of NATO, SEATO, and BAGHDAD rela lion-

ships; ... 15) Abandonment of American bases abroad and withdrawal

of American forces to Zone of Interior; ... 16) American hands off p-olicy

in the current Soviet campaign in the Caribbean area to interdict .and1

internationalize the Panama Canal; ... 17) Package peace agreement with

the U. S., including 'coexistence' and 'disarmament'; admission cf Red

China to the United Nations, abandonment of Nationalist China and the

American Frontier line."

Then the Report poses six questions—anrf answers them, in d in

those answers the Supreme Court stands starkly revealed is the

chief instrument of the Internationalist-Communist conspiracy for

the Conquest of the United States,

The Report analyzes each and every Supreme Court Decision that

has any bearing on the above 17 objectives of the Conspiracy and

establishes beyond the remotest doubt that all those “Decisions”

were written and designed to aid and abet the achievement of all

those objectives—that all of them might well have been written in

Moscow or by the American Masterminds of the Great Conspiracy.

In reviewing the Supreme Court’s original “Desegregation Deci-

sion” the Report states: "No pressure pattern of the Communist g l«bal

conquest is more familiar than that of well-placed Communist and pro-

Communist advisors to free government policy makers and agencies having

paralytic potentials. Revealing, then, but not surprising is the Co urt's

acknowledgement of the influence of a notorious Swedish Coimmoj nist,

Gunnar Myrdal, as an 'authority' in its May 17, 1954 segregation Deci-

sion . . . which has triggered racial conflicts in the United States like “tlose

envisioned by Stalin in his 'American Black Belt' program of Negro

domination .
. .

this same Gunnar Myrdal is so important to Moscow that

the Soviet made his appointment as executive secretary to the United’

Nations Economic Mission for Europe a condition of Kremlin participation."

In its final “Conclusions” this Senate Report states: , . . ‘“THE

UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IS THE MOST POWER-

FUL INSTRUMENT OF THE COMMUNIST GLOBAL CON-

QUEST . . . “and:

“In view of its resistance to ( and seeming ignorance of) the

massive, officially documented volume of proof on the Communist

global conquest, and operations, techniques, and self-proclaimed

Communist designs against the United States ...and its persistence

in aid and comfort to the Enemy, the United States Supreme Court

has disqualified itself for Appellate jurisdiction in all areas con-

cerned with American security and American survival.”

•

A “MUST” READ

1

This Senate Report, titled “APPENDIX IV” must be read by every

American, Not merely because it is an official government (Senate)

document, but because if I were to write a million words I could

not describe the frightening menace of Earl Warren and his As-

sociate Justices anywhere near as clearly as this “Senate Report”

does in 16 succinct pages.

This document is so startling that not only the Communists and

the Masterminds of the Great Conspiracy, but our own government

are deathly afraid to let the American people read it—as you will

see from the following;

This “Senate Report” was originally published as a 16 page

supplement to the Hearings on Senate Bill S. 2646, pertaining to

the “Limitation of Appellate Jurisdictm of the U. S. Supreme

Court.” The first supply was quickly exhausted.

Col. Tom Hutton, of the SPX Research Associates, who presented

the Report to the Senate Committee, contacted the U, S. Printing

Office to obtain quotations for more copies. Under date of April 3,

the Superintendent of Documents advised that the estimated cost

would be $144.81 for the first 500 and $4,12 for each additional 100

copies.” After an attack on the document by Senators Hennings and

Watkins (suggesting suppression) the following advice and changed

quotation was received from that Superintendent of Documents,

under date of April 24, which reads, in pertinent part, as follows:

“Since our letter of April 3, we have been advised by the Internal

Security Sub-Committee that, in the event a reprint is made, all

of Part 2 of the Hearings, including Appendix IV, should be printed

and bound as a single unit, and that neither volume should be priced

or sold separately.

“It would, therefore, be necessary that any reprint ordered from.
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this office be made in accordance with this instruction. We could

reprint Part 2 of the Hearings, with Appendix IV included as an

integral part, at an estimated cost of $3,808.86 for the first 500 and

$165.49 for each additional 100 copies.”

This is “burial” in a voluminous report—and, for all practical

purposes, becomes “suppression,” There must be certain persons

high in government who do not dare to let the people know the

facts!

(However, you can get a verbatim copy of this Senate Report,

Appendix IV for 15 cents per copy by writing to:

Education Information, Inc,, P. O. Box 231, Fullerton, California,

or to American Council of Christian Laymen, Madison 1, Wisconsin.

WHAT YOU MUST DO

»

If you love your country-help us to put another million

"WANTED—Earl Warren For Impeachment” tracts in circulation

—it COULD force Congress to start impeachment proceedings

against all those “nine old men” , .

.

Help us to put another million of the truth about the “United

Nations" Tract in circulation—it could “Get the U. S. out of the

UN and the UN out of the U. S.” . .

.

Help us put into circulation another million “AMERICANS-

DON’T PATRONIZE REDS”—so as to completely smash the Great

Conspiracy’s control of Hollywood, Radio and TV.

REMEMBER—A little more pressure would have forced the

Senate to pass the Jenner Bill—and that would have been the

springboard for the impeachments!!!

It is not too late to save our country—but we must work hard

—

and do it NOW.

•

United States Day, October 23

O
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November 28, 1958

Reverend Niles EyTompton
Trinity Baptist xhurcli
Route 2
Denson, North Carolina

Dear Mr, Compton:

Your letter dated November 22
t
1958, has been

received and I appreciate the motive which prompted your
communication.

While I would like to be of assistance to you,
I must advise that the function of the FBI as a fact-
gathering agency does not extend to furnishing evaluations
or comments concerning the character or integrity of any
individual or organization. Also, information in the
files of this Bureau is maintained as confidential and
available for official use only in accordance with a

regulation of the Department of Justice. I regret, there-
fore, that I am unable to furnish the information you
requested.

ZSL

C
r^o
CD

I am sure you will understand the necessity for
this policy and will not infer from my inability to be of
assistance that we do or do not have in our files the
information you desire.

The FBI does not maintain a list of organizations
such as you have requested; however, the Committee on Un-
American Activities, United States House of Representatives,
has issued a pamphlet entitled "Guide to Subversive
Organizations and Publications." This pamphlet can be

CJ
c*~
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1 - Charlotte (Enclosure) (See note, page 2)

SEE NOTE ON YELLOW, PAGE 2.
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Reverend Niles E. Corapton

secured from the Superintendent of Documents, United
States Government Printing Office, Corner of North
Capitol and II Streets, Northwest, Washington, D. C.,
for thirty-five cents per copy. This publication may
be of some assistance to you.

Sincerely yours,

J. Edgar Eooves

John Edgar Hoover
Director

NOTE FOR SAC. CHARLOTTE :

Enclosed is a copy of correspondent's letter.
Bufiles contain no identifiable information concerning
correspondent.

The Cinema Educational Guild
?
Incorporated, is

an anticommunist group. Its director is Myron C. Fagan
who has frequently attempted to use the Director's name
in furtherance of his anticommunist programs and it has
been necessary on numerous occasions to have the Eos Angeles
Office contact him and request him to refrain from mention-
ing the FBI in any manner. Fagan has also been responsible
for the distribution of anti-Negro and anti-Semitic
pamphlets. (62-87267 )

The above is furnished for your information.

NOTE ON YELLOW :

Correspondent has requested the Bureau advise him
of the "standing in the security files" of the Cinema
Educational Guild, Inc., and its director Myron C. Fagan.
He also requested the Bureau furnish him a list of communist
sponsored organizations.

In view of the questionable activities of Fagan
and his organization, it is believed a files confidential
reply will best serve the interests of the Bureau.
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“HOLDING FORTH THE WORD OF LIFE

”

NILES E. COMPTON, MINISTER

PHONE 3620

RT. 2, BENSON, N. C.

November 22, 1958

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D„ C.
Attn: Mr. J. Edgar Hoover

Dear Sir:

Please check on the Corporation listed below and inform
me as to its standing in the security files. I have reason to
believe that it may be of Communistic connections.

The name is^'Cinema Educational Guild, Inc. P.O. Box
46205, Cole Br., Hollywood 46, California. The National Direc-
tor is Myron C. ''Fagan.

I would also like a listing of Communist sponsored organ-
izations if’' such a list could be sent. I am constantly getting
literature from unsolicited sources, and I would like a list

*; in order to check this material.

,

Than!?; you for any consideration that you may be able to
t

give.

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM
FBI AUTOHAT I C DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 07-02-2010

NEC/dt
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FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASS IF I CAT I OH GUIDE

REC- 15

December 1, 1958

Mr. AleifDickie, Sr.
Office of the Registrar
North Texas State College
Box 5158, N. T. Station
Denton, Texas

Dear Mr. Dickie:

Your letter dated November 21, 1958, with
its enclosure, has been received and the motive which
prompted your communication is appreciated.

While I would like to be of assistance to you,
I must advise that the function of the FBI as a fact-
gathering agency does not extend to furnishing
evaluations or comments concerning the character or
integrity of any individual or organization. Also,
information in the files of this Bureau is maintained
as confidential and available for official use only in
accordance with a regulation of the Department of
Justice. I regret, therefore, that I am unable to
furnish the information you requested.

CD
I am sure you will understand the necessity >,

for this policy and will not infer from my inability r~1

to be of assistance that we do or do not have in our
files the information you desire.

msis®1

DEC 1 - 1958

COMM-FBI

Sincerely yours.

Hoover

John Edgar Hoover
Director

tV. C. Sullivan

1 - Dallas (Enclosure) (See note, page 2) ^
SIE/ NOTE ON YELLOW, PAGE 2.
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Mr. Alex Dickie, Sr.

NOTE FOR SAC. DALLAS :

Enclosed for your information is a copy of
correspondent's communication. Bufiles contain no
information concerning the correspondent.

The Cinema Educational Guild, Incorporated, is

an anticommunist group. Its director is Myron C, Fagan,
who has frequently attempted to use the Director's name
in furtherance of his anticommunist programs and it has
been necessary on numerous occasions to have the Los
Angeles Office contact him and request him to refrain
from mentioning the FBI in any manner. Fagan has also
been responsible for the distribution of anti-Negro and
anti-Semitic pamphlets. (62-87267)

The above is furnished for your information.

NOTE ON YELLOW :

Correspondent enclosed a pamphlet distributed
by the above organization which cites the alleged
communist affiliation of numerous motion picture and
radio personalities. lie requests the Bureau verifjr

the correctness of the claims of this folder.

In view of the questionable activities of Fagan
and his organization, it is believed a files confidential
reply will best serve the interests of the Bureau.

2



Alex Dickie

REGISTRAR

November 21, 1958
DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 07-02-2010

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
F.B.I. Office
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr . Hoover

:

The attached folder was distributed in quantity on
the streets of Denton, Texas, this week.

I am certainly not a Communist and do notv^ean that
way in the least, but it seems to me that" Cinema. Edu- Vo-
cational Guild, Inc. might be making some statements ////St

’

that would be hard to prove. For example, my family
is a constant TV listener of the Ed Sullivan Show as
well as many of the other TV shows that they have
criticized.

Could you, or would you, verify the correctness of
j

the claims of this little folder, or let us have yo.ur
reaction to it. We are of the opinion that if these
statements are true and correct, there should be a
lot of investigation carried on. If these claims are

]

false, somebody should be stopped from spreading such
propaganda

.

Very truly yours.
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of piping their skilfully camouflaged propaganda

into your Living Room and POISONING THE MINDS

OF YOUR CHILDREN. You can get all the names, all

their techniques, and the further knowledge of how

to drive them off the Screen ad off pm W Set in

the following named three books:

"RED TREASON ON BROADWAY" reveals the

paralyzing grip the REDS have on the Legitimate

Theatre and on TELEVISION - especially on IV -

and how the CRITICS help the REDS. More important,

if tells how YOU can help to smash that gripl

"RED TREASON IN HOLLYWOOD" was the first

book to fearlessly reveal the Communist Conspiracy

in the Motion Picture industry - it NAMED all the

Top REDS in Hollywood. This book unmasked the

Conspiracy and started the drive of the REDS out

of Hollywood.

"DOCUMENTATION of the RED STARS in HOLLY-

WOOD" reveals the actual RED activities of the

STARS , . , it reveals how they organized their RED

FRONTS - and how those FRONTS function , . . Iff

stews tew to smash M tans!

Myron C. Fagan, famous playwright and director,

unquestionably the foremost authority on Commun-

ism in the Entertainment World, is the author of all

three books. Eaclj book is so vitally informative that

one of our Government top Intelligence Agencies has

bought many thousands of copies to serve as virtual-

ly text books for all its agents. Every American,

man, womab arid child, should read all three books

in order' to get realistic knowledge of how the

ENEMY is using our Theatre, Screen, Radio and

TSiEVISION to brainwash our people, ocpodollym
yaafi, into helping them to destroy our Country.

These books are priced at $1,00 per copy, each.

Anybody who desires these three books should send

for them to "Cinema Educational ®ui!d" immediately,

as we have only a limited number of copies left,

A CALI TO ALL MI®TS
You owe it to your Country - ad to your own

children - to spread this Tract far and wide. Buy

what you can afford and give them to Veterans

Organizations - Civic Organizations - Clubs. Give

them out where you work - give them to your

Pastor for distribution - enclose a copy in every

letter you write . ; s Let a!! Americans knew ! ! I

Send signed! copies to every Sponsor who employs

REDS or FELLOW TRAVELLERS III

Street Address City (Zone) State

This Tract can be had at 100 copies for $2.00

Send your order NOW to:

CINEMA EDUCATIONAL GUILD, INC.

P. O. Box 46205, Cole Branch

Hollywood 46, California

Do it today - NOW - you may, forget if you

put it off to tomorrow , . , Keep year shifts! fan

Moig feraimwasIM ! 1

1
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WILL. ILL Y©y »
10! w§ MUST mim ffliM ©Uf:

1) The REDS have made our Screen, Radio and TV

Moscow's most effective Fifth Column in America , .

.

2) The REDS of Hollywood and Broadway have al-

ways been the chief financial support of Communist

propaganda in America ... 3) OUR OWN FILMS,

made by RED Producers, Directors, Writers and

STARS,are being used by Moscow in ASIA, Africa,

the Balkans and throughout Europe to create hatred

of America ... 4) RIGHT NOW films are being

made to craftily glorify MARXISM, UNESCO and

ONE-WORLDISM ... and via yew TO Set they are

being piped into your Living Room-ansi a?® poison*

in® tie nainds of yew children nmder your very

eyes 1 !

!

So REMEMBER '-
If you patronize a Film made by

RED Producers/Writers, Stars and STUDIOS you are

aiding and abetting COMMUNISM . . . every time

you permit REDS to come into your Living Room

VIA YOUR TV SET you are helping MOSCOW and

the INTERNATIONALISTS to destroy America 1 1

1
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' I

"Among fh@ worst offending sponsors are FORD
!

MOTORS (Ed Sullivan Show in particular); Kraft
;

Foods; General Electric; Chrysler; U. S, Steel, etc, ... !

among the worst offending TV Producing Studios

are Screen Gems, Inc*, (a subsidiary of Columbia
,

Pictures Corporation); Desilu; MCA-REVUE; Four Star

Films, Inc.; Theatre Guild, etc. All Sponsors who

employ such Studios to produce their TV Shows are,

consciously or unconsciously, bringing REDS into

your Living Rooms .... Watch the Prote/o

"Credits" every W Show you see.

Um Is inl©W YOU CAW Drive Them CM9

Read the following list . . . They are the best

known of the REDS and FELLOW-TRAVELERS who

made our SCREEN Communism's most effective "Pied

Piper" in America mi the World! They are now
|

coming into your Living Room night after night VIA

YOUR TV SET and Radio , . . WATCH FOR THEM! . ,

.

Keep this list with you ALWAYS! . . . When one of

them appears on your SET send a copy of this Tract

to the SPONSOR immediately—and WARN him that
,

if he will bring another RED into your Living Room

you will never again buy his products—a^d te I

fulfill your warning! . . . Give this Tract to your !

Grocer, your Butcher, to ALL Dealers you patronize-
1

mi warn them - so they can warn the Sponsors -

also send copies to your local TV and Radio Sta- <

tations . ,
. USE THE SAME METHOD WITH YOUR 1

MOVIE THEATRE!

THAT is the only way we will
,

drive the REDS out

of Hollywood - Radio - Television . . . , Hit Uh©
;

poeMoote of the Sponsor ! ! I REMEMBER: every

time you buy the products of a Sponsor who em-

ploys REDS you are hurting YOUR COUNTRY II!
;

iJ
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LUTHER ADLER DANNY KAYE
STELLA ADLER GENE KELLY

EDITH ATWATER FELIX NIGHT
LAUREN BACALL ALEXANDER KNOX
LUCILLE BALL BURT LANCASTER
JOHN BEAL CANADA LEE

JOAN BENNETT SAM LEVENE

BETSY BLAIR ELLA LOGAN
MORRIS CARNOVSKY PETER LORRE

EDDIE CANTOR MYRNA LOY
LEE COBB ALINE MacMAHON
GEORGE COULOURIS FREDERIC MARCH
HUME CRONYN MARGO
HOWARD DA SILVA MYRON McCORMICK
BETTE DAVIS PAUL McGRATH
OLIVIA DE HAVILAND BURGESS MEREDITH

ALBERT DEKKER HENRY MORGAN
AGNES DE MILLE ZERO MOSTEL
KIRK DOUGLAS JEAN MUIR
MELVYN DOUGLAS MEG MUNDY
ALFRED DRAKE EDWARD R. MURROW^
PAUL DRAPER LARRY PARKS

HOWARD DUFF GREGORY PECK

FLORENCE ELDRIDGE VINCENT PRICE

GUY ENDORE JOHN RANDOLPH
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR, ANNE REVERE

JOSE FERRER QUENTIN REYNOLDS
*

AVA GARDNER EARL ROBINSON
MARTIN GABEL EDWARD G. ROBINSON
BETTY GARRETT SELENA ROYLE

WILL GEER HAZEL SCOTT

JACK GUILFORD ARTIE SHAW
PAULETTE GODDARD WM. L. SHIRER

RUTH GORDON SYLVIA SIDNEY

JAY GORNEY FRANK SINATRA

MORTON GOULD GALE SONDERGARD
BEN GRAUER HESTER SONDERGARD
UTA HAGEN LIONEL STANDER

RITA HAYWORTH JOHANNES STEEL

VAN HEFLIN SHEPARD STRUDWICK

PAUL HENREID HELEN TAMERIS

JUDY HOLLIDAY FRANCHOT TONE

LENA HORNE HILDA VAUGHN
MARSHA HUNT . SAM WANAMAKER
CHET HUNTLEY^ ORSON WELLES

BURL IVES JANE WYATT

SAM JAFFE KENNAN WYNN
LEON JANNEY SAM ZYMBALIST

WRITERS, DITTOES, PRODUCERS, COMPOSERS

HARMON (HY) ALEXANDER KERMIT BLOOMGARDEN
GEORGIA BACKUS HIMAN (HY) BROWN
LEONARD BERNSTEIN SIDNEY BUCHMAN
ALVAH BESSIE, \ ABE BURROWS

.HERBERT BIBERMAN VERA CASPARY

MICHAEL BLANKFORT EDWARD CHODOROV

me BlIOTN mm chodorov

*

HAROLD CLUBMAN NORMAN KRASNA
LESTER COLE ALFRED KREYMBERG
BETTY COMDEN MILLARD LAMPELL

MARC CONNELLY RING LARDNER, JR.

AARON COPELAND FRITZ LANG
NORMAN CORWIN EMMETT LAVERY

CHERYL CRAWFORD JOHN HOWARD LAWSON
KYLE CRICHTON BUDD LESSER

JOHN CROMWELL ALBERT MAITZ
JULES DAS5IN MARY McCALL

ROBERT DE CORMIIER KENNETH MacGOWAN
WILLIAM DIETERLE DANIEL (DANNY) MANN
PHILIP DUNNE LEWIS MILESTONE

WALTER DURANTY ARTHUR MILLER

JULES EPSTEIN NATE MONASTER
PHILIP EPSTEIN SAM MOORE
WM. S. GAILMOUR DUDLEY NICHOLS
IRA GERSHWIN CLIFFORD ODETS
SHERIDAN GIBNEY JESS OPPENHEIMER
MICHAEL GOLD DOROTHY PARKER
BENNY GOODMAN IRVING PICHEL

SHIRLEY GRAHAM MADELINE PUGH
JOHNNIE GREEN SAMSON RAPHAELSON
WM. GROPPER ELMER RICE

OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN II HAROLD ROME
DASHIELL HAMMETT ROBERT ROSSON
MOSS HART DORE SCHARY
E. Y. (YIP) HARBURG BUDD SCHULBERG
BEN HECHT ARTHUR SCHWARTZ
LILLIAN HEILMAN ADRIAN SCOn
F. HUGH HERBERT IRWIN SHAW
NAT HIKEN HERMAN SHUMLIN
ARTHUR HORNBLOW GEORGE SKLAR
JOHN HOUSEMAN DONALD OGDEN STEWART
JOHN HUSTON JAMES THURBER

LANGSTON HUGHES DALTON TRUMBO
CHARLIE ISAACS FRANK TUTTLE

GARSON KANIN JERRY WALD
MICHAEL KANIN WALTER WANGER
GEORGE S. KAUFMAN JOHN WEXLEY
ELIA KAZAN BILLY WILDER
ANNE KAZARIAN WILLIE WYLER
ARTHUR KOBER BENNY YAROSIOVSKY,
HOWARD KOCH alias BARRY GRAY
N. S. (HY) KRAFT

NOTH: This list was gosnpM m Ml? 1 1 1

Here you have the names of 200. There are

HUNDREDS more, but lack of space here prevents

naming all. Yet, every American SHOULD'know ALL

of Them ... You should know their crafty techniques
0 -
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January 16, 1959

Mr. Thomas u4.v.r
4600 Eastern Avenue
Cincinnati 26, Ohio

Dear Mr. Weaver:

Your letter dated January 9, 1959, has been
received and 1 appreciate the interest which prompted
your communication.

While I would like to be of service, the
function of the FBI as a fact-gathering agency does
not extend to furnishing coments or evaluations con-
cerning the character or integrity of any individual
or organization. Furthermore, information in the files
of this Bureau is maintained as confidential and
available for official use only in accordance flth a
regulation of the Department of Justice. I regfet,
therefore, that I am unable to comply with your request
for information. , *-* v

fSi
,

1 am sure you will understand the necessity^
for this policy and will not infer from my inability
to be of assistance that we do or do not nave iff our
files the information you desire.

I am indeed grateful for your kind comments
concerning the work of this Bureau.

Sincerely yours.

‘ ^ John Edgar Hoover
Director

r!I
5

JL—y-K I - Cincinnati (Enclosure) (See note, page 2)
Mohr

Nease see note on YELLOW, PAGE 2.
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Mr. Thomas R. Weaver

"IQTE FOR SAC. CINCINNATI:

Enclosed is a copy of correspondent's communi-
cation. Bufiles contain no identifiable data concerning
correspondent.

The Cinema Educational Guild, Incorporated, is

an anticommunist group. Its director is Myron C.^ragan,
who has frequently attempted to use the Director’s name
in furtherance of his anticommunist programs and it has
been necessary on numerous occasions to have the Los Angeles
Office contact him and request him to refrain from mention-
ing the FBI in any manner. Fagan has also been responsible
for the distribution of anti-Negro and anti-Semitic
pamphlets. (62-87267)

The above is furnished for your information.

NOTE ON YELLOW :

Correspondent advises he is well aware of the
good work the Bureau has done in the past and is doing
now to combat communism. He has heard of the Cinema Edu-
cational Guild, directed by Myron C. Fagan, and requests
any information which we can send him about this organiza-
tion. He also wants to know if the information this
organization has on movie stars is correct. He states
that if the Bureau approves of the organization, he will
do his best to spread the truth as far as possible.

In view of the controversial nature of the
activities of Fagan and his organization, it is believed
that a files confidential reply will best serve the
interests of the Bureau.

- 2 -
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4600 Eastern Avenue
Cincinnati 26, Ohio
January 9, 1959

Dear Mr. Hoover,

I am well aware of the good work you have
done in the past, and are doing now to combat communism
in the United States. I too would like to contribute
something to the freedom of our country. I have heard
much lately, of an organization called the "Cinema
Education Guild" in Hollywood, California directed
by Myron C. Fagan which is reported to be fighting
communism and I would appreciate any information it
would be possible to send me concerning this
organization, I would especially like to know if
their information on communist movie-stars is correct.
If you do approve of this organization I will do my
best to spread the truth as far as possible. I

truely hope that I can help in fighting communism in
the United States.

Sincerely,

Thomas R. Weaver

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

DATE a?-0Z-Z010

TRUE COPY



STANDARD FORM NO. 04

Office MemmlnduM • united 1 ii: a jb& GOVERNMENT

DIRECTOR DATE: 1/22/59

Tolson

Belmont

from
: a . H . Belmont /

0 gp
SUBJECT: CINEMA EDUCATIONAL GUILD, INC.

Information Concerning (Security) Tele. Roon

Holloman _

) . At 1:50 p.m, today, Congressman Wal’^SSEfran (Republican, of
Gandy

Washington, and member of the Appropriations Committee), called to
jadvise that one of his constituents had sent him some inflammatory
material attacking Governor Warren and others, put out by the
Cinema Educational Guild, of Hollywood. He was seeking an answer
to his constituent and wondered if I could tell him anything about
this organization.

1 told him offhand that I did not recall, but suggested he
send over the material so we could see what it was and see whether
we could be of any help. He said he would do this.

A check of our files reflects that the Cinema Educational
Guild, Inc. (62-872S7)

,
is an anti-communist group, whose Director

is Meyer C. Fagan. Fagan has frequently attempted to use the
“Director’s name in furtherance of his anti-communist programs. It
has been necessary on occasions to have the Los Angeles Office
contact him and request him to refrain from mentioning the FBI
in any manner. Fagan has also been responsible for the distribu-
tion of anti-Negro and anti-Semitic pamphlets. We have had,^previous
information concerning a pamphlet attacking Chief Justicj|L*arren,
issued by this group.

Upon receipt of the letter from the Congressman, we will
prepare an appropriate reply.

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 7 /
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE \f
DATE 07-02-2010 Vl^ ’

a y •
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i 1 ^
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cc Mr. Belmont gg JAW 23 1959
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DE CLASSIFICATION AUTHOI DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

January 28, 1959

Honorable Walt Boran
House of Representatives
Washington, D, C,

% dear Congressman:

Mr, Belmont has brought to my attention your
letter dated January 26, 1959, and the enclosed letter
of January 12, 1959, with its attachments, addressed
to you by Lydda M. Sudhoff and H. A. Sudhoff , Elk,
Washington,

/t) For your confidential information only, the
Cinema Educational Guild was organized in January, 1948,
in Dos Angeles, California, and its national director
is Myron C. Fagan, reportedly a writer and former motion
picture director. While purported to be anticommunist,
the Cinema Educational Guild has also been responsible
for the distribution of anti-Negro and anti-Semitic
pamphlets. Copies of the pamphlets enclosed jrith your
constituent** letter have been previously brought to
my attention, d >r

at

The Cinema Educational Guild has not been ~the»
subject of investigation by this Bureau, You might like
to know, however, that it has used my name on a number '~r:

of occasions, without authorization, in an attempt' to
promote its activities and programs, 1 have had ttd

request the organization to refrain from using my nipe
in any of its publications or promotional brochures yjj

I trust the above information will be of
assistance to you. In accordance with your request, 1
am returning the material enclosed with your letter.

Sullivan

* 1 - Seattle (Enclosures - 2)

SEE NOTE ON YELLOW, PAGE 2.

Enclosures (4)

uni3®59

Sincerely yours.

(See note page 2)



Honorable Walt Horan

NOTE FOR SAC. SEATTLE :

Enclosed are a copy of Congressman Horan’s
letter and a copy of the letter to him from Lydda M.
Sudhoff and II. A. Sudhoff, The Sudhoffs sent the
Congressman three pamphlets issued by the Cinema
Educational Guild entitled "WANTED ... Earl Warren For
IMPEACHMENT," "Why we MUST get the U. S. out of the UN —
and the UN out of the U. S.,« and "AMERICANS ... DON’T
Patronize Reds!!!!" These pamphlets are anticommunist
in nature and have been brought to the Bureau’s attention
on numerous occasions.

This data is furnished for your information
only.

Bufiles contain no identifiable information
concerning Lydda M. Sudhoff and H. A. Sudhoff.

NOTE ON YELLOW :

The Sudhoffs sent the above pamphlets to their
Congressman and inquired why something is not done about
the allegations made if the* pamphlets are true.

The Congressman called Mr. Belmont on 1/22/59
and inquired concerning the Cinema Educational Guild and
the pamphlets and was told to submit the material and we
would check to see if we could be of any help* The
Congressman’s letter to Mr. Belmont indicates he would
appreciate information regarding the Cinema Educational
Guild. He requests return of the material submitted.
Copies of his constituent’s letter made for Bufiles,
however, no copies made of publications since we already
have them in our files.

Bufiles reflect cordial relations with Congressman
Horan, who is on Appropriations Committee since 1945.

(62-78574)

- 2 -



WALT HORAN
5th Dist. of Washington

Spokane Chelan
Stevens Okanogan
Pend Oreille Douglas
Ferry Lincoln

t i
Congress* of tfje ®mte& States*

otwie of EepreOentattboS

®Ba#&fagton, 29 . C.

January 26, 1959

MEMBER:
APPROPRIATIONS

AGRICULTURE
COMMERCE
LEGISLATIVE

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FfiT autohat i c declassification guide
i4tE 07-02-2010

Mr. Alan H. Belmont
Domestic Intelligence Division
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington 25, D.C.

Dear Mr. Belmont:

Enclosed you will find the pamphlets about which we
talked on the telephone recently.

I would appreciate having some information regarding the
0 Cinema Educational Guild, Inc. , which publishes these

pamphlets since I have received letters from my constituents
regarding than, one of which I am enclosing.

Please return the enclosures with your reply.

Thank you very much.

Sincerely

Walt Horan, M.C.

/ l L- ( Jk'l efit: ,

m - !3f\

lo J f>>
18 JAI\! 29m
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21k. Wash.
1-12- *59

Mon. Walt Horan,

Dear Sir -

Enclosed please find three
pamphlets that do not look good to us.
If what they reveal is true why isn*t
something being done to prevent and stop
them before it is too late? You are our
representative! We want action - and
now! And tell us what we can do to help.

lost Sincerely

Lydda Il^udhoff
H. A\Sudnoff

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

DATE 07-GZ-2010
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X/
February 6, 1959

Mr. TbomasVick
Box 548

x

Founders Ball

University of Dayton
Dayton 9, Ohio

Dear Mr. Mick:

Tour letter of January 23, 1959, with enclosure,

has been received during Mr. Hoover's absence from the city,

and I am taking the liberty of acknowledging it.

You may be sure this matter will be brought to

his attention upon his return; however, as the head of an inves-

tigative agency of the government, he is unable to furnish you
^

with evaluations of material such as you submitted. .

MAILED 5
~

FEB 6 1959

COMM-F8I "N

Sincerely yours,

Helen W. Gandy
Secretary

NOTE: Bufile^ reflect the publication "This Is The A.D.L.
,
Mr. Hoover!

has been previously receiyed by the Bureau. Its contents are distorted in

thahthe author Myron C^Ragan attacks "Masters of Deceit" for complimentary
references to the® mPIFftti B'rith. Fagan is the Business
Director of th^^inema Educational Guild, Post Office §46205, Cole Branch,

Hollywood 48, California. Ostensibly the guild was set up as an organization to

combat communism. Fagan makes a racket of anticommunist crusading
through the guild and has used a picture and alleged quotations of the Director

in a pamphlet entitled "Red 'Season in Hollywood. " He continued to use them

^

for som^ijne after being instructed to desist. Bufiles contain no derogatory

information regarding Thomas Mick. have had limited correspondence
with him, the last one on 8-8-58.> -

MAIL ROOM f 1 TELETYPE UNIT 1 1
. > .
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Jan. 29, 1959.

Dear Mr. Hoover,

This enclosed pamphlet has caused me a great deal

of concern. Would you be kind enough to look it over and let me
know your opinion on said pamphlet.

Respectfully yours,

Thomas Mick
Box 548 Founders Hall

University of Dayton
Dayton 9, Ohio

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM
FBI AUTOHAT I C DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

DATE 07-02-2010
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dishments and aided the “Enemy” to victories which otherwise

they never could have achieved. The most deplorable case of such

reporting, up to the present writing, was that of the late Senator

Taft's tragically disastrous mistake in 1952,

1

TAFT WAS A LOYAL AMERICAN

•

Lest there be a misconception of what is to follow, I wish to go

on record here and now that Bob Taft was as American as the

Stars and Stripes! I knew Bob Taft many years and I can truth-

fully say that I have never known a more loyal American — or a

more honest and honorable man. Paradoxical though it may sound,

in the field he chose for his life’s work Taft’s high sense of honor

and honesty was his greatest handicap, “Honesty among politicians”

is as ribald a saying as that old cliche of “Honor among thieves.”

Born in politics, it is inconceivable that Taft did not know all that.

Yet, so ingrained was his sense of honesty, he just could not be-

lieve that an Earl Warren or a Stassen could be of lesser integrity.

That was the tragic mistake he made at that 1952 Republican Con-

vention in Chicago— he rejected the sage advice of his real friends

and accepted the “word” and promises of the Warrens and Stassens

and thereby wrecked his own dearly beloved Republican Party and

destroyed the one sure-fire opportunity for the American people to

regain control of the destiny of our nation.

. I reported that “mistake” in all its details in our July 1952 issue,

and, as certain occasions required, reviewed it in later issues, so

there should be no need to re-open that grievous
,

wound in this

issue — except that it has a tremendous bearing on an equally

shocking “mistake” recently made by a man who is even more high-

ly respected by ALL of the American people than Taft was by

those who proudly called themselves “Taft Republicans,” And be-

fore I go any further, I wish to make it very clear that the record-

ing of this man’s “mistake” is just as great a torture for me today as

was the recording of Taft’s mistake in 1952 . . . and now back to

that “mistake” of 1952:

Long before the Convention, even before Eisenhower “reluctant-

ly” admitted that he could be “coaxed” into “accepting” the nomi-

nation, many of the wiser Old Guard leaders strenuously advocated

that the Party pin all its hopes on General Douglas MacArthur.

There is no need to speculate on the outcome had the Party heed-

ed that advice. MacArthur was the idol of the American people.

And he was a known quality. With him in the White House there

would have been no more of the “Minority Group” treason plot-

tings .... there would not have been an Earl Warren on the

U. S. Supreme Court Bench no Herbert Brownell in control

of the Department of Justice and of the FBI. In a word, MacArthur

in the White House would have meant short shrift to “The Enemy

Within” and no shilly-shallying with the Enemy without. It might

well have meant the end of all diplomatic relations with the Krem-

lin banditti — even more important, I am confident it would have

meant the end of the UN as far the the U. S. is concerned. In short,

MacArthur in the White House would have meant the restoration

of America to tire American people!

There was only one reason why MacArthur was not the pre-Con-

vention unanimous choice of the Republican Party bigwigs — and

that was Bob Taft’s lifelong desire to climax his career with the

Presidency of the United States.

It was a worthy desire of a man worthy of the office. Bob Taft

would have been an excellent President —and a staunch protector

of everything American, My only criticism is that the loyal-to-Amr-

ica leaders of the Party, and Boh Taft.

,

permitted sentimentality to

blind them to the realities of the times. They gambled the nation

to make one man happy — and no one man is, or ever was, worth

that kind of a gamble, Of course, it is true that over-confidence had

much to do with it, to wit:

Before the end of 1951 it was obvious that the American people

were utterly fed up with the little, Missouri ward-heeler and the

entire gang of Internationalist stooges in Washington. It was a

foregone conclusion that 1952 would see a Republican landslide.

The jubilant Republican Party leaders began to cast about for the

most desirable candidate. Douglas MacArthur stood head and

shoulders above everybody else. But Bob Taft was the beloved sym-

bol of the Republican Party — indeed, he was not just a Repub-

lican — he was MR. REPUBLICAN! And because 1952 was bound

to be a Republican year, the leaders of the Party — and Douglas

MacArthur — decided that Taft was to have his chance.

Now, up to that point that was fine and dandy. However, the Old

Guard knew that the Internationalists, fully aware of the chang-

ing political climate, had long been scheming and planning to get

control of the Republican convention — and to steam roller a man

of their choice into the nomination. As long as their choice was

limited to a Tom Dewey, or an Earl Warren, or a Stassen, the Taft

camp had nothing to fear. But the Internationalists were fully

aware -of that, too. The wiser men in the Old Guard anticipated

that the Internationalists would pull a “dark horse" on them at the

_2_ —3—



last moment, and for that reason it was agreed that MacArthur was

to stand by and be ready to jump in on a moment’s notice when

and if the nomination was in danger, Both Taft and MacArthur

were willing parties to that agreement. And it is a known fact that

during the 24 hours before that crucial first ballot in 1952 Mac-

Arthur sat waiting in his suite in the Waldorf-Astoria — and there

was a plane gassed and ready at LaGuardia airport — but the.

summons never came!

We know what happened. We know all about the chicaneries

and the connivings and the bribings of the Deweys and the War-

rens and the Stassens and their Internationalist masters during the

days before the balloting — we know how Eisenhower scorned the

West Point traditions about the honor and integrity of an officer

and a gentleman and lied his way through to the theft of the nomi-

nation.

Throughout the 24 hours before that first ballot Taft’s closest

friends and advisors urged and pleaded that he send for “the Big

Gun” (MacArthur) — they warned him that there would be no

second ballot. But, in his desperation for the high office, and de-

spite his doubts about Warren’s and Stassen’s false promises, Taft

held off — and let pass the golden opportunity to wrest the des-

tiny of the nation out of the clutches of the Internationalist con-

spirators. But, wait — he was yet to make an even greater mistake!

Completely disillusioned by what happened, Taft vowed that while

he would do nothing to hinder Eisenhower’s campaign he would

do nothing to help it. And he departed for a long vacation. That

would automatically have deprived Eisenhower of the support of

all the Taft Republicans.

Now, I don’t mean to say that that would have meant defeat for

Eisenhower. With the pusillanimous and notoriously “Liberal” Stev-

enson as an opponent any Republican would have won the election.

But without the support of Taft Eisenhower’s victory would have

been greatly narrowed. Certainly, he would not have emerged as a

“God-man” whose “judgment” Congress would not dare to chal-

lenge — as a “pied piper” whom the brainwashed and blinded

American people would follow no matter where he would lead, In

short, his values to the Great Conspiracy would have been greatly

lessened.

The Internationalists were fully aware of it. They knew that only

an overwhelming victory at the polls could transform this mediocre

barracks soldier into a people’s idol — and they knew that only

the support of Taft could create such a miracle. In view of Eisen-

hower’s deliberate and false vilification of Taft throughout the

1

1

/^ ^

battle for the ballot, it seemed utterly impossible that Taft could

be persuaded to support his traducer. But Taft had one widely

known “blind spot” — that was “loyalty to Party. He, of course,

indignantly denied it, but his loyalty to the Republican Party

transcended all other loyalties. The Internationalists knew it — and

they assigned the job of appealing to that “blind spot to Rabbi

Hillel Silver and Izzy (he prefers to he known as L Jack) Martin.

Both were long known to have been Taft’s “Svengalis”. Both are

notorious Zionists - but, even more significant, both are known

to be zealous stooges of the “ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE'!

The rest of the story needs no repeating in these pages — a man

whose love of country was beyond all question permitted his loyal-

ty to Party to come ahead of loyalty to country.

And that brings us to that other, even graver, “mistake” of an-

other great, and otherwise zealously loyal, American:

1 .

VALIANT IS THE WORD FOR THEM

1

In the life of our nation we have had many crises. For each crisis

each generation brought forth its own small band of supreme and

selfless patriots. The pages of our history are studded with many

glorious names handed down to us by all those generations —
names of men who knew no compromise with loyalty to country,

Except for one name, it is too early to forecast who of our pre-

sent generation will join all those valiants in their Hall of the Im-

mortals. Robert Taft might well have been one had he not paused

to worship at the tarnished shrine of his treason-bespattered Party,

Douglas MacArthur cun be one if he does not too long delay com-

ing out of his silence to lift the one voice that might well mean the

salvation of the Land he truly loves. There are others, the Jenners

and the Mundts and the Bracken Lees, the Malones and the Gold-

waters, whose deeds are stepping stones toward the gates of that

holy Hall. But of them all there is only one, Joe McCarthy, whose

place will forever be in the select circle with Patrick Henry and

Paul Revere, with Washington and Jefferson and Lincoln. For there

was a man who knew but one loyalty' — to God and Country. To

faithfully serve that loyalty he fiercely rejected all pressures —
scorned all blandishments. He sought no glory, no personal ag-

grandizement, no earthly riches. He suffered abuse and betrayals

and vilifications. But he never faltered in his loyalty— and, finally,

he gave his very life to fulfill that loyalty ....

-5-



Whatever God may will — whether America is to be saved or

destroyed — the most glorious page in the history of this generation

will forever bear the name of Joe McCarthy!

•

THE “MISTAKE" OF J. EDGAR HOOVER

•

Before I go on I wish to repeat my earlier statement that the re-

I cording of Mr. Hoover’s “mistake” is even more distressing for me
than was the reporting of the late Senator Taft’s “mistake" in 1952.

But I would be false to my professional integrity and to my con-

i ceptions of “loyalty to country” if 1 failed to do so.

I have followed
J.

Edgar Hoover’s career ever since the day he

became Director of the FBI. I have always had a great admiration

for him - not only for his great efficiency in that job, but for his,

to me, Rock-of-Gibralter Americanism. And I take this occasion to

stress that no matter what I will say in this report about his “mis-

takes
,

I am sure that in his heart he is just as loyal to America as

Joe McCarthy was — and that is a tribute I reserve for very few

men.

J.
Edgar Hoover is probably the most frequently quoted authority

on Communism. And rightly so! I know of no other man who better

knows that vicious conspiracy — or, indeed, who knows it as well.

In addition, no other man has the faith and confidence of the Amer-

ican people to the degree held by
J.

Edgar Hoover, By that token,

every word he utters has inestimable value for us in our war with

the Great Conspiracy. However, by that same token, every mis-

conception he utters - as he has done in his latest hook
,
'“MAS-

TERS OF DECEIT” — can be frightfully damaging to us. I have

read every word he ever uttered, orally or written, on the subject

of Communism. I whole heartedly and enthusiastically endorsed

every one of them - except when it was obvious to me that be

was “pulling his punches". On those occasions I remained silent —
because I knew the pressures that forced him to do it.

For just one example, there was that Anna Rosenberg incident:

George Marshall (of 7 don’t know where I was when Pearl Harbor

ms attacked” infamy), our then Secretary of Defense, announced

that he was appointing the notorious Annie to be First Assistant

Secretary of Defense.

Aside from the utter ridiculousness of placing a woman in such

a highly sensitive post, there was an immediate outcry against it
—

—fi—

because it was commonly known that La Rosenberg was, to ex-'

press it mildly, notoriously pro-Communist.

Fulton Lewis, Jr. and Joe McCarthy were among the first and

the most vehement to blast the appointment. Day after day Lewis

recited Annie’s pro-Comnnmist activities. Many members of Con-

gress, equally outraged, were equally determined that she should

not be confirmed. But the masterminds of the Internationalist-Com-

munist Great Conspiracy were determined that she should he con-

firmed — and the ADL, the Conspiracy’s “muscle man" outfit,

promptly went into action.

The reason is obvious: Anna Rosenberg is one of the Great Con-

spiracy’s most favored — and most effective — tools, Landing her

in any key post was tantamount to transforming it into a Great

Conspiracy stronghold. Therefore it was only natural that the ADL

would leave no stone unturned to get her confirmed in such a vital

job — because, aside from being a willing stooge himself, the

senile, muddleheaded Marshall would be putty in her hands; hence,

the “Conspiracy” would be the real Secretary of Defense. But de-

spite all of the ADL’s maneuverings the outcries
(
especially those

of Fulton Lewis) bore fruit — “little Orphan Annie” looked very

much like a casualty. In sheer desperation the ADL decided to play

their ace card — they warned Lewis that if he did not reverse

himself and retract everything he said about La Rosenberg they

would prove that the whole thing was an “anti-semitic” plot.

Lewis laughed raucously — that had been tried before and never

got anywhere — there is nothing in the Lewis background on which

they could pin such a charge and make it stick. He continued his

expositions,

Well — in “Red Treason on Broadway”, written shortly after that

incident, I revealed the entire story of how the ADL brought their

choicest and best known “smear carrier” to Washington and how

the Washington newspapers front-paged that “smear carrier’s” an-

nouncement that he had “arrived in Washington at the behest of

Fulton Lewis to help him (Lewis) drive the JEWESS, Anna M.

Rosenberg, out of Washington
”

Lewis promptly denounced the “smear carrier” on the air as an

unmitigated liar — and nailed his lie down with prima facie evi-

dence. But that “drive the JEWESS out of Washington” was

promptly front-paged all over the country and became the battle-

cry of the ADL and of all of its affiliated organizations, A skilfully

organized volume of violent protests and denunciations came pour-

ing into Washington. Those Members of Congress who bad been
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most vociferously opposed to Rosenberg, terrified by the threat of

the “anti-semitic” brand, hurriedly withdrew their objections to

her — and urged Lewis to “forget” it. And Lewis, faced with the

loss of the bulk of his sponsors, surrendered.

However, the masterminds behind Rosenberg (the ADL) were

not satisfied with a mere discontinuation of expositions — that

would be too obvious. Only a complete retraction would restore

Annie’s “good name” — and qualify her to become the Boss of our

Defense Department. But, in the face of all the documentations of

her pro-Communist activities submitted in all his broadcasts, just

a retraction without a very plausible explanation would be suspect.

He had to be provided with an ironclad “out”. What could be

1

more “ironclad” than “confirmation” by the FBI? So, lo and behold,

|

Mr, Lewis suddenly announced that he had been informed by

somebody (a very vague somebody) in the FBI that there was “an-

other Anna Rosenberg who was the real culprit — and he “apol-

ogized” and retracted all his charges. Of course nobody, not the

' FBI or anybody else, ever produced that “other Anna M. Rosen-

berg” — because there was no “other Anna M. Rosenberg” . . . nor

was the “somebody” in the FBI who “told” Lewis about that “other

Anna M. Rosenberg” ever identified. But the “clearance” provided

by the highly respected FBI turned the trick — all opposition to

the ADL’s Annie evaporated and she was swiftly confirmed.

The realization that the FBI had served as a catspavv for the

ADL came as a horrifying shock to me. Nevertheless, when I re-

ported the hoax in “RED TREASON ON BROADWAY” I only

briefly touched on it — I made no issue of it, for the following

reason:

Practically from its very inception the FBI has had a very warm

spot in the hearts of the American people. In our collective mind

it is the Rock of Gibralter for Law and Order within our Land.

As evidence of that nationwide faith and affection, of all the vicious

decisions issued by the contemptible Earl Warren (and his Asso-

ciates) the one that was directed against the FBI aroused a far-

greater outcry than all the others combined. Unquestionably, that

high reputation was based — and rightly so — upon the character

and personality of one man:
J.
Edgar Hoover. The FBI is

J.
Edgar

Hoover and
J.

Edgar Hoover is the FBI .... HE is the Rock of

Gibralter!

Now, throughout all the years, it has been accepted that he is

both indestructible and incorruptible — that in the operation of the

FBI he is the sole and supreme ruler. Unfortunately, that is not

quite true. Technically, the U. S. Attorney General is
J,

Edgar
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Hoover’s boss. Nor can he turn a deaf ear to the man in the White

House. It is needless for me to add that since 1933 every man in

the White House and all of his appointees have been taking their

orders from the Internationalist cabal. Hence it is clearly obvious

how and why the FBI was “induced” to “catspaw” the Anna Rosen-

berg chestnut out of the fire — how and why those FBI agents em-

ployed near Gestapo methods in Little Rock.

It is because I know of the. pressures behind those acts that I re-

frained from harsher reporting. I have no defense for thus stretch-

ing my journalistic ethics — except that in my heart I believed —
and still believe — that there will come a time when

J.
Edgar

Hoover will finally cry out “I’ve had enough!” — and that his FBI

will emerge as our supreme weapon to destroy the Great Con-

spiracy. For that reason, and because of that belief I shrank from

saying anything that would diminish the confidence of the people

in the man or in tire organization.

There was still another reason why I tempered my reporting:

throughout all those acts Hoover himself was completely silent. He

issued no statements— he made no comments. That, to me, indicat-

ed a personal disapproval. And I was confident that sooner or later

he would issue a statement or write a book in which he would

clarify his position more effectively than any “apology” I could offer

for him, Well, be did! He wrote a book. Ironically, he calls it “Mas-

ters of Deceit”. Tire dismay I felt when the FBI took the Rosen-

berg woman off the Red hook was nothing compared to the con-

sternation that hit me when I read certain passages in this book

which bears the name of
J.
Edgar Hoover as author.

Earlier I stated that every word uttered by
J,

Edgar Hoover,

because of our great faith in him
,
has inestimable value for us in our

war with the Great Conspiracy — but that for the same reason

every misconception he voices can be frightfully damaging. He

confirms that in “Masters of Deceit.” Much of the book is an amaz-

ing revelation of the techniques employed by the Communists and

is a brilliant directive on how to fight that conspiracy — but it also

contains misconceptions that are so obvious that I am led to wonder

if the “Anti-Defamation League” had a hand in the writing of it.

1

THE TECHNIQUE OF THE HOLLYWOOD REDS

•

As I was reading the book, especially the misconceptions, I was

reminded of the technique the Reds in Hollywood employed to in-

filtrate propaganda into some of our best Films — the better the



film, the more effective the propaganda, I unmasked that technique

in my book, “Red Treason in Hollywood", published in 1949, as

follows:

"The writer is the nerve center of the Film Studios, He is the man who

can put a seemingly guileless line loaded with Commie propaganda into

the mouth of a Gable or a Menjou and have true Americans innocently

glorifying the Red ideology, $o
f
the Commies' first objective was the Screen

Writers' Guild. Under the direction of John Howard Lawson they transform-

ed that Guild into their first absolute Red stronghold ... and the craft and .

the guile those men (Red writers) employ puts all of us Americans to shame

- chagrin" .... And then I described their technique: . Since the

public's hue and cry against Commie propaganda in pictures American

minded producers and directors are on the alert. So the writer is instructed

by the Commie 'Control Board' not to write a complete Commie scene,

but to inject a few TNT lines in an important and costly scene .... lines

that seem innocent enough - until they are heard from the screen. If the

Director is smart enough to catch such lines while shooting the picture they

come out. But if he overlooks them - well, no Studio will spend fifty or

a hundred thousand dollars to remake that scene for just a line or two,

"Another trick that's worked time and again: John Ford, or Leo McCarey,

or some other 'right' director, is about to do a picture and needs a writer.

Some agent, who plays ball with the Commies, is instructed to turn on a

supersales talk and sell that director a mediocre hack writer who is seem-

ingly untainted. A good Agent can do it, particularly if he also has a Star

the Director wants, and especially as the writer will work for 'peanuts' -

'peanuts' in Hollywood being $500 a week. All right - the hack writer is

handed the story, He takes it home. That night the story is analyzed by a

group of really ace writers. They find the spots where Commie lines can

be injected and carefully wrapped up in vital scenes - lines so sugar-coated

that not even a Sam Wood would suspect the writer of malice aforethought.

They work nights on it. Several weeks later the hack writer nonchalantly

hands in this script - and knocks the director off his feet with its excellence!

Why not? He has $50,000 worth of writing in it for perhaps two or three

thousand. He is so elated with the dialogue and construction that he com- *

pletely forgets to scrutinize it - and when the picture is released a choice

bit of Commie propaganda is passed out to the audience!"
’

0 *

RESEMBLANCE IN “MASTERS OF DECEIT”

—
,

—

•

The startling resemblance of that technique hit me as I came

across those “misconceptions” in “Masters of Deceit”. I will cite just

two of them — one that whitewashes the NAACP, another one that
:
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actually glorifies the vicious and notorious “Anti-Defamation

League”;

On page 246 1 found the following statement:
u

The NAACFs

national leadership has vigorously denounced Communist attempts

at infiltration
”

Now to begin with: the NAACP was founded not by negroes at

all, but by one white female, Mary Ovington White, a notorious

Abolitionist; one white male Socialist, Oswald Garrison Villard; one

|

Russian trained Revolutionary, William F, Walling; one Rumanian

bom Jew, Dr. Henry Moskowitz; and one Mulatto, W. E. B. Du-

Bois, who has been cited by the FBI
,
and various Congressional

Committees, as having 72 Communist-Front affiliations. Thus, all

j

but one of the Founders were Whites, all Red-tainted.

Now — approximately simultaneously with the founding of NA-

ACP, one Israel Cohen, a Communist Party top functionary in Eng-

land, wrote a book entitled “A RACIAL PROGRAM FOR THE

20th CENTURY,” in which he made the following statement:

"We must realize that our Party's most powerful weapon is racial tension.

By propounding into the consciousness of the dark races that for centuries

they have been oppressed by the whites, we can mould them to the pro-

gram of the Communist Party. In America, we will aim for subtle victory:

While inflaming the Negro Minority against the Whites, we will Instill in

the Whites a guilt complex for their exploitation of the Negroes. We will

aid the Negroes to rise to prominence in every walk of life, in the pro-

fessions and in the world of sports and entertainment, With this prestige

the Negro will be able to intermarry with the Whites and begin a process

which will deliver America to our Cause."

If authenticity is required: the above excerpt was entered into

the Congressional Record of June 7, 1957, by Rep. Thos. G, Aber-

nathy.

Further documentary evidence that the NAACP was created by

the Communist to foment unrest and strife between Blacks and

Whites is found in the following: in 1935 the Communist Party’s

“Workers Library Publishers” issued a pamphlet entitled “THE

NEGROES IN A SOVIET AMERICA”,

If urged the Negroes of the South to rise up, form a Soviet state, and apply

for admission to the Soviet Union . ... it contained implicit assurance that

the "revolt" would be supported by all American Reds on page 38 it

promised that a Soviet government would confer greater benefits on

Negroes than upon Whites, and that - "Any act of discrimination or
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prejudice against a negro will become a crime under the Revolutionary

law
"

If that is not enough, I will now point out that even Mr. Hoover

has never attempted to disprove the following statement made by

the Hon. Eugene Cook in his official capacity as Attorney General

of Georgia:

"The files of the House Un-American Activities Committee reveal records of

affiliation with or participation in Communist, Communist-front, fellow-trav-

eling or subversive organizations or activities on the part of the following

present officials of the NAACP - - the President, Arthur B, Spingarn, 3;

the Chairman of the Board, Channtng H. Tobias, 10; the Honorary Chair-

man, W. E. B. DuBois, 72; the Treasurer, Allen Knight Chalmers, 3; eleven

of the twenty-eight vice presidents, twenty-eight of the forty-seven directors;

the chairman of the National Legal Committee, Lloyd Garrison, 5; the Execu-

tive Secretary, Roy Wilkins, 3; the special counsel, Thurgood Marshall; the

Southeast Regional Secretary, Ruby Hurley, 2; the Director of Public Rela-

tions, Henry Lee Moon, 3; the West Coast Secretary, Franklin H. Williams,

2; Director of the Washington Bureau, Clarence M. Mitchell and two field

secretaries, one each."

No doubt Mr. Hoover’s statement that “NAACP leaders vigor-

ously denounce Communist attempts at infiltration” is literally true.

But, inasmuch as he has all of the above facts in his own files, how

could Mr. Hoover have been no naive as to credit them with their

“denunciation”? Why should the Communists have to “infiltrate”

an organization which their own Communist-Fronters (as of record)

created and have controlled from the very beginning. That "de-

nunciation” by the NAACP leaders is the same old Hollywood Red

writers’ technique to make a half-truth distort and make a seem-

ing lie of a whole truth.

Now let’s turn to Mr. Hoover’s glorification of the “Anti-Defama-

tion League.” On page 257 of this book we find the following;

"Some of the most effective opposition to Communism in the United

States has come from Jewish organizations such as B'nai B'rith, the American

Jewish Committee, the American Jewish League Against Communism, the

ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE, and a host of other Jewish groups."

•

DID HOOVER WRITE THIS BOOK?

— •

I am not a hero worshipper. If I were,
J.

Edgar Hoover would

have been my most revered one. Throughout our war with the

Great Conspiracy I have looked upon him as a divinely inspired
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and dedicated Guardian of our beloved country. So I frankly con-

fess that my heart was crying as I was reading his whitewash of

the NAACP and his eulogy of the ADL.

Then calmer reflection set in. And I began to wonder if
J,
Edgar

Hoover could have written this book, I express this doubt because

those two statements, plus others, grossly insult this man’s own

intelligence. Mr. Hoover knows all about the Great Conspiracy, In

addition, his own FBI files contain thousands of documentaries that

incontrovertiblv establish that both NAACP and ADL are chief in-

struments in that Conspiracy, Hence I can only conclude that

“Masters Of Deceit” was ghost written, Or, if not entirely ghost

written, it was “edited” to permit the inclusion of items which make

it the most dangerous document ever submitted to the American

people — and its entire danger lies in the fact that the name ].

Edgar Hoover sponsors its "misconceptions”. That danger is reveal-

ed, inadvertantly, of course, by an item on page 82 of the book

which ostensibly refers to the Communist Party, but which ironical-

ly, applies equally as well to the book;

“The Party’s objective is to drive a wedge, however slight, into

as many minds as possible . .

.”

That is exactly what this book is doing! The (comparatively few)

fully informed fighting American Patriots who looked upon
J.

Edgar Hoover as our incorruptible leader are convinced that he lias

been “captured” by the Great Conspiracy . . . those who are less

informed but who have been gradually alerted to the menace of

the ADL and the NAACP, but who also regard Hoover as the great

authority, are now confused .... the brainwashed are now more

brainwashed than ever.

The danger of this book is greatly heightened by the fact that

most of it is so excellent. This is particularly true of the latter sec-

tions. The bibliography, the appendices, the glossary of terms, all

are truly edifying. It took a lot of sugar to coat the bitter “pill” that

this is a book to
“

drive a wedge, however slight, into as many minds

as possible”!

PRIMA FACIE EVIDENCE

1

For the proof of that let’s go back to that page 257 glorification

of the ADL. In that item “Masters of Deceit” states: “Some of the

most effective opposition to Communism .... has come from ....
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B’nai. B’rith, the American Jewish Committee, the American Jewish

League Against Communism (and) the ANTI-DEFAMATION

LEAGUE

' That statement more than anything else convinces me that "Mas-

ters of Deceit” was ghost written.
J,

Edgar Hoover could not have

written those words — because they are definitely ADL technique!

The ADL fastens their “anti-semitic” brand on those they wish to

discredit by linking them with one or another of their established

“smear-carriers.” In the above, the ADL, B’nai B’rith and American

Jewish Committee are “purified" by being linked with the American

Jewish League Against Communism, headed by Rabbi Schultz and

George Sokolsky, and the only Jewish group that is sincerely fight-

ing Communism. That is a reversal of “Guilt by association” to “in-

nocence by association” worthy onlv of the crafty masterminds of

the ADL!

The best evidence that the Internationalist-Communist Conspir-

acy considers “Masters Of Deceit” a choice instrument to “drive a

wedge, however slight, into as many minds as possible ...” is the

terrific advance publicity build-up given the book by our Left-wiug

press. The natural retort would be that any book by
J.

Edgar

! Hoover would be given a good “press.” But that is not true —any

book, unfavorable to Communism and the Internationalist Con-

spiracy, whether by Hoover or by anybody else, would be given

the silent treatment, But “Masters of Deceit" was given the same

Leftwing press ballyhoo that was accorded to the infamous “Under

Cover

”

by the notorious John Roy Carlson of the many aliases —
the same kind of wild ovation that was given the ADL’s vicious

1950 Year (Smear) book, “A Measure of Freedom’, which openly

and brazenly sought to foment hatred and strife between Whites

' and Blacks, between Catholics and Protestants, between Americans

and Mexicans. In short, “Masters of Deceit” received the kind of an

ovation that the Left-wing press accords only to books, plays and

Films that do a JOB for the Internationalist-Communist Conspir-

acy .... quite a reversal from the previous vilification of tire FBI

and, by that token, of
J.
Edgar Hoover - eh, what?

But having said all that, I still fully realize that no mere contra-

diction of mine, or by anybody else, can stand alone against a state-

j

ment bearing the signature of
J.
Edgar Hoover,

Therefore, I shall now submit documentary evidence to back up

my contradiction. The kind of documentary evidence that even Mr.

Hoover cannot refute — because he has that same evidence in his

own FBI files!

First, however, I wish to remind that during the past ten years
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our CEG “News-Bulletins” have recorded many of the pro-Com-

munist activities of the ADL and the American Jewish Committee,

That includes the B’nai B rith, inasmuch as the ADL and the B’nai

B’rith are to all intents and purposes one and the same — the of-

ficial name of the ADL is “The Anti-Defamation League of B’nai

B’rith,” As a matter of fact, I was vastly amazed when I found that

Mr. Hoover had identified them as individual organizations. He

knows better! The ADL and the B’nai Brith are as closely linked

together as the Department of Justice and the FBI,

In our May 1950 issue, entitled “Reds in the Anti-Defamation

League”, I revealed the entire background of that organization and

named many of the Beds in its Directorate. Also in that issue I re-

viewed their “A Measure of Freedom” and revealed its deliberate

objectives to foment strife and hatred between Whites and Blacks,

Catholics and Protestants, Americans and Mexicans. I provided

further documented evidence in our November 1951 issue, entitled

"What is this thing called Anti-Semitism" .... also in many other

issues. And in our November 1954 issue,

“

Freedom of the Press —
To Promote Treason”, I revealed the entire process by which the

ADL controls our Press, Radio, TV, the Film industry, etc., and I

named the leaders in that plot.

In addition to all that, my book “Red Treason on Broadway”,

published in 1954, was devoted almost in its entirety to the plottings

of the ADL and how our Press, Radio, TV, Hollywood and the

Entertainment World are directed by the ADL to brainwash the

American people.

•

THE DOCUMENTARY PROOF

f

For my “documentary proof” to back up my contradiction of Mr,

Hoover’s good opinion about the ADL I shall now reprint a case I

cited in “Red Treason on Broadway”. T choose this case because I

know that it is also documented in the files of the FBI — it was the

FBI, working with the Naval Intelligence Bureau, that provided all

the evidence in that case — and therefore it cannot be Brushed
off.

-i

THE PACIFIC COAST SPY RING—_»

"In the (all of 1938 one Mikhail Gorin was arrested in Los Angeles and

charged with being the head of a Pacific Coast Spy ring.
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"During the trial it was developed that Gorin was a Russian Communist

and Soviet Agent, but ostensibly a highly respected manager of a Los An*

geles travel agency called INTOURIST, Inc,

"One morning after Gorin had left for his office a dry-cleaner's truck

driver called at the Gorin home for garments to be cleaned, Mrs. Gorin gave

him some of her husband's suits, Back at his truck, the driver went through

his employer's required routine of checking to make sure that nothing of

value had been overlooked in the pockets. In one pocket he found an en-

velope containing a sheaf of Naval Intelligence papers. Suspecting the im-

portance of his find, he promptly drove back to the office of his employer,

who, in turn, took the envelope to the FBI, There every paper was care-

fully photostated and, later in the afternoon, the envelope was returned to

Gorin, who, having discovered his loss, had hurried with his wife to the

cleaning establishment and was feverishly waiting for the driver to come

in off his route, He heaved a tremendous sigh of relief as the envelope

was returned to him - seemingly intact and undisturbed.

.
"The FBI consulted with Rear Admiral Ellis M, Zacharias (now retired),

the head of the Naval Intelligence Bureau in San Pedro. That sheaf of

papers turned out to be maps and blueprints, together with explanatory

notations, of the secret fortifications and Security set-ups of the Los Angeles

and San Francisco harbors, The FBI and Naval Intelligence hurriedly insti-

tuted an investigation and established that that spy ring had been operating

up and down the entire Pacific Coast under the supervision of the Russian

Consul in Los Angeles. That was when Gorin and his chief lieutenant, one

Hafis Salich, were arrested and charged with espionage and treason.

"During the trial it was developed that Salich, a Russian-born naturalized

American Communist spy, had been in the employ of both the Naval In-

telligence and the FBI,

"The moment he learned that Gorin had been arrested the very frighten-

ed Russian Consul called into consultation certain influential 'friends' who

would find it highly necessary for their own safety to get this case quash-

ed - and especially to prevent the press from 'breaking' the story . . .

among these friends were ADL TOP BRASS!

"The ADL did not enter into this case officially - they never do, because

they must keep their skirts clean .... they appoint one of their most trust-

ed functionaries to 'carry the ball' while they stay in the background and

pull the necessary wires, such as muzzling the press . . . , 'reaching' a

Judge or, if the case is sufficiently important, forcing the State De-

partment, the U S. Attorney General, and even the White House, to apply

the pressures necessary to insure the decisions and conclusions they desire.

"Anyway, as a result of the appeal of the Russian Consul, the defense
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of Gorin was assigned to ex-Judge Isaac Pacht, a top functionary and the

most highly prized legal light of the 'Anti-Defamation League' in Los

Angeles!

"Briefly, here is what happened: not one word of the entire case was

ever published by the press - the ADL took care of that! However, Judge

Ralph E. Jenney, before whom the case was tried, could not be 'reached',

and, on March 20, 1939, he sentenced Gorin to six years in a Federal peni-

tentiary, plus a fine of $10,000. Salich was given a four year sentence,

plus a fine of $10,000.

"Pacht promptly appealed - and the Russian Ambassador in Washington

put up a $50,000 cash bail bond for Gorin - who was promptly released.

"Pacht's appeals, one to the Circuit Court of Appeals, Ninth District, then

to the United State Supreme Court, were denied - both Courts sustained

the sentence. But that did not end the matter. Pacht and Gorin (still out on

bail) flew on to New York and Washington, Men of great influence were

contacted.

"Now, as the old saying goes - hold on to your hat!

"On March 20, 1941, Sumner Welles, then Acting Secretary of State,

wrote to the then U. S. Attorney General, Robert H, Jackson, and instructed

him to order J. Edgar Hoover to 'forget' all about Makhail Gorin - and to

instruct Judge Jenney to dismiss the case and set Gorin free. Both orders

were obeyed! And on March 22nd, two days later, the case was again

heard before Judge Jenney, and the disgusted and furious Jenney was

forced to dismiss the case and set Gorin free. Gorin sailed for Russia that

same day!

"Lest there be the slightest doubt of the authenticity of the above, any-

body can look this case up in the files of the District Court of Southern

California, where it bears the following identification on the file cover:

13769 R. J. Criminal

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

Southern District of

California

Central Division

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - vs -

HAFIS SALICH, MIKHAIL GORIN

"The most important point about that entire matter was this: it was a case

of ESPIONAGE and TREASON caught red-handed. Everybody who aided

and abetted Gorin to escape the penalty of his crime was equally guilty of

treason, Therefore, it can be said that Sumner Welles, by reason of his
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order to Jackson, committed Treason - Jackson, by reason of his muzzling

the FBI, committed Treason, Now, Judge Isaac Pacht is a Big Shot with the

ADL in California, but he did not personally carry enough weight to force

the Acting Secretary of State and the U. S. Attorney General to commit

treason. That required the power and influence of men like Felix Frank-

furter, Henry Morgenthau, Herbert Lehman, then the National Chairman of

the 'Anti-Defamation League', etc., etc.
. ... In short, it required all of

the power and influence of the ADL to quash that case!

"The entire story of that Pacific Coast Spy Ring case is too voluminous

for this book - after all, it is only intended to serve as just one item of

concrete evidence of the participation of the ADL and/or its top Brass in

the Red Conspiracy. All of the details would require HUNDREDS of pages -

but it SHOULD be told in its entirety - because it would reveal a grisly

story of treason, committed by men who call themselves Americans, that

would rank right with the Alger Hiss case, the Monmouth Laboratory Radar

Spy Ring case and even the Rosenberg case! This story should be told in

the full glare of the public spotlight - before a Senate Committee when

Pacht and all his co-conspirators would have to tell the truth, or seek

refuge behind the Fifth Amendment and thus convict themselves as traitors

.... the entire story should be told with the complete files of the ADL, of

the FBI, and the original Court records made available to the Investigating

Committee!

"To emphasize the frightful viciousness of this entire case, ! now submit

the following story as it was front paged in the press on October 28, 1953:

"'EX-RED ARMY OFFICER TELLS OF RUSS SPY RINGS IN U. S.

'"By United Press

"'New York, Oct. 28. - A former top Russian intelligence office told

Senate investigators today that 20 to 25 Soviet spy rings were working in

the United States in 1941. Naturally many of them began to operate long

before 1941.

'"The witness, Lieut. Col. Ismail G. Akhmedov, testifying for the first

time before a Congressional group, told Senator William E. Jenner's Internal

Security Subcommittee that he personally saw hundreds of documents of

America's technical war secrets obtained by American spies ....

"'AMONG THE DOCUMENTS SEEN BY AKHMEDOV WERE BLUEPRINTS

AND MAPS OF PACIFIC COAST HARBOR INSTALLATIONS AND FORTI-

FICATIONS !!!'

"

«

I submit this Pacific Coast Spy-Ring case as documentary evi-
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dence to back up my contradiction of Mr. Hoover’s glorification of

the ADL. I am sure that he can find all necessary confirmation in

his own FBI files. 1 also wish to point out that this act of treason

was committed in 1939, when Moscow and Germany were allies —
not when all the Reds and Internationalists were screaming that

“Russia is our ally!"

*

ADL NEVER DENIED THE CHARGE

1

‘‘RED TREASON on BROADWAY” came off the press in Janu-

ary 1954. In the intervening four years, many thousands of copies

have been circulating throughout this country and abroad. The

ADL has never so much as protested the charges in the book. To

my distinct knowledge, hundreds of well-meaning readers of the

book have urged the ADL to clear the atmosphere by challenging

my charges either on a public platform or in a Court of Law, but

not even in their replies did the ADL deny them, I will cite two

of their replies:

Among those who questioned the ADL there was Mrs. Annalee

Stratemeyer, wife of Lt. Gen. George E, Stratemever, USAF (Ret),

a name that ranks with Douglas MacArthur and George Patton in

the esteem of the American people. The ADL could hardly ignore

such a question coining from such a distinguished American. Mrs.

Stratemeyer addressed her letter directly to Henry E, Schultz, Na-

tional Chairman of the ADL. She pointed out to him that I had

challenged the ADL and/or any of those named in my charges to

meet me in public debate on Radio or TV and disprove those

charges — or to sue me for criminal libel. She asked why they had

failed to do either.

After a considerable delay, Mr. Schultz replied. He concluded an

oblique retort with the following:

“In regard to Fagans ‘challenges’ to the Anti-Defamation League,

we do not believe that it is in the public interest for us to help pro-

vide him with a forum for airing Iris malice,”

Another case was a telephone conversation between a Miss Jane

O’Brian and one Judge Irwin Shapiro, vice chairman of the ADL.

Shapiro is a Judge in Queen’s County, New York, and afthe time
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was a candidate for a higher political office, This conversation took

place in October, 1957, and was as follows:

Miss O’Brian: “Judge Shapiro, this is Jane O’Brian, My dub mem-

bers and friends decided to cast our votes for you until we noticed

the tract distributed with the indication on the back that you are

Vice-Chairman of the Anti-Defamation League. Isn’t it true that the

latter is under suspicion by the FBI as being a subversive organiza-

tion?”

Shapiro (shouting): “Of course not!”

Miss O’Brian: “l have a book before me entitled ‘Red Treason

on Broadway which manifests that the ADL had issued a subver-

sive film that was halted by - -
-”

Shapiro (broke in heatedly) : “Yes, 1 have a copy of that book —
it was written by that crackpot, Fagan!”

Miss 0 Brian : “Well, why hasn’t Mr. Fagan been sued if his state-

ments are untrue
?”

Shapiro (shouting):
“
Because he is a crackpot seeking publicity

for the book! It so happens that President Eisenhower and J. Edgar

Hoover received awards last year from the ADL. If you don’t trust

our own President then vote for my opponents!”

Miss O'Brian assured him that that was exactly what they would

do — and disconnected.

Such were the answers from two top officials of the ADL — do

I have to make any further comment?

In Shapiro’s last statement we have additional concrete evidence

of the danger in J. Edgar Hoovers book — how it will be used as

a cover-up for all the activities of the ADL.

And now I will submit some evidence that should convince Mr.

Hoover that I am not alone in my opinion that his “glorification”

of the ADL was a grave “mistake”.

As we all know, the ADL did a lot of the masterminding for the

passage of the Eisenhower (so-proclaimed) Civil Rights Bill. Indeed,

both the ADL and the American Jewish Committee continually

boast that it was their pressures and influences that forced the

passage of that (their) Bill.

Actually, their “victory” was not as sweeping as they had hoped

it would be, but they saw in it a means to further glorify themselves

-20-

in the opinion of the American people. Their idea was simple, as it

was brilliant — if it had worked: briefly, they would get Congress

to “glorify” them as Eisenhower glorified them by his presence as

guest (some pronounced it jest) of honor at their 40th Anniversary

Banquet in 1953. So they issued the following invitation to all the

members of Both Houses of Congress:

"ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE

"of B'nai B'rith

"National Chairman

"Henry Edward Schultz

"515 Madison Ave.,

"New York 22, N. Y. January 21, 1958

"Dear Congressman -

"It is a great pleasure to inform you that the Anti-Defamation league of

B'nai B'rith, at its recent annual meeting, voted to present the 1957 Amer-

ica's Democratic Legacy Silver Medallion lo the 85th Congress of the United

Slates for distinguished contributions to the enrichment of our heritage of

freedom.

"In reaching this decision, our National Commission pays tribute to this

Congress lor its enactment of the first federal civil rights law in 82 years,

and for the statesmanlike and constructive attitudes demonstrated by the

members of Congress in high and earnest level of discussion of the issues.

"The medal has been awarded annually since 1948 to an American citizen

or institution for the practical advancement of our American ideals. Among

the recipients have been President Truman, President Eisenhower and such

organizations as the Carnegie Corporation, the Rockefeller and Ford Foun-

dations. Indeed, you may recall the Dinner With The President held by the

League in Washington in 1953 at which President Eisenhower accepted the

medallion and made an historic address.

"To make appropriate presentations this year, we have arranged lo hold

our annual award dinner at the Mayflower Hotel in Washington on the even-

ing of March 3rd. We plan to present the award lo the elected leaders of

both Parties in the House and the Senate - Senator Lyndon B. Johnson and

Senator William F. Knowland for their colleagues in the Senate, and Speaker

Sam Rayburn and Representative Joseph W. Martin, Jr., for their colleagues

in the House,

"As a member of the 85th Congress, you will receive within the next

few days a formal invitation to be our honored guest at the award dinner.

May I urge that you mark the date - Monday, March 3rd, 6 P.M. - on your
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calendar and that you return the R.S.V.P, card at your earliest convenience.

"It is our hope that you will find it possible, in your busy schedule, to

honor us with your presence at the dinner and at the presentation ceremon-

ies to your distinguished colleagues.

"Sincerely yours,

"Henry E, Schulte"

And at once they began preparations to make it a gala event —
with a nationwide presentation on TV, during which the guests of

honor would, of course
,
eulogize the ADL as a great, loyal American

organization — exactly as the “military genius” did in 1953,

But, alas and alack — and thank God — there seems to be quite

a few, men in both Houses of Congress who just do not appreciate

the ADL more than THREE HUNDRED of them promptly,

some scathingly, rejected the invitations, The shaken and dismayed

ADL hastily cancelled their TV time and abandoned all their gran-

diose publicity campaigns. Even their own N. Y. Times and Wash-

ington Post-Herald could hardly find words that could brash off

that kind of a slap in the teeth. Even they could hardly contend

I that “everybody is out of step except our . . . Nor, I am sure,

would
J.

Edgar Hoover contend that those three hundred Solons

fare ignorant morons and/or just plain “anti-semites.”

With this I wish to stress one more point: throughout the years

both the ADL and the American Jewish Committee have loudly

proclaimed that they are loyal and patriotic American groups whose

prime objective is to protect the rights of the minority groups (said

minority groups being Jews and Negroes).

Recently a Senate Committee in a report on the so-called reor-

ganization of the Communist Party U.S.A. accused the “Party” of

trying to “foist on the public the belief it is basically American and

striking an ‘idealistic pose’ as champion of minority rights
”

Quite a co-incidence, isn’t it?

« :

OH, FOR AN ETHAN ALLEN TODAY!

«

Ethan Allen was the rugged Vermonter who saved the American

Revolution in its early days by capturing Fort Ticonderoga “in the

name of the Great Jehovah and the Continental Congress.” He had

one trait which
J.

Edgar Hoover might profitably cultivate today.

Allen believed that the American people had unlimited capabili-

ties — and he believed that if they used those capabilities up to

the hilt they would not need to be afraid of anything.

Even though the Colonies were already launched in their fight

for independence when Allen took Ticonderoga, the Declaration of

Independence had not yet been adopted, nor, in fact, written, and

certain timid members of the Continental Congress suggested that

the cannon and ammunition captured at Ticonderoga should be re-

turned to the British, Allen exploded when he heard of the pro-

posal— and he wrote Congress a letter in which he said:

“I wish to God that America would at this critical hour exert her-

self! She might rise on eagle wings and mount up to glory, freedom

and immortal honor if she did but know her strength.”

At his demand that letter was read to the entire Congress. It

gave added strength to the strong ones and stiffened the spines of

the weak ones. The cannons were not returned to the British. They

were sent to Washington, who used them to drive the British out

of Boston and to set the Colonies on the high road to independence.

Ethan Allen’s heartfelt prayer of 1775 is a wonderful one for all

of us in 1958 to keep in mind — “1 wish to God America would at

this critical Hour exert herself!”

And as I wrote that prayer,
J,

Edgar Hoover came back into my

mind.
J.

Edgar Hoover has in his files today the ammunition that

' Ethan Allen had when he took Ticonderoga. All that
J.

Edgar

Hoover would have to do to save America today is what Ethan

Allen did in 1775 — if he would send the same message to Con-

gress, together with his files, he would save America today as Ethan

Allen did in 1775.

And do you know, in my heart I have a feeling that some fine

day he will do just that! Despite “Masters of Deceit” I still believe

in
J.

Edgar Hoover. I believe that in his heart he is the kind of an

I American that Ethan Allen was, I fully realize the pressures under

which he has to operate, Herbert Brownell was his boss when he

was writing that book — and in the White House we have a man

who jumps at the crack of the Internationalists’ whip, But
J.

Edgar

\
Hoover can disregard all those men, so I appeal to him to do what

Ethan Allen did — defy them — reveal those files to Congress and



the people — and save America! Not the Attorney General, not the

President of the United States, not all of them together would dare

to touch him — the American people would tear them to shreds

before they could lift a finger!

Mr. Hoover, there is an even greater parable for you to ponder

on in the depths of your heart:

Two thousand years ago a Man named Jesus stood before Pontius

,
Pilate. Pontius Pilate said he saw no wrong in the Man. And he

|
wanted to set him free. But there was a Cabal in that time — just

as there is one today, And that “Anti-Defamation League” of that

time demanded that Jesus be turned over to them — just as the

1 “Anti-Defamation League” of today is demanding that America be

turned over to them and Pontius Pilate surrendered to their

pressures,

’ Please, please, Mr, Hoover, don’t you go down in history' as the

1 1

Pontius Pilate of the twentieth century!
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DECLASSIFIES^*! AUTHORITY DERIVED -FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

.-DATE 07-02-2010

/ y ? / -

February U, 1959

Mr.
|

Security Control Officer

U. S. Department of Commerce
Washington 25, D. C.

Dear Mr. Phillips:

I have received your letter of February b,

with enclosures.

a ujo
2 h~>.

It was good of you to bring this matter to my
attention, and I want you to know that your interest is deeply

appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

5. Edgar Hoover

Little Rock

CD| X)

H Q
cn
ro

»o 3
o
X m

1-41.NOTE: Mr.
|

|EOD 11-23-34 Clerk; SA 8-2$-41.

Resigned 3-24-45 services satisfactory. Bufiles contain no derogatory
information concerning him since hisreffisigiiaMon. His enclosure is

a phmphlet containing a picture of Chief Justice Earl Warren witfc'the

captioneehtoanted for impeachment for giving aid and comfort tpRihe

communist conspiracy? This brochure charges Mr . Warren and*other

Justices of the Supreme Court with the desegregation decision which
aids $ie plans, of the communist conspiracy. It shouj^L juried that

^this pamphlet is complimentary to the FBI. It is Jtang"nwM»by the

^Cinema Eduaational Guild, Inc. of Hollywood, California which is known
to the BureMIS an "anti-organizationj' especiaily known for its anti-

Semitic literature. Robert H. Baker cannot be identified in Bufiles.

WHS: si

\ (4) R 3 1953
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§
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON 25. D. C.

February 6, 1959

The Honorable
John Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
U. S. Department of Justice
Washington 25, D. C.

[J&f, Tolson

Mr, Belml

pMr. B^i

fMr. Mcj

Mr. Mohr.

Mr. Parsons.

Mr. Rosen

Mr. Tamm.
Mr. Tro£

Mr. W.<

Tele. Rptfm~

Mr. Holloman-
Miss Gantfy,

Dear Hr. Hoover:

; The attacjjed leaflet bearing the picture of Supreme
Court Justice EarYWarren with the caption "Wanted" was
[received in this Departroentip^n envelope containing a

I

letter from Mr. Robert H^Baker. President and Treasurer of

FONES Brothers Hardware Company, little Rock, Arkansas under
date of October 2li, 1958.

Mr. Baker is a member of aTStanding Committee far

; "Simplified Practices and Recommendations on Loaded Paper
! Shells and Metallic Cartridges" for the Business and Defense
' Services Administration. Mr. Baker had been solicited by
letter dated October 21, 1958 for comments on a proposed pro-
gram. A copy of his reply dated October 2J4, 1958 is attached
for your information. There was no comment concerning the
leaflet which came inclosed in the envelope with his letter.

I

The leaflet is simply being forwarded to your Bureau
for your information and such action as you deem appropriate.

Very truly yours.

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROH:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

DATE 07-02-2010

Security Control Officer
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Enemy In time of warfis TREASON. Communism Is

a known mortal Enemy of the United States and the

American people. Call it "cold" or call it "hot", we

are at total war. with tjjat Enemy. Those three "De-

cisions" unquestionably give aid and comfort to

that Enemy, By that token, they are acts of

TREASONI

A soldier, be he a General or a Gl, who would

commit similar acts of aid and comfort to the Enemy,

would promptly be Court Martialed, and, if found

guilty, shot as a traitor.

A Supreme Court Justice is no more immune for

acts of aid and comfort to the Enemy than a Gen-

eral - or a Julius Rosenberg. For him there is also

a form of Court Martial, to wit: IMPEACHMENT

PROCEEDINGS, For their acts, Chief Justice Warren

and all the Justices who concurred in those "De-

cisions" must be haled before Congress, and, if

found guilty, they should not only be impeached,

but should get the same kind of punishment that

a Court martial would mete out to a General who

would betray his army on the field of battle -

or that was meted out to the Rosenborgs!

Only Congress has the power to place a Supreme

Court Justice on trial - via the impeachment pro*

Every member in both Houses of Congress has

an obligation and a sworn duty to protect and de-

fend the United States, the Constitution, the Ameri-

can people.

Hence, this is an urgent appeal by the American

people to all members in both Houses of Congress

to fulfill their oaths - to summon forthwith for

proper trial all those Justicei who collaborated in

those three treason-packed '"Pedsions".

I, the undersigned, a citizen of the United States,

hereby request and urge my representative in the

House of Representatives to join with other mem-

bers of that House and initiate the necessary first

steps for the impeachment of the Supreme Court

Justices named in this document .... I further re-

quest and urge the Senators of my State to join

with other Senators to carry out the final step to

impeach all those Justices.

Street address

City (Zone) and State

,

This Tract (SCJ, No. 1) can be obtained at the rate

of: 100 copies for $2.00.

Send your order to:

CINEMA EDUCATIONAL GUILD, INC.

P. 0. Box 46205, Cole Branch

Hollywood 46, California

Sign and mail copies of this document to

your Representative and Senators - for

the love of God and our Country!

WASTED!

EARL WARREN

FOR IMPEACHMENT

For giving aid and comfort to the

COMMUNIST CONSPIRACY, the mortal

Enemy of the United States and the

American People!



* *

* CO-DEFENDANTS

—1_
'Also wanted for trial and impeachment, on the

same charge, are: Justices Brennan, Black, Clark,

Douglas, Frankfurter, Harlan and Reed.

'The following are the Specific Acts contained in

the charge: No. 1) The "DESEGREGATION DECI-

SION", which aids and abets the plans of the Com-

munist Conspiracy to (A): create tension between

Negroes and Whites; (B): to transform the South into

a BLACK SOVIET REPUBLIC; (C): to legalize and en-

courage intermarriage between Negroes and Whites

- and thus mongrelize the American White Race!

Documentary proof that this "Decision" directly

conforms with Directives from Moscow is contained

in the following excerpt from the book, "A RACIAL

PROGRAM FOR THE 20th CENTURY", written by one ,

Israel Cohen, a Communist Party top functionary in

England:

"We must realize that our Party's most powerful

weapon is racial tension. By propounding into the

consciousness of the dark races that for centuries

they have been oppressed by the whites, we can

mould them to the program of the Communist Party.

In America, we will aim for subtle victory. While i

inflaming the Negro Minority against the Whites,

we will instill in the Whites a guilt complex for

their exploitation of the Negroes. We will aid the

Negroes to rise to prominence in every walk of life,

in the professions and in the world of sports and

entertainment. With this prestige the Negro will be

able to intermarry with the Whites and begin a
j

process which will deliver America to our Cause."

That book was written in 1913 .... the ADL and

IW
r

\f

P

NAACP were created* immediately after that -

to carry out that DIRECTIVE!

NOTE: The above excerpt was entered into the

Congressional Records of June 7, 1957, by Rep.

Thos. G. Abernathy.

Further documentary proof: in 1935 the Com-

munist Party's "Workers Library Publishers" issued

a pamphlet entitled "THE NEGROES IN A SOVIET

AMERICA". It urged the Negroes of the. South to

rise up, form a Soviet state, and apply for admis-

sion to the Soviet Union .... it contained implicit

assurance that the "revolt" would be supported by

all American Reds .... on page 38 it promised

that a Soviet government would confer greater

benefits on Negroes than upon Whites, and that -

"Any act of discrimination or prejudice against a

negro will become a crime under the Revolutionary

law . .

,

"

AND THAT "DESEGREGATION DECISION" TRANS-

FORMED ALL THOSE COMMUNIST DIRECTIVES IN-

TO RIGID LAW OF THE LAND!!)

Furthermore, by his own admission, Warren

ignored our Constitution when he wrote that "De-

cision" - admits he based It on the "modern scien-

tific authority" of known Communists who have

publicly proclaimed contempt for our Constitution

and hatred for our form of Government,

Can there be any doubt that that "Decision" was

framed to conform with those Communist Direc*

tives? .... There is one sure way to find out -

through impeachment proceedings!

No, 2) For 40 years the FBI has been the stone wall

that stood between the Communist Conspiracy and

ti t
**

the survival of our Country, through all those years

I

it was the FBI that smashed all the Reds' plots -

I and unmasked the plotters ... it was the informa-

I; tion in the FBI files that enabled the Congressional

li Committees to function - that enabled the Justice

j

Department to convict the Rosenbergs and all the

other Reds .... it was the FBI files that kept the

j
Red rats impotent and skulking in their holes.

Throughout those 40 years the Reds and their

:

allies frenziedly smeared and vilified and tried in

- every way to destroy the FBI - and to gain access

to its files! But it (FBI) was invulnerable to all their

!

attacks - it was protected by Congress, and doubly

f protected by the high regard and esteem of the

|

American people. And it continued to stand as the

impregnable barrier between the Enemy and our

!
Internal Security.

Hence - if the Great Conspiracy was to succeed

the FBI had to be destroyed!

i

I

So, oh July 17 of this year, Earl Warren and his

Associate Justices handed down two "Decisions" -

! the "Jencks" and the "Watkins" Decisions . . .

J
Those two "Decisions" shatter the FBI as a barrie

to the security of our nation they freed convict

i ed traitors
. . . . they muzzle our Congressiona

,
I

Committees . . . they nullify all our protective law:

'j. against the Communist Conspiracy .... they opei

I
wide the FBI files to all the shysters who defenc

j the Reds and renegade American traitors!

[

Those three Decisions, if allowed to stand, wil

completely destroy all of our defenses - they clea

the way for the destruction of our Country and thi

i conquest and enslavement of our people by th<

1

Communist Conspiracy!

Under our laws, giving aid and comfort to ai
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5FCONO AND ROCK STREETS • IITTIE ROCK, ARKANS*- 1

WHOLESALE EXCLUSIVELY -

HARDWARE - RUILDIR* ItAlftWAKI • f U R N (TOO# - #
SPORTING OOOO* • PIUMMMO* HICmCM SURPlUi " I

hu .

• •
‘

"f ; t ;

Octobe

Mr. Edward J. MeCaraley.
Coamiod ity Division,

“
- “ p .i r t :nen t, of 'Comm* re*,
Oific* of Technical Services,
Washing tfoft'25", " 0.C •

Dear Mr. MeCailioys

L mm in receipt of your letter of Or i; 8:

advising that 0 guenaawas not present *i the Atlantic u«
meeting' and requesting rocomroenaa tiont on the suggested-*^
oy latter.

With reference to the chirr. e* ,<; • ;**£*IS

t S imp! if 1*0 Practice recommendation* do ted AW||it 1*>

t:.*t were inclosed with your letter of Sep teiabe
?

'

recommendations are as followrv ^
*

'

• " t;

a. I do not -approve of the #x|i»1n ;«t l?.n m*

Loaded Paper Shot Shells, Table 1: ^
Ism i..-.a hi .

Shot shells re cot, ^ndej
fg b ^ n .:.3

16 Gauge, 2*1/2 dram, 1 ounce shot*. Mo. 6, - v/id inch#*
16 ** 2-1/2 dram, 1 mute* efcot, No. a, 3*3/4 i«*Moa-

b. I do not approve of the gtiminsrje**
Table 2 ef | Shot LfiMfi*

" We. 66, protected crijp, ?-'.>'* inch *he.'

Mo* 0, protected crl&p, ''-3/4 inch s>h»- : ,

.

c. I do approve of all of the other re- or

i? vd ttions on Loaded Paper Shot Shells; alse all of the

re commendation a for Matellic Cartridges.

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDB

Yours very r

HOBEM-T- H. iW-
President -i

:

rc-asu
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FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
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:

:

1 - Mr.

^ a / j /./, /

mm 3, 1959

Tolson „
Belmont .

DeLoach
McGuire

.

Mohr

Parsons

Rosen
Tamm

Mrs. Jerry kCttmmr a " ' - v <
' f r\

2115 HflSflUlm 1

Richmond 20, Viiginia .

Dear Mrs. Pinner:

Twr letter dated February 22, 1959, has Ifia
received, aad the Interest which prompted year coananication
is indeed appmeiotnd.

While 1 weald like to be of assistance. the
fonctlen of the FBI as a fact-gathering agency, does net
extend te faraiahing consents or evalaations concerning
the character er Integrity ef any individual, publication
or organisation. Furthermore, information in the files
of this Bartas is maintained as confidential and available
for official ^ nse only in accordance with a regulation of
the Departnont of Justice. 1 regret, therefore, that Im unable te amply with year request far iafematiea
concerning the organization yea mentioned.

I m eure yea will understand the necessity for
this policy and trill sot infer from n inability to be of
assistance that ee do or do aet have la ear ft les the
information yea desire.

Tj
°

The FBI is strictly aa investigative agency aad itj
is not within ear authority to interpret or explain decisfSta| 7
of a court ef law* Therefore, I an unable to cepply with.. * ?

g
ear rogoest for infemotion concerning decisions or thb'. Z 3
sited States Sapient Ceurt. If yea desire to obtain cepitsg f
ef the decisieas in the Jencks and Watkiaa cases, yea nay * sB
secare than for tea cents per copy fron the Siqierintendent

1 - Richmond (gncJLosure) {See note, page 2.)

See note on yellow, page Z\

mar
19S9

m? a
"Wen

Tele. Room
Holloman —
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V

Mrs. Jerry A. Piaatr

|fiMMfits, United States Govenaent Prltdil Office*
Iniiir Hertii Capital and H Streets, Herttavest, Waahlag*
to*. 25, fi. C. In the event yon request copies of these
deeiitefi, yon should refer to the backs' case as Case
Niaita&iM and the Watkins' case as Case Naefcer 241 ef
the draktr, BK, ten ef the United States Ssprsae
Ceart.

neerely veers.
Soovar

John Edgar Hewer
Director

ATTENTION: SAC, Richmond

Enclosed is a copy of correspondent’s communication.
Bufil&s contain no identifiable data concerning the
c orreispondent •

The Cinema Educational Guild is an anticommunist
group. Its director, Myron C. Fagan, has frequently attempted
to use the Director’s name in furtherance of his anticommunist
programs and it has been necessary on numerous occasions to
have the Los Angeles Office contact him and request him to
refrain from mentioning the FBI in any manner. Fagan has
also been responsible for the distribution of anti-Negro and
anti-3emi tic pamphlets. (0P--87267)

The above is furnished for your information.



Mrs, Jerry A. Pinner

HOTS ON YELLOW

:

Correspondent requests she be furnished infor-
mation concerning the Cinema Educational Gftild. 3he wants
proof it is definitely an anticommunist organization and
information as to its purpose and its accomplishments. She
further states she would like to be better informed on the
Jenckfe! and Watkins' decisions of the Supreme Court.

In view of the extremely controversial nature of
the activities of Fagan and hj.s organization, it is believed
that the above reply will best serve the interests of the
Bureau.

-3-
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HR. AND SIRS, JERRY PINNER
2116 &POVER AVENUE
ijcmmb 20 , Virginia

Feb, 22, 1939

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D,C* ./'¥

Bear Sirs:

Kindly send to ne any information available
concerning the organization known as the Cinema Educational
Guild, Inc, I would like proof that this is definitely
an Anti-Communistic organization. What is the purpose
of this organization and what especially have they
accomplished?

1 would also like to be better informed on the
Jencks and the Watkins Decisions of the Supreme Court,

Thanking you in advance, I am

Yours very truly,

/s/(rirs.) Jerry A. Pinner

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

DATE 07-02 “2010 ,

1

TRUE COPY
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March 18, 1959

Mrs. Kenneth D.xShields
808 North Olirc
Wellington, Kansas

Dear Mrs. Shields:

tear letter dated March 7, 1959, with Its enclosures,
Stag been received, and the interest which prompted yotir cowuni-
oHjnp is indeed appreciated.

While 1 would like to be of assistance, the fnnction
of the FBI as a fact-gathering agency does notexteodto
furnishing evaluations or consents concerning the character
or integrity of aagr individual, organization or publication,
ftirthefiefw, infornation in the files of this Bureau is Maintained
as conpttential and available for official nse only in accordance
with a ^regulation of the Departnent of Justice. 1 regret,
Shrefore, that X an unable to conply with your request for
uH^rwation concerning the organization and individual you
mentioned

.

I an sure you will understand the necessity for this
policy iad/will not infer because of my inability to be of
assistance that we do or do not have in our files the infor-
mation you desire.

1 am also unable to suggest any sources through which
you wight obtain the desired infornation.

MAILEQ 30

MflR 1 8 1959
COMM-FBI

Sincerely yours*

IJ - Kani*s City

SET NOTE TO KANSAS CITY, PAGE-TWO

SEE NOTION YELLOW, PAGE TWO '

RDS:pw/(4) n

John EdgarfloovejJt > I -

Director n c

7 f
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Mrs. Kenneth D. Shields

Correspondent enclosed two pauq>hlets entitled
"•Wanted! . . . Earl Warren For Impeachment1*' and "The
^.Truth . . . About The U. N." issued by the Cinema Educational
'Guild, Incorporated (CEG), Post Office Box 46205, Cole Branch,
Hollywood 46, California. She requested information concerning
this organization or advice as to a source which can furnish
her the information. She wants information concerning the
honesty, integrity and political affiliation of the organi-
zation and its director, Afyron C. Fagan. Bufiles contain no
identifiable data concerning the correspondent.

The CEG is allegedly an anticommunist group* Its

director, Fagan, has frequently attempted to use Director Hoover*

s

name in furtherance of his programs and it has been necessary
on numerous occasions to have the Los Angeles Office contact
him and request him to refruin from mentioning the FBI in any
manner. While purporting to be anticommunist, the CEG has also
been responsible for the distribution of anti-Negro and anti-
Semitic pamphlets. Fagan, in one of his pamphlets, attacked
"Masters of Deceit" for complimentary references to the
Anti-Defamation League of B*nai B*rith. (62-87267)

The above is furnished for your information only,

NOTE ON YEI

Although we have not investigated the CEG, a statement
to that effect may infer that we approve of Fagan and his
organization. In view of the controversial nature of the
activities of Fagan and his organization and in line with
replies given to similar inquiries in the past, the above reply
will best serve the Bureau’s interests.

Correspondent enclosed a self-addressed stamped
envelope which is being used in reply.

- 2 -
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March 7, 1959

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir:

y-/

Various pamphlets and tracts, distributed by the .Cinema

,Educational .Guild,, Inc . , have recently been placed in my
hands. These tractsaccuse various high governmental of-

ficials and functions of some very serious charges.

I would greatly appreciate any information you could give

me concerning this organization, or of another source to

which I can refer for this information.

I would like to know specifically of the integrity of the
Guild, whether or not it has any political affiliations,
and the honesty of their reports. Also, I would like in-
formation of the samejiature concerning the leader of the
organization, Myron C^nEagan. f

Many people, known to me, religiously believe in this or-

ganization and their reports. I cannot accept them and the /'

charges they make solely on the proof they offer. I would, *

therefore, appreciate any information you could give me on

theaiiM
-

REC-44
^ " tinW-jF

Enclosed are two sample tracts, -and^cstaapedj-self-addressed
envelope for your convenience.

O 1® 1§§9

C; .. ,
.

Very truly yours, a

Y Mrs. Kenneth D. Shields
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decision in San Francisco
(

(

. Strictly speaiking, there-^

fore, the Big Five (but specifically the Soviet and

the U. $.) had no right to arrive at any under*

standing regarding the disposition of the office of

Assistant Secretary-General which was binding upon

the Secretary-General."

However, after a "conversation" with Steftinius,

the then U. S. Secretary of State, Mr. Lie decided that

it would be expedient for him to "forget" all about

"rights" and "terms of the Charter"; Stettinius con-

firmed the"agreement"with the Soviet whereby that

post was to be held by a Russian national - he

also confirmed its permanency! After that, says Mr.

Lie ".
. , it would not have been politic for me to

resist that (secret agreement) accord
"

He then reveals what little authority he had in all

such matters, even in the choice of the Russian to fill

that all-important post, although, under the Charter,

he alone had that choice
. . . when he named one

Alexis Roschin as his choice, Vyshinsky bluntly told

him that he (the Kremlin) had already assigned

Arkady Sobelov to that post - and Mr. Lie (ad-

mittedly) realized that "his was not to reason why,

his was but to obey - OR GET FIRED!

WE NOW HAVE THE PROOF!!!

In 1956 Congress was on the verge of hauling

the UN in for a hearing - that double-talking,

deliberately false State Department "official state-

ment" killed that hearing . . . simply because we

lacked DOCUMENTARY evidence of that "secret

agreement". Well, now Trygvie Lie has provided

that DOCUMENTARY evidence - evidence that that

"secret agreement" caused the II. S. to lose the first

war in our entire history—evidence that that "secret

agreement" MURDERED 145,000 American boys in

KOREA! - evidence that the very existence of the

U. S. is in the balance!

Now it is up to Congress to act - to thoroughly

*

investigate the UN - and to unmask the traitors in

our government who are deliberately shielding the

UN-

But Congress won't act unless "the people" DE-

MAND that they act - and the people won't DE-

MAND until they know what to DEMAND. Senator

Jenner said: "Our problem is to get the story to the

people" - so that they will KNOW what to demand,

YOU can solve that problem with this Tract! -

coupled with Tract No. One!

You owe it to America - and to your own chil-

dren - to SPREAD these two Tracts far and wide.

Buy what you can afford and give them to Veterans

Organizations - Civic Organizations - Clubs. Give

them out where you work - give them to your

Pastor for distribution - enclose copies in every

letter you write.

It is up to YOU and every loyal American to DE-

MAND that Congress put the UN on open trial be-

fore both Houses!

Send signed copies of these two Tracts to your

Congressman and Senators - tell them if they

won't do it, you will VOTE for other men who will!

(Name)

Street address City (Zone) State

All Tracts are $2.00 for 100 copies.

Send your order to;

CINEMA EDUCATIONAL GUILD, INC.

P.O. Box 46205, Cole Branch

Hollywood 46, California

Save your boy from another Korea-Save America !

!

Do it now - TODAY - you may forget if you

put it off to tomorrow.

t2-f72C7-/fK

1959 UN TRACT No. 2 - 1959
• 0

THE TRUTH...

ky TRYGVIE LIE
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In 1956[after he saw the play "THIEVES' PARA-

DISE", Congressman Usher L. BUrdick decided to

personally investigate the charges in that play that

the UN is an INTERNATIONALIST-COMMUNIST

death-trap for the U. S.

f—

—

The most startling of all the charges was that secret

agreement between Alger Hiss and Molotov whereby

the post of Chief of the UN Military Staff Commiltee

was PERMANENTLY to be held by a Moscow Com-

munist
! ! ! Now, under the Charter, 'little wars"

to prevent Communist aggression (such as Korea)

are to be controlled by the UN, to be commonly

known as "UN Police Actions." Thus, they are

under the jurisdiction of the (Moscow Commu-

nist) Chief of the UN Military Staff Committee! GET

THAT! All Communist aggressions are to be pre-

vented by the Communist Chief of the UN Military

Staff Committee ! !

!

Congressman Biirdick's researches completely

confirmed all those charges. He promptly published'

his findings in the "CONCESSIONAL RECORD", and

demanded that the UN be hauled up for a thorough

(open to the public) hearing by the properly con-

stituted Congressional Committee - and he insti-

tuted a personal "crusade" to get' his colleagues in

the House of Representatives to join in that demand.

Simultaneously, we (CEG), to get "the people" to

demand that their Representatives support Burdick,

issued a "Tract", which, in condensed form, publish-

ed all the charges in "Thieves' Paradise". For

DOCUMENTARY PROOF, we quoted sections of

"U. S. Government (TOP SECRET) Bulletins" which

OFFICIALLY confirmed all those charges . . . Those

TOP SECRET Bulletins confirmed that the UN gave

MOSCOW'S Gen. Vasiliev a "leave of absence" from

his UN job as Chairman of the UN Military Staff -

TO GO TO NO. KOREA TO BE COMMANDER-IN-

CHIEF OF THE RED CHINESE AND NO. KOREAN

ARMIES III... Those Bulletins PROVED that ALL

the American boys who died in Korea v^ere MUR-

DERED by the UN — as a result of that Hiss-Molotov

secret agreement !!!.,. they PROVED all our

charges of the UN treachery and treason that won

the Korean War for the Red Chinese ! !

!

Very quickly a half-million copies of that "Tract"

were circulating through the nation - thousands

upon thousands came pouring into Washignton . . .

at the peak of that avalanche, more than 200 Con-

gressmen pledged themselves to back Burdick! The

"Enemy Within" became panic stricken - they knew

that unless that "Tract" was discredited and "killed"

a Congressional investigation was inevitable - and

that would mean the end of the UN ! ! ! . . . And

then the State Department came to the rescue of the

Conspirators - they issued an "official statement"

in which they denied our charges - and virtually

proclaimed that their own original 'U S. Govern-

ment (TOP SECRET) Bulletins" were falsehoods. And,

promptly, the UN and ALL the UN Fronts - and the

State Department - flooded the nation with that

false and misleading "official statement"!

Now, get this point: in their denials, those

"official statements" never once named the "charges"

they denied - they operated on the theory that if

they could cast a doubt on any one charge it would

discredit all charges. They picked the Hiss-Molotov

secret agreement as the safest charge to attack. In

our "Tract" we clearly stated that that agreement

was an oral one. Therefore, they knew that we had

no WRITTEN proof for that charge. So, feeling

perfectly safe, they, in so many words, challenged

us to produce DOCUMENTARY evidence that such

an agreement had ever been made!

That strategy worked perfectly! And why not?

After all, it was an OFFICIAL denial issued by OUR

OWN STATE AND DEFENSE DEPARTMENTS -surely

they wouldn't be guilty of deliberate falsehoods!

Oh, no? Anyway, "the people" confused, believed

them. The^demands. (Tracts) for a Congressional

investigation died down to a whisper - the UN was

saved by the FALSE "alibis" provided by our own

State Department and Pentagon!

But, NOW, lo and behold, their own arrogant

challenge for "DOCUMENTARY" proof of that secret

agreement has boomeranged against them—to wit:

There were just five men directly involved in that

secret agreement: Hiss and Molotov — Stettini us and

Vyshinsky » and Trygvie Lie, Secretary General of

the UN. When we (CEG) first revealed that agree-

ment (in 1949) all five remained silent. But, after

Lie "retired" he wrote a book, which he called

"IN THE CAUSE OF PEACE". Maybe he wrote it just

for profit - maybe to clear his conscience. Anyway,

in that book, on pages 45 and 46, in the chapter

entitled "SECRETARIAT" he provided us with the

DOCUMENTARY PROOF of that secret agreement -

the following is his (verbatim) statement:

"The choice of the Assistant Secretaries-General,

who would constitute my 'cabinet
1

was, of course,

my first concern. It soon appeared that it was

equally the concern of some of the great powers.

Mr. Vyshinsky was the first to inform me of an 'un-

derstanding
1

which had been reached in London on

the appointment of a Soviet national as Assistant

Secretary-General for Political and Secretary Council

(which specifically includes the Military Secretariat,

officially designated as the War, Communications

and Information Secretariat'). Mr. Vyshinsky simply

spoke of an 'agreement' - he said nothing of its

binding quality, of the right to arrive at it, or the

length of time it was meant to apply."

Mr Lie then stresses that nobody had any right

or authority to make such "decisions" or "Under-

standings", to wit: . . by the terms of the Charter,

the Secretary has full (and sole) authority in the

disposition of the Assistant Secretary-Generalship,

with respect both to nationality and personality.

That authority, in fact, was the point of a hard-won



Enemy In '‘time of War is TREASON. Communism Is

a' known mortal Enemy of the United States and the

American people. Call it "cold" or call it "hot", we
are at total war with that Enemy. Those three "De-

cisions" unquestionably give aid and comfort to

that Enemy, By that token, they are acts of

TREASONI

A soldier, be he a General or a Gl, who would

commit similar acts of aid and comfort to the Enemy,

would promptly be Court Martialed, and, if found

guilty, shot as a traitor.

A Supreme Court Justice is no more immune for

acts of aid and comfort to the Enemy than a Gen-

eral - or a Julius Rosenberg. For him there is also

a form of Court Martial, to wit: IMPEACHMENT

PROCEEDINGS. For their acts, Chief Justice Warren

and all the Justices who concurred in those "De-

cisions" must be haled before Congress, and, if

found guilty, they should not only be impeached,

but should get the same kind of punishment that

a Court martial would mete out to a General who
would betray his army on the field of battle -
or that was meted out to the Rosenbergsl

Only Congress has the power to place a Supreme

Court Justice on trial - via the impeachment pro-

Every member in both Houses of Congress has

an obligation and a sworn duty to protect and de-

fend the United States, the Constitution, the Ameri-

can people.

Hence, this is an urgent appeal by the American

peopled all members in both Houses of Congress

to fulfill their oaths - to summon forthwith for

proper trial all those Justices who collaborated In

those three treason-packed "Decisions". - c

I,, the undersigned, a citizen of the United States,

hereby request and urge my representative in the

House of Representatives to join with other mem-

bers of that House and initiate the necessary first

steps for the impeachment of the Supreme Court

Justices named in this document I further re-

quest and urge the Senators of my State to join

with other Senators to carry out the final step to

impeach all those Justices,

Street address

City (Zone) and State

This Tract (SCJ, No. 1) can be obtained at the rate

of: 100 copies for $2.00.

Send your order to:

CINEMA EDUCATIONAL GUILD, INC.

P, 0. Box 46205, Cole Branch

Hollywood 46, California

Sign and mail copies of this document to

your Representative and Senators - for

(he love of God and our Counhyl

WASTED!

fcl 1

ills!!

m
EARL WARREN

FOR IMPEACHMENT
1

For giving aid and comfort to the

COMMUNIST CONSPIRACY, the mortal

Enemy of the United States and the

American People!



. CO-DEFENDANTS >

#

Also wanted for trial and impeachment, on the

same charge, are: Justices Brennan, Black, Clark,

Douglas, Frankfurter, Harlan and Reed.

The following are the Specific Acts contained in

the charge: No. 1) The "DESEGREGATION DECI-

SION", which aids and abets the plans of the Com-

munist Conspiracy to (A): create tension between

Negroes and Whites; (B); to transform the South into

a BLACK SOVIET REPUBLIC; (C): to legalize and en-

courage intermarriage between Negroes and Whites

- and thus mongrelize the American White Race)

Documentary proof that this "Decision" directly

conforms with Directives from Moscow is contained

in the following excerpt from the book, "A RACIAL

PROGRAM FOR THE 20th CENTURY", written by one

Israel Cohen, a Communist Party top functionary in

England:

"We must realize that our Party's most powerful

weapon is racial tension. By propounding into the

consciousness of the dark races that for centuries

they have been oppressed by the whites, we can

mould them to the program of the Communist Party.

In America, we will aim for subtle victory. While

inflaming the Negro Minority against the Whites,

we will instill in the Whites a guilt complex for

their exploitation of the Negroes. We will aid the

Negroes to rise to prominence in every walk of life,

In the professions and in the world of sports and

entertainment. With this prestige the Negro will be

able to intermarry with the Whites and begin a

process which will deliver America to our Cause."

That book was written in 1913 ... . the ADL and

0

NAACP were created Immediately after that -

to carry out that DIRECTIVE!

NOTE: The above excerpt was entered into the

Congressional Records of June 7, 1957, by Rep,

Thos. G. Abernathy.

Further documentary proof: in 1935 the Com-

munist Party's "Workers Library Publishers" issued

a pamphlet entitled "THE NEGROES IN A SOVIET

AMERICA". It urged the Negroes of the South to

rise up, form a Soviet state, and apply for admis-

sion to the Soviet Union , , ,

.

it contained implicit

assurance that the "revolt" would be supported by

ail American Reds .... on page 38 it promised

that a Soviet government would confer greater

benefits on Negroes than upon Whites, and that -

"Any act of discrimination or prejudice against a

negro will become a crime under the Revolutionary

law , .

.

."

AND THAT "DESEGREGATION DECISION" TRANS-

FORMED ALL THOSE COMMUNIST DIRECTIVES IN-

TO RIGID LAW OF THE LAND!!!

Furthermore, by his own admission, Warren

ignored our Constitution when he wrote that "De-

cision" - admits he based it on the "modern scien-

tific authority" of known Communists who have

publicly proclaimed contempt for our Constitution

and hatred for our form of Government.

Can there be any doubt that that "Decision" was

framed to conform with those Communist Direc-

tives? .... There is one sure way to find out -

through impeachment proceedings!

No. 2) For 40.years the FBI
. has been the stone wall

that stood between the Communist Conspiracy and

the survival of our Country. Through all those years

it was the FBI that smashed ail the Reds' plots

and unmasked the plotters ... it was the inforfaa-

tion in the FBI files that enabled the Congressional

Committees to function ~ that enabled the Justice

Department to convict the Rosenbergs and all the

other Reds .... it was the FBI files that kept the

Red rats impotent and skulking in their holes,

Throughout those 40 years the Reds and their

allies frenziedly smeared and vilified and tried in

every way to destroy the FBI - and to gain access

to its filesl But it (FBI) was invulnerable to,all their

attacks - it was protected by Congress, and doubly

protected by the high regard and esteem of the

American people. And it continued to stand as the

impregnable barrier between the Enemy and our

Internal Security.

Hence - if the Oreaf Conspiracy was to succeed

the FBI had to be destroyed!

So, on July 17 of this year, Earl Warren and his

Associate Justices handed down two "Decisions" -

the "Jencks" and the "Watkins" Decisions ....
Those two "Decisions" shatter the FBI as a barrier

to the security of our nation they freed convict-

ed traitors .... they muzzle our Congressional

Committees . . . they nullify all our protective laws

against the Communist Conspiracy .... they open

wide the FBI files to all the shysters who defend

the Reds and renegade American traitors)

Those three Decisions, if allowed to stand, will

completely destroy all of our defenses - they clear

the way for the destruction of our Country and the

conquest and enslavement of our people by the

Communist Conspiracy!

Under our laws, giving aid and comfort to an
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Mr. Theodore Tf Whitney
245 Highland Street
Milton, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Whitney:

Your letter dated March 12, 1959, with its
enclosure, has beeit received, and the Motive which prompted
your communication is indeed appreciated.

While 1 would like to be of assistance, the
function of the FBI as a fact-gathering agency does not
extend to furnishing evaluations or consents concerning
the character or integrity of any individual or organi-
zation. Furthermore, information in the files of this
Bureau is maintained as confidential and for official
use only in accordance with a regulation of the Department
of Justice. I regret, therefore, that 1 am unable to
comply with your request for information concerning the
organization you mentioned.

1 an sure yon will understand the necessity for
this policy and will not infer from my inability to be of t

assistance that we do or do not have m our files the Q
information you desire.

MAR 2 4 1§59

...

Sincerely yours,

j!®;_££gaT E«ct p’5

#
John Edgar Hoover

Director

1 - Boston^..

SEE NOTE TO BOSTON, PAGE TWO

SEE NOTE ON YELLOW, PAGE TWO*

T>RDS:pwM4)
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Mr. Theodore T. Whitney

Correspondent inquired "What can you tell me
of Cinema Educational Guild Inc?" Bufiles reveal that
corre$pondent toured the Bureau in 1938 and advised that
he was the brother- in- lav of Richard B. Wigglesworth, a
member of Congress. Wigglesworth was a Representative
from Massachusetts from 1928 to 1958 and is now ambassador
to Canada. (94-2-7136)

;
Correspondent enclosed with his letter a pamphlet

entitled ^Americans' . . . Don f t Patronize Reds* issued
by the Cinema Educational Guild, Incorporated, (CBG),

; Post Office Box 46205, Cole Branch, Hollywood 46, California.

t
pamphlet nanies various individuals in the motion picture
stry who are alleged to be communists or communist
athizers. The pamphlet has been previously brought to
Bureaus attention.

The CBG is allegedly an anticommunist group . Its
' director, ' Jfyroif'C* Pagan , has frequently attempted to use
the Di^ctor T s name in furtherance of his programs and it
has been necessary on numerous occasions to have the Los Angeles
Office contact him and request him to refrain from mentioning
the FBI in any manner. While purporting to be anticommunist,
the CEG has also been responsible for the distribution of
yaUti-Negro and anti-Semitic pamphlets. Fagan, in one of
^pamphlets, attacked "Masters of Deceit" for complimentary
referettees

K
%b the Anti-Defamation League of B t nai B'rith.

(62-87267)
.. ^This data is furnished for your information only.

KOTE ON YELLOW:

r£j In View of. the controversial .nature of the activities
Fagan and his organization and in line with replies given

tPlj^ilar inquiries in the past, the above reply will, best
serve the Bureau's interests.
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Ml a U/’-lk^UlU

of piping their skilfully camouflaged propaganda

into your Living Room and POISONING THE MINDS

OF YOUR CHILDREN. You can get all the names, all

their techniques, and the further knowledge of how

to drive them off the Screen and off your TV Set in

the following named three books:

"RED TREASON ON BROADWAY" reveals the

paralyzing grip the REDS have on the Legitimate

Theatre and on TELEVISION - especially on TV -
and how the CRITICS help the REDS, tee important,

it tells how YOU can help to smash that grip!

"RED TREASON IN HOLLYWOOD" was the first

book to fearlessly reveal the Communist Conspiracy

in the Motion Picture industry - it NAMED all the

Top REDS in Hollywood. This book unmasked the

Conspiracy and started the drive of the REDS out

of Hollywood.

"DOCUMENTATION of the RED STARS in HOLLY-

WOOD" reveals the actual RED activities of the

STARS ... it reveals how they organized their RED

FRONTS - and how those FRONTS function , , . lit

shows how Jo smash Red Fronts!

Myron C. Fagan, famous playwright and director,

unquestionably the foremost authority on Commun-

ism in the Entertainment World, is the author of all

three books. Each book is so vitally informative that

one of our Government top Intelligence Agencies has

bought many thousands of copies to serve as virtual-

ly text books for all its agents. Every American,

man, woman apd child, should read all three bc^ks

in order to get realistic knowledge of how the

ENEMY is using our Theatre, Screen, Radio end

T -

TELEVISION to brainwash our people?, especially dm
youth, into helping them to destroy our Country.

These books are priced at $1.00 per copy, each.

Anybody who desires these three books should send

for them to "Cinema Educational Guild" immediately,

as we have only a limited number of copies left.

A CALL T© ALL IPAlI©f$

You owe it to your Country - ad to your own

children - to spread this Tract far and wide. Buy

what you can afford and give them to Veterans

Organizations - Civic Organizations - Clubs. Give

them out where you work - give them to your

Pastor for distribution - enclose a copy in every

letter you write ... Let all Americans bow !

!

1

Send signed copies to every Sponsor who employs

REDS or FELLOW TRAVELLERS I i I

(Name)

Street Address City (Zone) State

Thi? Tract can be had at 100 copies for $2,00

Send your order NOW to:

CINEMA EDUCATIONAL GUILD, INC
P. O. Box 46205, Cole Branch

Hollywood 46; California

Do it today - NOW - you may forget if you

put it off to tomorrow . , . Keep you? children torn

being Mnwaehed III

K /<: v

1) The REDS have made our Screen, Radio and TV

Moscow's most effective Fifth Column in America . .

.

2) The REDS of Hollywood and Broadway have al-

ways been the chief financial support of Communist

propaganda in America ... 3) OUR OWN FILMS,

made by RED Producers, Directors, Writers and

STARS,are being used by Moscow in ASIA, Africa,

the Balkans and throughout Europe to create hatred

of America ... 4) RIGHT NOW films are being

made to craftily glorify MARXISM, UNESCO and

ONE-WORLDISM ... end via your TV Set they are

being piped into your Living Room-ana are

inf (Die minds a? your children under your very

eyes 1 1

1

So REMEMBER - If you patronize a Film made by

RED Producers, Writers, Stars and STUDIOS you are

aiding and abetting COMMUNISM . , . every time

you permit REDS to come into your Living Room

VIA YOUR W ’SET you are helping MOSCOW and

the INTERNATIONALISTS to destroy America 1 1

1

Y



Among the worst offending sponsors are FORD

MOTORS (Ed Sullivan Show in particular); Kraft

Foods; General Electric; Chrysler; U. S. Steel, etc. . .

.

among the worst offending TV Producing Studios

are Screen Gems, Inc., (a subsidiary of Columbia

Pictures Corporation); Desilu; MCA-REVUE; Four Star

Films, Inc.; Theatre Guild, etc, All Sponsors who

employ such Studios to produce their TV Shows are,

consciously or unconsciously, bringing REDS into

your Living Rooms .... Wafldh fte Produce's

"CradfoS" m every TV Show you see.

Um Is Y@U CM Drive Them ©ntf:

Read the following list . . . "They are the best

known of the REDS and FELLOW-TRAVELERS who

made our SCREEN Communism's most effective "Pied

Piper" in America and the World! They are now

coming into your Living Room night after night VIA

YOUR TV SET and Radio . . . WATCH FOR THEM) . .

.

Keep this list with you ALWAYS! . . . When one of

them appears on your SET send a copy of this Tract

to the SPONSOR immediately—and WARN him that

if he will bring another RED into your Living Room

you will never again buy his products—airidl then

fulfill your warningl . . . Give this Tract to your

Grocer, your Butcher, to ALL Dealers you patronize-

m& warn them - so they can warn the Sponsors -

also send copies to your local TV and Radio Sta-

tations ... USE THE SAME METHOD WITH YOUR

MOVIE THEATRE! J

THAT is the only way we will drive the REDS out

of Hollywood - Radio - Television .... Hit the

pocMbooks of the Sponsor 1 ! ! REMEMBER: every

time you buy the products of a Sponsor who em-

ploys REDS you are hurting YOUt^ fOUNTRY 1 1

1

LARRY ADLER .

LUTHER ADLH ^

STELLA ADLER
;

EDITH ATWAT3/
LAUREN BACALL

LUCILLE BALL

JOHN BEAL

JOAN BENNETT

BETSY BLAIR

MORRIS CARNOVSKY
EDDIE CANTOR
LEE COBB

GEORGE COULOURIS

HUME CRONYN
HOWARD DA SILVA

BETTE DAVIS

OLIVIA DE HAVILAND

ALBERT DEKKER

AGNES DE MILLE

KIRK DOUGLAS

MELVYN DOUGLAS

ALFRED DRAKE

PAUL DRAPER

HOWARD DUFF

FLORENCE ELDRIDGE . \
GUY ENDORE V J
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR.

JOSE FERRER

AVA GARDNER

MARTIN GABEL

BETTY GARRETT

WILL GEER

JACK GUILFORD

PAULETTE GODDARD
RUTH GORDON
JAY GORNEY
MORTON GOULD
BEN GRAUER

UTA HAGEN
RITA HAYWORTH
VAN HEFLIN

PAUL HENREID

JUDY HOLLIDAY

LENA HORNE

MARSHA HUNT

CHET HUNTLEY

BURL IVES

SAM JAFFE

LEON JANNEY

GEORGE JESSEL

DANNY KAYE

GENE KELLY

FELIX NIGHT

ALEXANDER KNOX
BURT LANCASTER

CANADA LEE

SAM LEVENE

ELLA LOGAN
PETER LORRE

MYRNA LOY

ALINE MacMAHON
FREDERIC MARCH
MARGO
MYRON McCORMICK
PAUL McGRATH
BURGESS MEREDITH

HENRY MORGAN
ZERO MOSTEL

JEAN MUIR

MEG MUNDY
EDWARD R. MURROW
LARRY PARKS

GREGORY PECK

VINCENT PRICE

JOHN RANDOLPH
ANNE REVERE

QUENTIN REYNOLDS
EARL ROBINSON
EDWARD G. ROBINSON
SELENA ROYLE

HAZEL SCOTT

ARTIE SHAW
WM. L. SHIRER

SYLVIA SIDNEY

FRANK SINATRA

GALE SONDERGARD
HESTER SONDERGARD
LIONEL STANDER

JOHANNES STEEL

SHEPARD STRUDWICK

HELEN TAMERIS

FRANCHOT TONE

'

HILDA VAUGHN
SAM WANAMAKER
ORSON WELLES

JANE WYATT

KENNAN WYNN-

'

SAM ZYMBALIST

HAROLD CLURMAN

LESTER COLE

BETTY COMDEN
MARC CONNELLY

AARON COPELAND

NORMAN CORWIN
CHERYL CRAWFORD

KYLE CRICHTON

JOHN CROMWELL

JULES DASSIN

ROBERT DE CORMIIER

WILLIAM DIETERLE

PHILIP DUNNE

WALTER DURANTY

JULES EPSTEIN

PHILIP EPSTEIN

WM. S, GAILMOUR

IRA GERSHWIN

SHERIDAN GIBNEY

MICHAEL GOLD

BENNY GOODMAN
SHIRLEY GRAHAM
JOHNNIE GREEN

WM. GROPPER

OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN II

DASHIELL HAMMETT

MOSS HART

E. Y. (YIP) HARBURG

BEN HECHT

LILLIAN HELLMAN

F. HUGH HERBERT

NAT HIKEN

ARTHUR HORNBLOW
JOHN HOUSEMAN
JOHN HUSTON

LANGSTON HUGHES

CHARLIE ISAACS

GARSON KANIN

MICHAEL KANIN

GEORGE S, KAUFMAN
EDA KAZAN
ANNE KAZARIAN

ARTHUR KOBER

HOWARD KOCH
N. S, (HY) KRAFT

NORMAN KRASNA

ALFRED KREYMBERG

MILLARD LAMPELL

RING LARDNER, JR.

FRITZ LANG

EMMETT LAVERY

JOHN HOWARD LAWSON
BUDD LESSER

ALBERT MALTZ

MARY McCALL

KENNETH MacGOWAN
DANIEL (DANNY) MANN
LEWIS MILESTONE

ARTHUR MILLER

NATE MONASTER

SAM MOORE
DUDLEY NICHOLS

CLIFFORD ODETS

JESS OPPENHEIMER

DOROTHY PARKER

IRVING PICHEL

MADELINE PUGH

SAMSON RAPHAELSON

ELMER RICE

HAROLD ROME
ROBERT ROSSON

DORE SCHARY

BUDD SCHULBERG

ARTHUR SCHWARTZ
ADRIAN SCOTT

IRWIN SHAW
HERMAN SHUMLIN

GEORGE SKLAR

DONALD OGDEN STEWART

JAMES THURBER

DALTON TRUMBO
FRANK TUTTLE

JERRY WALD
WALTER WANGER
JOHN WEXLEY

BILLY WILDER

WILLIE WYLER

BENNY YAROSLOVSKY,

alias BARRY GRAY

N0T1: This list ms mailed in 1957 1 1 I

WRITERS, DIRECTORS, {PRODUCERS, COMPOSERS

HARMON (HY) ALEXANDER

GEORGIA BACKUS

LEONARD BERNSTEIN

ALVAH BESSIE

HERBERT BIBERMAN* >

MICHAEL BLANKFORT

MARC BUTZSTEIN

KERMIT BLOOMGARDEN
HIMAN (HY) BROWN
SIDNEY BUCHMAN
ABE BURROWS
VERA CASPARY

EDWARD CHODOROV
JEROME CHODOROV

Here you have the names of 200. There are

HUNDREDS more, but lack of sp^qp here prevents

naming all. Yet, every American SHOULD know ALL

of Them ... You should know their crafty techniques

t



DECLASSIFICATIG^WTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DeRaSSIFICATION' GUIDE

DATE 07 - 0 Z -£010
'

t 7. / 5 r

March 30, 1959

Tolson —
Belmont _

DeLoach .

McGuire _
Mohr

Parsons _
Rosen

Tamm :

Trotter

W.C. SuhK
Tele. RoV
Holloman .

Gandy

Mr^^fford D^Corliss

Gloucester, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Corliss:

Year letter dated March 21, 1959, with its enclosures

,

has been received and the interest which prompted your
ceamalcation is indeed appreciated.

While I would like to be of assistance, the function
of the FBI as a fact-gathering agency does not extend to
furnishing evaluations or contents concerning the character
or integrity of any individual, organization or publication.
Furthermore, information in the files of this Bureau is
maintained as eeafldential and available for official use only
in accordance with a regulation of the Department of Justice,
I regret, therefore, that I an unable to comply with your
request for infatuation*

I mi sure you will understand the necessity for this
policy and will uet Infer fro* sy inability to be of assistance
that wo do or do not have in oar files the infatuation you 7

30

deslro. 6

MAIUED 25!

^MAR 3 0 1959

^ COMM-FBI

1 - Boston

Sincerely yours.

7 % *r

John Edjfar Stover
, .Director

it$Z a:
-

*T*1 73m
CPi :

/

£>

1 AT

Earl Warren for Impeachment " issued by the-^tnena Educational
Guild, Incorporated. (CEG) POst Office Box 4620b . Cble'Branch,

ThVi pamphlet is critical of Warren
icause of various Supreme Court decisions. This correspondent
so enclosed the envel%t in which this pamphlet was received.
Ubogre an undated postmark at Holyoke, Massachusetts. , /)

Correspondent enclosed a p
n for Impeachment," issued inema

Thanted...
mcatlonal

MAIL ROOM
|

RDS:Bba

2 BOSTON CONTINUED, PAGE TWO
TELETYPE UNIT C I ^ _^ ^ SEE NOTE ON YELLOW, PAGE TWO
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Mr. Clifford D. Corliss

Correspondent advised that it does not seem possible
that the statements contained in the pamphlet are true and
inquires if it is the work of some communist inspired group
whftchffcs trying t® create friction and trouble in this country.
He feels the group should be investigated.

The CEG is an anticommunlit group. Its Director,
Myron C. Fagan, has frequently attempted to use the Director's
name in furtherance of his programs and it has been necessary
on numerous occasions to have the Los Angeles Office contact
him and request him to refrain from mentioning the FBI in any
manner. While purporting to be anticommunist, the CEG has
also been responsible for the distribution of anti-Negro and
anti-Semitic pamphlets. Fagan in one of his pamphlets attacked
"Masters of Deceit" for complimentary references to the
Anti4f£smatifin League of B^nai B'rith.

This data is furnished for your information only.

In view of the controversial nature of the activities

of Fagan and his organization and in line with replies given to

similar inquiries in the past, the above reply will best serve

the Bureau's interest.



» *

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington 2f?, D. C.

Dear Sir:

Juniper Rd,

Gloucester, Mass.
March 21, 1959

I received the enclosed circular yesterday. The contents are indeed
alarming.

It just doesn't seem possible that these . statements . can be true--that
men picked for the highest court in our United , States of America could
do these things with which they are charged in this circular.

Mo doubt you have seen one of these circulars and know what it is all
about. Is this the work of some communist inspired group who are try-
ing to create friction and trouble all over our country, ahd to confuse
people so they won't know right from wrong?

My wife and I feel that the group should be thoroughly investigated, if
this has not already been done. The address on the circular is Hollywood,
California but the postmark on the envelope is Holyoke, Mass., so we are
enclosing both. We are good American citizens and have explicit faith
in J. Edgar Hoover and the F. B. I.

May we have a reply at your convenience?

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FRQH:

FBI AUTOHAT I C DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

Very truly yours,

in 'V

i- fte&g
APR 1 1959

...
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-Enemy In time of War is TREASON, Communism Is

a known mortal Enemy of the United States and the

American people. Call it "cold" or call it "hot" we
are at total war with that Enemy. Those three "De-

cisions" unquestionably give aid and comfort to

that Enemy. By that token, they are acts of

TREASONI

A soldier, be he a General or a Gl, who would

commit similar acts of aid and comfort to the Enemy,

would promptly be Court Martialed, and, if found

guilty, shot as a traitor,

A Supreme Court Justice is no more immune for

acts of aid and comfort to the Enemy than a Gen-

eral - or a Julius Rosenberg. For him there is also

a form of Court Martial, to wit; IMPEACHMENT
PROCEEDINGS. For their acts, Chief Justice Warren

and all the Justices who concurred in those "De-

cisions" must be haled before Congress, and, if

found guilty, they should not only be impeached,

but should get the same kind of punishment that

a Court martial would mete out to a General who
would betray his army on the field of battle -
or that was meted out to the Rosenbergsl

Only Congress has the power to place a Supreme

Court Justice on trial - via the impeachment pro-

cess.

Every member in both Houses of Congress has

an obligation and a sworn duty to protect and de-

fend the United States, the Constitution, the Ameri-

can people.

Hence, this is an urgent appeal by the American

people to all members in both Houses of Congress

fo fulfill their oaths - to summon forthwith for

proper trial all those' Justices ‘who ‘collaborated In

those three treason-packed "Decisions".

I, the undersigned, a citizen of the United States,

hereby request and urge my representative in the

House of Representatives to join with other mem-

bers of that House and initiate the necessary first

steps for the impeachment of the Supreme Court

Justices named in this document .... 1 further re-

quest and urge the Senators of my State to join

with other Senators fo carry out the final step to

impeach all those Justices.

Name

Street address

City (Zone) and State

This Tract (SCJ, No. I) can be obtained at the rate

of: 100 copies for $2.00.

Send your order to:

CINEMA EDUCATIONAL GUILD, INC.

P. 0. Box 46205, Cole Branch

Hollywood 46, California

Sign and mail copies of this document to

your Representative and Senators - for

the love of God and our Countryl

EARL WARREN

FOR IMPEACHMENT^

For giving aid and comfort to the

COMMUNIST CONSPIRACY, the mortal

Enemy of the United States and the

American People!
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CO-DEFENDANTS
' '

Also wanted for trial and impeachment, on the

same charge, are: Justices Brennan, Black, Clark,

Douglas, Frankfurter, Harlan and Reed.

•

The following are the Specific Acts contained in

the charge: No. 1) The "DESEGREGATION DECI-

SION", which aids and abets the plans of the Com-

munist Conspiracy to (A): create tension between

Negroes and Whites; (B): to transform the South into

a BLACK SOVIET REPUBLIC; (C): to legalize and en-

courage intermarriage between Negroes and Whites

- and thus mongrelize the American White Racel

Documentary proof that this "Decision" directly

conforms with Directives from Moscow is contained

in the following excerpt from the book, "A RACIAL

PROGRAM FOR THE 20th CENTURY", written by one •

Israel Cohen, a Communist Party top functionary in

England:

"We must realize that our Party's most powerful

weapon is racial tension. By propounding into the
1

consciousness of the dark races that for centuries

they have been oppressed by the whites, we can

mould them to the program of the Communist Party.

In America, we will aim for subtle victory. While

inflaming the Negro Minority against the Whites,

we will instill in the Whites a guilt complex for

their exploitation of the Negroes. We will aid the

Negroes to rise to prominence in every walk of life,

in the professions and in the world of sports and

entertainment. With this prestige the Negro will be

able to intermarry with the Whites and begin a

process which will deliver America to our Cause."

That book was written in 1913 ... . the ADL and

j»

NAACP weft 'treated Immediately after that -

to carry out that DIRECTIVE!

NOTE: The above excerpt was entered into the

Congressional Records of June 7, 1957, by Rep.

Thos, G. Abernathy.

Further documentary proof: in 1935 the Com-

munist Party's "Workers Library Publishers" issued

a pamphlet entitled "THE NEGROES IN A SOVIET

AMERICA". It urged the Negroes of the South to

rise up, form a Soviet state, and apply for admis-

sion to the Soviet Union . , ,

,

it contained implicit

assurance that the "revolt" would be supported by

all American Reds .... on page 38 it promised

that a Soviet government would confer greater

benefits on Negroes than upon Whites, and that -
"Any ad of discrimination or prejudice against a

negro will become a crime under the Revolutionary

law . . .

."

AND THAT "DESEGREGATION DECISION" TRANS-

FORMED ALL THOSE COMMUNIST DIRECTIVES IN-

TO RIGID LAW OF THE LAND!!!

Furthermore, by his own admission, Warren

ignored our Constitution when he wrote that "De-

cision" - admits he based it on the "modern scien-

tific authority" of known Communists who have

publicly proclaimed contempt for our Constitution

and hatred for our form of Government.

Can there be any doubt that that "Decision" was

framed to conform with those Communist Direc-

tives? .... There is one sure way to find out -
through impeachment proceedings!

No. 2) For 40 years the FBI has been the stone wall

that stood between the Communist Conspiracy and

the survival of our Country. Through ail these years’

it was the FBI that smashed all the Reds' plots -

and unmasked the plotters ... it was the informa-

tion in the FBI files that enabled the Congressional

Committees to function - that enabled the Justice

Department to convict the Rosenbergs and all the

other Reds .... it was the FBI files that kept the

Red rats impotent and skulking in their holes.

Throughout those 40 years the Reds and their

allies frenziedly smeared and vilified and tried in

every way to destroy the FBI - and to gain access

to its files! But it (FBI) was invulnerable to all their

attacks - it was protected by Congress, and doubly

protected by the high regard and esteem of the

American people. And it continued to stand as the

impregnable barrier between the Enemy and our

Internal Security.

Hence - if the Great Conspiracy was to succeed

the FBI had to be destroyed!

So, on July 1 7 of this year, Earl Warren and his

Associate Justices handed down two "Decisions" -

the "Jencks" and the "Watkins" Decisions ....
Those two "Decisions" shatter the FBI as a barrier

to the security of our nation they freed convict-

ed traitors .... they muzzle our Congressional

Committees . . . they nullify all our protective laws

against the Communist Conspiracy .... they open

wide the FBI files to all the shysters who defend

the Reds and renegade American traitors!

Those three Decisions, if allowed to stand, will

completely destroy all of our defenses - they clear

the way for the destruction of our Country and the

conquest and enslavement of our people by the

Communist Conspiracy!

Under our laws, giving aid and comfort to an
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decision In- Sin Francisco , , , Strictly speaking, there-

fore,' the Big Five (but specifically the Soviet and

thd U, $.) had no right to arrive at any under*

standing regarding the disposition of the office of

Assistant Secretary-General which was binding upon

the Secretary-General/'

However, after a "conversation"' with Stettinius,

the then 11$. Secretary of State, Mr, Lie decided that

it would be expedient for him to "forget" ail about

"rights" and "terms of the Charter"; Stettinius con-

firmed the "agreement" with the Soviet whereby that

post was to be held by a Russian national - he

also confirmed its permanency! After that, says Mr.

Lie "<
.

.

it would not have been politic for me to

resist that (secret agreement) accord/
1

He then reveals what little authority he had in all

such matters, even in the choice of the Russian to fill

that all-important post, although, under the Charter,

he alone had that choice . . ,
when he named one

Alexis Roschin as his choice, Vyshinsky bluntly told

him that he (the Kremlin) had already assigned

Arkady Sabelov to that post - and Mr, Lie (ad-

mittedly) realized that "his was not to reason why,

his was but to obey - OR GET FIRED!

WE NOW HAVE THE PROOF!!!

In 1956 Congress was on the verge of hauling

the UN in for a hearing - that double-talking,

deliberately false State Department "official state-

ment" killed that hearing . , . simply because we

lacked DOCUMENTARY evidence of that "secret

agreement". Well, now Trygvie Lie has provided

that DOCUMENTARY evidence - evidence that that

"secret agreement" caused the U. S. to lose the first

war in our entire history-evidence that that "secret

agreement" MURDERED 145,000 American boys in

KOREA! ~ evidence that the very existence of the

U. S. is in the balance!

Now it is up to Congress to act - to thoroughly

investigate the UN - and to unmask the traitors In

our government who are deliberately shielding the

UN.

But Congress won't act unless "the people" DE-

MAND that they act - and the people won't DE-

MAND until they know what to DEMAND. Senator

Jenner said: "Our problem is to get the story to the

people" - so that they will KNOW what to demand.

YOU can solve that problem with this Tract! -

coupled with Tract No. One!

You owe it to America - and to your own chil-

dren - to SPREAD these two Tracts far and wide.

Buy what you can afford and give them to Veterans

Organizations - Civic Organizations - Clubs. Give

them out where you work - give them to your

Pastor for distribution - enclose copies in every

letter you write.

It is up to YOU and every loyal American to DE-

MAND that Congress put the UN on open trial be-

fore both Houses!

Send signed copies of these two Tracts to your

Congressman and Senators - tell them if they

won't do it, you will VOTE for other men who will!

(Name)

Street address City (Zone) State

All Tracts are $2.00 for 100 copies.

Send your order to:

CINEMA EDUCATIONAL GUILD, INC.

P.O. Box 46205, Cole Branch

Hollywood 46, California

Save your boy from another Korea—Save America !

!

Do it now - TODAY - you may forget if you

put it off to tomorrow.

by TRYGVIE LIE



In 1956, after he saw the play "THIEVES' PARA-

DISE", Congressman Usher L. Burdick decided to

personally investigate the charges in that play that

the UN is an INTERNATIONALIST-COMMUNIST

death-trap for the U. S.

The most startling of all the charges was that secret

agreement between Alger Hiss and Molotovwhereby

the post of Chief of the UN Military Staff Committee

was PERMANENTLY to be held by a Moscow Com-

munist I ! ! Now, under the Charter, "little wars"

to prevent Communist aggression (such as Korea)

are to be controlled ,by the UN, to be commonly

known as "UN Police Actions," Thus, they are

under the jurisdiction of the (Moscow Commu-

nist) Chief of the UN Military Staff Committee! GET

THAT! All Communist aggressions are to be pre-

vented by the Communist Chief of the UN Military

Staff Committee ! !

!

Congressman Burdick's researches completely

confirmed all those charges. He promptly published

his findings in the "CONCESSIONAL RECORD", and

demanded that the UN be hauled up for a thorough

(open to the public) hearing by the properly con-

stituted Congressional Committee - and he insti-

tuted a personal "crusade" to get his colleagues in

the House of Representatives to join in that demand.

Simultaneously, we (CEG), to get "the people" to

demand that their Representatives support Burdick,

issued a "Tract", which, in condensed form, publish-

ed all the charges in "Thieves' Paradise". For

DOCUMENTARY PROOF, we quoted sections of

"U. S. Government (TOP SECRET) Bulletins" which

OFFICIALLY confirmed all those charges • . . Those

TOP SECRET Bulletins confirmed that the UN gave

MOSCOW'S Gen. Vasiliev a "leave of absence" from

his UN job as Chairman of the UN Military Staff -

TO GO. TO NO. KOREA TO BE COMMANDER-IN-

CHIEF jOF.IHE RED CHINESE AND NO. KOREAN

ARMIES III... Those Bulletins PROVED that AIL

12 -in a. -ifr

the American boys who died In Korea were MUR*

DEf?ED by the UN - as a result of that Hiss-Molotov

secret agreement III.,, they PROVED ail our

charges of the UN treachery and treason that won

the Korean War for the Red Chinese ! I

!

Very quickly a half-million copies of that ''Tract"

were circulating through the nation - thousands

upon thousands came pouring into Washignton . .

.

at the peak of that avalanche, more than 200 Con-

gressmen pledged themselves to back Burdick! The

"Enemy Within" became panic stricken - they knew

that unless that "Tract" was discredited and "killed"

a Congressional investigation was inevitable - and

that would mean the end of the UN !!!... And

then the State Department came to the rescue of the

Conspirators - they issued an "official statement"

in which they denied our charges - and virtually

proclaimed that their own original "U. S. Govern-

ment (TOP SECRET) Bulletins" were falsehoods. And,

promptly, the UN and ALL the UN Fronts - and the

State Department - flooded the nation with that

false and misleading "official statement"!

Now, get this point: in their denials, those

"official statements" never once named the "charges"

they denied - they operated on the theory that if

they could cast a doubt on any one charge it would

discredit all charges. They picked the Hiss-Molotov

secret agreement as the safest charge to attack. In

our "Tract" we clearly stated that that agreement

was an oral one, Therefore, they knew that we had

no WRITTEN proof for that charge. So, feeling

perfectly safe, they, in so many words, challenged

us to produce DOCUMENTARY evidence that such

an agreement had ever been made!

That strategy worked perfectly! And why not?

After all, it was an OFFICIAL denial issued by OUR

OWN STATE AND DEFENSE DEPARTMENTS - surely

they wouldn't be guilty of deliberate falsehoods)

Oh, no? Anyway, "the people", confuted, believed

them. The demands (Tracts) for a Congressional

investigation died down to a whisper - the UN was

saved by the FALSE "alibis" provided by our own

State Department and Pentagon!

But, NOW, lo and behold, their own arrogant

challenge for "DOCUMENTARY" proof of that secret

agreement has boomeranged against them-to wit:

There were just five men directly involved in that

secret agreement: Hiss and Molotov -Stettinius and

Vyshinsky - and Trygvie Lie, Secretary General of

the UN. When we (CEG) first revealed that agree-

ment (in 1949) all five remained silent, But, after

Lie "retired", he wrote a book, which he called

"IN THE CAUSE OF PEACE". Maybe he wrote it just

for profit - maybe to clear his conscience. Anyway,

in that book, on pages 45 and 46, in the chapter

entitled "SECRETARIAT" he provided us with the

DOCUMENTARY PROOF of that secret agreement -

the following is his (verbatim) statement:

"The choice of the Assistant Secretaries-General,

who would constitute my 'cabinet* was, of course,

my first concern. It soon appeared that it was

equally the concern of some of the great powers.

Mr. Vyshinsky was the first to inform me of an 'un-

derstanding' which had been reached in London on

the appointment of a Soviet national as Assistant

Secretary-General for Political and Secretary Council

(which specifically includes the Military Secretariat,

officially designated as the War, Communications

and Information Secretariat*). Mr. Vyshinsky simply

spoke of an 'agreement' - he said nothing of its

binding quality, of the right to arrive at it, or the

length of time it was meant to apply."

Mr Lie then stresses that nobody had any right

or authority to make such "decisions" or "Under-

standings", to wit: ". . . by the terms of the Charter,

the Secretary has full (and sole) authority in the

disposition of the Assistant Secratary-Generalship,

with respect both to nationality and personality.

That authority, In fid, wit the point of a hard-won
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YEAR-END REPORT for our MEMBERS
NOTEx—Customarily, at this time of year toe issue a Year-End Report in which toe review the work and the achieve-
ments of CEG during the twelve month period just ended . But this year it is FAR more than just a review—it is also a
BLUEPRINT for the year ahead—a “Blueprint” for ALL of the American people who truly love America—who are
willing to FIGHT to save the country that is our heritage . . . and our sacred trust. It is a “blueprint” that shows that-.

1959 IS OUR LAST YEAR OF DECISION!
What we will do in 1959 will decide what will be done in 1960

—

at the Conventions ... it will either drive out the
traitors and save our country—or it will surrender our nation to the Interrwtiqnalist-Cpmmunist conspiracy.

Thereforeplease read this “Report” slowly —DIGEST it—then let your heart tell you what to do.

For the members of CEG there is no need to define the
"Internationalist-Communist Conspiracy"— or to identify
the Conspirators. If all of the American people knew even
a fraction of what the CEG members know about both,
that Conspiracy would have been smashed long before
now. Time after time Senator Jenner cried out: “We must
get the story to the people . . . only the people can force
Congress to take the action that will smash the conspiracy”
But the Conspiracy-controlled Press-Radio-TV always man-
aged to keep “the story” from the people. That was our
great obstacle! Well, in this “REPORT” I will show how we
virtually overcame that Press

“
blackout”—liow very, very

near we came to forcing Congress to take that action . , .

I will show how and why we failed to achieve that Con-
gressional action in 1958—but more important, this “RE-
PORT” will show how we can (MUST) achieve it in 1959.

First, for the benefit of the uninformed, I will briefly
outline the Machiavellian strategy of the Great Conspiracy:
the Crux of their plot is to trap the United States into be-
coming a unit of a “One-World Government.” During
World War One they set up the “LEAGUE OF NATIONS”
forthat yiar

.

Thar SCh^me^wasTorpedoed by the then
Senator Henry Cabot Lodge ( not today's phony Henry
Cabot Lodge “Jr”). They waited for World War Two
(which they brought about ! ! !) and promptly set up the
“UNITED NATIONS” to achieve that same objective.

As their first step, they organized the UWF (“United
World Federalists”) to launch a “public demand” for a
One-World (UN) Government, with PEACE as the bait .

In 1949 we (CEG) issued a series of “News-Bulletins” and
“Tracts” which unmasked and smashed that scheme . . .

Thereupon the plotters launched the infamous UN “GENO-
CIDE TREATY”. In 1950 our (CEG) “News-Bulletins” and
“Tracts” smashed that fiendish scheme!

The combined exposures created a nation-wide sensation.
But the renegade Press, also the traitors in high places in
Washington, rushed to the rescue of the UN—they assured
the people that the whole thing was a “false alarm”

—

and
- the people went back into slumberland!

However, that narrow escape terrified the Masterminds
of the Conspiracy. They decided it was too risky for the
UN to come out into the open again—they'd have to find
some other way to lure us into their trap. And that was
when they decided that the U. S. Supreme Court would
be their perfect pied-piper. They launched that scheme at
the Republican Convention in 1952—with the deal to ap-
point Warren to the U. S. Supreme Court. The chief objec-
tive of the “Masterminds” was to get complete control of
ouj* “Law and Order” machinery, viz: Warren to issue
“Decisions” based on the UN Charter—with Eisenhower to
enforce them as “Laws of the Land” . . . thus, gradually, the
UN Charter would supplant our Constitution.

In 1954, as scheduled at that Convention, Earl Warren
was appointed Chief Justice of the U. S. Supreme Court

—

and his first (Desegregation) “Decision” confirmed the
warnings in our “News-Bulletins” of that year. That “De-
cision” startled the nation—it so brazenly flouted our Con-
stitution—and virtually proclaimed the UN Charter to be
the Law of our Land. There was a great public outcry

—

some of the more courageous men in Congress denounced
Warren. Right then and there was when Warren should
have been impeachedl But once again the “Masterminds”
outsmarted us: frightened by the outcry, they “laid low”

—

made no immediate attempts to follow up that “Decision”
. . . and once again their obedient press pooh-poohed the
entire matter and convinced us that it was nothing to get

“het-up” about—and once again the .people went back
into slumberland.
Now, those loyal Americans in Congress, the Jenners,

Malones, Goldwaters, Burdicks, they were not deluded.
They knew what that “Decision” meant—and what would
follow. They knew that salvation of the nation demanded
drastic action. But they hesitated—primarily because the
public outcry was subsiding—and they knew that with-
out the CONTINUED support of the people they couldn't
get the Congress to support them!
The “Enemy Within” waited until we were sound asleep

and then, in 1957, one right on top of another. Mister
Warren issued his “Jencks Decision” and the “Watkins De-
cision” and all those other “Decisions” . . . “Decisions” that
nullified laws passed by Congress to prevent treason and
sabotage . . . “Decisions” to foil Congressional investigations
of subversions and treason . . . “Decisions” intended to
create racial dissensions and bloody strife throughout the
Land! . . . And, at the same time, the “Military Genius”
unlawfully launched the first step (Little Rock

)

of the
blanket invasion that was to transform the entire South

- the- Great-
Conspiracy have been holding out as bait to their negro
dupes.
Once again the people screamed! Once again there were

hurried conferences in Washington. And this time there was
no hesitation—this time ACTION was a MUST! Senator
Jenner started it off with his famous Senate Bill 2646, which,
while aimed (ostensibly) only at clipping the jurisdictional
wings of the Court, would have been the perfect spring-
board for the impeachment proceedings.

Simultaneously

—

to offset the “brainwashing
9 by the

Press—and to build up a “peoples
9 mandate99

to support
Jenner and the other loyal Senators, we (CEG) set our-
selves to carry out Jenner's exhortations to “get the story
to the people”. We devoted our entire July-August (1957)
“News-Bulletin” (“WE MUST IMPEACH SUPREME
COURT JUSTICES”) to a review of all the Warren “De-
cisions”

—

and traced them directly to the written directives
of the Communist Conspiracy . . . we established that War-
ren and his Associate Justices were placed in their high
offices for the express purpose of twisting and distorting our
Constitution into a pliable tool for the Great Conspiracy.
At the same time, we issued the six-page “Tract” (WANT-
ED—EARL WARREN—FOR IMPEACHMENT) in which
we urged all loyal Americans to demand that their Senators
and Representatives take the necessary steps (impeach-
ments) to stop that treason.

Very quickly more than a MILLION copies of that
“Tract” were circulating throughout the nation. In turn,
thousands of loyal Americans, God love 'em, poured their
copies into the offices of their Senators and Representatives,
together with letters demanding ACTION. And was that
“Tract

99 campaign effective! At the peak of it sixty-two
Senators had pledged themselves to vote for the Jenner
Bill—and quite a few others indicated leanings to it.

DEFEAT SHOWS WAY TO VICTORY
Despite all the odds in our favor, the Jenner Bill was de-

feated by just one vote—41 to 40. But that is no longer
news. But how the “Masterminds” succeeded in snatching
that narrow victory out of the throat of defeat is news

—

and it also gave tis the tip-off how we can save our country!
During the early April ( 1958 ) hearings on the Jenner

Bill it became obvious that a strong majority of the Senate
was swinging in behind it. Never before, as they saw one
Senator after another bow to the demands of their Amer-

<r*
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lean constituents, were the “Masterminds” in such a panic.
They had to prevent the passage of that Bill at all costs.
How they accomplished it is NEWS that all of the American
people should know—because that “news” shows wh6 con-
trols our Congress—how they control it—and how we can
smash that control. The salvation of our Country depends
upon getting that story to all of the American people/.

Limitation of space prevents my telling it in this “Report”,
so I urge you to please, please send for our January (1958)
“News-Bulletin” (No. 67). In that “News-Bulletin” you will
get the whole story—but,more important, you will see how
in their frenzy to defeat the Jenner Bill they unmasked all
their techniques and revealed to us how we can make those
very techniques boomerang

—

and smash their entire Con-
spiracy.

(NOTE:—The list price of our “News-Bulletins” is 50
cents per copy, hut it is so vital to get this particular issue
tvidely circulated that we will gladly fill quantify orders
at redticed rates.) MCF

something in all of us that once we take an objective into
our hearts wekeep fighting until that objective is won! Our
MEMBERS, from the outset, have taken the salvation of
our Country into their hearts—and they

,

like the “Chris-
. tian Soldiers” of old, will keep on fighting until we win that
objective. That is why I plead for MEMBERS in all com-
munities to carry our fight to all loyal Americans through-
out the nation—-that is why I appeal to you to enlist your
friends and neighbors to become MEMBERS ( “CHRIS-
TIAN SOLDIERS”) of CEO and help us win this fight.
Surely America is worth $12.00 a year (CEG dues) to every
loyal American/

OUR 1959 PLAN
First of all, we must operate on the theory that our 1957-

’ ’

' 58 “Tract” campaign is down the drain. It isn’t actually—it’

is well planted with all the old members of Congress. But
there are at least 100 new members in both Houses who
must be “educated” and impressed .

I

THE POWER OF THE “TRACT’
Our “Tract” crusade has taught us two vital lessons: 1)

The so-called apathy of the American people is due mainly
to the fact that our Press, Radio and TV are absolutely con-
trolled by the “Enemy Within”—they not only keep the
truth from the people, but slant all the news so as to
“brainwash” us into accepting what the “Enemy” wants us
to believe—but we now know that, as far as they go , our
“Tracts” get the true story to the people . . . No. 2) We now
know that our Congressmen will obey our demands—if we
make our demands strong enough!—we know that if we had
increased, or just maintained the momentum of our “Tracts”,
the Jenner Bill would have been passed virtually unanimous-
ly—and that impeachment proceedings of Warren would
have followed just as surely as day follows night.

Now I will show why the impeachment of Warren is a
sure way for the salvation of our nation: the Congressional
investigations leading to the impeachment proceedings, plus
the evidence uncovered in the ‘hearings”, would provide us
with all the ammunition we need to shatter the entire Con-
spiracy—just as surely as the evidence revealed by the
Goldfine hearings torpedoed Sherman Adams out of his
dictatorship! ... It would reveal all the “deals” and chican-
eries that landed Warren on the Supreme Court bench . . .

it would reveal his backers ... it would reveal the objectives
behind all of his treasonous “Decisions”

—

and-why they are
based on the UN Charter ... it would automatically nullify
and outlaw all those “Decisions”.

In short, just that one impeachment could completely
unmask—AND SMASH—the entire Conspiracy ... Is that
worth fighting for? . . . And now I will show how we CAN
win such a fight!

We lost our battle in 1958—by just one vote. The very
narrowness of that defeat was our first real victory—I can
assure you that there are scores of men in both Houses of
Congress who now are ( angrily ) aware that the salvation
of our country depends upon the impeachments called for
by our Crusade—and they have come back to Washington
this month with a determination to accomplish that job.
Don’t take my word for it—“NEWSWEEK”, issue of Octo-
ber 20, stated :

—
“When Congress reconvenes in January,

latvmakers in both Houses are prepared to introduce new
legislation to curb the Court’s powers. The Bills they have
prepared constitute a far-reaching attack on the Court’s
authority ...” the gist of the article indicated that any one
of those Bills could be a springboard for impeachment pro-
ceedings I ! !

Now: the passage of those Bills—and impeachment of
Warren—depends upon how strongly we, the people, will
—support ~ ihose~~Congressmen who~stand ready to do that"
JOB ... it all depends upon our getting “the story” to the
people—in order to get their support. In 1958 we failed by
just one vote—we failed because we did not get “the story”
to enough of the people.

Nowthen, we (CEG) have dedicated ourselves to com-
plete the job in 1959! Like the “Christian Soldiers” in the
days of Nero, our CEG members must be the spreaders of
“the story” throughout the nation. Just a few dedicated
members in every community can do the job. But we do
not have enough of them. So I ask you, beg you, to give
enough of your time to induce a few of your friends and
neighbors to become members of CEG—and help to spread
“the story”,

I have stressed the word member—now I’ll tell you why:
our records show that through the years we have had
thousands of non-members co-operate with us (CEG) on
one specific objective, such as smashing the UWF con-
spiracy, or the GENOCIDE plot, then, that objective
achieved, they dropped out of the fight. But not our MEM-
BERS !—they keep on fighting! There is a psychological

Even more important, our “Tracts” tell “the story” in
__words _and .ways that .evenJhe-TewJLoyaLanes_in_the__press__
and radio don’t dare to tell it. Therefore, we must get “the
story” to the people via MILLIONS of our “Tracts”—not
ONE million, but MILLIONS . . . And after “the people”
read those “Tracts” they must sign them and send them to
their Senators and Representatives.

Secondly, we have TWO objectives—although, actually,*
they are twins of our one GREAT objective: to smash the
Great Conspiracy. No. 1 is the impeachment of Earl War-
ren

—

that will unmask ALL the traitors. For that objective
we will continue to use SCJ. Tract No. 1 (WANTED

—

EARL WARREN—FOR IMPEACHMENT)—it tells the
full story of his treason . . . and cant he disputed!

No. 2 is to haul the UN up for a thorough (public) “hear-
ing” before a Congressional Committee

—

that will torpedo
the crux of the entire conspiracy ... it will outlaw the UN
Charter and all the “Decisions” based on that Charter . . .

without the UN the “One-World” scheme will be kaput!
For that objective we will continue to use our No. 1 UN
Tract (DOCUMENTARY PROOF)—but, to nail down
that proof, we are issuing the enclosed copy of UN TRACT
No. 2. Read it and you will see its terrific impact

—

nobody
who will read it can deny that, to save our country, we
must — “

get the U. S. out of the UN and the UN out of
the U. S.!”

These two “Tracts” should be distributed as a unit

—

combined, they are PROOF that not even the most fanatical
UN-lover can dispute.

Nowthen, as I previously stated, we must launch our
1959 campaign from scratch. That means we must once
again contact all patriots throughout the nations (including
non-members of CEG) who co-worked with us in 1957-58—
that means approximately 25,000 individuals . . . we must
enlist the co-operation of the heads of ALL patriotic groups
to have all their members get into this crusade . . . likewise
all American Legion and VFW Posts and DAR Chapters,
etc., etc. In addition, we must set up a “liaison organization”
(call it a “Lobby”) in Washington, D. C., to co-operate with
those loyal Americans in both Houses of Congress.

Now, as you may know, we defray all of our operational
expenses from our membership dues. We get no financial
help from “Foundations”—we have no rich “angels”. Even
before the present high costs, that membership dues ($12.00-
per year) just barely covered our normal overhead. Now we
have this tremendous job ahead of us. It will require
enormous amount of printing, postage, labor—but, I am
sure you agree, it is a job that MUST be done. So I now
have a very vital and urgent request: please increase (vol-

—untarily) - yourmembership—dues^-or -contribute—whatever
you can afford to help us do this job. The degree of our
success will depend upon the finances to do it! Every extra
dollar you will contribute will provide us with priceless
“ammunition”

—

and please bear in mind that we MUST do
this job during this session of Congress

!

So please, please
rush your dues check and/or contribution NOW—TODAY,—we need the money NOW to pay for our tremendous
mailing to launch the crusade.

Yours for God and Country,

P.S. Also please RUSH your orders for UN TRACTS No. 1
and No. 2—to

“Get the U. S. out of the U N and the U N
out of the U. S. . . . and TRACT SCJ No. 1—to force im-
peachment of Earl Warren, et al. All our TRACTS are
$2.00 for 100 copies.

Additional copies of this “YEAR-END REPORT” can be
had for 10c a single copy—at 5c per copy in quantity.
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DATE 07-CZ-ZQlO

Enemy In time of war Is TREASON, Communism Is

a known mortal Enemy of the United States and the

American people, Call it 'cold" or call it "hot* we
are at total war with that Enemy. Those three "De-
cisions'

1

unquestionably give aid and comfort to

that Enemy, By that token, they are acts of

TREASONI

A soldier, be he a General or a Gl, who would
commit similar acts of aid and comfort to the Enemy,

would promptly be Court Martiaied, and, if found

guilty, shot as a traitor,

A Supreme Court Justice is no more immune for

acts of aid and comfort to the Enemy than a Gen-

eral - or a Julius Rosenberg, For him there is also

a form of Court Martial, to wit: IMPEACHMENT
PROCEEDINGS. For their acts, Chief Justice Warren

and all the Justices who concurred in those "De-

cisions'' must be haled before Congress, and, if

found guilty, they should not only be impeached,

but should get the same kind of punishment that

a Court martial would mete out to a General who
would betray his army on the field of battle -
or that was meted out to the Rosenbergsl

Only Congress has the power to place a Supreme

Court Justice on trial - via the impeachment pro-

cess.

Every member in both Houses of Congress has

an obligation and a sworn duty to protect and de-

fend the United States, the Constitution, the Ameri-

can people.

Hence, this is an urgent appeal by the American

people to all members in both Houses of Congress

to fulfill their oaths - to summon forthwith for

proper trial all those Justices who collaborated In

those three treason-packed "Decisions".

I, the undersigned, a citizen of the United States,

hereby request and urge my representative in the

House of Representatives to join with other mem-

bers of that House and initiate the necessary first

steps for the impeachment of the Supreme Court

Justices named in this document I further re-

quest and urge the Senators of my State to join

with other Senators to carry out the final step to

impeach all those Justices,

Name

Street address

City (Zone) and State

This Tract (SCJ, No. 1) can be obtained at the rate

of: 100 copies for $2.00.

Send your order to:

CINEMA EDUCATIONAL GUILD, INC

P, 0. Box 46205, Cole Branch

Hollywood 46, California

Sign and mail copies of this document to

your Representative and Senators - for

the love of God and our Country!

O a ' PUi- n>'7

WASTES!

EARL WARREN

FOR IMPEACHMENT
$

For giving aid and comfort to the

COMMUNIST CONSPIRACY, the mortal

Enemy of the United States and the

American People!



CO-DEFENDANTS

Also wanted for trial and impeachment, on the

same charge, are: Justices Brennan, Black, Clark,

Douglas, Frankfurter, Harlan and Reed,

The following are the Specific Acts contained in

the charge: No. 1) The "DESEGREGATION DECI-

SION", which aids and abets the plans of the Com-

munist Conspiracy to (A): create tension between

Negroes and Whites; (B): to transform the South into

a BLACK SOVIET REPUBLIC; (C): to legalize and en-

courage intermarriage between Negroes and Whites

- and thus mongrelize the American White Racel

Documentary proof that this "Decision" directly

conforms with Directives from Moscow is contained

in the following excerpt from the book, "A RACIAL

PROGRAM FOR THE 20th CENTURY", written by one

Israel Cohen, a Communist Party top functionary in

England:

"We must realize that our Party's most powerful

weapon i$ racial tension. By propounding into the

consciousness of the dark races that for centuries

they have been oppressed by the whites, we can

mould them to the program of the Communist Party.

In America, we will aim for subtle victory. While

< inflaming the Negro Minority against the Whites,

we will instill in the Whites a guilt complex for

their exploitation of the Negroes. We will aid the

Negroes to rise to prominence in every walk of life,

in the professions and in the world of sports and

entertainment. With this prestige the Negro will be

able to intermarry with the Whites and begin a

process which will deliver America to our Cause/
1

That book was written in 1913 .... the ADL and

NAACP were created immediately after that -

to carry out that DIRECTIVE!

NOTE: The above excerpt was entered into the

Congressional Records of June 7, 1957, by Rep.

Thos. G, Abernathy.

Further documentary proof: In 1935 the Com-

munist Party's "Workers Library Publishers" issued

a pamphlet entitled "THE NEGROES IN A SOVIET

AMERICA". It urged the Negroes of the South to

rise up, form a Soviet state, and apply for admis-

sion to the Soviet Union . ... it contained implicit

assurance that the "revolt" would be supported by

all American Reds .... on page 38 it promised

that a Soviet government would confer greater

benefits on Negroes than upon Whites, and that -

"Any act of discrimination or prejudice against a

negro will become a crime under the Revolutionary

law . .

.

"

AND THAT "DESEGREGATION DECISION" TRANS-

FORMED ALL THOSE COMMUNIST DIRECTIVES IN-

TO RIGID LAW OF THE LAND 1 1

1

Furthermore, by his own admission, Warren

ignored our Constitution when he wrote that "De-

cision" - admits he based it on the "modern scien-

tific authority" of known Communists who have

publicly proclaimed contempt for our Constitution

and hatred for our form of Government.

Can there be any doubt that that "Decision" was

framed to conform with those Communist Direc-

tives? .... There is one sure way to find out -

through impeachment proceedings!

No, 2) For 40 years the FBI has been the stone wall

that stood between the Communist Conspiracy and

the survival of our Country. Through all those years

j
it was the FBI that smashed all the Reds' plots -

and unmasked the plotters ... it was the informa-

tion in the FBI files that enabled the Congressional

i
Committees to function - that enabled the Justice

!
Department to convict the Rosenbergs and all the

other Reds .... it was the FBI files that kept the

Red rats impotent and skulking in their holes.

Throughout those 40 years the Reds and their

allies frenziedly smeared and vilified and tried in

every way to destroy the FBI - and to gain access

to its files! But it (FBI) was invulnerable to all their

attacks - it was protected by Congress, and doubly

1

protected by the high regard and esteem of the

American people, And it continued to stand as the

impregnable barrier between the Enemy and our

Internal Security.

Hence - if the Great Conspiracy was to succeed

the FBI had to be destroyed!

So, on July 17 of this year, Earl Warren and his

Associate Justices handed down two "Decisions" -

the "Jencks" and the "Watkins" Decisions ....
Those two "Decisions" shatter the FBI as a barrier

to the security of our nation .... they freed convict-

ed traitors .... they muzzle our Congressionaln
Committees . . . they nullify all our protective laws

(

against the Communist Conspiracy they open

wide the FBI files to all the shysters who defend

the Reds and renegade American traitors!

Those three Decisions, if allowed to stand, will

completely destroy all of our defenses - they clear

the way for the destruction of our Country and the

conquest and enslavement of our people by the

Communist Conspiracy!

Under our laws, giving aid and comfort to an
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of piping their skilfully camouflaged propaganda

into your Living Room and POISONING THE MINDS

OF YOUR CHILDREN, You can get all the names, all

their techniques, and the further knowledge of how

to drive them off the Screen and off your TV Set in

the following named three books:

"RED TREASON ON BROADWAY" reveals the

paralyzing grip the REDS have on the Legitimate

Theatre and on TELEVISION - especially on TV -

and how the CRITICS help the REDS, More important,

it tells how YOU can help to smash that gripl

"RED TREASON IN HOLLYWOOD" was the first

book to fearlessly reveal the Communist Conspiracy

in the Motion Picture industry - it NAMED all the

Top REDS in Hollywood. This book unmasked the

Conspiracy and started the drive of the REDS out

of Hollywood.

"DOCUMENTATION of the RED STARS in HOLLY-

WOOD" reveals the actual RED activities of the

STARS ... it reveals how they organized their RED

FRONTS - and how those FRONTS function ... if

shows how to smash Red Fronts)

Myron C. Fagan, famous playwright and director,

unquestionably the foremost authority on Commun-

ism in the Entertainment World, is the author of all

three books. Each book is so vitally informative that

one of our Government top Intelligence Agencies has

bought many thousands of copies to serve as virtual-

ly text books for all its agents. Every American,

man, woman and child, should read all three books

in order to get realistic knowledge of how the

ENEMY is using our Theatre, Screen, Radio and

TELEVISION to brainwash our people, especially our

youth, into helping them to destroy our Country.

—•

—

These books are priced atil.00 per copy, each.

Anybody who desires these three books should send

for them to "Cinema Educational Guild" immediately,

as we have only a limited number of copies left.

A CALL TO ALL PATRIOTS

You owe it to your Country - and to your own

children - to spread this Tract far and wide. Buy

what you can afford and give them to Veterans

Organizations - Civic Organizations - Clubs. Give

them out where you work - give them to your

Pastor for distribution - enclose a copy in every

letter you write ... let all Americans know 1 1

1

Send signed copies to every Sponsor who employs

REDS or FELLOW TRAVELLERS 1 1

1

(Name)

Street Address City (Zone) State

This Tract can be had at 100 copies for $2.00

Send your order NOW to:

CINEMA EDUCATIONAL GUILD, INC.

P. O. Box 46205, Cole Branch

Hollywood 46, California

Do it today - NOW - you may forget if you

put it off to tomorrow . , . Keep your children from

being brainwashed III

I
£ X' ^ £

AMERICANS.....

DON'T PATRONIZE REDS!!!!

• .

|

YOU CAN DRIVE THE REDS OUT OF

i TELEVISION, RADIO AND HOLLY-

WOOD

THIS TRACT WILL TELL YOU HOW.

WHY WE MUST DRIVE THEM OUT;

1) The REDS have made our Screen, Radio and TV

Moscow's most effective Fifth Column in America . .

.

2) The REDS of Hollywood and Broadway have al-

ways been the chief financial support of Communist

propaganda in America ... 3) OUR OWN FILMS,

made by RED Producers, Directors, Writers and

STARS,are being used by Moscow in ASIA, Africa,

the Balkans and throughout Europe to create hatred

of America ... 4) RIGHT NOW films are being

made to craftily glorify MARXISM, UNESCO and

ONE-WORLDISM ... and via your TV Set they are

being piped into your Living Room-and are poison-

ing the minds of your children under your very

eyes 1 1

1

So REMEMBER - If you patronize a Film made by

RED Producers, Writers, Stars and STUDIOS you are

aiding and abetting COMMUNISM . . , every time

you permit REDS to come into your Living Room

VIA YOUR TV SET you are helping MOSCOW and

the INTERNATIONALISTS to destroy America 1 1

1



Among the worst offending sponsors are FORD

MOTORS (Ed Sullivan Show in particular); Kraft

Foods; General Electric; Chrysler; U. S, Steel, etc

—

among the worst offending TV Producing Studios

are Screen Gems, Inc., (a subsidiary of Columbia

Pictures Corporation); Desiiu; MCA-REVUE; Four Star

Films, Inc.; Theatre Guild, etc, All Sponsors who

employ such Studios to produce their TV Shows are,

consciously or unconsciously, bringing REDS into

your Living Rooms .... Watch the Producer's

"Credits'
1

on every TV Show you see.

Here Is HOW YOU CAN Drive Them Out:

Read the following list . . . They are the best

known of the REDS and FELLOW-TRAVELERS who

made our SCREEN Communism's most effective "Pied

Piper" in America and the World! They are now

coming into your Living Room night after night VIA

YOUR TV SET and Radio . . . WATCH FOR THEM! . .

.

Keep this list with you ALWAYS! . . . When one of

them appears on your SET send a copy of this Tract

to the SPONSOR immediately—and WARN him that

if he will bring another RED into your Living Room

you will never again buy his products—and then

fulfill your warning! , , . Give this Tract to your

Grocer, your Butcher, to ALL Dealers you patronize-

and warn them - so they can warn the Sponsors -

also send copies to your local TV and Radio Sta-

tions ... USE THE SAME METHOD WITH YOUR

MOVIE THEATRE!

THAT is the only way we will drive the REDS out

of Hollywood - Radio - Television .... Hit the

pocketbooks of the Sponsor 1 1 1 REMEMBER: every

time you buy the products of a Sponsor who em-

ploys REDS you are hurting YOUR COUNTRY 1 1 I

LARRY ADLER

LUTHER ADLER

STELLA ADLER

EDITH ATWATER

LAUREN BACALL

LUCILLE BALL

JOHN BEAL

JOAN BENNETT

BETSY BLAIR

MORRIS CARNOVSKY
EDDIE CANTOR
LEE COBB

GEORGE COULOURIS

HUME CRONYN
HOWARD DA SILVA

BETTE DAVIS

OLIVIA DE HAVILAND

ALBERT DEKKER

AGNES DE MILLE

KIRK DOUGLAS

MELVYN DOUGLAS
ALFRED DRAKE

PAUL DRAPER

HOWARD DUFF

FLORENCE ELDR1DGE

GUY ENDORE

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR.

JOSE FERRER

AVA GARDNER

MARTIN GABEL

BETTY GARRETT

WILL GEER

JACK GUILFORD

PAULETTE GODDARD
RUTH GORDON
JAY GORNEY
MORTON GOULD
BEN GRAUER

UTA HAGEN
RITA HAYWORTH
VAN HEFLIN

PAUL HENREID

JUDY HOLLIDAY

LENA HORNE
MARSHA HUNT
CHET HUNTLEY

BURL IVES

SAM JAFFE

LEON JANNEY

WRITERS, DIRECTORS,

HARMON (HY) ALEXANDER

GEORGIA BACKUS

LEONARD BERNSTEIN

ALVAH BESSIE

HERBERT BIBERMAN

MICHAEL BLANKFORT

MARC BLITZSTEIN

GEORGE JESSEL

DANNY KAYE

GENE KELLY

FELIX NIGHT

ALEXANDER KNOX
BURT LANCASTER

CANADA LEE

SAM LEVENE

ELLA LOGAN
PETER LORRE

MYRNA LOY

ALINE MacMAHON
FREDERIC MARCH
MARGO
MYRON McCORMICK

PAUL McGRATH

BURGESS MEREDITH

HENRY MORGAN
ZERO MOSTEL

JEAN MUIR

MEG MUNDY
EDWARD R. MURROW
LARRY PARKS

GREGORY PECK

VINCENT PRICE

JOHN RANDOLPH

ANNE REVERE

QUENTIN REYNOLDS

EARL ROBINSON

EDWARD G. ROBINSON

SELENA ROYLE

HAZEL SCOTT

ARTIE SHAW
WM. L. SHIRER

SYLVIA SIDNEY

FRANK SINATRA

GALE SONDERGARD

HESTER SONDERGARD

LIONEL STANDER

JOHANNES STEEL

SHEPARD STRUDWICK

HELEN TAMERIS

FRANCHOT TONE

HILDA VAUGHN
SAM WANAMAKER
ORSON WELLES

JANE WYATT

KENNAN WYNN
SAM ZYMBALIST

PRODUCERS, COMPOSERS

KERMIT BLOOMGARDEN
HIMAN (HY) BROWN
SIDNEY BUCHMAN
ABE BURROWS

VERA CASPARY

EDWARD CHODOROV

JEROME CHODOROV

HAROLD CLURMAN NORMAN KRASNA

LESTER COLE ALFRED KREYMBERG

BETTY COMDEN MILLARD LAMPELL

MARC CONNELLY RING LARDNER, JR.

AARON COPELAND FRITZ LANG

NORMAN CORWIN EMMETT LAVERY

CHERYL CRAWFORD JOHN HOWARD LAWSON

KYLE CRICHTON BUDD LESSER

JOHN CROMWELL ALBERT MALTZ

JULES DASSIN MARY McCALL

ROBERT DE CORMIIER KENNETH MacGOWAN

WILLIAM DIETERLE DANIEL (DANNY) MANN
PHILIP DUNNE LEWIS MILESTONE

WALTER DURANTY ARTHUR MILLER

JULES EPSTEIN NATE MONASTER

PHILIP EPSTEIN SAM MOORE

WM. S. GAILMOUR DUDLEY NICHOLS

IRA GERSHWIN CLIFFORD ODETS

SHERIDAN GIBNEY JESS OPPENHEIMER

MICHAEL GOLD DOROTHY PARKER

BENNY GOODMAN IRVING PICHEL

SHIRLEY GRAHAM MADELINE PUGH

JOHNNIE GREEN SAMSON RAPHAELSON

WM. GROPPER ELMER RICE

OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN II HAROLD ROME

DASHIELL HAMMETT ROBERT ROSSON

MOSS HART DORE SCHARY

E. Y. (YIP) HARBURG BUDD SCHULBERG

BEN HECHT ARTHUR SCHWARTZ

LILLIAN HELLMAN ADRIAN SCOTT

F. HUGH HERBERT IRWIN SHAW
NAT HIKEN HERMAN SHUMLIN

ARTHUR HORNBLOW GEORGE SKLAR

JOHN HOUSEMAN DONALD OGDEN STEWART

JOHN HUSTON JAMES THURBER

LANGSTON HUGHES DALTON TRUMBO

CHARLIE. ISAACS FRANK TUTTLE

GARSON KANIN JERRY WALD

MICHAEL KANIN WALTER WANGER
GEORGE S. KAUFMAN JOHN WEXLEY

ELIA KAZAN BILLY WILDER

ANNE KAZARIAN WILLIE WYLER

ARTHUR KOBER BENNY YAROSLOVSKY,

NOTE: This list was compiled in 1957 I I I

Here you have the names of 200. There are

HUNDREDS more, but lack of space here prevents

naming all, Yet, every American SHOULD know ALL

of Them ... You should know their crafty techniques
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May 5, 1959

Mr. JoseplTpeck !
*

'(

23 Derryfield Avenue
Springfield 8, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Peck:

Your communication postmarked April 28, 1959,

has been received, and f want to thank you for your interest in

forwarding this material.

In the event you acquire further data which you
believe to be of concern to the FBI, please feel free to contact

the representatives of our office located at 470 Atlantic Avenue,
Boston 10, Massachusetts.

Sincerely yours,
' M

"Mftlten. at

,

John Edgar Hoover
i

Director

1 - Boston

ATTENTION SAC: Correspondent forwarded typical literature disseminated
b$-€inema Educational Guilds Inc.

,
Post Office Box 46205, Hollywood,

California, which he had received in an undated envelope, postmarked
Springfield, Massachusetts. No return address appeared on this communica-
tion, and Peck did not forward a cover letter with this data. ^1^

i

NOTE: The Cinema Educational Guild, Inc.
,

is headed by Myron Fagan
who has been admonished by Bureau Agents for using the Director's name in

_ promoting his allegedly anticommunfstic literature.

DCL:blr

(4)

TELETYPE UNITCZ]
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ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO*
P. O. BOX 46205 COLE BRANCH
HOLLYWOOD 46. CALIFORNIA

—Received in mail-^Thought you aright be interested.

Cinema Educational Guild, Inc.
(NON-PROFIT CORPORATION)

January, 1959 MYRON C. FAGAN
NATIONAL. DIRECTOR

YEAR-END REPORT for our MEMBERS
NOTE:—Customarily, at this time of year toe issue a Year-End Report in which we review the work and the achieve-
ments of CEG during the twelve month period just ended. But this year it is FAR more than just a review—it is also a
BLUEPRINT for the year ahead—a “blueprint” for ALL of the American people who truly love America—who are
willing to FIGHT to save the country that is our heritage . . . and our sacred trust. It is a “blueprint” that shows that:

1959 IS OUR LAST YEAR OF DECISION!
What we will do in 1959 will decide what will be done in .1960—at the Conventions ... it will either drive out the

traitors and save our country—or it will surrender our nation to the Internationalist-Communist conspiracy.
Therefore, please read this “Report” slowly — DIGEST it—then let your heart tell you what to do. —

For the members of CEG there is no need to define the
"Internationalist-Communist Conspiracy”— or to identify
the Conspirators. If all of the American people knew even
a fraction of what the CEG members know about both,
that Conspiracy would have been smashed long before
now. Time after time Senator Jenner cried out: "We must
get the story to the people . . , only the people can force
Congress to take the action that will smash the conspiracy
But the Conspiracy-controlled Press-Radio-TV always man-
aged to keep "the story” from the people. That was our
great obstaclel Well, in this "REPORT” I will show how we
virtually overcame that Press “blackout”—how very, very
near we came to forcing Congress to take that action . . .

I will show how and why we failed to achieve that Con-
gressional action in 1958—but more important, this "RE-
PORT” will show how we can (MUST) achieve it in 1959.

First, for the benefit of the uninformed, I will briefly
outline the Machiavellian strategy of the Great Conspiracy:
the Crux of their plot is to trap the United States into be-
coming a unit of a “One-World Government.” During
World War One they set up the "LEAGUE OF NATIONS”
for that purpose. Tha±_ scheme_was.J:orpedoed by the then
Senator Henry Cabot Lodge (not today’s phony Henry
Cabot Lodge "Jr”). They waited for World War Two
(which they brought about ! ! !) and promptly set up the
“UNITED NATIONS” to achieve that same objective.

As their first step, they organized the UWF ("United
World Federalists”) to launch a "public demand” for a
One-World (UN) Government, with PEACE as the bait.
In 1949 we (CEG) issued a series of "News-Bulletins” and
"Tracts” which unmasked and smashed that scheme . . .

Thereupon the plotters launched the infamous UN “GENO-
CIDE TREATY”. In 1950 our (CEG) "News-Bulletins” and
“Tracts” smashed that fiendish scheme!

The combined exposures created a nation-wide sensation.
But the renegade Press, also the traitors in high places in
Washington, rushed to the rescue of the UN—they assured
the people that the whole thing was a "false alarm”

—

and
the people went hack into slumberland!

However, that narrow escape terrified the Masterminds
of the Conspiracy. They decided it was too risky for the
UN to come out into the open again—they’d have to find
some other way to lure us into their trap. And that was
when they decided that the U. S. Supreme Court would
be their perfect pied-piper. They launched that scheme at
the Republican Convention in 1952—with the deal to ap-
point Warren to the U. S. Supreme Court. The chief objec-
tive of the “Masterminds” was to get complete control of
our “Law and Order” machinery, viz: Warren to issue
“Decisions” based on the UN Charter—with Eisenhower to
enforce them as “Laws of the Land” . . . thus, gradually, the
UN Charter would supplant our Constitution.

In 1954, as scheduled at that Convention, Earl Warren
was appointed Chief Justice of the U. S. Supreme Court

—

and his first ( Desegregation) “Decision” confirmed the
warnings in our "News-Bulletins” of that year. That "De-
cision” startled the nation—it so brazenly flouted our Con-
stitution—and virtually proclaimed the UN Charter to be
the Law of our Land. There was a great public outcry

—

some of the more courageous men in Congress denounced
Warren. Right then and there was when Warren should
have been impeached! But once again the “Masterminds”
outsmarted us: frightened by the outcry, they “laid low”

—

made no immediate attempts to follow up that “Decision”
. . . and once again their obedient press pooh-poohed the
entire matter and convinced us that it was nothing to get
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“het-up” about—and once again the people went back
into slumberland.
Now, those loyal Americans in Congress, the Jenners,

Malones, Goldwaters, Burdicks, they were not deluded.
They knew what that "Decision” meant—and what would
follow. They knew that salvation of the nation demanded
drastic action. But they hesitated—primarily because the
public outcry was subsiding—and they knew that with-
out the CONTINUED support of the people they couldn’t
get the Congress to support them!
The “Enemy Within” waited until we were sound asleep

and then, in 1957, one right on top of another. Mister
Warren issued his “Jencks Decision” and the “Watkins De-
cision” and all those other “Decisions” . . . “Decisions” that
nullified laws passed by Congress to prevent treason and
sabotage . . . “Decisions’* to foil Congressional investigations
of subversions and treason . , . “Decisions” intended to
create racial dissensions and bloody strife throughout the
Land! . . . And, at the same time, the “Military Genius”
unlawfully launched the first step (Little Rock) of the
blanket invasion that was to transform the entire South
into the "Black Republic” the Masterminds of the Great
Conspiracy have been holding out as bait to their negro
dupes.
Once again the people screamed! Once again there were

hurried conferences in Washington. And this time there was
no hesitation—this time ACTION was a MUST! Senator
Jenner started it off with his famous Senate Bill 2646, which,
while aimed (ostensibly) only at clipping the jurisdictional
wings of the Court, would have been the perfect spring-
board for the impeachment proceedings.

Simultaneously—to offset the "brainwashing” by the
Press—and to build up a

"
peoples’ mandate” to support

Jenner and the other loyal Senators, we (CEG) set our-
selves to carry out Jenner’s exhortations to “get the storu
to the people”. We devoted our entire July-August (1957)
“News-Bulletin” (“WE MUST IMPEACH SUPREME
COURT JUSTICES”) to a review of all the Warren “De-
cisions”—and traced them directly to the written directives
of the Communist Conspiracy . . . we established that War-
ren and his Associate Justices were placed in their high
offices for the express purpose of twisting and distorting our
Constitution into a pliable tool for the Great Conspiracy.
At the same time, we issued the six-page “Tract” (WANT-
ED—EARL WARREN—FOR IMPEACHMENT) in which
we urged all loyal Americans to demand that their Senators
and Representatives take the necessary steps (impeach-
ments) to stop that treason.

Very quickly more than a MILLION copies of that
“Tract” were circulating throughout the nation. In turn,
thousands of loyal Americans, God love ’em, poured their
copies into the offices of their Senators and Representatives,
together with letters demanding ACTION. And was that
“Tract” campaign effective/ At the peak of it sixty-two
Senators had pledged themselves to vote for the Jenner
Bill-—and quite a few others indicated leanings to it.

DEFEAT SHOWS WAY TO VICTORY
Despite all the odds in our favor, the Jenner Bill was de-

feated by just one vote—41 to 40. But that is no longer
news. But how the “Masterminds” succeeded in snatching
that narrow victory out of the throat of defeat is news—
and it also gave us the tip-off how we can save our country/

During the early April ( 1958 ) hearings on the Jenner
Bill it became obvious that a strong majority of the Senate
was swinging in behind it. Never before, as they saw one
Senator after another bow to the demands of their Amer-



ican constituents, were the Masterminds in such a panic.
They had to prevent the passage of that Bill at all costs.

How they accomplished it is NEWS that all of the American
people should know—because that “news” shows toho con-
trols our Congress—how they control it—and how we can
smash that control. The salvation of our Country depends
upon getting that story to all of the American people!
Limitation of space prevents my telling it in this “Report”,
so I urge you to please, please send for our January ( 1959 )

“News-Bulletin” (No. 67). In that “News-Bulletin” you will
get the whole story—but,more important, you will see how
in their frenzy to defeat the Jenner Bill they unmasked all

their techniques and revealed to us how we can make those
very techniques boomerang

—

and smash their entire Con-
spiracy.

(NOTE:—The list price of our “News-Bulletins” is 50
cents per copy, but it is so vital to get this particular issue
tvidely circulated that me mill gladly fill quantity orders
at reduced rates.) MCE

THE POWER OF THE “TRACT”
Our “Tract” crusade has taught us two vital lessons: 1)

The so-called apathy of the American people is due mainly
to the fact that our Press, Radio and TV are absolutely con-
trolled by the “Enemy Within”—they not only keep the
truth from the people, but slant all the news so as to
“brainwash” us into accepting what the “Enemy” wants us
to believe—but we now know that, as far as they go, our
“Tracts” get the true story to the people ... No. 2) We now
know that our Congressmen will obey our demands

—

if me
make our demands strong enough!—we know that if we had
increased, or just maintained the momentum of our “Tracts”,
the Jenner Bill would have been passed virtually unanimous-
ly—and that impeachment proceedings of Warren would
have followed just as surely as day follows night.

Now I will show why the impeachment of Warren is a
sure way for the salvation of our nation: the Congressional
investigations leading to the impeachment proceedings, plus
the evidence uncovered in the “hearings”, would provide us
with all the ammunition we need to shatter the entire Con-
spiracy

—

just as surely as the evidence revealed by the
Goldfine hearings torpedoed Sherman Adams out of his
dictatorship

1

... It would reveal all the “deals” and chican-
eries that landed Warren on the Supreme Court bench . . .

it would reveal his backers ... it would reveal the objectives
behind all of his treasonous “Decisions”

—

and why they are
based on the UN Charter ... it would automatically nullify
and outlaw all those “Decisions”.

In short, just that one impeachment could completely
unmask—AND SMASH—the entire Conspiracy ... Is that
worth fighting for? . . . And now I will show how we CAN
win such a fight!

We lost our battle in 1958

—

by first one vote. The very
narrowness of that defeat was our first real victory—I can
assure you that there are scores of men in both Houses of
Congress who now are (angrily) aware that the salvation
of our country depends upon the impeachments called for
by our Crusade—and they have come back to Washington
this month with a determination to accomplish that job.
Don’t take my mord for it

—“NEWSWEEK”, issue of Octo-
ber 20, stated:

—

“

When Congress reconvenes in January ,

lawmakers in both Houses are prepared to introduce nem
legislation to curb the Court’s pomers. The Bills they have
prepared constitute a far-reaching attack on the Court’s
authority . .

.” the gist of the article indicated that any one
of those Bills could be a springboard for impeachment pro-
ceedings ! ! !

Now: the passage of those Bills

—

and impeachment of
Warren—depends upon how strongly me, the people, will
support those Congressmen^who. stand^ready^ to^do that-
JOB ... it all depends upon our getting “the story” to the
people—in order to get their support. In 1958 we failed by
just one vote—we failed because we did not get “the story”
to enough of the people.

Nowthen, we (CEG) have dedicated ourselves to com-
plete the job in 1959! Like the “Christian Soldiers” in the
days of Nero, our CEO members must be the spreaders of
“the story” throughout the nation. Just a few dedicated
members in every community can do the job. But we do
not have enough of them. So I ask you, beg you, to give
enough of your time to induce a few of your friends and
neighbors to become members of CEG—and help to spread
“the story”.

I have stressed the word member—now 1*11 tell you why:
our records show that through the years we have had
thousands of non-members co-operate with us (CEG) on
one specific objective, such as smashing the UWF con-
spiracy, or the GENOCIDE plot, then, that objective
achieved, they dropped out of the fight. But not our MEM-
BERS!—they keep on fighting! There is a psychological

something in all of us that once we take an objective into
our hearts we keep fighting until that objective is won! Our
MEMBERS, from the outset, have taken the salvation of
our Country into their hearts—and they, like the “Chris-
tian Soldiers” of old, will keep on fighting until we win that
objective. That is why I plead for MEMBERS in all com-
munities to carry our fight to all loyal Americans through-
out the nation—that is why I appeal to you to enlist your
friends and neighbors to become MEMBERS (“CHRIS-
TIAN SOLDIERS”) of CEG and help us win this fight.

Surely America is morth $12.00 a year (CEG dues) to every
loyal American!

OUR 1959 PLAN
First of all, we must^operate on the theory that our 1957-

58 “Tract” campaign is down the drain. It isn't actually—it

is well planted with all the old members of Congress. But
there are at least i00 new members in both Houses who
must be “educated” and impressed.

Even more important, our “Tracts” tell “the story” in
words and ways that even the few loyal ones in the press
and radio don’t dare to tell it. Therefore, we must get “the
story” to the people via MILLIONS of our “Tracts”—not
ONE million, but MILLIONS . . . And after “the people”
read those “Tracts” they must sign them and send them to
their Senators and Representatives.

Secondly, we have TWO objectives—although, actually,
they are twins of our one GREAT objective: to smash the
Great Conspiracy . No. 1 is the impeachment of Earl War-
ren

—

that will unmask ALL the traitors. For that objective
we will continue to use SCJ. Tract No. 1 (WANTED

—

EARL WARREN—FOR IMPEACHMENT)—it tells the
full story of his treason . . . and cant be disputed!

No. 2 is to haul the UN up for a thorough (public

)

“hear-
ing” before a Congressional Committee

—

that will torpedo
the crux of the entire conspiracy ... it will outlaw the UN
Charter and all the “Decisions” based on that Charter . . .

without the UN the “One-World” scheme will be kaput!
For that objective we will continue to use our No. I UN
Tract (DOCUMENTARY PROOF)—but, to nail down
that proof, we are issuing the enclosed copy of UN TRACT
No. 2. Read it and you will see its terrific impact

—

nobody
who will read it can deny that, to save our country, we
must — “get the U. S. out of the UN and the UN out of
the U. ST
These two “Tracts” should be distributed as a unit

—

combined, they are PROOF that not even the most fanatical
UN-lover can dispute.

Nowthen, as I previously stated, we must launch our
1959 campaign from scratch. That means we must once
again contact all patriots throughout the nations (including
non-members of CEG) who co-worked with us in 1957-58

—

that means approximately 25,000 individuals . . . we must
enlist the co-operation of the heads of ALL patriotic groups
to have all their members get into this crusade . . . likewise
all American Legion and VFW Posts and DAR Chapters,
etc., etc. In addition, we must set up a “liaison organization”
(call it a “Lobby”) in Washington, D. C., to co-operate with
those loyal Americans in both Houses of Congress.

Now, as you may know, we defray all of our operational
expenses from our membership dues. We get no financial
help from “Foundations”—we have no rich “angels”. Even
before the present high costs, that membership dues ($12.00
per year) just barely covered our normal overhead. Nom we
have this tremendous job ahead of us. It will require an
enormous amount of printing, postage, labor—but, I am
sure you agree, it is a job that MUST be done. So I now
have a very vital and urgent request: please increase (vol-

untarily) your membership dues—or contribute whatever
~you can afford to Help us ~do “this jobT The degree of our
success mill depend upon the finances to do it! Every extra
dollar you will contribute will provide us with priceless
“ammunition”

—

and please bear in mind that me MUST do
this job during this session of Congress! So please, please
rush your dues check and/or contribution NOW—TODAY—-we need the money NOW to pay for our tremendous
mailing to launch the crusade.

Yours for God and Country,

P.S. Also please RUSH your orders for UN TRACTS No. 1
and No. 2—to “Get the U. S. out of the U N and the U N
out of the U. S. . . . and TRACT SCJ No. 1—to force im-

f
eachment of Earl Warren, et al. All our TRACTS are
2.00 for 100 copies.

Additional copies of this “YEAR-END REPORT” can be
had for 10c a single copy—at 5c per copy in quantity.
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decision In San Francisco
, , . Strictly speaking, there*

fore, the Big Five [but specifically the Soviet and

the U, S.) had no right to arrive at any under-

standing regarding the disposition of the office of

Assistant Secretary-General which was binding upon

the Secretary-General/'

However, after a "conversation" with Stettinius,

the then U. S, Secretary of State, Mr. Lie decided that

it would be expedient for him to "forget" all about

"rights" and "terms of the Charter": Stettinius con-

firmed the "agreement" with the Soviet whereby that

post was to be held by a Russian national - he

also confirmed its permanency! After that, says Mr.

Lie . . it would not have been politic for me to

resist that (secret agreement) accord/
4

He then reveals what little authority he had in all

such matters, even in the choice of the Russian to fill

that all-important post, although, under the Charter,

he alone had that choice . . .
when he named one

Alexis Roschin as his choice, Vyshinsky bluntly told

him that he (the Kremlin) had already assigned

Arkady Sabelov to that post - and Mr. Lie (ad-

mittedly) realized that "his was not to reason why,

hi$ was but to obey - OR GET FIRED!

#

WE NOW HAVE THE PROOF!!!

In 1956 Congress was on the verge of hauling

the UN in for a hearing - that double-talking,

deliberately false State Department "official state-

ment" killed that hearing . . . simply because we
lacked DOCUMENTARY evidence of that "secret

agreement". Well, now Trygvie Lie has provided

that DOCUMENTARY evidence - evidence that that

"secret agreement" caused the U. S. to lose the first

war in our entire history-evidence that that "secret

agreement" MURDERED 145,000 American boys in

KOREA! - evidence that the very existence of the

U. S. is in the balance!

Now it is up to Congress to act - to thoroughly

investigate the UN - and to unmask the traitors In

our government who are deliberately shielding the

UN.

But Congress won't act unless "the people*
1

DE-

MAND that they act - and the people won't DE-

MAND until they know what to DEMAND. Senator

Jenner said: "Our problem is to get the story to the

people" - so that they will KNOW what to demand.

YOU can solve that problem with this Tract! -
coupled with Tract No. One!

You owe it to America - and to your own chil-

dren - to SPREAD these two Tracts far and wide.

Buy what you can afford and give them to Veterans

Organizations - Civic Organizations - Clubs. Give

them out where you work - give them to your

Pastor for distribution - enclose copies in every

letter you write.

It is up to YOU and every loyal American to DE-

MAND that Congress put the UN on open trial be-

fore both Houses!

Send signed copies of these two Tracts to your

Congressman and Senators - tell them if they

won't do it, you will VOTE for other men who will!

(Name)

Street address City (Zone) State

All Tracts are $2.00 for 100 copies.

Send your order to:

CINEMA EDUCATIONAL GUILD, INC.

P.O. Box 46205, Cole Branch

Hollywood 46, California

Save your boy from another Korea—Save America !

!

Do it now - TODAY - you may forget if you

put it off to tomorrow,

1959 - UN TRACT No. 2 - 1959

«

THE TRUTH...

V 1JYGWE HE



In 1956, after he saw the play "THIEVES' PARA-

DISE", Congressman Usher L. Burdick decided to

personally investigate the charges in that play that

the UN is an INTERNATIONALIST-COMMUNIST

death-trap for the U. S.

-

The most startling of all the charges was that secret

agreement between Alger Hiss and Molotovwhereby

the post of Chief of the UN Military Staff Committee

was PERMANENTLY to be held by a Moscow Com-

munist ! ! I Now, under the Charter, "little wars"

to prevent Communist aggression (such as Korea)

are to be controlled by the UN, to be commonly

known as "UN Police Actions." Thus, they are

under the jurisdiction of the (Moscow Commu-

nist) Chief of the UN Military Staff Committee! GET

THAT! All Communist aggressions are to be pre-

vented by the Communist Chief of the UN Military

Staff Committee ! !

!

Congressman Burdick's researches completely

confirmed all those charges. He promptly published

his findings in the "CONGESSIONAL RECORD", and

demanded that the UN be hauled up for a thorough

(open to the public) hearing by the properly con-

stituted Congressional Committee - and he insti-

tuted a personal "crusade" to get his colleagues in

the House of Representatives to join in that demand.

Simultaneously, we (CEG), to get "the people" to

demand that their Representatives support Burdick,

issued a "Tract", which, in condensed form, publish-

ed all the charges in "Thieves' Paradise". For

DOCUMENTARY PROOF, we quoted sections of

"U. S. Government (TOP SECRET) Bulletins" which

OFFICIALLY confirmed all those charges . . . Those

TOP SECRET Bulletins confirmed that the UN gave

MOSCOW'S Gen. Vasiliev a "leave of absence" from

his UN job as Chairman of the UN Military Staff -

TO GO: TO NO. KOREA TO BE COMMANDER-IN-

CHIEF DF.JHE RED CHINESE .AND NO. KOREAN

ARMIES III... Those Bulletins PROVED that ALL

the American boys who died In Korea were MUR-

DERED by the UN - as a result of that Hiss-Molotov

secret agreement 111... they PROVED all our

charges of the UN treachery and treason that won

the Korean War for the Red Chinese II!

Very quickly a half-million copies of that "Tract"

were circulating through the nation - thousands

upon thousands came pouring into Washignton . .

.

at the peak of that avalanche, more than 200 Con-

gressmen pledged themselves to back Burdick! The

"Enemy Within" became panic stricken - they knew

that unless that "Tract" was discredited and "killed"

a Congressional investigation was inevitable - and

that would mean the end of the UN ! ! ! . . . And

then the State Department came to the rescue of the

Conspirators - they issued an "official statement"

in which they denied our charges - and virtually

proclaimed that their owi> original "U. S. Govern-

ment (TOP SECRET) Bulletins" were falsehoods. And,

promptly, the UN and ALL the UN Fronts - and the

Stale Department - flooded the nation with that

false and misleading "official statement"!

.
Now, get this point: in their denials, those

"official statements" never once named the "charges"

they denied - they operated on the theory that if

they could cast a doubt on any one charge it would

discredit all charges. They picked the Hiss-Molotov

secret agreement as the safest charge to attack. In

our "Tract" we clearly stated that that agreement

was an oral one. Therefore, they knew that we had

no WRITTEN proof for that charge. So, feeling

perfectly safe, they, in so many words, challenged

us to produce DOCUMENTARY evidence that such

an agreement had ever been made!

That strategy worked perfectly! And why not?

After all, it was an OFFICIAL denial issued by OUR

OWN STATE AND DEFENSE DEPARTMENTS - surely

they wouldn't be guilty of deliberate falsehoods!

Oh, no? Anyway, "the people", confused, believed

them. ’The demands (Tracts) for a Congressional

'

investigation died down to a whisper - the UN was

saved by the FALSE "alibis" provided by our own

State Department and Pentagon!

But, NOW, lo and behold, their own arrogant

challenge for "DOCUMENTARY" proof of that secret

agreement has boomeranged against them—to wit:

There were just five men directly involved in thal

secret agreement: Hiss and Molotov -Stettinius and

Vyshinsky - and Trygvie Lie, Secretary General of

the UN. When we (CEG) first revealed that agree-

ment (in 1949) all five remained silent. But, after

Lie "retired", he wrote a book, which he called

"IN THE CAUSE OF PEACE". Maybe he wrote it just

for profit - maybe to clear his conscience. Anyway,

in that book, on pages 45 and 46, in the chapter

entitled "SECRETARIAT" he provided us with the

DOCUMENTARY PROOF of that secret agreement -

the following is his (verbatim) statement;

'The choice of the Assistant Secretaries-General,

who would constitute my 'cabinet
1

was, of course,

my first concern. It soon appeared that it was

equally the concern of some of the great powers.

Mr. Vyshinsky was the first to inform me of an 'un-

derstanding' which had been reached in London on

the appointment of a Soviet national as Assistant

Secretary-General for Political and Secretary Council

(which specifically includes the Military Secretariat,

officially designated as the War, Communications

and Information Secretariat
1

). Mr. Vyshinsky simply

spoke of an 'agreement
1 - he said nothing of its

binding quality, of the right to arrive at it, or the

length of time it was meant to apply."

Mr Lie then stresses that nobody had any right

or authority to make such "decisions" or "Under-

standings", to wit; ". . . by the terms of the Charter,

the Secretary has full (and sole) authority in the

disposition of the Assistant Secretary-Generalship,

with respect both to nationality and personality.

That authority, In fid, wn tha point of « hard-won



Im fawn War: (marked "TOP SECRET")

"to fh& infemfi of throwing further light m to
farts of Soviet participation in to Korean war, ad
on the Chinese record to Korea, the Department of

Defense has released two special studies on theso

subjects . , . these studies establish beyond any

reasonable doubt the true nature of Communist

aggression against the Republic of Korea, the Soviet

and Chinese Communist support of, and participa-

tion in that aggression, and the SHOT TRUTH about

the internal and external manifestations of Commu-
nist control in Worth Korea .... Many Russian

'advisors' were attached to the North Korean Army

advance headquarters established in June, 1950.

They wore civilian clothing, and it was forbidden

to address them by rank. They were introduced ao

'newspaper reporters', but they had supreme au-

thority. They took the lead in commanding and

manipulating troops. They treated the North Korean

officers, who were nominally their chiefs, like their

servants, or children, A North Korean Major identi-

fied two of these Russian 'advisors' as GENERAL

A. Ph. VASILIEV and Colonel Dolgin. VASILIEV, he

said, was in charge of all movements across the

38th parallel"

Confirms

as follows:

"Someone told them (the led Chinese) that even

If the Red Chinese swarmed across the Yalu into No.

Korea in overwhelming! hordes, even if they

slaughtered UN soldiers by the thousands on the

battlefield and in the prisoner of war camps the

U.S. Government would not retaliate. And the Reds'

staging and supply area in Manchuria would remain

a sanctuary!" .... The U.S., BY ORDER OF THE UN,

did not retaliate - Manchuria remained a Red's

sanctuary throughout the war - and 145,000 Ameri-

can boys were maimed and MURDERED in Korea 1 1

1

By their silence the UN admits GUILTI It is now

up to Congress to act! But Congress won't act unless

the people FORCE them to act. Senator Jenner said:

"Our problem is to get the story to the people" ....

the people, only the people can FORCE Congress to

act.

YOU can solve that problem with this Tractl

You owe it to America - and to your own chil-

dren - to SPREAD this Tract far and wide. Buy what

you can afford and give them to Veterans Organi-

zations - Civic Organizations - Clubs. Give them

out where you work - give them to your Pastor

for distribution - enclose a copy in every letter you

write.

It is up to YOU and every loyal American to DE-

MAND that Congress put the UN on open trial be-

fore both Houses!

Send signed copies of this Tract to your Congress-

man and Senators - tell them if they won't do it,

you will VOTE for other men who will! TELL THEM

YOU MEAN IT IN

(Name)

Street address City (Zone) State

This Tract can be had at the rate of: 100 copies

for $2.00.

Send your order to:

CINEMA EDUCATIONAL GUILD, INC.

P. O. Box 46205, Cole Branch

Hollywood 46, California

Save your boy from another Korea-Save America! I

Do it now - TODAY - you may forget

If you put It off to tomorrow.

and the UN out of the U. S.

U.S. Government (TOP SECRET) Bulletins

that

is PLANNED

RITA ('Thieves' Paradise") . . . "All the American

Boys who were killed in Korea were really murder-

ed by the UN."

On Sunday evening, May 20, 1956, Myron C.

Fagan's play 'Thieves' Paradise" opened at the

Shubert Theatre in Washington, D.C.

The play was written for just one purpose - to

warn the American people that the YALTA plotters

created the UN to destroy the U.S. and transform

our country into an enslaved unit of a Communist

One World Government .... it was produced in

Washington so as to put the UN on open trial before

ail the Members of Both Houses of Congress - from

now on there can be no "I didn't know" alibisl

'Thieves' Paradise" revealed all the different

phases of the diabolical plot - how the UN was a

'Trojan Horse" sneaked into the U.S. to serve as a

Sanctuary for Red Spies, Saboteurs and American

traitors .... how it was to destroy our Freedoms

through 'Treaties," such as "GENOCIDE" .... to

brainwash our Youth through UNESCO .... to drain

us of our wealth through UNRRA, "Marshall Plan"



and Foreign Aid give-aways. ...... and to finally

transform the U.S. Into an enslaved unit of their

Communist One-World Government. But the vilest,

foulest, most revolting of all the phases was the

secret agreement between Alger Hiss and Molotov,

under which the post of Chief of the UN Military

Staff Committee was PERMANENTLY to be held by

a Moscow Communist.

That post was to be the most Important one In

the UN. There would be no major (Third World)

war, if the plotters could prevent it. They planned

to conquer the great countries by stealth, through

intrigue and Internal treason - the small countries

by force. But there were men like Synghman Rhee

and Chiang Kai Check who would fight. There

would be "little wars" in Korea, in Indo-China, all

over Asia. All such "little-wars" would be called UN
"Police Actions", and would come under the juris-

diction of the UN military Staff Committee. There-

fore it was vital that the Chief of that Military Staff

Committee be a GREAT CONSPIRACY man so

Alger Hiss and Molotov entered into that secret

agreement - with Trygvi® Lie in on the secret!

The following dialogue in 'Thieves' Paradise" re-

veals that diabolical "secret agreement" - and

what it did to our sons!

"STEFAN:- When they were setting up the UN,

Molotov and Alger Hiss made a secret agreement

that the Military Chief of the UN was always to be

a Russian, appointed by Moscow. The first such

Chief was Arkady Sobelov.

"RITA:- I know

"STEFAN:- But do you know why Moscow wanted

that arrangement? (RITA shakes her head - STEFAN

explains gloatingly) 'To be prepared, if the UN
would have to interfere in any Communist attempts

lo grab free states THEIR man would have charge

of that interference and •

"RITA:- (Breaks in - suddenly understands) and

THEIR man would be able to keep the Red com-

manders fully informed of all the plans and move*

ments of the UN.foreesI?

"STEFAN: - Exactly! That's what happened- in

Korea. Genera! MacArthur was Commander-In-Chief

of the UN forces but he had to submit all his battle

plans, all movements of troops, guns, ammunition,

to the Chiefs of Staff in Washington. They, in turn,

had to submit it to Sobelov for his approval •

"RITA:- (Startled * gasps) And, of course, Sobelov

promptly relayed it to Moscowl

"STEFAN:- (Gloatingly - nods) And Moscow

promptly relayed it to the Red Commanders in No.

Korea! (RITA gasps) But that isn’t all there is to itl

In February 1947 Sobelov BORROWED Lt, Gen. P,

A. Visiliev from the Soviet Army - made him Chair-

man of the UN Military Staff and gave him SOLE

charge of all UN military affairs. Vasiliev's principal

job was to survey the trouble areas in Asia where

free states might be in danger of invasion by Com-

munists-and to set up the defenses.

"RITA: (Gasps) Oh, NO!

"STEFAN: (Amused) Oh, yes! His first job was in

Korea - he set up all the defenses on the 38th

parallel to protect the South Koreans against in-

vasion by the North Koreans.

"RITA: Good Lord, how stupid can those Ameri-

cans bel"

"STEFAN: But waitl In April 1950 General Vasiliev

applied for and got a leave of absence from the

United Nations - and in June, when the No.

Koreans came slashing through the Vasiliev defenses

on the 38th parallel, their real Commander-in-Chief

was General Vasiliev - STILL ON LEAVE OF AB-

SENCE FROM THE UNITED NATIONSI

"RITA (Grimly) So-all those American boys who

were killed in Korea were really murdered by the

United Nations!"

0

More than 200 Senators and Representatives saw

"Thieves' Paradise". All were horrified by what they

heard. SCORES said .... "If the UN does not file a

criminal libel suit and DISPROVE the horrifying

charges in this play they are guilty of the most

heinous crime ever committed against the Ameri-

can peoplel"

The UN did not file a libel suit .... they •didn't

t because their own records show that the

first Chief of the UN Military Staff Committee was

Arkady Sobelov, a top Moscow functionary - and

that he held that post continuously from 1945 to

1951 ...

.

that he was succeeded by Konstantine

Zynchenko, World War II Censor of the Red Army

.... that (in July 1 953) Zynchenko was succeeded

by Ilya Chernyshev, another Moscow, top function-

ary. The same UN records show that in 1 947 Sobe-

lov BORROWED Vasiliev from the Red Army and

gave him sole command of all UN military affairs! 1

1

Confirmed by U.S. State Dep’t.

U.S. State Department Bulletin, No. 422 A, dated

August 3, 1947, (captioned) "Special agreements

under article 43 of the ‘ United Nations Charter"

(marked 'TOP SECRET"), reads as follows:

"On April 30, 1947, Lt. Gen, A. Ph. Vasiliev, of

the Red Army, Chairman of the Military Staff Com-

mittee of the United Nations, forwarded to Trygvie

Lie, Secretary General, a report containing recom-

mendations of the general principles governing the

organization of the armed forces to be made avail-

able to the Security Council by Member Nations of

the United Nations .... These Armed Forces shall

be made available from the best trained and equip-

ped units of Member Nations of the United Na-

tions" .... and (under UN Regulations) "all of the

Armed Forces thus to be provided shall be deploy-

ed as directed by the Chairman of the Military Staff

Committee of the United Nations" .... AND RED

ARMY GEN. VASILIEV WAS THE CHAIRMAN I I I

e

“Thieves’ Paradise” Charges UN With

Murder - U.S. Defense Department

Confirms It! • as follows:

"Department of Defense, Office of Public Infer-
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May 7, 1959

Mrs. Richard l^>fierry j / o b
14 Oak Street r

Greenfield, Massachusetts

Dear Mrs. Perry:

Tour letter datedApril 29, 1959, with enclosure,

has been received, and X appreciate your thought in bringing this

material to our attention.

fa the event you acquire further data which you

believe to be of concern to the FBI, please feel free to contact

the representatives of our office located at 470 Atlantic Avenue,

Boston 10, Massachusetts.

Sincerely yours.

,, John Edgar Hoover
Director

1 - Boston - Enclosure
ATTENTION SAC: Correspondent's enclosure was an envelope bearing no
return address postmarked 4-23,-59 at Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts,
transmitting publications of the^inema Educational Guild, Inc.

,
Hollywood,

California, opposing the United Naitionh.

NOTE: Myron Fagan and his Cinema Educational Guild of Hollywood,
California, are well known to the Bureau and are purportedly anticommunist.
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• I
DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 07-02-2010

• t

14 Oak St.
GreenfieM, Mass,
April 29, 1959

Gentlemen:

Today I received the enclosed circular.
I am sending it to you in the hopes that
action can be taken against organizations
of this kind, so that people like me won't
have to receive such rubbish

l

Thank you for your attention.

Yours very truly.
/

/I/* v-es*

(Mrs . Richa id M. Perry)

P.S. This is the second time I have
received this type of circular. I do
not have the 1st one, but I recall the
postmark was the same.

-jl MAY 12 1959





nation, Washington 25 , 0* C., May 15, 1954*

(Captioned) The Truth About Soviet Involvement In

the Korean War: (marked "TOP SECRET")

"In the Interest of throwing further light m the

facts of Soviet participation in the Korean war, and
*'

on the Chinese record in Korea, the Department of

Defense has released two special studies on these

subjects . , , these studies establish beyond any
reasonable doubt the true nature of Communist
aggression against the Republic of Korea, the Soviet

and Chinese Communist support of, and participa-

tion in that aggression, and the BLUNT TRUTH about
the internal and external manifestations of Commu-
nist control in Worth Korea . , * . Many Russian

'advisors' were attached to the North Korean Army
advance headquarters established in June, 1950,

They wore civilian clothing, and it was forbidden
j

Jo address them by rank, They were introduced as

'newspaper reporters', but they had supreme au-

thority, They took the lead in commanding and

manipulating troops, They treated the North Korean
;

officers, who were nominally their chiefs, like their

servants, or children, A North Korean Major identi-

fied two of these Russian 'advisors' as GENERAL
A. Ph. VASIL1EV and Colonel Dolgin, VASILIEV, he 1

said, was in charge of aii movements across the

38th parallel."

|

MacArthw’s fop Aide Confirms i

as follows:

"Someone told them (the Red Chinese) that even

If the Red Chinese swarmed across the Yalu into No.

Korea in overwhelming hordes, even if they

slaughtered UN soldiers by the thousands on the

battlefields and in the prisoner of war camps the

U.S. Government would not retaliate. And the Reds'

staging and supply area in Manchuria would remain

a sanctuary!" . , , , The U.S, BY ORDER OF THE UN,

did not retaliate - Manchuria remained a Red's

sanctuary throughout the war - and 145,000 Ameri-

can boys were maimed and MURDERED in Korea 1 1

1

Do We Need Any More Proof?

e

By their silence the UN admits GUILT] It Is now
'

' up to Congress to act) But Congress won't act unless

the people FORCE them to act. Senator Jenner said:

"Our problem is to get the story to the people" ....

the people, only the people can FORCE Congress to

act.

YOU can solve that problem with this Tractl

You owe it to America - and to your own chil-

dren - to SPREAD this Tract far and wide. Buy what

you can afford and give them to Veterans Organi-

zations - Civic Organizations - Clubs, Give them

out where you work - give them to your Pastor

for distribution - enclose a copy in every letter you

write.

It is up to YOU and every loyal American to DE-

MAND that Congress put the UN on open trial be-

fore .both Houses!

Send signed copies of this Tract to your Congress-

man and Senators - tell them if they won't do it,

you will VOTE for other men who will! TELL THEM
YOU MEAN IT I !

!

(Name)

Street address City (Zone) State

This Tract can be had afthe rate of: 100 copies

for $2.00.

Send your order to:

CINEMA EDUCATIONAL GUILD, INC.

P. O. Box 46205, Cole Branch

Hollywood 46, California

v •

Save your boy from another Korea-Save Americal 1

1

Do it now - TODAY - you may forget

if you put it off to tomorrow.

Why we MUST get the U.S. out of the UN

— and the UN out of the U. S.

U.S. Government (TOP SECRET) Bulletins

provide

that

UN is PLANNED

DEATH-TRAP FOR U.S.

RITA ("Thieves' Paradise") . . . "All the American

Boys who were killed in Korea were really murder-

ed by the UN."

On Sunday evening, May 20, 1956, Myron C.

Fagan's play "Thieves' Paradise" opened at the

Shubert Theatre in Washington, D.C.

The play was written for just one purpose - to

warn the American people that the YALTA plotters

created the UN to destroy the U.S. and transform

our country into an enslaved unit of a Communist

One World Government .... it was produced in

Washington so as to put the UN on open trial before

all the Members of Both Houses of Congress - from

now on there can be no "I didn't know" alibisl

"Thieves' Paradise" revealed all the different

phases of the diabolical plot - how the UN was a

'Trojan Horse" sneaked into the U.S. to serve as a

Sanctuary for Red Spies, Saboteurs and American

traitors .... how it was to destroy our Freedoms

through 'Treaties," such as "GENOCIDE" .... to

brainwash our Youth through UNESCO to drain

us of our wealth through UNRRA, "Marshall Plan"

DICLASSIFICATIOH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:



and Foreign Aid give-aways , and to finally

transform th® U.S, into on mleved unit of their

Communist Ono-World Government. But the vilest,

foulest, most revolting of all the phases was the

' secret agreement between Alger Hiss and Molotov,

under which the post of Chief of the UN Military

Staff Committee was PERMANENTLY to be held by

a Moscow Communist.

That post was to be the most Important one in

the UN, There would be no major (Third World)

war, if the plotters could prevent it. They planned

to conquer the great countries by stealth, through

intrigue and internal treason - the small countries

by force, But there were men like Synghman Rhee

end Chiang Kai Check who would fight. There

would be "little wars" in Korea, in indo-China, all

over Asia. All such "little wars" would be called UN

"Police Actions", and would come under the juris-

diction of the UN military Staff Committee. There-

fore it was vital that the Chief of that Military Staff

Committee be a GREAT CONSPIRACY man , ... so

Alger Hiss and Molotov entered into that secret

agreement - with Trygvi® lie in on the secret!

The following dialogue in "Thieves' Paradise" re-

veals that diabolical "secret agreement" - and

what it did to our sonsl

"STEFAN:- When they were setting up the UN,

Molotov and Alger Miss made a secret agreement

that the Military Chief of the UN was always to be

a Russian, appointed by Moscow. The first such

Chief was Arkady Sobelov.

"RITA:- I know •

"STEFAN:- But do you know why Moscow wanted

that arrangement? (RITA shakes her head - STEFAN

explains gloatingly) "To be prepared, if the UN
would have to interfere in any Communist attempts

to grab free states THEIR man would have charge

of that interference and - - - -

"RITA:- (Breaks in - suddenly understands) and

THEIR man would be able to keep the Red com-

manders fully informed of all the plans and move-

ments of the UN forces!?

I "STEFAN: - Exactly! That's what happened in

Korea. General MacArthur was Commander-In-Chief

of the UN forces but he had to submit all his battle

plans, all movements of troops, guns, ammunition,

to the Chiefs of Staff in Washington, They, in turn,
,

had to submit it to Sobelov for his approval - - - -
'

"RITA:- (Startled - gasps) And, of course, Sobelov

promptly relayed it to Moscow!

"STiFAN:- (Gloatingly - nods) And Moscow

promptly relayed it to the Red Commanders in No.

Korea) (RITA gasps) But that Isn't all there is to itl

In February 1947 Sobelov BORROWED It. Sen. P.

A. Visiliev from the Soviet Army - made him Chairs

man of the UN Military Staff and gave him SOLE

charge of all UN military affairs, Vasiliev's principal

job was to survey the trouble areas in Asia where

free states might be in danger of invasion by Com-

muni$t$-and to set up the defenses,

"RITA: (Gasps) Oh, NOS

"STEFAN: (Amused) Oh, yes! His first job was in

Korea - he set up all the defenses on the 38th

parallel to protect the South Koreans against in-

vasion by the North Koreans,

"RITA: Good lord, how stupid can those Ameri-

cans be!"

"STEFAN: But waitl In April 1959 General Vasiliev

applied for and got a leave of absence from the

United Nations - and in June, when the No,

Koreans came slashing through the Vasiliev defenses

on the 38th parallel, their real Commander-in-Chief

was General Vasiliev - STILL ON LEAVE OF AB-

SENCE FROM THE UNITED NATIONS!

"RITA (Grimly) So—all those American boys who

were killed in Korea were really murdered by the

United Nations!"

o

More than 200 Senators and Representatives saw

"Thieves' Paradise", All were horrified by what they

heard. SCORES said "If the UN does not file a

criminal libel suit and DISPROVE the horrifying

charges in this play they are guilty of the most

heinous crime ever committed against the Ameri-

can people!"

The UN did not file a libel suit .... they didn't

dare .... because their own records show that the

first Chief of the UN Military Staff Committee was

Arkady Sobelov, a top Moscow functionary - and
v

that he held that post continuously from 1945 to

1951 .... that he was succeeded by Konstantin©

Zynchenko, World War II Censor of the Red Army

, . .

,

that (in July 1953) Zynchenko was succeeded

by Ilya Chernyshev, another Moscow top function-

ary. The same UN records show that in 1947 Sobe-

lov BORROWED Vasiliev from the Red Army and

gave him sole command of all UN military affairs! 1

1

o

Confirmed by U.S. State Dep’t.

©

U.S. State Department Bulletin, No, 422 A, dated

August 3, 1947, (captioned) "Special agreements

under article 43 of the United Nations Charter"

(marked "TOP SECRET"), reads as follows:

"On April 30, 1947, It. Gen. A, Ph. Vasiliev, of

the Red Army, Chairman of the Military Staff Com-

mittee of the United Nations, forwarded to Trygvi®

Lie, Secretary General, a report containing recom-

mendations of the genera! principles governing the

organization of the armed forces to be made avail-

able to the Security Council by Member Nations of

the United Nations .... These Armed Forces shall

be made available from the best trained and equip-

ped units of Member Nations of the United Na-

tions" .... and (under UN Regulations) "all of the

Armed Forces thus to be provided shall be deploy-

ed as directed by the Chairman of the Military Staff

Committee of the United Nations" .... AND RED

ARMY GEN. VASILIEV WAS THE CHAIRMAN I I I

®

“Thieves’ Paradise” Charges UN With

Murder - U.S, Defense Department

Confirms It! as follows:

"Department of Defense, Office of Public infer.





decision in San Francisco . , . Strictly speaking, there-

fore, the Big Five (but specifically the Soviet and

the U. S.) had no right to arrive at any under-

standing regarding the disposition of the office of

Assistant Secretary-General which was binding upon

the Secretary-General/'

However, after a "conversation" with Stettinius,

the then U. S. Secretary of State, Mr, Lie decided that

it would be expedient for him to "forget" all about

"rights" and "terms of the Charter"; Stettinius con-

firmed the "agreement" with the Soviet whereby that

post was to be held by a Russian national - he

also confirmed its permanency! After that, says Mr.

Lie . . it would not have been politic for me to

resist that (secret agreement) accord."

He then reveals what little authority he had in all

such matters, even in the choice of the Russian to fill

that all-important post, although, ynder the Charter,

he alone had that choice . . ,
when he named one

Alexis Roschin as his choice, Vyshinsky bluntly told

him that he (the Kremlin) had already assigned

Arkady Sobelov to that post - and Mr. Lie (ad-

mittedly) realized that "his was not to reason why,

his was but to obey - OR GET FIRED!

WE NOW HAVE THE PROOF!!!

In 1956 Congress was on the verge of hauling

the UN in for a hearing - that double-talking,

deliberately false State Department "official state-

ment" killed that hearing . . , simply because we

lacked DOCUMENTARY evidence of that "secret

agreement". Well, now Trygvie Lie has provided

that DOCUMENTARY evidence - evidence that that

"secret agreement" caused the U. S. to lose the first

war in our entire history-evidence that that "secret

agreement" MURDERED 145,000 American boys in

KOREA! - evidence that the very existence of the

U. S. is in the balance!

Now it is up to Congress to act - to thoroughly

investigate the UN - and to unmask the traitors in

our government who are deliberately shielding the

UN.

But Congress won't act unless "the people" DE-

MAND that they act - and the people won't DE-

MAND until they know what to DEMAND. Senator

Jenner said; "Our problem is to get the story to the

people" - so that they will KNOW what to demand.

YOU can solve that problem with this Tract! -

coupled with Tract No. One!

You owe it to America - and to your own chil-

dren - to SPREAD these two Tracts far and wide.

Buy what you can afford and give them to Veterans

Organizations - Civic Organizations - Clubs. Give

them out where you work - give them to your

Pastor for distribution - enclose copies in every

letter you write.

It is up to YOU and every loyal American to DE-

MAND that Congress put the UN on open trial be-

fore both Houses!

Send signed copies of these two Tracts to your

Congressman and Senators - tell them if they

won't do it, you will VOTE for other men who will!

Street address City (Zone) State

All Tracts are $2.00 for 100 copies.

Send your order to:

CINEMA EDUCATIONAL GUILD, INC.

P.O. Box 46205, Cole Branch

Hollywood 46, California

Save your boy from another Korea-Save America ! I

Do it now - TODAY - you may forget if you

put it off to tomorrow.
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THE TRUTH...
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/n 1956, after he saw the play "THIEVES' PARA-

DISE", Congressman Usher L Burdick decided to

personally investigate the charges in that play that

the UN is an INTERNATIONALIST-COMMUNIST

death-trap for the U. S.

The most startling of all the charges was that secret

agreement between Alger Hiss and Molotov whereby

the post of Chief of the UN Military Staff Committee

was PERMANENTLY to be held by a Moscow Com-

munist ! ! ! Now, under the Charter, "little wars"

to prevent Communist aggression (such as Korea)

are to be controlled by the UN, to be commonly

known as "UN Police Actions." Thus, they are

under the jurisdiction of the (Moscow Commu-

nist) Chief of the UN Military Staff Committee! GET

THAT! All Communist aggressions are to be pre-

vented by the Communist Chief of the UN Military

Staff Committee ! !

!

Congressman Burdick's researches completely

confirmed all those charges. He promptly published

his findings in the "CONCESSIONAL RECORD" and

demanded that the UN be hauled up for a thorough

(open to the public) hearing by the properly con-

stituted Congressional Committee - and he insti-

tuted a personal "crusade" to get his colleagues in

the House of Representatives to join in that demand.

Simultaneously, we (CEG), to get "the people" to

demand that their Representatives support Burdick,

issued a "Tract", which, in condensed form, publish-

ed all the charges in "Thieves' Paradise". For

DOCUMENTARY PROOF, we quoted sections of

"U. S. Government (TOP SECRET) Bulletins" which

OFFICIALLY confirmed all those charges . . . Those

TOP SECRET Bulletins confirmed that the UN gave

MOSCOW'S Gen. Vasiliev a "leave of absence" from

his UN job as Chairman of the UN Military Staff -

TO GO TO NO. KOREA TO BE COMMANDER-IN-

CHIEF OF THE RED CHINESE AND NO. KOREAN

ARMIES Ml... Those Bulletins PROVED that ALL

the American boys who died in Korea were MUR-

DERED by the UN - as a result of that Hiss-Molotov

secret agreement I ! ! . . * they PROVED all our

charges of the UN treachery and treason that won

the Korean War for the Red Chinese I ! 1

Very quickly a half-million copies of that "Tract"

were circulating through the nation - thousands

upon thousands came pouring into Washignton . .

.

at the peak of that avalanche, more than 200 Con-

gressmen pledged themselves to back Burdick! The

"Enemy Within" became panic stricken - they knew

that unless that "Tract" was discredited and "killed"

a Congressional investigation was inevitable - and

that would mean the end of the UN III... And

then the State Department came to the rescue of the

Conspirators - they issued an "official statement"

in which they denied our charges - and virtually

proclaimed that their own original "U. S. Govern-

ment (TOP SECRET) Bulletins" were falsehoods, And,

promptly, the UN and ALL the UN Fronts - and the

State Department - flooded the nation with that

false and misleading "official statement"!

Now, get this point: in their denials, those

"official statements" never once named the "charges"

they dented - they operated on the theory that if

they could cast a doubt on any one charge it would

discredit all charges. They picked the Hiss-Molotov

secret agreement as the safest charge to attack. In

our "Tract" we clearly stated that that agreement

was an oral one. Therefore, they knew that we had

no WRITTEN proof for that charge. So, feeling

perfectly safe, they, in so many words, challenged

us to produce DOCUMENTARY evidence that such

an agreement had ever been made!

That strategy worked perfectly! And why not?

After all, it was an OFFICIAL denial issued by OUR

OWN STATE AND DEFENSE DEPARTMENTS -surely

they wouldn't be guilty of deliberate falsehoods!

Oh, no? Anyway, "the people", confused, believed

them. The demands (Tracts) for a Congressional

investigation died down to a whisper - the UN was

saved by the FALSE "alibis" provided by our own

State Department and Pentagon!

But, NOW, lo and behold, their own arrogant

challenge for "DOCUMENTARY" proof of that secret

agreement has boomeranged against them—to wit:

There were just five men directly involved in that

secret agreement: Hiss and Molotov — Stettinius and

Vyshinsky - and Trygvie Lie, Secretary General of

the UN. When we (CEG) first revealed that agree-

ment (in 1949) all five remained silent. But, after

Lie "retired", he wrote a book, which he called

"IN THE CAUSE OF PEACE". Maybe he wrote it just

for profit - maybe to clear his conscience, Anyway,

in that book, on pages 45 and 46, in the chapter

entitled "SECRETARIAT" he provided us with the

DOCUMENTARY PROOF of that secret agreement -

the following is his (verbatim) statement:

"The choice of the Assistant Secretaries-General,

who would constitute my 'cabinet
1

was, of course,

my first concern. It soon appeared that it was

equally the concern of some of the great powers.

Mr. Vyshinsky was the first to inform me of an 'un-

derstanding' which had been reached in London on

the appointment of a Soviet national a$ Assistant

Secretary-General for Political and Secretary Council

(which specifically includes the Military Secretariat,

officially designated as the 'War, Communications

and Information Secretariat'). Mr. Vyshinsky simply

spoke of an 'agreement' - he said nothing of its

binding quality, of the right to arrive at it, or the

length of time it was meant to apply."

Mr Lie then stresses that nobody had any right

or authority to make such "decisions" or "Under-

standings", to wit: " . . by the terms of the Charter,

the Secretary has full (and sole) authority in the

disposition of the Assistant Secretary-Generalship,

with respect both to nationality and personality.

That authority, in fact, was the point of a hard-won
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YEAR-END REPORT for our MEMBERS

\

NOTEi—Customarily> at this time of year we issue a Year-End Report in which we review the work and the achieve-
ments of CEG during the twelve month period fust ended . Rut this year it is FAR more than just a review—it is also a
BLUEPRINT for the year ahead—a “blueprint for ALL of the American people who truly love* America—who are
willing to FIGHT to save the country that is our heritage . . . and. our sacred trust. It is a “blueprint” that shows that:

* 1959 IS OUR LAST YEAR OF DECISION! «
What we will do in 1959 will decide what will he done in I960—at the Conventions ... it will either drive out the

traitors and save our country—or it will surrender our nation to the Internationalist-Communist conspiracy.
Therefore, please read this HReport” slowly — DIGEST it—then let your heart tell you what to do.

For the members o£ CEG there is no need to define the
“Internationalist-Communist Conspiracy”— or to identify
the Conspirators. If all of the American people knew even
a fraction of what the CEG members know about both,
that Conspiracy would have been smashed long before
now. Time after time Senator Jenner cried out: “We must
get the story to the people . . . only the people can force
Congress to take the action that will smash the conspiracy.”

But the Conspiracy-controlled Press-Radio-TV always man-
-agecL to-keep—!!the^tory”-£rom_4he_people

—

That- was .our

—

great obstacle! Well, in this “REPORT” I will show how we
virtually overcame that Press “blackout”—how very, very
near we came to forcing Congress to take that action . . .

I will show how and why we failed to achieve that Con-
gressional action in 1958-

—

but more important, this “RE-
PORT” will show how we can (MUST) achieve it in 1959.

First, for the benefit of the uninformed, I will briefly
outline the Machiavellian strategy of the Great Conspiracy:
the Crux of their plot is to trap the United States into be-
coming a unit of a “One-World Government.” During
World War One they set up the "LEAGUE OF NATIONS”
for that purpose. That -scheme-was torpedoed by the then- —
Senator Henry Cabot Lodge (not today’s phony Henry
Cabot Lodge “Jr”). They waited for World War Two
(which they brought about III) and promptly set up the
“UNITED NATIONS” to achieve that same objective.

As their first step, they organized the UWF (“United
World Federalists”) to launch a “public demand” for a
One-World (UN) Government, with PEACE as the bait.
In 1949 we ( CEG ) issued a series of “News-Bulletins” and
“Tracts” which unmasked and smashed that scheme , . .

Thereupon the plotters launched the infamous UN “GENO-
CIDE TREATY”. In 1950 our (CEG) “News-Bulletins” and
“Tracts” smashed that fiendish scheme!

The combined exposures created a nation-wide sensation.
But the renegade Press, also the traitors in high places in
Washington, rushed to the rescue of the UN—they assured
the people that the whole thing was a “false alarm”

—

and
the people went back into slumberlandl

However, that narrow escape terrified the Masterminds
of the Conspiracy. They decided it was too risky for the
UN to come out into the open again—they’d have to find
some other way to lure us into their trap. And that was
when they decided that the U. S. Supreme Court would
be their perfect pied-piper. They launched that scheme at
the Republican Convention in 1952—with the deal to ap-
point Warren to the U. S. Supreme Court. The chief objec-
tive of the “Masterminds” was to get complete control of
our "Law and Order” machinery, viz: Warren to issue
“Decisions” based on the UN Charter—with Eisenhower to
enforce them as “Laws of the Land” . . . thus, gradually, the
UN Charter would supplant our Constitution.

In 1954, as scheduled at that Convention, Earl Warren
was appointed Chief Justice of the U. S. Supreme Court

—

and his first (Desegregation) “Decision” confirmed the
warnings in our “News-Bulletins” of that year. That “De-
cision” startled the nation—it so brazenly flouted our Con-
stitution—and virtually proclaimed the UN Charter to be
the Law of our Land. There was a great public outcry

—

some of the more courageous men in Congress denounced
Warren. Righ,t then and there was when Warren should
have been impeached

!

But once again the “Masterminds”
outsmarted us: frightened by the outcry, they “laid low”

—

made no immediate attempts to follow up that “Decision”
. . . and once again their obedient press pooh-poohed the
entire matter and convinced us that it was nothing to get
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“het-up” about—and once again the people went back
into slumberland.
Now, those loyal Americans in Congress, the Jenners,

Malones, Goldwaters, Burdicks, they were not deluded.
They knew what that “Decision” meant—and what would
follow. They knew that salvation of the nation demanded
drastic action. But they hesitated—primarily because the
public outcry was subsiding—and they knew that with-
out the CONTINUED support of the people they couldn’t
get the -Congress- to- support-theml
The “Enemy Within” waited until we were sound asleep

and then, in 1957, one right on top of another. Mister
Warren issued his “Jencks Decision” and the “Watkins De-
cision” and all those other “Decisions” . . . “Decisions” that
nullified laws passed by Congress to prevent treason and
sabotage . . . “Decisions” to foil Congressional investigations
of subversions and treason . . . “Decisions” intended to
create racial dissensions and bloody strife throughout the
Land! . . . And, at the same time, the “Military Genius”
unlawfully launched the first step (Little Rock

)

of the
blanket invasion that was to transform the entire South
into the “Black Republic”the Masterminds of .the Great
Conspiracy have been holding out as bait to their negro
dupes.
Once again the people screamed! Once again there were

hurried conferences in Washington. And this time there was
no hesitation—this time ACTION was a MUST! Senator
Jenner started it off with his famous Senate Bill 2646, which,
while aimed (ostensibly) only at clipping the jurisdictional
wings of the Court, would have been the perfect spring-
board for the impeachment proceedings.

Simultaneously—to offset the “brainwashing ’ by the
Press—and to build up a “peoples9 mandate” to support
Jenner and the other loyal Senators, we (CEG) set our-
selves to carry out Jenner’s exhortations to “get the story
to the people . We devoted our entire July-August ( 1957)
“News-Bulletin” (“WE MUST IMPEACH SUPREME
COURT JUSTICES”) to a review of all the Warren “De-
cisions”

—

and traced them directly to the written directives
of the Communist Conspiracy . . . we established that War-
ren and his Associate Justices were placed in their high
offices for the express purpose of twisting and distorting our
Constitution into a pliable tool for the Great Conspiracy.
At the same time, we issued the six-page ‘‘Tract” (WANT-
ED—EARL WARREN—FOR IMPEACHMENT) in which
we urged all loyal Americans to demand that their Senators
and Representatives take the necessary steps (impeach-
ments) to stop that treason.

Very quickly more than a MILLION copies of that
“Tract” were circulating throughout the nation. In turn,
thousands of loyal Americans, God love ’em, poured their
copies into the offices of their Senators and Representatives,
together with letters demanding ACTION. And was that
“Tract” campaign effective/ At the peak of it sixty-two
Senators had pledged themselves to vote for the Jenner
Bill—and quite a few others indicated leanings to it.

DEFEAT SHOWS WAY TO VICTORY
Despite all the odds in our favor, the Jenner Bill was de-

feated by j'ust one vote—41 to 40. But that is no longer
news. But how the “Masterminds” succeeded in snatching
that narrow victory out of the throat of defeat is news

—

and it also gave us the tip-off how we can save our country/

During the early April (1958) hearings on the Jenner
Bill it became obvious that a strong maj'ority of the Senate
was swinging in behind it. Never before, as they saw one
Senator after another bow to the demands of their Amer-



ican constituents, were the “Masterminds” in such a panic.
They had to prevent the passage o£ that Bill at all costs.
How they accomplished it is NEWS that all of the American
people should know—because that “news” shows who con-
trols our Congress—how they control it—and how we can
smash that control. The salvation of our Country depends
upon getting that story to all of the American people/,

Limitation of space prevents my telling it in this “Report”,
so I urge you to please, please send for our January ( 1959

)

“News-Bulletin” (No. 67). In that “News-Bulletin” you will
get the whole story—but,more important, you will see how
in their frenzy to defeat the Jenner Bill they unmasked all
their techniques and revealed to us how we can make those
very techniques boomerang—and smash their entire Con-
spiracy.

(NOTE:—The list price of our “News-Bulletins” is 50
cents per copy, but it is so vital to get this particular issue
widely circulated that we will gladly fill quantity orders
at reduced rates.) MCE

THE POWER OF THE “TRACT”
Our “Tract” crusade has taught us two vital lessons: 1)

The so-called apathy of the American people is due mainly
to the fact that our Press, Radio and TV are absolutely con-
trolled by the “Enemy Within”—they not only keep the
truth from the people, but slant all the news so as to
“brainwash” us into accepting what the “Enemy” wants us
to believe—but we now know that, as far as they go, our
“Tracts” get the true story to the people . . . No. 2) We now
know that our Congressmen will obey our demands—if we
make our demands strong enough!—we know that if we had
increased, or just maintained the momentum of our “Tracts”,
the Jenner Bill would have been passed virtually unanimous-
ly—and that impeachment proceedings of Warren would
have followed just as surely as day follows night.

Now I will show why the impeachment of Warren is a
sure way for the salvation of our nation: the Congressional
investigations leading to the impeachment proceedings, plus
the evidence uncovered in the “hearings”, would provide us
with all the ammunition we need to shatter the entire Con-
spiracy—just as surely as the evidence revealed hy the
Goldfine hearings torpedoed Sherman Adams out of his
dictatorship

!

... It would reveal all the “deals” and chican-
eries that landed Warren on the Supreme Court bench . . .

it would reveal his backers ... it would reveal the objectives
behind all of his treasonous “Decisions”—and why they are
based on the UN Charter ... it would automatically nullify
and outlaw all those “Decisions”.

In short, just that one impeachment could completely
unmask—AND SMASH—the entire Conspiracy ... Is that
worth fighting for? . . . And now I will show how we CAN
win such a fight!

We lost our battle in 1958—by just one vote. The very
narrowness of that defeat was our first real victory—I can
assure you that there are scores of men in both Houses of
Congress who now are (angrily) aware that the salvation
of our country depends upon the impeachments called for
by our Crusade—and they have come back to Washington
this month with a determination to accomplish that job.
Don’t take my word for it

—“NEWSWEEK”, issue of Octo-
ber 20, stated :

—“When Congress reconvenes in January

,

lawmakers in both Houses are prepared to introduce new
legislation to curb the Court’s powers. The Bills they have
prepared constitute a far-reaching attack on the Court’s
authority . .

” the gist of the article indicated that any one
of those Bills could be a springboard for impeachment pro-
ceedings ! ! !

Now: the passage of those Bills—and impeachment of
Warren—depends upon how strongly we, the people, will
support those Congressmen who stand ready to do_ that
JOB ... it all depends upon our getting “the story” to the
people—in order to get their support. In 1958 we tailed by
just one vote—we failed because we did not get “the story”
to enough of the people.

Nowthen, we (CEG) have dedicated ourselves to com-
plete the job in 1959! Like the “Christian Soldiers” in the
days of Nero, our CEG members must be the spreaders of
“the story” throughout the nation. Just a few dedicated
members in every community can do the job. But we do
not have enough of them. So I ask you, beg you, to give
enough of your time to induce a few of your friends and
neighbors to become members of CEG—and help to spread
“the story”.

I have stressed the word member—now I'll tell you why:
our records show that through the years we have had
thousands of non-members co-operate with us (CEG) on
one specific objective, such as smashing the UWF con-
spiracy, or the GENOCIDE plot, then, that objective
achieved, they dropped out of the fight. But not our MEM-
BERS !—they keep on fighting! There is a psychological

something in all of us that once we take an objective into
our hearts we keep fighting until that objective is won! Our
MEMBERS, from the outset, have taken the salvation of
our Country into their hearts—and they, like the “Chris-
tian Soldiers” of old, will keep on fighting until we win that
objective. That is why I plead for MEMBERS in all com-
munities to carry our fight to all loyal Americans through-
out the nation—that is why I appeal to you to enlist your
friends and neighbors to become MEMBERS (“CHRIS-
TIAN SOLDIERS”) of CEG and help us win this fight.

Surely America is worth $12.00 a year (CEG dues) to every
loyal American!

OUR 1959 PLAN
First of all, we must operate on the theory that our 1957-

58 “Tract” campaign is down the drain. It isn't actually—it

is well planted with all the old members of Congress. But
there are at least 100 new members in both Houses who
must be “educated” and impressed.

Even more important, our “Tracts” tell “the story” in
words and ways that even the few loyal ones in the press
and radio don’t dare to tell it. Therefore, we must get “the
story” to the people via MILLIONS of our “Tracts”—not
ONE million, but MILLIONS . . . And after “the people”
read those “Tracts” they must sign them and send them to
their Senators and Representatives.

Secondly, we have TWO objectives—although, actually,
they are twins of our one GREAT objective: to smash the
Great Conspiracy. No. 1 is the impeachment of Earl War-
ren

—

that will unmask ALL the traitors. For that objective
we will continue to use SCJ. Tract No. 1 (WANTED

—

EARL WARREN—FOR IMPEACHMENT)—it tells the
full story of his treason . . . and cant be disputed!

No. 2 is to haul the UN up for a thorough (public) “hear-
ing” before a Congressional Committee

—

that will torpedo
the crux of the entire conspiracy ... it will outlaw the UN
Charter and all the “Decisions” based on that Charter . . .

without the UN the “One-World” scheme will be kaput!
For that objective we will continue to use our No. 1 UN
Tract (DOCUMENTARY PROOF)—but, to nail down
that proof, we are issuing the enclosed copy of UN TRACT
No. 2. Read it and you will see its terrific impact

—

nobody
who will read it can deny that, to save our country, we
must — “get the U. S. out of the UN and the UN out of
the U. S.f”

These two “Tracts” should be distributed as a unit

—

combined, they are PROOF that not even the most fanatical
UN-lover can dispute.

Nowthen, as I previously stated, we must launch our
1959 campaign from scratch. That means we must once
again contact all patriots throughout the nations (including
non-members of CEG) who co-worked with us in 1957-58

—

that means approximately 25,000 individuals . . . we must
enlist the co-operation of the heads of ALL patriotic groups
to have all their members get into this crusade . . . likewise
all American Legion and VFW Posts and DAR Chapters,
etc,, etc. In addition, we must set up a “liaison organization”
(call it a “Cobby”) in Washington, D. C., to co-operate with
those loyal Americans in both Houses of Congress.

Now, as you may know, we defray all of our operational
expenses from our membership dues. We get no financial
help from “Foundations”—we nave no rich "angels”. Even
before the present high costs, that membership dues ($12.00
per year) just barely covered our normal overhead. Now we
have this tremendous job ahead of us. It will require an
enormous amount of printing, postage, labor—but, I am
sure you agree, it is a job that MUST be done. So I now
have a very vital and urgent request: please increase (vol-

untarily) your membership dues—or contribute whatever
you“can afford to heljTTis Tlo this job. i he degree of ~our
success will depend upon the finances to do it! Every extra
dollar you will contribute will provide us with priceless
“ammunition”-

—

and please hear in mind that we MUST do
this job during this session of Congress

!

So please, please
rush your dues check and/or contribution NOW—TODAY—we need the money NOW to pay for our tremendous
mailing to launch the crusade.

Yours for God and Country,

P.S. Also please RUSH your orders for UN TRACTS No. 1
and No. 2-—to “Get the U. S. out of the U N and the U N
out of the U. S. . . . and TRACT SCJ No. 1—to force im-
peachment of Earl Warren, et al. All our TRACTS are
$2.00 for 100 copies.

Additional copies of this “YEAR-END REPORT” can be
had For 10c a single copy—at 5c per copy in quantity.
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Mr. n. Rjxliards^feaston
23 - 12th Street
Attleboro, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Easton:

I have received your letter dated May 6, 1959,
with its enclosures, and the interest which prompted your
communication is indeed appreciated.

While I would like to be of assistance, the
function of the FBI as a fact-gathering agency does not
extend to furnishing evaluations or consents concerning
the character or integrity of any individual, organization
or publication. I regret, therefore, that I an unable
to comply with your request for information concerning the
organization you mentioned.

MMLEO 19

MAYl 2.1959

1 - Boston

Sincerely yours.

John Edgar Hoover
Director

CorrespondenlQenclosed with his' letter several
pamphlets issued by the Cinema Educational Guild . Incorporated,
(CfiG) Post Office Box 64205. 46,
California^ IJe,stated this organization has been "hammering
away"aTpeople inNeWEngland for about six months." He
requested. qny information the. Bureau may be able to furnish
him conchfning the,organization. Bufiles contain no ;

identifiable data concerning the correspondent. I i,
, £

NOTE TO BOSTON, CONTINUED, PAGE TWO r A
^

SEE NOTION YELLOW, PAGE TWO f"
[

l
'
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Mr* B. Richards Easton

NOTE TO BOSTON. CONTINUED

The CEG is allegedly an anticommunist group;
however* it has also been responsible for the distribution
of anti-Negro and anti-Semitic pamphlets* The director
of CEG, Myron C. Fagan, has frequently attempted to use the
Director* s name in furtherance of his programs, and it has
been necessary on numerous occasions to have the Los Angeles
Office contact him and request him to refrain from mentioning
the FBI in any manner. Fagan, in one of his pamphlets,
attacked "Masters of Deceit" for complimentary references
to the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B*rith. (62-87267)

NOTE ON YELLOW

;

In view of the controversial nature of the
activities of Fagan and his organization and in line with
replies given to similar inquiries in the past, it is
believed the above reply will best serve the Bureau's
interests

.

Letter addressed to "Mr. B. Richards Easton"
per correspondent's envelope*
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May 6, 1959

J. Edgar Hoover,
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir,

Is the enclosed literature a product of an
adversive organization. In 1950 as commander of A. L,
Post #20, I had a list put out by the U. S. Gov’t of
subversive and outright communist organizations.

This one has been hammering away at people in
SE New England for about six months. As you can see by
the envelope cancellation, they are posted in each town.

Any information will be gratefully acknowledged.

Sincerely yours,

/s/Bert. R. Easton
23 - 12th St.
Attleboro^ Mass

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

DATE 07 - 02-2010 .

TRUE COPY
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nation, Washing^ 25, 0, C., May 15, 1954.

(Captioned) The Truth About Soviet Involvement in

tho Korean War: (marked 'TOP SECRET")

"to the interest of throwing further light m the

fasts of Soviet participation in the Korean war, and

on the Chinese record in Korea, the Department of

Defense has released two special studies on these

subjects . . . these studies establish beyond any

reasonable doubt the true nature of Communist

aggression against the Republic of Korea, the Soviet

and Chinese Communist support of, and participa-

tion in that aggression, and the BLUNT TRUTH about

the internal and external manifestations of Commu-
nist control in North Korea .... Many Russian

'advisors' were attached to the North Korean Army
advance headquarters established in June, 1950.

They wore civilian clothing, and it was forbidden

to address them by rank. They were introduced as

'newspaper reporters', but they had supreme au-

thority. They took the lead in commanding and

manipulating troops, They treated the North Korean

officers, who were nominally their chiefs, like their

servants, or children. A North Korean Major identi-

fied two of these Russian 'advisors' as GENERAL

A. Ph, VAMIEV and Colonel Dolgin. VASIUEY, he

said, was in charge of all movements across the

38th parallel."

o

MocArthur's T@p Aide Confirms =

as follows:

o

"Someone told them (the Red Chinese) that even

:f the Red Chinese swarmed across the Yalu into No.

Korea in overwhelming hordes, even if they

slaughtered UN soldiers by the thousands on the

battlefields and in the prisoner of war camps the

J.S. Government would not retaliate. And the Reds'

staging and supply area in Manchuria would remain

a sanctuary!" .... The U.S., BY ORDER OF THE UN,

did not retaliate - Manchuria remained a Red's

sanctuary throughout the war - and 145,000 Ameri-

can boys were maimed and MURDERED in Korea 1 1

1

DIG LAS S I F ICAT I OH AUTHORITY DERIVE!

Do We Need Any More Proof?

By their silence the UN admits GUILTI It Is now

up to Congress to act! But Congress won't act unless

the people FORCE them to act. Senator Jenner said:

"Our problem is to get the story to the people" ....

the people, only the people can .FORCE Congress to

act,

YOU can solve that problem - with this Trad

You owe it to America - and to your own chil-

dren - to SPREAD this Tract far and wide. Buy what

you can afford and give them to Veterans Organic

zations * Civic Organizations - Clubs. Give them

out where you work - give them to your Pastor

for distribution - enclose a copy in every letter you

write.

It is up to YOU and every loyal American to DE-

MAND that Congress put the UN on open trial be-

fore both Houses!

Send signed copies of this Tract to your Congress-

man and Senators - tell them if they won't do it,

you will VOTE for other men who will! TELL THEM

YOU MEAN IT i i I

(Name)

Street address City (Zone) State

This Tract can be had at the rate of: 100 copies

for $2,00.

Send your order to:

CINEMA EDUCATIONAL GUILD, INC.

P. O. Box 46205, Cole Branch

Hollywood 46, California

Save your boy from another Korea-Save America! I i

Do it now - TODAY - you may forget

if you put it off to tomorrow.

101 :

Why we MUST get the U.S. out of the UN

— and the UN out of the U. S.

U.S. Government (TOP SECRET) Bulletin*

provide

i

that

UN is PLANNED

DEATH-TRAP FOR U.S.

RITA ("Thieves' Paradise") . . . "All the American

Boys who were killed in Korea were really murder*

ed by the UN."

On Sunday evening, May 20, 1956, Myron C.

Fagan's play "Thieves' Paradise" opened at the

Shubert Theatre in Washington, D.C.

The play was written for just one purpose - to

warn the American people that the YALTA plotters

created the UN to destroy the U.S. and transform

our country into an enslaved unit of a Communist

One World Government .... it was produced in

Washington so as to put the UN on open trial before

all the Members of Both Houses of Congress - from

now on there can be no "I didn’t know" alibisl

'Thieves' Paradise" revealed all the different

phases of the diabolical plot - how the UN was a

"Trojan Horse" sneaked into the U.S. to serve as a

Sanctuary for Red Spies, Saboteurs and American

traitors .... how it was to destroy our Freedoms

through 'Treaties," such as "GENOCIDE" .... to

brainwash our Youth through UNESCO to drain:

us of our wealth through UNRRA, "Marshall Plan"



and Foreign Aid give-aways . , , , and to finally

transform fh© U.S. into on ©nslaved unit of their

Communist One-World Government* But the vilest,

foulest, most revolting of all the phases was the

secret agreement between Alger Hiss and Molotov,

under which the post of Chief of the UN Military

Staff Committee was PERMANENTLY to be held by

a Moscow Communist.

That post was to be the most Important one In

the UN. There would be no major (Third World)

war, if the plotters could prevent it. They planned

to conquer the great countries by stealth, through

intrigue and internal treason - the small countries

by force. But there were men like Synghman Rhee

and Chiang Kal Check who would fight. There

would be "little wars" in Korea, in Indo-China, all

over Asia. All such "little wars" would be called UN
"Police Actions", and would come under the juris-

diction of the UN military Staff Committee. There-

fore it was vital that the Chief of that Military Staff

;

Committee be a GREAT CONSPIRACY man .... so

j

Alger Hiss and Molotov entered into that secret

agreement - with Trygvie Hie in on She secret!

The following dialogue in "Thieves
7

Paradise" re-

veals that diabolical "secret agreement" - and

what it did to our sons!

"STEFAN:— When they were setting up the UN,

Molotov and Alger Hiss made a secret agreement

that the Military Chief of the UN was always to be

a Russian, appointed by Moscow. The first such

Chief was Arkady Sobelov.

"RITA:- 1 know

"STEFAN:- But do you know why Moscow wanted

that arrangement? (RITA shakes her head - STEFAN

explains gloatingly) 'To be prepared, if the UN
would have to interfere in any Communist attempts

to grab free states THEIR man would have charge

of that interference and - - -

»

"RITA:- (Breaks in - suddenly understands) and

THEIR man would be able to keep the Red com-

manders fully informed of all the plans and move-

ments of the UN forces!?

"STEFAN: -Exacflyl That's what happened k

Korea* General MacArthur was Commander-in-Chlef

of the UN forces but he had to submit all his battle

plans, all movements of troops, guns, ammunition,

to the Chiefs of Staff in Washington. They, in turn,

had to submit it to Sobelov for his approval - - - -

"RITA:- (Startled - gasps) And, of course, Sobelov

promptly relayed It to Moscow!

"STEFAN:- (GMngly - nods) And Moscow

promptly relayed it to the Red Commanders in No.

Korea! (RITA gasps) But that isn't all there is to it!

In February 1947 Sobelov BORROWED It, Gen, P,

A. Visiliev from the Soviet Army - made him Chair-

man of the UN Military Staff and gave him SOLE

charge of all UN military affairs, Vasiliev'® principal

job was to survey the trouble areas in Asia where

free states might be in danger of invasion by Com-

munists-and to set up the defenses,

"RITA: (Gasps) Oh, NO!

"STEFAN: (Amused) Oh, yes! His first job was in

Korea - he set up all the defenses on the 38th

parallel to protect the South Koreans against in-

vasion by the North Koreans.

"RITA: Good Lord, how stupid can those Ameri-

cans be!"

"STEFAN: But wait! In April 1950 General Vasiliev

applied for and got a leave of absence from the

United Nations - and in June, when the No,

Koreans came slashing through the Vasiliev defenses

on the 38th parallel, their real Commander-in-Chief

was General Vasiliev - STILL ON LEAVE OF AB-

SENCE FROM THE UNITED NATIONS!

"RITA (Grimly) So—all those American boys who

were killed in Korea were really murdered by the

United Nations!"

/
o

More than 200 Senators and Representatives saw

i "Thieves' Paradise". All were horrified by what they

I heard. SCORES said "If the UN does not file a

1

criminal libel suit and DISPROVE the horrifying

charges in this play they are guilty of the most

heinous crime ever committed against the Ameri-

can people!"

The UN did not file a libel suit .... they didn't

dare .... because their own records show that the

first Chief of the UN Military Staff Committee was

Arkady Sobelov, a top Moscow functionary - and

that he held that post continuously from 1945 to

1951 .... that he was succeeded by Konstantine

Zynchenko, World War II Censor of the Red Army

. , .

.

that (in July 1953) Zynchenko was succeeded

by Ilya Chernyshev, another Moscow^ top function-

ary. The same UN records show that in 1947 Sobe-

lov BORROWED Vasiliev from the Red Army and

gave him sole command of all UN military affairs! 1

1

©

©.

U.S. State Department Bulletin, No. 422 A, dated

August 3, 1947, (captioned) "Special agreements

under article 43 of the United Nations Charter"

(marked 'TOP SECRET"), reads as follows:

"On April 30, 1947, It. Gen. A, Ph. Vasiliev, of

the Red Army, Chairman of the Military Staff Com-

mittee of the United Nations, forwarded to Trygvi®

Lie, Secretary Genera!, a ?epo?t containing recom-

mendations of the general principles governing the

organization of the armed forces to be made avail-

able to the Security Council by Member Nations of

the United Nations . . , , These Armed Forces shall

be made available from the best trained and equip-

ped units of Member Nations of the United Na-

tions" and (under UN Regulations) "all of the

Armed Forces thus to be provided shall be deploy-

ed as directed by the Chairman of the Military Staff

Committee of the United Nations" .... AND RED

ARMY GEN. VASILIEV WAS THE CHAIRMAN I ! I

@

“Thieves’ Paradise” Charges UN With

Murder - U.S. Defense Department

Confirms it! • as follows:

9

"Department of Defense, Office of Public Infof.



decision in Sin Francisco , , . Strictly speaking, there*

fore, the Big Five (but specifically the Soviet and

the U. S.) had no right to arrive at any under-

standing regarding the disposition of the office of

Assistant Secretary-General which was binding upon

the Secretary-General/'

However, after a "conversation" with Stettinius,

the then U. S. Secretary of State, Mr, Lie decided that

it would be expedient for him to "forget" all about

,

"rights" and "terms of the Charter": Stettinius con-

firmed the"agreement"with the Soviet whereby that

post was to be held by a Russian national - he

also confirmed its permanency! After that, says Mr*

Lie
"

. . it would not have been politic for me to

resist that (secret agreement) accord."

He then reveals what little authority he had in all

such matters, even in the choice of the Russian to fill

that all-important post, although, under the Charter,

he alone had that choice , . „
when he named one

Alexis Roschin as his choice, Vyshinsky bluntly told

him that he (the Kremlin) had already assigned

Arkady Sobelov to that post - and Mr. Lie (ad-

mittedly) realized that "his was not to reason why,

his was but to obey - OR GET FIRED!

WE NOW HAVE THE PROOF!!!

In 1956 Congress was on the verge of hauling

the UN in for a hearing - that double-talking,

deliberately false State Department "official state-

ment" killed that hearing . . . simply because we

lacked DOCUMENTARY evidence of that "secret

agreement". Well, now Trygvie Lie has provided

that DOCUMENTARY evidence - evidence that that

"secret agreement" caused the U. S. to lose the first

war' in our entire history-evidence that that "secret

agreement" MURDERED 145,000 American boys in

KOREA! - evidence that the very existence of the

U. S. is in the balance!

Now it is up to Congress to act - to thoroughly

Investigate the UN - and to unmask the traitors In

our government who are deliberately shielding the

UN.

But Congress won't act unless "the people" DE-

MAND that they act - and the people won't DE-

MAND until they know what to DEMAND. Senator

Jenner said; "Our problem is to get the story to the

people" - so that they will KNOW what to demand.

YOU can solve that problem with this Tract! -

coupled with Tract No. One!

You owe it to America - and to your own chil-

dren - to SPREAD these two Tracts far and wide.

Buy what you can afford and give them to Veterans

Organizations - Civic Organizations - Clubs. Give

them out where you work - give them to your

Pastor for distribution - enclose copies in every

letter you write.

It is up to YOU and every loyal American to DE-

MAND that Congress put the UN on open trial be-

fore both Houses!

Send signed copies of these two Tracts to your

Congressman and Senators - tell them if they

won't do it, you will VOTE for other men who will!

1959 -\ UN TRACT No. 2 - 1959

Street address City (Zone) State

All Tracts are $2.00 for 100 copies.

Send your order to:

CINEMA EDUCATIONAL GUILD, INC.

P.O. Box 46205, Cole Branch

Hollywood 46, California

Save your boy from another Korea—Save America ! I

Do it now - TODAY - you may forget if you

put it off to tomorrow.

irm,..

the

ILL

by TRYGVIE LIE



In 1956, after he saw the play 'THIEVES' PARA-

DISE", Congressman Usher L. Burdick decided to

personally investigate the charges in that play that

the UN is an INTERNATIONALIST-COMMUNIST

death-trap for the U. S.

The most startling of all the charges was that secret

agreement between Alger Hiss and Molotov whereby

the post of Chief of the UN Military Staff Committee

was PERMANENTLY to be held by a Moscow Com-

munist ! ! ! Now, under the Charter, "little wars"

to prevent Communist aggression (such as Korea)

are to be controlled by the UN, to be commonly

known as "UN Police Actions." Thus, they are

under the jurisdiction of the (Moscow Commu-

nist) Chief of the UN Military Staff Committee! GET

THAT! All Communist aggressions are to be pre-

vented by the Communist Chief of the UN Military

Staff Committee ! !

!

Congressman Burdick's researches completely

confirmed all those charges. He promptly published

his findings in the "CONCESSIONAL RECORD", and

demanded that the UN be hauled up for a thorough

(open to the public) hearing by the properly con-

stituted Congressional Committee - and he insti-

tuted a personal "crusade" to get his colleagues in

the House of Representatives to join in that demand.

Simultaneously, we (CEG), to get "the people" to

demand that their Representatives support Burdick,

issued a "Tract", which, in condensed form, publish-

ed all the charges in "Thieves' Paradise", For

DOCUMENTARY PROOF, we quoted sections of

"U, S. Government (TOP SECRET) Bulletins" which

OFFICIALLY confirmed all those charges . . . Those

TOP SECRET Bulletins confirmed that the UN gave

MOSCOW'S Gen. Vasiliev a "leave of absence" from

his UN job as Chairman of the UN Military Staff -

TO GO TO NO. KOREA TO BE COMMANDER-IN-

CHIEF OF THE RED CHINESE AND NO. KOREAN

ARMIES III... Those Bulletins PROVED that ALL

the American boys who died in Korea were MUR-

DERED by the UN - as a result of that Hiss^Molotov

secret agreement !!!.,. they PROVED all our

charges of the UN treachery and treason that won

the Korean War for the Red Chinese ! !

!

Very quickly a half-million copies of that "Tract"

were circulating through the nation - thousands

upon thousands came pouring into Washignton . .

.

at the peak of that avalanche, more than 200 Con-

gressmen pledged themselves to back Burdick! The

"Enemy Within" became panic stricken - they knew

that unless that "Tract" was discredited and "killed"

a Congressional investigation was inevitable - and

that would mean the end of the UN !!!... And

then the State Department came to the rescue of the

Conspirators - they issued an "official statement"

in which they denied our charges - and virtually

proclaimed that their own original "U. $, Govern-

ment (TOP SECRET) Bulletins" were falsehoods, And,

promptly, the UN and ALL the UN Fronts - and the

State Department - flooded the nation with that

false and misleading "official statement"!

Now, get this point: in their denials, those

"official statements" never once named the "charges"

they denied - they operated on the theory that if

they could cast a doubt on any one charge it would

discredit all charges. They picked the Hiss-Molotov

secret agreement as the safest charge to attack. In

our "Tract" we clearly stated that that agreement

was an oral one, Therefore, they knew that we had

no WRITTEN proof for that charge. So, feeling

perfectly safe, they, in so many words, challenged

u$ to produce DOCUMENTARY evidence that such

an agreement had ever been made!

That strategy worked perfectly! And why not?

After all, it was an OFFICIAL denial issued by OUR

OWN STATE AND DEFENSE DEPARTMENTS -surely

they wouldn't be guilty of deliberate falsehoods!

Oh, no? Anyway, "the people", confused, believed

them. The demands (Tracts) for a Congressional

investigation died down to a whisper - the UN was

saved by the FALSE "alibis" provided by our own

State Department and Pentagon!

But, NOW, lo and behold, their own arrogant

challenge for "DOCUMENTARY" proof of that secret

agreement has boomeranged against them—to wit:

There were just five men directly involved in that

secret agreement: Hiss and Molotov -Stettinius and

Vyshinsky - and Trygvie Lie, Secretary General of

the UN. When we (CEG) first revealed that agree-

ment (in 1949) all five remained silent. But, after

Lie "retired", he wrote a book, which he called

"IN THE CAUSE OF PEACE", Maybe he wrote it just

for profit - maybe to clear his conscience. Anyway,

in that book, on pages 45 and 46, in the chapter

entitled "SECRETARIAT" he provided us with the

DOCUMENTARY PROOF of that secret agreement -

the following is his (verbatim) statement:

"The choice of the Assistant Secretaries-General,

who would constitute my 'cabinet* was, of course,

my first concern. It soon appeared that it was

equally the concern of some of the great powers.

Mr. Vyshinsky was the first to inform me of an 'un-

derstanding' which had been reached in London on

the appointment of a Soviet national as Assistant

Secretary-General for Political and Secretary Council

(which specifically includes the Military Secretariat,

officially designated as the *War, Communications

and Information Secretariat'). Mr. Vyshinsky simply

spoke of an 'agreement' - he said nothing of its

binding quality, of the right to arrive at it, or the

length of time it was meant to apply."

Mr Lie then stresses that nobody had any right

or authority to make such "decisions" or "Under-

standings", to wit: . . by the terms of the Charter,

the Secretary has full (and sole) authority in the

disposition of the Assistant Secretary-Generalship,

with respect both to nationality and personality.

That authority, in fact, was the point of a hard-won
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YEAR-END REPORT for our MEMBERS
NOTE:

—

Customarily, at this time of year toe issue a Year-End Report in tohich toe review the work and the achieve-
ments of CEG during the twelve month period just ended. But this year it is FAR more than just a review—it is also a
BLUEPRINT for the year ahead-—a “blueprint” for ALL of the American people who truly love

*

America—who are
willing to FIGHT to save the country that is our heritage . . . and our sacred trust . It is a “blueprint” that shows that:

1959 IS OUR LAST YEAR OF DECISION!
'What we will do in 1959 will decide what will be done in 1960—at the Conventions ... it will either drive out the

traitors and save our country—or it will surrender our nation to the Internationalist-Communist conspiracy.
Therefore, please readrthis “Report” slowly DIGEST it—then let your heart tell you what to dro.

For the members of CEG there is no need to define the
“Internationalist-Communist Conspiracy”— or to identify
the Conspirators. If all of the American people knew even
a fraction of what the CEG members know about both,
that Conspiracy would have been smashed long before
now. Time after time Senator Jenner cried out: “We must
get the story to the people . . . only the people can force
Congress to take the action that will smash the conspiracy ”

But the Conspiracy-controlled Press-Radio-TV always man-
aged to keep “the story” from the people. That was our
great obstacle! Well, in this “REPORT” I will show how we
virtually overcame that Press

“
blackout”—how very, very

near we came to forcing Congress to take that action . . .

I will show how and why we failed to achieve that Con-
gressional action in 1958-

—

hut more important, this “RE-
PORT” will show how we can (MUST) achieve it in 1959.

First, for the benefit of the uninformed, I will briefly
outline the Machiavellian strategy of the Great Conspiracy:
the Crux of their plot is to trap the United States into be-
coming a unit of a “One-World Government.” During
World War One they set up the “LEAGUE OF NATIONS”
for that purpose. That scheme was torpedoed by the then
Senator Henry Cabot Lodge ( not today's phony Henry
Cabot Lodge “Jr” ) . They waited for World War Two
(which they brought about / / !) and promptly set up the
“UNITED NATIONS” to achieve that same objective.

As their first step, they organized the UWF (“United
World Federalists”) to launch a “public demand*

for a
One-World (UN) Government, with PEACE as the bait .

In 1949 we (CEG) issued a series of “News-Bulletins” and
“Tracts” which unmasked and smashed that scheme . . .

Thereupon the plotters launched the infamous UN “GENO-
CIDE TREATY”. In 1950 our (CEG) “News-Bulletins” and
“Tracts” smashed that fiendish scheme!

The combined exposures created a nation-wide sensation.
But the renegade Press, also the traitors in high places in
Washington, rushed to the rescue of the UN—they assured
the people that the whole thing was a “false alarm”

—

and
the people went back into slumberland

!

However, that narrow escape terrified the Masterminds
of the Conspiracy. They decided it was too risky for the
UN to come out into the open again—they'd have to find
some other way to lure us into their trap. And that was
when they decided that the U. S. Supreme Court would
be their perfect pied-piper. They launched that scheme at
the Republican Convention in 1952—with the deal to ap-
point Warren to the U. S. Supreme Court. The chief objec-
tive of the “Masterminds” was to get complete control of
our “Law and Order” machinery, viz: Warren to issue
“Decisions” based on the UN Charter—with Eisenhower to
enforce them as “Laws of the Land” . . . thus, gradually , the
UN Charter would supplant our Constitution.

In 1954, as scheduled at that Convention, Earl Warren
was appointed Chief Justice of the U. S. Supreme Court

—

and his first ( Desegregation ) “Decision” confirmed the
warnings in our “News-Bulletins” of that year. That “De-
cision” startled the nation—it so brazenly flouted our Con-
stitution—and virtually proclaimed the UN Charter to be
the Law of our Land. There was a great public outcry

—

some of the more courageous men in Congress denounced
Warren. Right then and there was when Warren should
have been impeached! But once again the “Masterminds”
outsmarted us: frightened by the outcry, they “laid low”

—

made no immediate attempts to follow up that “Decision”
. . . and once again their obedient press pooh-poohed the
entire matter and convinced us that it was nothing to get
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“het-up ’ about—and once again the people went back
into slumberland.
Now, those loyal Americans in Congress, the Jenners,

Malones, Goldwaters, Burdicks, they were not deluded.
They knew what that “Decision” meant—and what would
follow. They knew that salvation of the nation demanded
drastic action. But they hesitated—primarily because the
public outcry was subsiding—and they knew that with-
out the CONTINUED support of the people they couldn't
get the Congress to support them!
The “Enemy Within” waited until we were sound asleep

and then, in 1957, one right on top of another. Mister
Warren issued his “Jencks Decision” and the “Watkins De-
cision” and all those other “Decisions” . . . “Decisions” that
nullified laws passed by Congress to prevent treason and
sabotage . . . “Decisions” to foil Congressional investigations
of subversions and treason . . . “Decisions” intended to
create racial dissensions and bloody strife throughout the
Land! . . . And, at the same time, the “Military Genius”
unlawfully launched the first step (Little Rock) of the
blanket invasion that was to transform the entire South
into the “Black Republic” the Masterminds jof the Great
Conspiracy have been holding out as bait to their negro
dupes.
Once again the people screamed! Once again there were

hurried conferences in Washington. And this time there was
no hesitation—this time ACTION was a MUST! Senator
Jenner started it off with his famous Senate Bill 2646, which,
while aimed (ostensibly) only at clipping the jurisdictional
wings of the Court, would have been the perfect spring-
board for the impeachment proceedings.

Simultaneously

—

to offset the “brainwashing” by the
Press—and to build up a “peoples* mandate” to support
Jenner and the other loyal Senators, we (CEG) set our-
selves to carry out Jenner’s exhortations to “get the story
to the people”. We devoted our entire July-August (1957)
“News-Bulletin” (“WE MUST IMPEACH SUPREME
COURT JUSTICES”) to a review of all the Warren “De-
cisions”

—

and traced them directly to the written directives
of the Communist Conspiracy . . . we established that War-
ren and his Associate Justices were placed in their high
offices for the express purpose of twisting and distorting our
Constitution into a pliable tool for the Great Conspiracy.
At the same time, we issued the six-page “Tract” (WANT-
ED—EARL WARREN—FOR IMPEACHMENT) in which
we urged all loyal Americans to demand that their Senators
and Representatives take the necessary steps (impeach-
ments) to stop that treason.

Very quickly more than a MILLION copies of that
“Tract” were circulating throughout the nation. In turn,
thousands of loyal Americans, God love ’em, poured their
copies into the offices of their Senators and Representatives,
together with letters demanding ACTION. And was that
“Tract” campaign effective! At the peak of it sixty-two
Senators had pledged themselves to vote for the Jenner
Bill—and quite a few others indicated leanings to it.

DEFEAT SHOWS WAY TO VICTORY
Despite all the odds in our favor, the Jenner Bill was de-

feated by just one vote—41 to 40. But that is no longer
news. But how the “Masterminds” succeeded in snatching
that narrow victory out of the throat of defeat is news

—

and it also gave us the tip-off how we can save our country!
During the early April (1958) hearings on the Jenner

Bill it became obvious that a strong majority of the Senate
was swinging in behind it. Never before, as they saw one
Senator after another bow to the demands of their Amer-



lean constituents, were the “Masterminds” in such a panic.
They had to prevent the passage of that Bill at all costs.
How they accomplished it is NEWS that all of the American
people should know—because that “news” shows who con-
trols our Congress—how they control it—and how we can
smash that control. The salvation of our Country depends
upon getting that story to all of the American people

!

Limitation of space prevents my telling it in this “Report”,
so I urge you to please, please send for our January ( 1959 )

“News-Bulletin” ( No. 67 ) . In that “News-Bulletin” you will
get the whole story

—

but,more important

,

you will see how

,

in their frenzy to defeat the Jenner Bill they unmasked all
their techniques and revealed to us how we can make those
very techniques boomerang—and smash their entire Con-
spiracy.

(NOTE:—The list price of our “News-Bulletins” is 50
cents per copy, hut it is so vital to get this particular issue
widely circuited that we will gladly fill quantity orders
at reduced rates.) MCF

THE POWER OF THE “TRACT”
Our “Tract” crusade has taught us two vital lessons: 1)

The so-called apathy of the American people is due mainly
to the fact that our Press, Radio and TV are absolutely con-
trolled by the “Enemy Within”—they not only keep the
truth from the people, but slant all the news so as to
“brainwash” us into accepting what the “Enemy” wants us
to believe—but we now know that, as far as they go, our
“Tracts” get the true story to the people . . . No. 2) We now
know that our Congressmen will obey our demands—if we
make our demands strong enough!—we know that if we had
increased, or just maintained the momentum of our “Tracts”,
the Jenner Bill would have been passed virtually unanimous-
ly—and that impeachment proceedings of Warren would
have followed just as surely as day follows night.

Now I will show why the impeachment of Warren is a
sure way for the salvation of our nation: the Congressional
investigations leading to the impeachment proceedings, plus
the evidence uncovered in the “hearings”, would provide us
with all the ammunition we need to shatter the entire Con-
spiracy—just as surely as the evidence revealed hy the
Goldfine hearings torpedoed Sherman Adams out of his
dictatorship

!

... It would reveal all the “deals” and chican-
eries that landed Warren on the Supreme Court bench . . .

it would reveal his backers ... it would reveal the objectives
behind all of his treasonous “Decisions”—and why they are
based on the UN Charter ... it would automatically nullify
and outlaw all those “Decisions”.

In short, just that one impeachment could completely
unmask—AND SMASH—the entire Conspiracy ... Is that
worth fighting for? . . . And now I will show how we CAN
win such a fight!

We lost our battle in 1958—hy just one vote. The very
narrowness of that defeat was our first real victory—I can
assure you that there are scores of men in both Houses of
Congress who now are (angrily) aware that the salvation
of our country depends upon the impeachments called for
by our Crusade—and they have come back to Washington
this month with a determination to accomplish that job.
Don’t take my word for it

—“NEWSWEEK”, issue of Octo-
ber 20, stated :

—“When Congress reconvenes in January,
lawmakers in both Houses are prepared to introduce new
legislation to curb the Court’s powers. The Bills they have
prepared constitute a far-reaching attack on the Court’s
authority . . .” the gist of the article indicated that any one
of those Bills could be a springboard for impeachment pro-
ceedings ! ! 1

Now: the passage of those Bills—and impeachment of
Warren—depends upon how strongly we, the people, will
support those Congressmen who stand ready to do that
JOB . . ; it alT depends upon our getting “the story” to the
people—in order to get their support. In 1958 we failed by
just one vote—we failed because we did not get “the story”
to enough of the people.

Nowthen, we (CEG) have dedicated ourselves to com-
plete the job in 1959! Like the “Christian Soldiers” in the
days of Nero, our CEG members must be the spreaders of
“the story” throughout the nation. Just a few dedicated
members in every community can do the job. But we do
not have enough of them. So I ask you, beg you, to give
enough of your time to induce a few of your friends and
neighbors to become members of CEG—and help to spread
“the story”.

I have stressed the word member—now I'll tell you why:
our records show that through the years we have had
thousands of non-members co-operate with us (CEG) on
one specific objective, such as smashing the UWF con-
spiracy, or the GENOCIDE plot, then, that objective
achieved, they dropped out of the fight. But not our MEM-
BERS !—they keep on fighting! There is a psychological

something in all of us that once we take an objective into
our hearts we keep fighting until that objective is won! Our
MEMBERS, from the outset, have taken the salvation of
our Country into their hearts—and they, like the “Chris-
tian Soldiers” of old, will keep on fighting until we win that
objective. That is why I plead for MEMBERS in all com-
munities to carry our fight to all loyal Americans through-
out the nation—that is why I appeal to you to enlist your
friends and neighbors to become MEMBERS (“CHRIS-
TIAN SOLDIERS”) of CEG and help us win this fight.
Surely America is worth $12.00 a year (CEG dues) to every
loyal American! ,

OUR 1959 PLAN
First of all, we must operate on the theory that our 1957^

58 “Tract” campaign is down the drain. It isn't actually—it

is well planted with all the old members of Congress. But
there are at least 100 new members in both Houses who
must be “educated” and impressed.

Even more important, our “Tracts” tell “the story” in
words and ways that even the few loyal ones in the press
and radio don't dare to tell it. Therefore, we must get “the
story” to the people via MILLIONS of our “Tracts”—not
ONE million, but MILLIONS . . . And after “the people”
read those “Tracts” they must sign them and send them to
their Senators and Representatives.

Secondly, we have TWO objectives—although, actually,
they are twins of our one GREAT objective: to smash the
Great Conspiracy. No. 1 is the impeachment of Earl War-
ren

—

that will unmask ALL the traitors. For that objective
we will continue to use SCJ. Tract No. 1 (WANTED

—

EARL WARREN—FOR IMPEACHMENT)—it tells the
full story of his treason . . . and cant be disputed

!

No. 2 is to haul the UN np for a thorough (public) “hear-
ing” before a Congressional Committee

—

that will torpedo
the crux of the entire conspiracy ... it will outlaw the UN
Charter and all the “Decisions” based on that Charter . . .

without the UN the “One-World” scheme will be kaput!
For that objective we will continue to use our No. 1 UN
Tract (DOCUMENTARY PROOF)—but, to nail down
that proof, we are issuing the enclosed copy of UN TRACT
No. 2. Read it and you will see its terrific impact

—

nobody
who will read it can deny that, to save our country, we
must — “

get the U . S. out of the UN and the UN out of
the U. SJ”

These two ""Tracts” should be distributed as a unit

—

combined, they are PROOF that not even the most fanatical
UN-lover can dispute.

Nowthen, as I previously stated, we must launch our
1959 campaign from scratch. That means we must once
again contact all patriots throughout the nations (including
non-members of CEG) who co-worked with us in 1957-58

—

that means approximately 25,000 individuals . . . we must
enlist the co-operation of the heads of ALL patriotic groups
to have all their members get into this crusade . . . likewise
all American Legion and VFW Posts and DAR Chapters,
etc., etc. In addition, we must set up a “liaison organization”
(call it a “Lobby”) in Washington, D. C., to co-operate with
those loyal Americans in both Houses of Congress.

Now, as you may know, we defray all of our operational
expenses from our membership dues. We get no financial
help from “Foundations”—we have no rich ‘"angels”. Even
before the present high costs, that membership dues ($12.00
per year) just barely covered our normal overhead. Now we
have this tremendous job ahead of us. It will require an
enormous amount of printing, postage, labor—but, I am
sure you agree, it is a job that MUST be done. So I now
have a very vital and urgent request: please increase (vol-

untarily) your membership dues—or contribute whatever
-yorr can-afford to help us do^this~jdb7~T!te^degree~of~our
success will depend upon the finances to do it! Every extra
dollar you will contribute will provide us with priceless

“ammunition”

—

and please hear in mind that we MUST do
this job during this session of Congress! So please, please
rush your dues check and/or contribution NOW—TODAY
—we need the money NOW to pay for our tremendous
mailing to launch the crusade.

Yours for God and Country,

P.S. Also please RUSH your orders for UN TRACTS No. I
and No. 2—to “Get the U. S. out of the U N and the U N
out of the U . S. . . . and TRACT SCJ No. 1—to force im-
peachment of Earl Warren, et al. All our TRACTS are
$2.00 for 100 copies.

Additional copies of this “YEAR-END REPORT” can be
had for 10c a single copy—at 5c per copy in quantity.
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REC-58 May 29, 1959

Mrs, Nimma F/^wpliu
Apartment 29
2020 Fifth Street
Lubbock, Texas

Dear Mrs, Paoplin:

Your letter postmarked May 20, 1959, has b^en
received, and the interest which prompted your comwuoi-
cation is indeed appreciated, tiJ,

m
While I would like to be of assistance,

function of the Fill as a fact-gathering agency doqs,. not *>

extend to furnishing evaluations or consents concerning Ig
the character or integrity of any individnal, organi>g ..

zation or*j>ublication, I regret, therefore, that I ora £S
unable to’xomply with your request for information
concerjii^ the individual and organizations you mentioned,

,
n”*r

' «»o ^ would like for you to know that Mr, Myron C,

Fa|$j*«as never had any connection with the FBI

,

jC
Xm
-*<

S

r / i\
"> o ic

i
j

[v» r %J {

J)^
1

Dallas
^

ATTENTION t SAC. DALLAS

Sincerely yours,

J&lgar, Hoovas,

John Edgar Hoover
Director

0

(%'

to*

Tolson .

Correspondent .advised that a
Texas, the Women’s J

group in lutoock, *
lexas, me nomen*s jeuuj wnjuuwfor Consti.tUtionaDtilWelument, /)

is considering affiliating with the CineipT Baucational Guild i ,

(CEG), Hollywood, California^ headed by Myron CyRpagan. ^
Correspondent understands that Fagan and his organization

| AvV
"have worked with you af*»tim£s," She requested all infor- A'

.

mation we can give on the CEG and also requested information Uty
concerning the World Federalists, '

mi JtlS A NOTE T0 SAC » CONTINUED, PAGE 2

mail room nfjffELETYPEm^D SEE NOTE ON YELLOW, PAGE 2

ROS:i

Trotter .

ssm******



Mrs. Niinma F. Pamplin

Bufiles contain no identifiable information
concerning the correspondent or the Women T s Study Group
for Constitutional Government.

The CBG is allegedly an anticommunist group*
However, it has also been responsible for the distribution
of anti-Negro and anti-Semitic pamphlets* Its director,
Myron C. Fagan, has frequently attempted to use the Directors
name in furtherance of his programs, and it has been
necessary on numerous occasions to nave the Los Angeles
Office contact him and request him to refrain from mentioning
the FBI in any manner* Fagan, in one of his pamphlets,
attacked "Masters of Deceit" for complimentary references
to the Anti-Defamation League of B*nai B*rith.

(62-87267)
World Federalists, mentioned by the correspondent,

probably refers to the United World Federalists* The
expressed purpose of this organization is to unify all
world government groups into one organization. It has not
been the subject of investigation by the Bureau.

(100-343001)

In view of the controversial nature of the
activities of Fagan and his organization and in line
with replies given to similar inquiries in the past, it
is believed the above reply will best serve the Bureau*s
interests.

- 2 -
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2.020 5th St., Apt. 2

9

J

Lubbock, Texas
May 1, 1959

Mr. J* Edgar Hoover, Director
F. B. I.
Washington, D* C.

Dear Mr. Hoovers j?

Would you pleasengive me all information you can on the Cinema,Educ

a

tional
Guild, of Hollywood, California, which is headed by Myron C. Fagan.

'<£*(**. - TZ-XjtS

A new Club or Women in Lubbock, Calledjftfomen 1 s Study Group for Constitutional
Government^ is considering affiliating with this group, if it is a truly,

patriotic, worthy, and completely American group.

j
It is my understanding that Mr. Fagan and his organization have worked with

* you at times. -

Will you also please send me what information you have concemingthe
Worlf^ Federalists—'which I hear is coming to life again.

\

\
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June 18, 1959

Mr. Thomas £< Myer
5211 Chevy Chase Parkway, Northwest

Washington 15, D, C.

Dear Mr. Myer;

Your letter dated June 8, 1959, with

enclosure, has been received, and I appreciate your

interest hi bringing this material to our attention.

hi the event you acquire further data which

you believe would be of concern to the FBI, I hope you

will write me again.

Sincerely yours,

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

DATE 07-02-2010
John Edgar Hoover

Director

NOTE: The leaflet enclosed, disseminated by the Cinema Educational
Jjuild, Inc. Hollywood^, California, has been brought to-^he^ureau's
attention before. This group and its Director, Myron^sdfere ostensibly
anti-communist; however, Eqgan has been warned in the past about his

unauthorized use of the Director's name in promoting his own activities.
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Enemy In time of war Is TREASON. Communism Is

a known mortal Enemy of the United States and tne

American people. Call it "cold" or call it "hot ,^we

are at total war with that Enemy. Those three 'De-

cisions" unquestionably give aid and comfort to

that Enemy. By that token, they are acts of

TREASONI

A soldier, be he a General or a Gl, who would

commit similar acts of aid and comfort to the Enemy,

would promptly be Court Martialed, and, if found

guilty, shot as a traitor,

A Supreme Court Justice is no more immune for

acts of aid and comfort to the Enemy than a Gen-

eral - or a Julius Rosenberg. For him there is also

a form of Court Martial, to wit: IMPEACHMENT

PROCEEDINGS. For their acts, Chief Justice Warren

and all the Justices who concurred in those "De-

cisions" must be haled before Congress, and, if

found guilty, they should not only be impeached,

but should get the same kind of punishment that

a Court martial would mete out to a General who

would betray his army on the field of battle -

or that was meted out to the Rosenbergs!

Only Congress has the power to place a Supreme

Court Justice on trial - via the impeachment pro-

cess.

Every member in both Houses of Congress has

an obligation and a sworn duty to protect and de-

fend the United States, the Constitution, the Ameri-

can people.

Hence, this is an urgent appeal by the American

people to all members in both Houses of Congress

to fulfill their oaths - to summon forthwith for

proper trial all those Justices who collaborated In

those three treason-packed "Decisions".

I the undersigned, a citizen of the United States,

hereby request and urge my representative in the

House of Representatives to join with other mem-

bers of that House and initiate the necessary first

steps for the impeachment of the Supreme Court

Justices named in this document .... I further re-

quest and urge the Senators of my State to |oin

with other Senators to carry out the final step to

impeach all those Justices,

Street address

City (Zone) and State

.

This Tract (SCJ, No. 1) can be obtained at the rate

of: 100 copies for $2.00,

Send your order to:

CINEMA EDUCATIONAL GUILD, INC.

P. 0. Box 46205, Cole Branch

Hollywood 46, California

Sign and mail copies of this document to

your Representative and Senators - for

the love of God and our Country!

EARL WARREN

FOR IMPEACHMENT

For giving aid and comfort to the

COMMUNIST CONSPIRACY, the mortal

Enemy of the United States and the

American Peoplel .



CO-DEFENDANTS

•

Also wanted for trial and impeachment, on the

same charge, are: Justices Brennan, Black, Clark,

Douglas, Frankfurter, Harlan and Reed.

—e

—

The following are the Specific Acts contained in

the charge: No. 1) The "DESEGREGATION DECI-

SION", which aids and abets the plans of the Com-

munist Conspiracy to (A): create tension between

Negroes and Whites; (B): to transform the South into

a BLACK SOVIET REPUBLIC; (C): to legalize and en-

courage intermarriage between Negroes and Whites

- and thus mongrelize the American White Race!

Documentary proof that this "Decision" directly

conforms with Directives from Moscow is contained

in the following excerpt from the book, "A RACIAL

PROGRAM FOR THE 20th CENTURY", written by one

Israel Cohen, a Communist Parly top functionary in

England:

"We must realize that our Party's most powerful

weapon is racial tension. By propounding into the

consciousness of the dark races that for centuries

they have been oppressed by the whites, we can

mould them to the program of the Communist Party.

In America, we will aim for subtle victory. While

inflaming the Negro Minority against the Whites,

we will instill in the Whites a guilt complex for

their exploitation of the Negroes. We will aid the

Negroes to rise to prominence in every walk of life,

in the professions and in the world of sports and

entertainment. With this prestige the Negro will be

able to intermarry with the Whites and begin a

process which will deliver America to our Cause,"

That book was written In 1913 .... the ADI and

NAACP1 were created Immediately after that -

to carry out that DIRECTIVEI

NOTE: The above excerpt was entered into the

Congressional Records of June 7, 1957, by Rep.

Thos, G. Abernathy.

Further documentary proof: in 1935 the Com-

munist Party's "Workers Library Publishers" issued

a pamphlet entitled 'THE NEGROES IN A SOVIET

AMERICA". It urged the Negroes of the South to

rise up, form a Soviet state, and apply for admis-

sion to the Soviet Union it contained implicit

assurance that the "revolt" would be supported by

all American Reds .... on page 38 it promised

that a Soviet government would confer greater

benefits on Negroes than upon Whites, and that -

"Any act of discrimination or prejudice against a

negro will become a crime under the Revolutionary

law . . .

."

AND THAT "DESEGREGATION DECISION" TRANS-

FORMED ALL THOSE COMMUNIST DIRECTIVES IN-

TO RIGID LAW OF THE LAND 1 1

1

Furthermore, by his own admission, Warren

ignored our Constitution when he wrote that "De-

cision" - admits he based it on the "modern scien-

tific authority" of known Communists who have

publicly proclaimed contempt for our Constitution

and hatred for our form of Government.

Can there be any doubt that that "Decision" was

framed to conform with those Communist Direc-

tives? .... There is one sure way to find out -

through impeachment proceedings!

No. 2) For 40 years the FBI has been the stone wall

that stood between the Communist Conspiracy and

the survival of our Country, Through all those years

it was the FBI that smashed all the Reds' plots -

and unmasked the plotters ... it was the informa-

tion in the FBI files that enabled the Congressional

Committees to function - that enabled the Justice

Department to convict the Rosenbergs and all the

other Reds .... it was the FBI files that kept the

Red rats impotent and skulking in their holes.

Throughout those 40 years the Reds and their

allies frenziedly smeared and vilified and tried in

every way to destroy the FBI - and to gain access

to its files! But it (FBI) was invulnerable to all their

attacks - it was protected by Congress, and doubly

protected by the high regard and esteem of the

American people. And it continued to stand as the

impregnable barrier between the Enemy and our

Internal Security.

Hence - if the Great Conspiracy was to succeed

the FBI had to be destroyed!

So, on July 17 of this year, Earl Warren and his

Associate justices handed down two "Decisions" -

the "Jencks" and the "Watkins" Decisions . . . .

Those two "Decisions" shatter the FBI as a barrier

to the security of our nation they freed convict-

ed traitors .... they muzzle our Congressional

Committees . , . they nullify all our protective laws

against the Communist Conspiracy .... they open

wide the FBI files to all the shysters who defend

the Reds and renegade American traitorsl

Those three Decisions, if allowed to stand, will

completely destroy all of our defenses - they clear

the way for the destruction of our Country and the

conquest and enslavement of our people by the

Communist Conspiracy)

Under our laws, giving aid and comfort to an
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m mi GREGORY PECK
LEON JANNEY SIDNEY POITIER

GEORGE JESSEL VINCENT PRICE
DANNY KAYE ALAN REED

GENE KELLY ANNE REVERE
ALEXANDER KNOX QUENTIN REYNOLDS
BURT LANCASTER EARL ROBINSON
CANADA LEE EDWARD G. ROBINSON
GYPSY ROSE LEE SELENA ROYLE
ELLA LOGAN ROBERT RYAN
PETER LORRE HAZEL SCOTT
MYRNA LOY PETE SEEGER
ALINE MacMAHON SYLVIA SIDNEY
FREDERIC MARCH FRANK SINATRA

*

MARGO GALE SONDERGAARD
GROUCHO MARX LIONEL STANDER
MYRON McCORMICK JAN STERLING
BURGESS MEREDITH HELEN TAMIRIS
MARVIN MILLER JESSICA TANDY
HENRY MORGAN FRANCHOT TONE
ZERO MOSTEL ORSON WELLS
MEG MUNDY SHELLEY WINTERS
EDWARD R. MURROW JANE WYATT
LARRY PARKS KEENAN WYNN

WRITERS, DIRECTORS, PRODUCERS, COMPOSERS

HARMON (HY) ALEXANDER MARTIN GABEL
RALPH ALSWANG IRA GERSHWIN
LEMUEL AYRES SHERIDAN GIBNEY
HOWARD BAY FRANCES GOODRICH
LEONARD BERNSTEIN MORTON GOULD
ALVAH BESSIE ADOLPH GREEN
HERBERT BIBERMAN JOHNNY GREEN
MICHAEL BLANKFORT ALBERT HACKETT
MARC BLITZSTEIN OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN II

KERMiT BLOOMGARDEN DASHIELL HAMMETT
RICHARD BROOKS MOSS HART
SIDNEY BUCHMAN E. Y. (YIP) HARBURG
ABE BURROWS BEN HECHT
VERA CASPARY HAROLD HECHT
EDWARD CHODOROV LILLIAN HELLMAN
JEROME CHODOROV NAT HIKEN

HAROLD CLURMAN JOHN HOUSEMAN
LESTER COLE

’ s
JOHN HUSTON

BETTY COMDEN CHARLIE ISAACS

MARC CONNELLY GARSON KANIN
AARON COPLAND MICHAEL KANIN
NORMAN CORWIN GEORGE S. KAUFMAN
CHERYL CRAWFORD ELIA KAZAN
KYLE CRICHTON ARTHUR KOBER
JULES DASS1N STANLEY KRAMER
AGNES DeMILLE NORMAN KRASNA
1. A. L. DIAMOND v

'

MILLARD LAMPELL

WILLIAM DIETERLE . RING LARDNER, JR.

PHILIP DUNNE FRITZ LANG
EDWARD DMYTRYK EMMETT LAVERY
CARL FOREMAN JOHN HOWARD LAWSON
MELVIN FRANK' ; RANALD MacDOUGALL
KETTI FRINGS ARCHIBALD MacLEISH

NORMAN MAILER ROBERT ROSSON

ALBERT MALTZ DORE SCHARY

DANIEL (DANNY) MANN BUDD SCHULBERG

MARY McCALL ARTHUR SCHWARTZ

LEWIS MILESTONE ADRIAN SCOTT

ARTHUR MILLER IRWIN SHAW
VINCENTE MINELU HERMAN SHUMLIN

DUDLEY NICHOLS DONALD OGDEN STEWART

CLIFFORD ODETS JAMES THURBER

JESS OPPENHEIMER SHEPARD TRAUBE

NORMAN PANAMA DALTON TRUMBO

DOROTHY PARKER PETER VIERTEL

MADELINE PUGH JERRY WALD
SAMSON RAPHAELSON WALTER WANGER
ELMER RICE JOHN WEXLEY

JEROME ROBBINS BILLY WILDER

HAROLD ROME WILLIAM WYLER

Here you have the names of 200 of the most rabid

REDS and Fellow-Travellers. There are MANY more,

but lack of space prevents the naming of all. How-

ever, those in this list are the most important and

flagrant-drive them out and it will smash the en-

tire RED Conspiracy in Hollywood and in TELE-

VISION.

NOTE: A more complete list, with their documented

backgrounds, their techniques, their RED

FRONTS, and other invaluable information

can be found in ''DOCUMENTATION OF THE

RED STARS", by Myron C Fagan. You can get

a copy of this sensational book by sending

$1.00 to "Cinema Educational Guild, Inc."

(Name)

Street address City (Zone) State

This tract (RED STARS No. 3) 'can be obtained at

the rate of: 100 copies for $2.00 . . . send your

order to:
’

/,

CINEMA EDUCATIONAL GUILD, INC.,

P. O. BOX 46205

Hollywood 46, California

CM 7W f-A? yDECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

RED STARS - No. 3

THE REDS ARE BACK IN HOLLYWOOD!!!

AMERICANS ....
To save America from the

Communist Conspiracy—

DON’T PATRONIZE REDS!!!

KEEP THEM OUT
OF YOUR (TV)

LIVING ROOMS

-

OUT OF RADIO -
OFF THE SCREEN

This Tract tells how YOU can do it!

A

in 1947, in a speech in Hollywood, Myron C.

Fagan, famous Playright-Director-Producer, charged

that the REDS had acquired absolute control of Holly-

wood and Broadway - and transformed our Stage,

Screen and Radio into the Communist Conspiracy's

most effective Fifth Column in America . . . that the

RED Stars, Directors, Writers and Producers of Holly-

wood were the chief supporters, financial and other-

wise, of Communist propaganda in America . . . that

many films made by the Hollywood REDS were

being used by Moscow in Asia, Africa and through-

out the world to create hatred of America and

Americans . . ,
that other films were made to

craftily glorify COMMUNISM and ONE-WORLD-



r
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ISM . . . and still other films that deliberately

created dissensions and hatreds between Negroes

and Whites, between North and South, between

Minority Groups and Americans.

That speech startled the nation. The Hollywood

Moguls frantically denied everything. That brought

the House Un-American Activities Committee into

action. Their Hearings in Hollywood and Washington

fully confirmed all the (Fagan) charges against the

industry and all the named Stars - and sent the

notorious "'Hollywood Ten" to jail. That ROCKED the

nation! The people, infuriated, began to "blacklist"

the theatres showing those REDS and the Red Films.

Panic swept through the entire industry-it chased

Charlie Chaplin out of the country-it drove SCORES

of other REDS off the Screen . . . and, far more im-

portant, it closed THOUSANDS of theatresl

THAT did the job! ... it hit the Moguls in their

most vulnerable spot: their pockefbook! - and all

their '"righteous" denials changed to piteous pleas

for forgiveness. They piously promised that "never

again would they employ any REDS" - that "never

again would they produce RED-propaganda films"

and for a time they seemingly kept their promises-

they even barred all tainted Stars from "Oscar"

honors.

But actually they were merely waiting for the

people to forget. And even while "waiting" they

were scheming and conniving how to keep those

REDS "alive" - and finally bring them back into

public favor .
. ,

they continued to employ RED

writers, (even the "Hollywood Ten") under fictitious

names , . . they secretly financed pictures made in

Europe by banished American REDS . . other RED

Stars were "taken care of" in Broadway plays . . .

then, as it grew in stature and -importance, TELE-

VISION became their greatest sanctuary!

And, tragically, the people did begin to "forget".

And, gradually, the Marches, the Robinsons, the

Milestones and all the other REDS began to creep

tack into Hollywood ... and once again our theatre

Screens are showing films that sanctify MARXISM—

ONE-WORLDISM—DESEGREGATION!

In short, TODAY the REDS are back in Hollywood

stronger and more brazen than ever - even the

Charlie Chaplin pictures are on the Screens again!-

and all the honors, including the "Oscar" have been

restored to them ... all because the people have

forgotten!

TV AN EVEN GREATER MENACE

Today, virtually all films for TV are made in,

Hollywood - by the Hollywood Reds! RIGHT NOW
all the Hollywood Lots are making thousands of TV

films full of craftily camouflaged RED propaganda,

and, via your TV Set, they are being piped into your

Living Room-and are brainwashing and poisoning

your children right under your very eyes I ! . . .

YOU can stop all that!—by shunning the theatres

that show the REDS-by refusing to buy the products

of the Sponsors who bring the REDS into your Living

Room! You did it once-you can do it againl

Don't ever again FORGET that every time you

patronize a Film made by RED Producers, Writers,

STARS and STUDIOS you are aiding and abetting

Communism . . . Every time you permit REDS to

come into your Living Room VIA YOUR TV SET

you will be helping Moscow and the INTERNATION-

ALISTS to destroy America I 1

1

Among the worst offending Sponsors are FORD

MOTORS (Ed Sullivan Show in particular); Kraft

Foods; General Electric; Chrysler; U. S. Steel, etc.

. . . among the^ worst offending TV Producing

Studios are Screem'Qems, Inc.; MCA-REVUE; Warner

Brothers; DESILU;^ Four Star Films, Inc.; Theatre

Guild, etc. All Sponsors who employ such Studios

to produce their fxV Shows are, consciously or un-

consciously, bringing REDS into your Living Rooms

. , . Watch the
v

Producer's "Credits" on every TV

Show you see.
1

Here is How YOU Can Drive Them Out:
^

Read the following list . * . They are the best

known of the REDS and FELLOW-TRAVELERS who

made our SCREEN Communism's most effective

"Pied Piper". They are now coming into your Liv-

ing Room night after night VIA YOUR TV SET and

Radio, .v. WATCH FOR THEM! . . . Keep this list

with you ALWAYS! . . . When one of them appears

on your SET send a copy of this Tract to the SPON-

SOR 'immediately—and WARN him that if he will

bring another RED into your Living Room you will

never again buy his products—and then fulfill your

warning! . . . Give this Tract to your Grocer, your

Butcher, to ALL Dealers you patronize - and warn

them - so they can warn the Sponsors - also send

copies to your local TV and Radio Stations ... USE

THE SAME METHOD WITH YOUR MOVIE THEATRE!

THAT is the only way we will drive the REDS out

of Hollywood - Radio -Television . , . Hit the

pocketbooks of the Sponsor 1 1 ! REMEMBER: every

time you buy the products of a Sponsor who em-

ploys REDS you are hurting YOUR COUNTRY ! ! !
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LUTHER ADLER

LAUREN BACALL

LUCILLE BALL

JOAN BENNETT

BETSY BLAIR

MARLON BRANDO
LLOYD BRIDGES

EDDIE CANTOR
MORRIS CARNOVSKY
BENNETT CERF

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

LEE J. COBB

RICHARD CONTE
JOSEPH COTTON
GEORGE COULOURIS

HUME CRONYN
HOWARD DA SILVA

BETTE DAVIS

OLIVE DEERING

OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND

ALBERT DEKKER

KIRK DOUGLAS
MELVIN DOUGLAS
ALFRED DRAKE

PAUL DRAPER

HOWARD DUFF

FLORENCE ELDRIDGE

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR.

JOSE FERRER

HENRY FONDA
AVA GARDNER
BETTY GARRETT

WILL GEER

JACK GILFORD
' PAULETTE GODDARD

/
LLOYD GOUGH
FARLEY GRANGER
BEN GRAUER
UTA HAGEN

, ' JUNE HAVOC
RITA HAYWORTH
VAN HEFLIN

PAUL HENREID

KATHERINE HEPBURN
ROSE HOBART
JUDY HOLLIDAY

LENA HORNE
MARSHA HUNT
CHET HUNTLEY

’

JOHN- IRELAND

BURtlVES
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Honorable Walt tforan
House of Represent*t ivcs
Washington 25, D, C.

% dear Congressman:

Your letter dated June 23, 1^59, addressed to
Mr. Belmont, and the letter addressed tKypu dated June 18,
1959, 'with its enclosures, from Mr. L. D.xNutting have been
brought to my attention. ~ ^:.A

As indicated in your letter, you corresponded with
us on January 26. 1959, concerning similar pamphlets received
by another constituent. On January 28, 1959, I furnished
for your confidential information the background of the Cinema
Educational (luild and its national director, iMyron C. Fagan,
and advised that the organization has not been investigated
by the FBI. The pamphlets submitted /tar Mr. Nutting have also
been published and distributed by the~£inema Educational Guild.been published and distributed by the-fcinema Educational Guild.

It is noted that your constituent requests a
Congressional investigation of the United Nations to determine
the truthfulness of the allegations contained in the pamphlets,
Since this, of course, would not be a matter within tne z =

jurisdiction of the FBI, I am sure you can appreciate my- ,,

position in refraining from commenting upon such action, T

r~n

I trust the above information will be of aiilstandi
to you, 1 am returning the letter from your constituent; aiw

hlets he enclosed with his letter.

Sincerely yours.

sons — Enclosures (3) f_ ^
:en \ 1

,ra 1 - Seattle (enclosures - 2)
tier ^
Sullivan v

>dy MAIL ROOM t TELETYPE UNIT I 1

^ l*S:pw4A_vtJtv
SEE NOTE ON YELLOW, PAGE TWO



Honorable Walt Horan

Enclosed are a copy of Congressman Horan* s letter to
Assistant Director A. H. Belmont and a copy of the letter to
the Congressman from L. D. Nutting, Enclosed with Nutting's
letter were two pamphlets entitled "The Truth About the
and "Why we Must get the U.5. out of the UN — and the UN out
of the U.S." which have been previously brought to the attention
of the Bureau. Bufiles reveal that Lawrence D. Nutting was
interviewed in the Atomic Energy Act - Applicant investigation
of

I 1. Seattle file ] L The
report of Paul C. Young dated December 15, 1950, at Seattle,
in this matter indicated that Nutting was in 1946 a subscriber
to the "New World," formerly published by the Free Press
Publishing Company, Seattle, Washington, and that a major
campaign of the Northwest District of the Communist Party was
the fund drive in 1947 for the "New World." Informants of
your office, however, advised that Nutting was not known to
be associated with or hcve any interest in the Communist Party.

Information concerning the Cinema Educational Guild
was furnished your office by copy of Bulet dated January 28,
1959, to the Honorable Walt Horan.

NOTE ON YELLOW:

Nutting wrote the Congressman urging him to use his
influence to demand a Congressional investigation of the United
Nations to determine whether the charges contained in the above
pamphlets were true. These pamphlets are very critical of the
United Nations, The Congressman, by handwritten note to
Mr. Belmont, indicated he had previously discussed this
inflammatory material with Mr, Belmont and he requested we
give him an answer for his constituent.

The Congressman apparently has reference to
telephone call to Mr. Belmont in January, 1959, concerning
similar pamphlets, and he was requested to furnish the material
to the Bureau and we would determine if we could be of any
assistance. Our letter to the Congressman 1-28-59 furnished
background information concerning the Cinema Educational Guild,
Copies of pamphlets submitted by Congressman's constituent
not being made for Bufiles since pamphlets have been previously
brought to our attention,

Bufiles reveal cordial relations with Congressman
Horan since 1945. He is on the House Appropriations Committee.
(62-78574)

- 2 -



TRUE copy
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WALT HORAN
" "

•
'

5th List, of Washington

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
House of Representatives

Washington, D. C.

June 23*59

Dear Ilr Belmont-

This material seems to be circulated in my
District.

You may recall that we discussed this inflammatory
media previously.

Please give me an answer for this very disturbed
constituent!

Thanks

/s/ Walt, Horan,

DE CLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
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WALT HORAtfT
V 5th Dist.qf*Washington

COUNTIES:

Spokane Chelan

Stevens Okanogan

pend Oreille Dougus

Ferry Lincoln

oft

MEMBER:

APPROPRIATIONS

Dirge

iotise of Representatives:

QKa^instont 29* C*
()

SUBCOMMITTEES:

AGRICULTURE

COMMERCE

LEGISLATIVE

<S

J

tr&- u vJm

ftU VlLt

/mt$tu jhjw****
*

U-A'S-S-
as JUN 29 1859 aW
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E.1911 Sharp Ave.
Spokane 24, Wash,

June 18, 1959

Hon, Walt Koran, M,C,
House Office Building
Washington, D,C,

Dear Sir:

As a citizen of your district I urge you to
use your influence to demand a congressional investigation
of the United Nations to determine whether on not the charges
contained in these tracts are true.

Could you send me a copy of the Congressional
Directory of the current session?

Thank you very much.

Sincerely yoUrs

/s/ L. D. Nutting

DE CLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

DATE 07-G2-Z010



ADDRESS ALU COMMUNICATIONS TOt
P. O. BOX 46205 COLE BRANCH
HOLLYWOOD 46. CALIFORNIA

^ Cinema EducationaLGuildftnL
DFIT CORPORATION)Ip^OF

June, 1959

3J

URGENT WARNING TO ALL AMERICANS:

THE'REDS ARE BACK IN HOLLYWOOD!!!
;

YOU know what that means - but how many other Americans do?

\

Dear Fellow-Patriot:

First of all, I wish to stress that I am sending this “urgent
warning” to a very carefully selected group of people —

-

only to those men and women whom I personally know to
be not only tried and true loyal Americans, but — and in
this case that is even more important — who are fully'

aware of the Internationalist-Communist conspiracy for the
take-over of our country.

My reason for this limitation is two-fold ... 1) A truly
desperate urgency for action to prevent a flood of anti-
American films in theatres and on TV that are notv heing
readied for Fall release ... 2) We desperately need lead-
ers, PAUL. REVERES, in every community to help us
create a nation-wide Army of AMERICAN "Christian Sol-
diers” to once again tear “Hollywood” out of the grip of the
“Enemy”.

For that reason, please accept this communication as a
personal letter from me direct to YOU — read it slowly —
DIGEST it — then, please answer immediately .

Tragically, percentage-wise, only a few of the American
people will feel any alarm, or see any urgency in this warn-
ing that “THE REDS ARE BACK IN HOLLYWOOD.”
Only ten years ago our entire nation, from Maine to

California, was aflame with rage when it was proven that
the Film Industry had for years been the GREAT CON-
SPIRACY^ most effective instrument for the "brainwash-
ing” of the American people -— and of the whole world

l

And all the loyal American people joined in the massive
fight that drove many of the traitorous Stars, Writers and
Directors off the.Screen and out of Hollywood.
But (unfortunately in this case ) the American people are

noted for their "fair play” spirit — for our Christian "for-
give and forget” spirit. I say

“
unfortunately in this case” be-

cause it is that spirit (“forget”) that the Masterminds of the
Conspiracy depended upon to enable them to bring all
those traitors back into Hollywood — to again use our
Screen to brainwash and bemuse our own people into help-
ing them to destroy our country ...

Now, to remove all doubts about that warning — and
its urgency, I will show you why “Hollywood” (Films and
TV) is the Great Conspiracy’s most dangerous and most
effective instrument for the destruction of our country.

History tells us that the first step in any political con-
spiracy is to get control of the mass mediums to the minds
of the people. In our November 1954 “News-Bulletin” (No.
40), entitled

“Freedom of the Press— To Promote Treason”,
I described how the Masterminds acquired control of our
Press in the early years of their Conspiracy. But in the
months before and right * after the outbreak of the first

World War, they realized that the “Screen” was a greater
and far more effective mass communications medium than
the printed word. It was during that period that the Pathe
“News-Weekly” came into its own. By 1915 no Movie
theatre program was complete without a “News-Weekly”.
Its pictured world events had far more impact than the
same story on the front page of a newspaper. It was far
more graphic. Instead of reading about it, you saw it hap-
pening! It thrilled you as no printed word could — it grip-
ped you — it horrified you — and it entertained you

!

Yes,
sir! The “Screen” had tremendous potentialities as a mould-
er of minds — especially the minds of Youth

!

Films could
be made to order— to fit the needs . . . but its greatest po-

DEC LA.jp SI FHCAT I OH ' AUTHO RI TY T> ERIVED FROM
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tentiality is that it can be made to entertain you — and at
the same time make you think what they want you to think—to make you love or to hate what they want you to love or
to hate. It was the entertainment in “The Beast of Berlin”,
in. “Hitler’s Children”, that made the American people hate
not just the Nazis, but all the German people ... it was the
keen entertainment in “Song of Russia”, in “North Star”, in
“Mission to Moscow”, that glorified Russia and COMMU-
NISM ... it was the entertainment in a “Gentlemen’s Agree-
ment” that falsely “revealed” how American Christians “per-
secute” the Jews ... it was the entertainment in a “Deep.
Are The Roots” that viciously fanned the flames of hatred
between the Whites and the Negroes.

I could go on and on and on — but do I need to? . . . Do
I have to further stress the frightful menace of the Film on
the theatre Screen? . . . Do I have to stress that your chil-
dren are not safe even in your own home as long as you per-
mit the REDS to come into your Living Room via your
TV Set?

When, ten years ago, we smashed their control of “Holly-
wood” we destroyed their most potent weapon. Had we
been able to use title FILM to unmask them as they used it

to -brainwash and bemuse-iLS-thoir-entire -Conspiracy would
long since have been destroyed. They know it! That’s why
they frantically fought to prevent our getting control of it.

That’s why they frenziedly, hut patiently, fought to regain
control for themselves ... and they are succeeding — they
WILL succeed— unless we, YOU and I, prevent it!

In the enclosed “Tract” I described how they kept their
REDS “alive” — I described just a few of the crafty tech-
niques they employed to bring them back. They waited—and waited-1—and waited . . . and every so often they
would test the “memory” and the “resistance” of the people.
First they tried a “comeback” for Eddie Cantor — the peo-
ple screamed — the Masterminds hastily dropped that "hot
potato”. Ditto Edward G. Robinson, Orson Welles, Kathryn /
Hepburn, etc., etc. Then they tried a new technique: they
teamed Frederic March with Adolph Menjou, theorizing
that the firmly established Americanism of a Menjou would
blind the people to the pro-Communism background of a
March — but that didn’t work, either. At first, all their
schemes fell flat — but, gradually, the outcries of the peo-
ple became fainter and fainter— and the Masterminds be-
came bolder and bolder. They came out with Films, such

“The Brave One”, authored by Dalton Trumbo, under a

/ /,

phony name —- “The Defiant Ones”, starring Sidney Poitier—
- the phony “Diary of Anne Frank”, loaded with Reds . . .

and now a new Gregory Peck Film, “Pork Chop Hill”,
directed hy Lewis Milestone, the most vicious of all the
Hollywoc^JMgqfe A, ^ - A7 ^ fa 7~ / sr:*-

But the reM test .iAhi * ‘foisted” that Dalton
"Trumbo would receivN<Jte j^E^S!I3fiSI|ES^ithheld “Oscar”
for “The Brave One”. JWhen.^^coreatftd no outcry, the
Masterminds figured matiney Tlmilly^nad it “made” —
and they followed that up with their most daring step: they
had their

“Academy of MuWetn Picture AWtS^and Sciences”
announce that it has lifted its rule against giving honors
and awards, including the “Oscar”, to Stars, Writers and
Directors

“previously blacklisted by Studios for ALLEGED
Communist connections” . . . And when that was accepted
with only scattered and mild protest, “Variety”, that braz-
enly pro-Red trade publication, joyously proclaimed (on
Friday, January 23, 1959 ) that the “once-rigid blacklist
against REDS in Films and TV is rapidly evaporating and
will he entirely dead in six months to a year!”

What’s the result? . . . Today all the “Lots” an<J TV



Studios in Hollywood are once again c^RPling with the
REDS we unmasked and drove out ten years ago . . . Today
all the theatres throughout the nation are once again braz-
enly flaunting Films that craftily sugarcoat MARXISM —

—

that sanctify the “UNITED NATIONS”andONE-WORLD-
ISM — that decry NATIONALISM and ridicule PATRIOT-
ISM . . . Films that glorify the NEGRO and yilify the
WHITE — Films (and TV shows) that deliberately incite
dissensions and hatreds between Black and White, between
North and South, between so-called Minority Groups and
Americans . . . all to destroy the unity of the American peo-

But, wait — as A1 Jolson used to say — “you ain’t heard
nothin yet" . . . What went on until now was only the “test-
ing” stage— now we can expect to be given the full works!
Already Walter Winchell (ADL mouth piece ) has announc-
ed that various theatres in the New York area are re-run-
ning the old Charlie Chaplin films “to excellent business”

,

indicating that they are to be revived throughout the na-
tion— ON TV, TOO — if we let them get away with it . . .

And right now, Kate Drain Lawson, a long-time function-
ary of “Theatre Guild” and a co-Chairman of ANTA (Amer-
ican Theatre And Academy), subsidized by the State De-
partment, is promoting a nation-wide contest for one-act
plays that will glorify the UN, UNESCO, UNICEF, and
other UN “humanitarian” agencies, to be shown on Stage
and Screen (TV, too, of course) during (and after) UN week
in October- La Lawson’s associates in this “humanitarian”
treason job are Warner Brothers, 20th Century-Fox, Kirk
Douglas, Robert Ryan, Emmett Lavery, Kenneth Mac-
Gowan, DORE SHARY — do you recognize those names?
. . . . Also, Eric Johnston, who was the original mastermind
of the “Cultural Exchanges” which enabled Moscow to use
our own Hollywood Films to glorify Communism and vilify
America throughout the world, is again flitting back and
forth between Hollywood and Moscow, arranging new “Cul-
tural Exchanges” — this time with the blessing of the State
Department . . .

I could tell you much more, but the aforegoing should be
more than enough to stress the desperate “urgency” in the
warning that THE REDS ARE BACK IN HOLLYWOOD!
Now, who re-opened the gates for them? WE DID . . .

by our Christian spirit of Forgive— and FORGET! So now
it is up to us to drive them out again. We did it once, we
can do it again — only this time it must be for good! And
we have the weapon with which to do it — the enclosed
“TRACT”! With this “Tract” (aided by this “Urgent Warn-
ing” letter) we can again smash the RED Conspiracy in
Hollywood— and drive all the REDS out of TV and Radio,
even off Broadway.
Now let me show you why I have so much confidence in

this “Tract:”

In 1947 I delivered the address that first unmasked the
Red Conspiracy in Hollywood. Until then nobody outside
of Hollywood, and (except the traitors themselves) very few
in Hollywood, knew what was going on. That speech forced
the “House Un-American Activities Committee” to investi-
gate. That investigation fully confirmed all my charges

—

and proved guilty all the Stars ( 200 ) I had named as REDS
. . . Then I wrote “RED TREASON IN HOLLYWOOD”,
in which I told the complete story of the Conspiracy . . .

Then we picketed the theatres that persisted in showing the
REDS and pro-RED Films . . . Then we issued our first
“AMERICANS—DON’T PATRONIZE THE REDS” Tract— our CEG members and other loyal Americans soon had
it circulating in every City, town, village, and hamlet in the
United States — and it was that “Tract” that finally closed
THOUSANDS of theatres and drove the REDS off the
Screen! -- —
Now, of course, that Congressional investigation helped

tremendously, by reason of its being an .OFFICIAL con-
firmation of the Conspiracy — but after a f&ify months it

was more or less forgotten . . . my book helped— but “black-
listed” by the Press and boycotted by all the controlled
booksellers, we were able to get only 100,000 copies into
circulation ... In short, not any one of our other activities
alone could have smashed that Hollywood Conspiracy —
they helped, they 'paved the way — but it was those MIL-
LIONS of “Tracts*’ circulating year after year throughout
the nation and closing those THOUSANDS of theatres that
did the job . . . The “Tract” was the knockout punch!

But, unfortunately, the people, as a whole, don’t know
that the REDS never quit — that they just “lay low” until
“the heat is off” — and then come back. After the Screen
had been purged of all the more notorious REDS they (the
people) assumed that the job was done — they relaxed —
the volume of “Tracts” dwindled and dwindled and dwin-
dled— "the heat” cooled off . . . and that’s why THE REDS

ARE BACK IN HOLLYWOOD today!— And why we must
do the job all over again.

But this time all we need to do it is just this pew. “Tract.”
This time we don’t have to wait for another Congressional
investigation to confirm the guilt of the REDS we name—
this “Tract” reminds that it has already been done ... it

reminds of the treason , they committed in the past — it

tells about the treason they are committing NOW — it

warns of the treason they plan to commit from now on!

This “Tract” can stop them dead in their tracks! Just a
few million “Tracts” circulating throughout the nation will
send all the REDS scurrying back into their sewers — TEN
million will smash the entire Conspiracy as flat as that A-
Bomb smashed Hiroshima!
Here is how we can achieve this great victory: we must

get this “Tract” to all of the American people. The Press
won’t help us — the only way we can do it is through our
CEG members. Just a few dedicated ones in every commu-
nity can do the job. Unfortunately, we do not have enough
such members. So I urgently request that you give enough
of your time to induce a few of your friends and neighbors
to join us in this fight for the salvation of our country —
organize your own community group to the job — get your
American Legion and VFW into it, your Lions, Kiwanis,
Rotary, Women’s Clubs, etc., etc.

Now let me show you what an organized group, whether
it be TOO, or TO, or only 5, can do in your community: if,

in turn, every one of such a group will get just a few of his
neighbors to sign “Tracts” and get them, in person or by
mail, to the owners of their local theatres, it will panic
those owners —- they will know that showing the REDS
listed in the “Tract” will kill their box-office

!

They, in turn,
will pour all those “Tracts” into Hollywood, warning the
Moguls and Producers that they won’t dare to show such
Films. That will do the job! It will hit “Hollywood” in the
pocket-book — and that’s the only language they under-
stand!
Those same "groups” could pour the same signed “Tracts”

into the offices of all the SPONSORS whose TV shows
bring REDS and RED propaganda into your Living Room
to brainwash your youngsters — as soon as those SPON-
SORS realize mat you will stop buying their products they
will stop bringing those REDS into your Living Room . . .

that is the only language they understand — and in that
way we will smash the REDS^ control of Radio and TV!
My friend, do you think this is a JOB worth doing? . . .

do you think it worth while to save your children from the
RED brainwash of Hollywood and TV? Of course you do!
Very well. Whether you do it as a “group” or by yourself,
please do it right away — NOW! Send for your supply of
“Tracts” and begin to circulate them in your community.

ANOTHER WAY YOU CAN HELP
We are sending this Letter and “Tract” to 10,000 care-

fully picked loyal Americans throughout the nation. That’s
not enough. We have a list of 25,000 such Americans, but
we do not have the finances to cover the other 15,000. If

you approve of our objective, please finance a few letters

for us. One dollar will finance 8 letters — Ten dollars will
finance 80 letters — One Hundred dollars will finance 800
letters.

Also — you may have a group of friends and neighbors
whom you’d like to “alert” but can’t spare the time to do it,

or prefer to remain anonymous — send us the list and the
financing and we will be very glad to do it.

One more thing: whether or not you can help in this

crusade for the salvation of our country, please^ answer this

Letter immediately— and mark it for my personal attention.

Thus, if you can’t help, I won’t bother you with any further
communications — if you can, your name will be set down
in a special list for information of progress and all further
action.
PLEASE answer TODAY!

Yours for God and Country,

P.S. Please RUSH your order for this “Tract” . . . also keep
up the fight to

“Get the U.S. out of the UN and the
UN out of the U.S.” with UN "Tracts” No. 1 and No.
2 . . . also, help to force impeachment of the Earl
Warren Supreme Court with “Tract” SCJ No. 1. All
our “Tracts” are $2.00 for 100 copies.

Additional copies of this “URGENT WARNING”
can be had for 10 cents a single copy — at 5 cents
per copy in quantity.
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July 6, 1959

DE CLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROH
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

Reverend S. E, 'Morgan
Richland Chapel Methodist Church
Rural Route One
Converse. Indiana

Dear Mr. Morgan:

I have received your letter dated June 25,
1959, with its enclosures, and the interest which
prompted your communication is indeed appreciated.

While I would like to be of service, the
function of the FBI as a fact-gathering agency does
not extend to furnishing evaluations or comments con-
cerning the character or integrity of any publication,
individual or organization. 1 regret, therefore, that
I am unable to comply with your request for information
concerning the individuals and organizations you
mentioned.

MAItSO ?

JUL6- 1959

COM.V.-PBI

- Indianapolis

Sincerely yours.

John Edgar Hoover
Director

Correspondent expressed his desire to support any ?

person or cause whose purpose.it is to oppose' and fight
^communism. He has learned of the Cinema Educational Gupd,/£n s
CCBG) , whose director is Myron C. Fagan, and stated if

'

Fagan is doing what his literfftureis leading one to believe^ s?
theij'he should be supported, fie'requested to be advised AH
if the .group headed by Fagan is a worthy and effective JAAttMHHM j Clll U/l ACAil C A\ffit'll 1 tAMC U /’movement'

RDSjpwi (4)
MAIL ROOM CUD TELETYPE UNIT [HD

communism. He enclosed several items of
tr. <
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Reverend S. E, Morgan

NOTE TO INDIANAPOLIS. CONTINUED

literature issued by the CBG which have previously come to
the Bureau's attention and are anticommunist in nature.
He also requested the Director's opinion concerning
"Common Sense" published by the Christian Educational
Association (CEA) in Union, New Jersey,

The CBG is allegedly an anticommunist group;
however, it has been responsible for the distribution of
anti-Negro and anti-Semitic pamphlets. Fagan has frequently
attempted to use the Director's name in furtherance of his
programs and it has been necessary on several occasions
to have the Los Angeles Office contact him and request
him to refrain from mentioning the FBI in any manner,

(62 87267)
„£oMnon 5ense « a notorious anti-Semitic

hate sheet published by the CEA and has been the subject
of a racial matters investigation, Newark office of origin,
for the purpose of determining whether the organization
advocates, condones or incites violence for the purpose
of denying others their Constitutional rights. (105-9621)

NOTE ON YELLOW;

In view of the controversial nature of the
activities of the CEG and the CEA, which organization is
under investigation, and in line with replies given to
similar inquiries in the past, it is believed the above
reply will best serve the interests of the Bureau,

- 2 -



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 07-02-2010

Jtrne 25, 1959

ivt

Mr* J. Edgar Hoover
Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hoover*

I am a Methodist minister in the State of Indiana. As a minister and
a loyal American citizen I am willing to take a stand against anything
that is un-Amorican. Futhermore, I want to support any worthy person
or cause whose purpose is to oppose and fight Communism.

One organization in Hollywood, California, is presenting itself as a
group that is exposing the Communists in the entertainment world and
even at the level of government. This organization is called the

- . - Cinema Educational Guild, Ino., whose director is Mr. Myron G^Fagan.
“If'"Mr'. Fagan and his personnel are actually doing what his literature
would lead one to believe, he is to®<ronimended and, I think, supported.
The question in ray mind is this* Is this group a worthy and an effective
movement against Communism^and is it a program that your department
would sanction?

I want to have reliable information about Mr. Fagan’s work before I

support him and recommend him to others. 1 am enclosing same of his
literature for your examination.

I shall appreciate your appraisal of the Cinema Educational Guild
and any counsel you may wish to give regarding the matter at hand.

7

May I also ask your opinion of small anti~Communist newspaper called
Common Sense* published in Union* Hew Jersey, by the Christian Educational
Assn* The editor is Conde HcCinley. This paper is constantly making
very critical indictments against persons and organisations.>—v. REfi-4? %'liCI
Thank you for your guidance in the matter at hand.

Respectfully yours. J

A

'7 A
9

E. Morgan

Riohland Chapel Methodist Church

RR 1
Converse, Indiana
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mata, WasMragtoft 25, B. £., May IS, 1914.

(Captioned) The Troth About Soviet Involvement in

fa tora Wats (marked "TOP SECRET")

"Ion fa taeirest of throwing further light on fa
fasts of Soviet participation In the Korean war, and

m the Chinese reeori in Korea, the [Department of

Defense has released two special studies on theso

subjects . . . these studies establish beyond any

reasonable doubt the true nature of Communist

aggression against the EJepufclis of Korea, the Soviet

and Chinese Communist support of, and participle

tion in that aggression, and the SHUNT TRUTH about

the internal and externa! manifestations of Commu-

nis? control in North Korea .... Many Russian

'advisors' were attached to the North Korean Army

advance headquarters established in June, 1950.

They wore civilian clothing, and it was forbidden

to address them by rank. They were introduced as

'newspaper reporters', but they had supreme au-

thority. They Cook the lead in commanding and

manipulating troops. They treated the North Korean

officers, who were nominally their chiefs, like their

servants, m children, A North Korean Major identi-

fied two of these Russian 'advisors' as 6ENERAH

A. Ph. VASILEV and Colonel Dolgin, VAS1UEV, h®

said, was in charge of all movements across the

$8fh parallel"

o

MaeMtor’s !@js> Aid® forfims =

as follows:
0

"Someone told them (the Red Chinese) that oven

If the Red Chinese swarmed across the Ifalu Into No.

Korea in overwhelming hordes, even if they

slaughtered UN soldiers by the thousands on fa
battlefield and in the prisoner of war camps fa
U.S. Government would not retaliate. And the Reds'

staging and supply area in Manchuria would remain

a sanctuary!" .... The U.S., BY ORDER OF THE UN,

did not retaliate - Manchuria remained a Red's

sanctuary throughout the war - end 145,000 Ameri-

can boys were maimed and MURDERED in Korea ! ! I

is W

§

PM IMy tog Pprf
0

By their silence the UN admits GUILTI It Is now

up to Congress to act! But Congress won't act unless

the people FORCE them to act. Senator Jenner said:

"@ur problem is to get the story to fa people" ....

the people, only the people can FORCE Congress to

act.

YOU can solve that problem - with this Tract!

You owe it to America ~ and to your own chil-

dren - to SPREAD this Tract far and wide. Buy what

you can afford and give them to Veterans Organi-

zations - Civic Organizations - Clubs. Give them

out where you work - give them to your Pastor

for distribution - enclose a copy in every letter you

write.

It is up to YOU and every loyal American to DE-

MAND that Congress put the UN on open trial be-

fore both Houses!

Send signed copies of this Tract to your Congress-

man and Senators - tell them if they won't do it,

you will VOTE for other men who will! TELL THEM

YOU MEAN IT ! ! !

(Name) -

Street address (Zone) City State

This Tract can be had at the rate of: 100 copies

for $2.00.

Send your order to:

CINEMA EDUCATIONAL GUILD, INC.

P. O. to 46205, Cole Branch

Hollywood 46, California

o

Save your boy from another Korea—Save America!

!

Do it now - TODAY - you may forget

If you put it off to tomorrow.

RITA ("Thieves' Paradise") . . . "All the American

Boys who were killed in Korea were really murder-

ed by the UN"
o

On Sunday evening, May 20, 1956, Myron C.

Fagan's play "Thieves' Paradise" opened at the

Shubert Theatre in Washington, D.C.

The play was written for just one purpose - to

warn the American people that the YALTA plotters

created the UN to destroy the U.S, and transform

our country into an enslaved unit of a Communist

One World Government .... if was produced in

Washington so as to put the UN on open trial before

all the Members of Both Houses of Congress - from

now on there can be no "I didn't know" alibis!

o

"Thieves' Paradise" revealed all the different

phases of the diabolical plot - how the UN was a

"Trojan Horse" sneaked into the U.S. to serve as a

Sanctuary for Red Spies, Saboteurs and American

traitors .... how it was to destroy our Freedoms

through "Treaties," such as "GENOCIDE" .... to

brainwash our Youth through UNESCO to drain

us of our wealth through UNRRA, "Marshall Plan"



T

and Foreign Aid give-aways
, . . 4 and to finally

transform th® U.S. into an enslaved unit of their

Communist One-World Government. But the vilest,

foulest, most revolting of all the phases was the

secret agreement between Alger Hiss and Molotov,

under which the post of Chief of the UN Military

Staff Committee was PERMANENTLY to be held by

a Moscow Communist.

That post was to be the most Important one in

the UN. There would be no major (Third World)

war, if the plotters could prevent it. They planned

to conquer the great countries by stealth, through

intrigue and infernal treason - the small countries

by force. But there were men like Synghman Rhee

and Chiang Kai Check who would fight. There

would be "little wars" in Korea, in Indo-China, all

over Asia. All such "little wars" would be called UN
"Police Actions", and would come under the juris-

diction of the UN military Staff Committee. There-

fore it was vital that the Chief of that Military Staff

Committee be a GREAT CONSPIRACY man .... so

Alger Hiss and Molotov entered into that secret

agreement - wli Trygvi® Hie in on the secret!

The following dialogue in "Thieves' Paradise" re-

veals that diabolical "secret agreement" - and

what it did to our sons!

"SUFAN:- fflfa fay mm setting up the UN,

Atotov and Algor fe made a secret agreement

faf th® Military Chief of the UN was always to be

o tossto, appointed by Moscow. The first such

Chief was Arkady Sobelov.

"ROTA:— I bow
"STEPAN:— tot do you bow why Moscow wantod

that arrangement? (RITA shakes her head - STEFAN

explains gloatingly) "To be prepared, if fa ON
would have to interfere in any Communist attempts

to grab free states Thrift man would have charge

of that interference and • »

"RITA:- (Breaks in - suddenly understands) and

THEIR man would be able to keep the Red com-

manders fully .informed of all the plans and move-

ments of the ON forces!?

"STEFAN: - Exactly! That's what happened in

Korea. General MacArthur was Commander-in-Chief

@5 to W fforsQC but he had to submit all his battle

plans, all movements of troops, guns, ammunition

to the Chiefs of Staff in Washington. They, in turn,

had to submit if to Sobelov for his approval » * - •

"RITA:- (Startled
»
gasps) And, of course, Sobelov

promptly relayed if to Moscow!

"STEFAN:- (Gloatingly - nods) And Moscow

promptly relayed if to the Red Commanders in No*

Korea! (RITA gasps) But that isn't all there is to it!

In February 1947 Sobelov BORROWED It. Gen. P,

A. Visiliev from the Soviet Army - made him Chair-

man of the UN Military Staff and gave him SOLE

charge of all UN military affairs. Vasiliev's principal

gob was to survey the trouble areas in Asia where

free states might be in danger of invasion by Com-

muni$ts-and to set up the defenses.

"RITA: (Gasps) Oh, NO!

"STEFAN: (Amused) Oh, yes! Mis first job was in

Korea - he set up all the defenses on the 38th

parallel to protect the South Koreans against in-

vasion by the North Koreans.

"RITA: Good Lord, how stupid can those Ameri-

cans be!"

"STEFAN: tot wait! b April 1950 General Vasiliev

applied for and got a leave of absence from the

United Nations - and in tone, when the No.

Koreans cam® slashing through fa Vasiliev defenses

m th® 38th parallel, their real Commander-In-Chief

was General Vasiliev - STILL ON LEAVE OF AB-

SENCE FROM THE UNITED NATIONS!

"RITA (Grimly) So—all fas® American boys who

were killed in Korea were really murdered by the

United Nations!"

o

More than 200 Senators and Representatives saw

"Thieves' Paradise" All were horrified by what they

heard. SCORES said .... "If the UN does not file a

criminal libel suit and DISPROVE the horrifying

charges in this play they are guilty of the most

heinous crime ever committed against the Ameri-

can people!"

The UN did net file a libel suit .... they didn't

daro
, because their own records show that the

first Chief of the UN Military Staff Committee was

Arkady Sobelov, a top Moscow functionary - and

that he held that post continuously from 1945 to

1951 ... . that he was succeeded by Konstantine

Zynchenko, World War li Censor of the Red Army

( , that (in July 1953) Zynchenko was succeeded

by Ilya Chernyshev, another Moscow^ top function-

ary. The same UN records show that in 1947 Sobe

lov BORROWED Vasiliev from the Red Army and

gave him sole command of all UN military affairs! 1
1

o

“O-

U.S- State Department Bulletin, No. 422 A, dated

August 3, 1947, (captioned) "Special agreements

under article 43 of the United Nations Charter"

(marked "TOP SECRET"), reads as follows:

"On April 30
,
1947, it. Gen. A. ?k Vasiliev, of

fa Red Army, Chairman of fa Military Staff Com-

mittee of the United Nations, forwarded t® Trygvis

Lie, Secretary General, a report containing recom-

mendations of the general principles governing the

organisation of the armed forces to be made avail*

able to the Security Council by Member Nations c:

the United Nations .... These Armed Forces shall

be made available from the best trained and equip

ped units of Member Nations of the United N&»

rions" , and (under UN Regulations) "all of fa

Armed Forces thus to be provided shall be deploy-

ed as directed by the Chairman of the Military Stafi

Committee of the United Nations" .... AND REC

ARMY GEN VASILIEV WAS THE CHAIRMAN i I i

Comfiras W * os follows:

"Department of Befens

o



Enemy In time of war Is TREASON. Communism Is

o known mortal Enemy of the United States and the

American people. Call it "cold" or call it "hot" we

are at total war with that Enemy. Those three "De-

cisions" unquestionably give aid and comfort to

that Enemy, By that token, they are acts of

TREASON!

A soldier, be he a General or a Gl, who would

commit similar acts of aid and comfort to the Enemy,

would promptly be Court Martialed, and, if found

guilty, shot as a traitor,

A Supreme Court Justice is no more immune for

acts of aid and comfort to the Enemy than a Gen-

eral - or a Julius Rosenberg. For him ther,e is also

a form of Court Martial, to wit: IMPEACHMENT

PROCEEDINGS. For their acts, Chief Justice Warren

and all the Justices who concurred in those "De-

cisions" must be haled before Congress, and, if

found guilty, they should not only be impeached,

but should get the same kind of punishment that

a Court martial would mete out to a General who

would betray his army on the field of battle -

or that was meted out to the Rosenbergs!

Only Congress has the power to place a Supreme

Court Justice on trial - via the impeachment pro-

cess.

Every member in both Houses of Congress has

an obligation and a sworn duty to protect and de-

fend the United States, the Constitution, the Ameri-

can people.

Hence, this is an urgent appeal by the American

people to all members in both Houses of Congress

to fulfill their oaths - to summon forthwith for

proper trial all those Justices who collaborated In

those three treason-packed "Decisions".

I, the undersigned, a citizen of the United States,

hereby request and urge my representative in the

House of Representatives to join with other mem-

bers of that House and initiate the necessary first

steps for the impeachment of the Supreme Court

Justices named in this document I further re-

quest and urge the Senators of my State to join

with other Senators to carry out the final step to

impeach all those Justices,

Street address

.

City (Zone) and State ,

This Tract (SCJ, No. 1) can be obtained at the rate

of: 100 copies for $2.00.

Send your order to:

CINEMA EDUCATIONAL GUILD, INC.

P, 0. Box 46205, Cole Branch

Hollywood 46, California

Sign and mail copies of this document to

your Representative and Senators - for

the love of God and our Country!

viiiui

EARL WARREN

FOR IMPEACHMENT
1

For giving aid and comfort to the

COMMUNIST CONSPIRACY, the mortal

Enemy of the United States and the

American Peoplel

)1CLASSIFICATI0



CO-DEFENDANTS

Also wanted for trial and Impeachment, on the

same charge, are: Justices Brennan, Black, Clark,

Douglas, Frankfurter, Harlan and Reed.

•

The following are the Specific Acts contained in

the charge: No. 1) The "DESEGREGATION DECI-

SION", which aids and abets the plans of the Com-

munist Conspiracy to (A): create tension between

Negroes and Whites; (B): to transform the South into

a BLACK SOVIET REPUBLIC; (C): to legalize and en-

courage intermarriage between Negroes and Whites

- and thus mongrelize the American White Race!

Documentary proof that this "Decision" directly

conforms with Directives from Moscow is contained

in the following excerpt from the book, "A RACIAL

PROGRAM FOR THE 20th CENTURY", written by one

Israel Cohen, a Communist Party top functionary in

England:

"We must realize that our Party's most powerful

weapon is racial tension. By propounding into the

consciousness of the dark races that for centuries

they have been oppressed by the whites, we can

mould them to the program of the Communist Party.

In America, we will aim for subtle victory. While

inflaming the Negro Minority against the Whites,

we will instill in the Whites a guilt complex for

their exploitation of the Negroes. We will aid the

Negroes to rise to prominence in every walk of life,

in the professions and in the world of sports and

entertainment. With this prestige the Negro will be

able to intermarry with the Whites and begin a

process which will deliver America to our Cause."

That book was written In 1913 .... the ADL and

NAACP were created Immediately after that -

to carry out that DIRECTIVE!

NOTE: The above, excerpt was entered into the

Congressional Records of June 7, 1957, by Rep.

Thos. G. Abernathy.

Further documentary proof: in 1935 the Com-

munist Party's "Workers Library Publishers" issued

a pamphlet entitled 'THE NEGROES IN A SOVIET

AMERICA". It urged the Negroes of the South to

rise up, form a Soviet state, and apply for admis-

sion to the Soviet Union .... it contained implicit

assurance that the "revolt" would be supported by

all American Reds .... on page 38 it promised

that a Soviet government would confer greater

benefits on Negroes than upon Whites, and that -

"Any ad of discrimination or prejudice against a

negro will become a crime under the Revolutionary

law . . .

."

AND THAT "DESEGREGATION DECISION" TRANS-

FORMED ALL THOSE COMMUNIST DIRECTIVES IN-

TO RIGID LAW OF THE LAND 1 1

1

Furthermore, by his own admission, Warren

\ ignored our Constitution when he wrote that "De-

cision" - admits he based it on the "modern scien-

tific authority" of known Communists who have

publicly proclaimed contempt for our Constitution

and' hatred for our form of Government.

\

Can there be any doubt that that "Decision" was

framed to conform with those Communist Direc-

tives? .... There is one sure way to find out -

through impeachment proceedings!

No. 2) For 40 years the FBI has been the stone wall

that stood between the Communist Conspiracy and

the survival of our Country. Through all those years

it was the FBI that smashed all the Reds' plots -

and unmasked the plotters ... if was the informa-

tion in the FBI files that enabled the Congressional

Committees to function - that enabled the Justice

Department to convict the Rosenbergs and all the

other Reds .... it was the FBI files that kept the

Red rats impotent and skulking in their holes.

Throughout those 40 years the Reds and their

allies frenziedly smeared and vilified and tried in

every way to destroy the FBI - and to gain access

to its files! But it (FBI) was invulnerable to all their

attacks - it was protected by Congress, and doubly

protected by the high regard and esteem of the

American people, And it continued to stand as the

impregnable barrier between the Enemy and our

Internal Security.

Hence - if the Great Conspiracy was to succeed

the FBI had to be destroyed!

So, on July 17 of this year, Earl Warren and his

Associate Justices handed down two "Decisions" -

the "Jencks" and the "Watkins" Decisions . . . .

Those two "Decisions" shatter the FBI as a barrier

to the security of our nation they freed convict-

ed traitors .... they muzzle our Congressional

Committees . . . they nullify all our protective laws

against the Communist Conspiracy .... they open

wide the FBI files to all the shysters who defend

the Reds and renegade American traitors!

Those three Decisions, iF allowed to stand, will

completely destroy all of our defenses - they clear

the way for the destruction of our Country and the

conquest and enslavement of our people by the

Communist Conspiracy!

—•—
Under our laws,

,

giving aid and comfort to an
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June, 1959 MYRON C. FAGAN
NATIONAL DIRECTOR

URGENT WARNING TO ALL AMERICANS:

THE REDS ARE BACK IN HOLLYWOOD!!!

YOU know what that means - but how many other Americans do?

Dear Fellow-Patriot:

First of all, I wish to stress that I am sending this “urgent
warning” to a very carefully selected group of people —
only to those men and women whom I personally know to
be not only tried and true loyal Americans, but — and in
this case that is even more important — who are fully'

aware of the Internationalist-Communist conspiracy for the
take-over of our country.

My reason for this limitation is two-fold ... I) A truly
desperate urgency for action to prevent a flood of anti-
American films in theatres and on TV that are now heing
readied for Fall release ... 2) We desperately need lead-
ers, PAUL REVERES, in every community to help us
create a nation-wide Army of AMERICAN “Christian Sol-
diers” to once again tear “Hollywood” out of the grip of the
“Enemy”.

For that reason, please accept this communication as a
personal letter from me direct to YOU — read it slowly —
DIGEST it — then, please answer immediately .

Tragically, percentage-wise, only a few of the American
—people-will feel any alarm, or see anyurgency in this warn-
ing that “THE REDS ARE BACK IN HOLLYWOOD.”

Only ten years ago our entire nation, from Maine to
California, was aflame with rage when it was proven that
the Film Industry had for years been the GREAT CON-
SPIRACY'S most effective instrument for the “brainwash-
ing” of the American people — and of the whole world!
And all the loyal American people joined in the massive
fight that drove many of the traitorous Stars, Writers and
Directors off the Screen and out of Hollywood.
But (unfortunately in this case') the American people are

noted for their “fair play” spirit — for our Christian “for-
give and forget” spirit. I say

“
unfortunately in this case” be-

cause it is that spirit (“forget”) that the Masterminds of the
Conspiracy depended upon to enable them to bring all
those traitors back into Hollywood — .to again use our
Screen to brainwash and bemuse our own people into help-
ing them to destroy our country ...

Now, to remove all doubts about that warning — and
its urgency, I will show you why “Hollywood” (Films and
TV) is the Great Conspiracy’s most dangerous and most
effective instrument for the destruction of our country.

History tells us that the first step in any political con-
spiracy is to get control of the mass mediums to the minds
of the people. In our November 1954 “News-Bulletin” (No.
40), entitled

“Freedom of the Press— To Promote Treason”,
I described how the Masterminds acquired control of our
Press in the early years of their Conspiracy. But in the
months before and right, after the outbreak of the first

World War, they realized that the “Screen” was a greater
and far more effective ' mass communications medium than
the printed word. It was' during that period that the Pathe
“News-Weekly” came into its own. By 1915 no Movie
theatre program was complete without a “News-Weekly”.
Its pictured world events had far more impact than the
same story on the front page of a newspaper. It was far
more graphic. Instead of reading about it, you saw it hap

-

pening! It thrilled you as no printed word could — it grip-
ped you — it horrified you — and it entertained you

!

Yes,
sir! The “Screen” had tremendous potentialities as a mould-
er of minds — especially the minds of Youth

!

Films could
be made to order— to fit the needs . . . but its greatest po-

DE CLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED1 FROM:

tentiality is that it can be made to entertain you — and at
the same time make you think what they want you to think—to make you love or to hate what they want you to love or
to hate. It was the entertainment in “The Beast of Berlin”,
in “Hitler's Children”, that made the American people hate
not just the Nazis, but all the German people ... it was the
keen entertainment in “Song of Russia”, in “North Star”, in
“Mission to Moscow”, that glorified Russia and COMMU-
NISM ... it was the entertainment in a “Gentlemen's Agree-
ment” that falsely “revealed” how American Christians “per-
secute” the Jews . . . it was the entertainment in a “Deep
Are The Roots” that viciously fanned the flames of hatred
between the Whites and the Negroes.

I could go on and on and on — but do I need to? . . . Do
I have to further stress the frightful menace of the Film on
the theatre Screen? . . . Do I have to stress that your chil-
dren are not safe even in your own home as long as you per-
mit the REDS to come into your Living Room via your
TV Set?

When, ten years ago, we smashed their control of “Holly-
wood” we destroyed their most potent weapon. Had we
been able to use the FILM to unmask them as they used it

to_ brainwash anH bemuse us their entire .Conspiracy would
long since have been destroyed. They know it! That's why
they frantically fought to prevent our getting control of it.

That's why they frenziedly, hut patiently

,

fought to regain
control for themselves ... and they are succeeding — they
WILL succeed— unless we, YOU and I, prevent it!

In the enclosed “Tract” I
.
described how they kept their

REDS “alive” — I described just a few of the crafty tech-
niques they employed to bring them back. They waited—and waited—and waited . . . and every so often they
would test the “memory” and the “resistance” of the people.
First they tried a “comeback” for Eddie Cantor — the peo-
ple screamed — the Masterminds hastily dropped that “hot
potato”. Ditto Edward G. Robinson, Orson Welles, Kathryn
Hepburn, etc., etc. Then they tried a new technique: they
teamed Frederic March with Adolph Menjou, theorizing
that the firmly established Americanism of a Menjou would
blind the people to the pro-Communism background of a
March — but that didn't work, either. At first, all their
schemes fell flat — but, gradually, the outcries of the peo-
ple became fainter and fainter —• and the Masterminds be-
came bolder and bolder. They came out with Films, such
as “The Brave One”, authored by Dalton Trumbo , under a
phony name — “The Defiant Ones”, starring Sidney Poitier
-— the phony “Diary of Anne Frank”, loaded with Reds . . .

and now a new Gregory Peck Film, “Pork Chop Hill”,

directed hy Lewis Milestone, the most vicious of all the
Hollywood REDS.
But the real test came when it was “hinted” that Dalton

Trumbo would receive the previously withheld “Oscar”
for “The Brave One”. When that created no outcry, the
Masterminds figured that they finally had it “made” —
and ‘they followed that up with their most daring step: they
had their “Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences”
announce that it has lifted its rule against giving honors
and awards, including the “Oscar”, to Stars, Writers and
Directors “previously blacklisted by Studios for ALLEGED
Communist connections” . . . And when that was accepted
with only scattered and mild protest, “Variety”, that braz-
enly pro-Red trade publication, joyously proclaimed (on
Friday, January 23, 1959) that the “once-rigid blacklist
against REDS in Films and TV is rapidly evaporating and
will be entirely dead in six months to a year!”

What's the result? ... Today all the “Lots” and TV

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLAS S I F ICAT IOH GUIDE
DATE 07—02—2010



Studios in Hollywood are once again crawling with the
REDS we unmasked and drove out ten years ago . . . Today
all the theatres throughout the nation are once again braz-
enly flaunting Films that craftily sugarcoat MARXISM —
that sanctify the “UNITED NATIONS”andONE-WORLD-
ISM— that decry NATIONALISM and ridicule PATRIOT-
ISM . . . Films that glorify the NEGRO and vilify the
WHITE — Films (and TV shows) that deliberately incite
dissensions and hatreds between Black and White, between
North and South, between so-called Minority Groups and
Americans ... all to destroy the unity of the American peo-
ple III

But, wait — as A1 Jolson used to say — “you ain’t heard
nothin yet

”

. . . What went on until now was only the “test-
ing” stage— now we can expect to be given the full works!
Already Walter Winchell (ADL mouth piece ) has announc-
ed that various theatres in the New York area are re-run-
ning the old Charlie Chaplin films “to excellent business’

,

indicating that they are to be revived throughout the na-
tion — ON TV, TOO — if we let them get away with it . . .

And right now, Kate Drain Lawson, a long-time function-
ary of “Theatre Guild” and a co-Chairman of ANTA (Amer-
ican Theatre And Academy), subsidized by the State De-
partment, is promoting a nation-wide contest for one-act
plays that will glorify the UN, UNESCO, UNICEF, and
other UN “

humanitarian

’

agencies, to be shown on Stage
and Screen (TV, too, of course) during (and after) UN week
in October. La Lawson's associates in this “humanitarian”
treason job are Warner Brothers, 20th Century-Fox, Kirk
Douglas, Robert Ryan, Emmett Lavery, Kenneth Mac-
Gowan, DORE SHARY -— do you recognize those names?
.... Also, Eric Johnston, who was the original mastermind
of the “Cultural Exchanges” which enabled Moscow to use
our own Hollywood Films to glorify Communism and vilify
America throughout the world, is again flitting back and
forth between Hollywood and Moscow, arranging new “Cul-
tural Exchanges”— this time with the blessing of the State
Department ...

I could tell you much more, but the aforegoing should be
more than enough to stress the desperate “urgency” in the
warning that THE REDS ARE BACK IN HOLLYWOOD!
Now, who re-opened the gates for them? WE DID . . .

by our Christian spirit of Forgive— and FORGET! So now
it is up to us to drive them out again. We did it once, we
can do it again — only this time it must be for good

!

And
we have the weapon with which to do it — the enclosed
“TRACT”! With this “Tract” (aided by this “Urgent Warn-
ing* letter) we can again smash the RED Conspiracy in
Hollywood— and drive all the REDS out of TV and Radio,
even off Broadway.
Now let me show you why I have so much confidence in

this “Tract:”

In 1947 I delivered the address that first unmasked the
Red Conspiracy in Hollywood. Until then nobody outside
of Hollywood, and ( except the traitors themselves) very few
in Hollywood, knew what was going on. That speech forced
the “House Un-American Activities Committee” to investi-
gate. That investigation fully confirmed all my charges

—

and proved guilty all the Stars ( 200 ) I had named as REDS
. . . Then I wrote “RED TREASON IN HOLLYWOOD”,
in which I told the complete story of the Conspiracy . . .

Then we picketed the theatres that persisted in showing the
REDS and pro-RED Films . . . Then we issued our first
“AMERICANS—DON'T PATRONIZE THE REDS” Tract— our CEG members and other loyal Americans soon had
it circulating in every City, town, village, and hamlet in the
United States — and it was that “Tract” that finally closed
THOUSANDS of theatres and drove the REDS off the
C

, ,fi — J — — - -

Now, of course, that Congressional investigation helped
tremendously, by reason of its being an OFFICIAL con-
firmation of the Conspiracy — but after a few months it

was more or less forgotten . . . my book helped— but ‘‘black-
listed” by the Press and boycotted by all the controlled
booksellers, we were able to get only 100,000 copies into
circulation ... In short, not any one of our other activities
alone could have smashed that Hollywood Conspiracy —
they helped, they 'paved the way— but it was those MIL-
LIONS of “Tracts ' circulating year after year throughout
the nation and closing those THOUSANDS of theatres that
did the job . . . The “Tract” was the knockout punch!

But, unfortunately, the people, as a whole, don’t know
that the REDS never quit — that they just “lay low

”

until
“the heat is off' — and then come back. After the Screen
had been purged of all the more notorious REDS they ( the
people) assumed that the job was done — they relaxed —
the volume of “Tracts” dwindled and dwindled and dwin-
dled— “the heat” cooled off . . . and that’s why THE REDS

ARE BACK IN HOLLYWOOD today!— And why we must
do the job all over again.

But this time all we need to do it is just this new “Tract.”
This time we don’t have to wait for another Congressional
investigation to confirm the guilt of the REDS we name —
this “Tract” reminds that it has already been done ... it

reminds of the treason, they committed in the past — it

tells about the treason they are committing NOW — it

warns of the treason they plan to commit from now on!

This “Tract” can stop them dead in their tracks! Just a
few million “Tracts” circulating throughout the nation will
send all the REDS scurrying back into their sewers — TEN
million will smash the entire Conspiracy as flat as that A-
Bomb smashed Hiroshima

!

Here is how we can achieve this great victory: we must
get this “Tract” to all of the American people. The Press
won't help us — the only way we can do it is through our
CEG members. Just a few dedicated ones in every commu-
nity can do the job. Unfortunately, we do not have enough
such members. So I urgently request that you give enough
of your time to induce a few of your friends and neighbors
to join us in this fight for the salvation of our country —
organize your own community group to the job — get your
American Legion and VFW into it, your Lions, Kiwanis,
Rotary, Women's Clubs, etc., etc.

Now let me show you what an organized group, whether
it be 100, or 10, or only 5, can do in your community: if,

in turn, every one of such a group will get just a few of his
neighbors to sign “Tracts” and get them, in person or by
mail, to the owners of their local theatres, it will panic
those owners — they will know that showing the REDS
listed in the “Tract” will kill their box-office

!

They, in turn,
will pour all those “Tracts” into Hollywood, warning the
Moguls and Producers that they won't dare to show such
Films. That will do the job! It will hit “Hollywood” in the
pocket-book — and that’s the only language they under-
stand!
Those same “groups” could pour the same signed “Tracts”

into the offices of all the SPONSORS whose TV shows
bring REDS and RED propaganda into your Living Room
to brainwash your youngsters — as soon as those SPON-
SORS realize that you will stop buying their products they
will stop bringing those REDS into your Living Room . . .

that is the only language they understand — and in that
way we will smash the REDS^ control of Radio and TV!
My friend, do you think this is a JOB worth doing? . . .

do you think it worth while to save your children from the
RED brainwash of Hollywood and TV? Of course you do!
Very well. Whether you do it as a “group” or by yourself,
please do it right away — NOW! Send for your supply of
“Tracts” and begin to circulate them in your community.

ANOTHER WAY YOU CAN HELP
We are sending this Letter and “Tract” to 10,000 care-

fully picked loyal Americans throughout the nation. That's
not enough. We have a list of 25,000 such Americans, but
we do not have the finances to cover the other 15,000. If
you approve of our objective, please finance a few letters

for us. One dollar will finance 8 letters — Ten dollars will
finance 80 letters — One Hundred dollars will finance 800
letters.

Also — you may have a group of friends and neighbors
whom you’d like to “alert” but can’t spare the time to do it,

or prefer to remain anonymous — send us the list and the
financing and we will be very glad to do it.

One more thing: whether or not you can help in this

crusadefor the ^salvation of our country, please answer this

Letter immediately— and mark it for my personal attention.

Thus, if you can't help, I won't bother you with any further
communications — if you can, your name will be set down
in a special list for information of progress and all further
action.
PLEASE answer TODAY!

Yours for God and Country,

P.S. Please RUSH your order for this “Tract” . . . also keep
up the fight to “Get the U.S. out of the UN and the
UN out of the U.S.” with UN “Tracts” No. 1 and No.
2 . . . also, help to force impeachment of the Earl
Warren Supreme Court with “Tract” SCJ No. 1. All
our “Tracts” are $2.00 for 100 copies.

Additional copies of this “URGENT WARNING”
can be had for 10 cents a single copy -— at 5 cents
per copy in quantity.



SAM JAFFE GREGORY PECK

LEON JANNEY •

SIDNEY POITIER

GEORGE JESSEl VINCENT PRICE

DANNY KAYE ALAN REED

GENE KELLY ANNE REVERE

ALEXANDER KNOX QUENTIN REYNOLDS
BURT LANCASTER EARL ROBINSON
CANADA LEE

.

EDWARD G. ROBINSON
GYPSY ROSE LEE SELENA ROYLE

ELLA LOGAN
‘

ROBERT RYAN'

PETER LORRE > . HAZEL SCOTT

MYRNA LOY PETE SEEGER

ALINE MacMAHON SYLVIA SIDNEY

FREDERIC MARCH FRANK SINATRA

MARGO GALE SONDERGAARD
GROUCHO MARX LIONEL STANDER

MYRON McCORMICK JAN STERLING

BURGESS MEREDITH HELEN TAMIRIS

MARVIN MILLER JESSICA TANDY
HENRY MORGAN FRANCHOT TONE
ZERO MOSTEL ORSON WELLS

MEG MUNDY SHELLEY WINTERS

EDWARD R. MURROW JANE WYATT

LARRY PARKS KEENAN WYNN

WRITERS, DIRECTORS, PRODUCERS, COMPOSERS

HARMON (HY) ALEXANDER
,

MARTIN GABEL

RALPH ALSWANG IRA GERSHWIN

LEMUEL AYRES SHERIDAN GIBNEY

HOWARD BAY FRANCES GOODRICH
LEONARD BERNSTEIN MORTON GOULD
ALVAH BESSIE ADOLPH GREEN

HERBERT BIBERMAN JOHNNY GREEN

MICHAEL BLANKFORT ALBERT HACKETT

MARC BLITZSTEIN OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN II

KERMIT BLOOMGARDEN DASHIELL HAMMETT

RICHARD BROOKS MOSS HART ’

SIDNEY BUCHMAN E. Y, (YIP) HARBURG

ABE BURROWS BEN HECHT

VERA CASPARY HAROLD HECHT

EDWARD CHODOROV LILLIAN HELLMAN

JEROME CHODOROV NAT HIKEN

HAROLD CLURMAN JOHN HOUSEMAN
LESTER COLE JOHN HUSTON

BETTY COMDEN CHARLIE ISAACS

MARC CONNELLY GARSON KANIN

AARON COPLAND MICHAEL KANIN

NORMAN CORWIN GEORGE S. KAUFMAN .

CHERYL CRAWFORD ELIA KAZAN

KYLE CRICHTON ARTHUR KOBER

JULES DASSIN STANLEY KRAMER

AGNES DeMILLE NORMAN KRASNA

1, A. L. DIAMOND MILLARD LAMPELL

WILLIAM D1ETERLE RING LARDNER/JR.

PHILIP DUNNE FRITZ LANG

EDWARD DMYTRYK EMMETT LAVERY

'

CARL FOREMAN JOHN HOWARD LAWSON
MELVIN FRANK RANALD MacDOUGALL

KETTI FRINGS . - ARCHIBALD MaclEISH \

NORMAN MAILER ROBERT ROSSON

ALBERT MALTZ DORE SCHARY

DANIEL (DANNY) MANN BUDD SCHULBERG

MARY McCALL ARTHUR SCHWARTZ

LEWIS MILESTONE ADRIAN SCOn
ARTHUR MILLER IRWIN SHAW
VINCENTE MINELLI HERMAN SHUMLIN

DUDLEY NICHOLS DONALD OGDEN STEWART

CLIFFORD ODETS JAMES THURBER
'

JESS OPPENHEIMER SHEPARD TRAUBE

NORMAN PANAMA DALTON TRUMBO

DOROTHY PARKER PETER VIERTEL

MADELINE PUGH JERRY WALD
SAMSON RAPHAELSON WALTER WANGER
ELMER RICE JOHN WEXLEY

JEROME ROBBINS BILLY WILDER

HAROLD ROME WILLIAM WYLER

Here you have the names of 200 of the most rabid

REDS and Fellow-Travellers. There are MANY more,

but lack of space prevents the naming of all. .How-

ever, those in this list are the most important and

flagrant-drive them out and it will smash the en-

tire RED Conspiracy in Hollywood and in TELE-

VISION.

NOTE: A more complete list, with their documented

backgrounds, their techniques,
t

their RED

FRONTS, and other invaluable information

can be found in "DOCUMENTATION OF THE

RED STARS", by Myron C. Fagan, You can get

a copy of this sensational book by sending

$1.00 to "Cinema Educational Guild, Inc"

(Name)

Street address City (Zone) State

This tract (RED STARS No. 3) can be obtained at

the rate of: 100 copies for $2.00 . . . send your

order to:

CINEMA EDUCATIONAL GUILD, INC.,

P, O. BOX 46205

Hollywood 46, California

,?£/'/ (e> tf

RED STARS - No. 3

THE REDS ARE BACK IN HOLLYWOOD! !

!

AMERICANS ....
To save America from the

Communist Conspiracy—

DON’T PATRONIZE REDS!!!

KEEP THEM OUT
OF YOUR (TV)

LIVING ROOMS

-

OUT OF RADIO -
OFF THE SCREEN

This Tract tells how YOU can do it!

In 1947, in a speech in Hollywood, Myron C,

Fagan, famous Playright-Director-Producer, charged

that the REDS had acquired absolute control of Holly*

wood and Broadway - and transformed our Stage,

Screen and Radio into the Communist Conspiracy's

most effective Fifth Column in America . . . that the

RED Stars, Directors, Writers and Producers of Holly-

wood were the chief supporters, financial and other-

wise, of Communist propaganda in America . . . that

many films made by the Hollywood REDS were

being used by Moscow in Asia, Africa and through-

out the world to create hatred of America and

Americans . . ,
that other films were made to

craftily glorify COMMUNISM and ONE-WORLD-



ISM , . . and still other films that deliberately

created dissensions and hatreds between Negroes

and Whites, between North and South, between

Minority Groups and Americans.

That speech startled the nation. The Hollywood

Moguls frantically denied everything, That brought

the House Un-American Activities Committee into

action. Their Hearings in Hollywood and Washington

fully confirmed all the (Fagan) charges against the

industry and all the named Stars - and sent the

notorious "Hollywood Ten" to. jail. That ROCKED the

nation! The people, infuriated, began to "blacklist"

the theatres showing those REDS and the Red Films.'

Panic swept through the entire industry— it chased

Charlie Chaplin out of the country-it drove SCORES

of other REDS off the Screen , . . and, far more im-

porta nt. it closed THOUSANDS of theatres I

THAT did the job! ... it hit the Moguls in their

most vulnerable spot: their pocketbook! - and ell

their '"righteous" denials changed to piteous pleas

for forgiveness. They piously promised that "never

again would they employ any REDS" - that "never

again would they produce RED-propaganda films"

and for a time they seemingly kept their promises—

they even barred all tainted Stars from "Oscar"

honors.

But actually they were merely waiting for the

people to forget. And even while "waiting" they

were scheming and conniving how to keep those

REDS "alive" - and finally bring them back into

public favor . , ,
they continued to employ RED

writers, (even the "Hollywood Ten") under fictitious

names .

.

. they secretly financed pictures made in

Europe by banished American REDS . . . other RED

Stars were "taken care of" in Broadway plays ...

then, as it grew in stature and importance, TELE-

VISION became their greatest sanctuary!

And, tragically, the people did begin to "forget".

And, gradually, the Marches, the Robinsons, the

Milestones and all the other REDS began to creep

back into Hollywood . . . and once again our theatre

Screens are showing films that sanctify MARXISM-

ONE-WORLDISM—DESEGREGATION!

In short, TODAY the REDS are back in Hollywood

stronger and more brazen than ever - even the

Charlie Chaplin pictures are on the Screens again!—

and all the honors, including the "Oscar", have been

restored to them ... all because the people have

forgotten!

TV AN EVEN GREATER MENACE

Today, virtually all films for TV are made in

Hollywood - by the Hollywood Reds! RIGHT NOW
all the Hollywood Lots are making thousands of TV

films full of craftily camouflaged RED propaganda,

and, via your TV Set, they are being piped into your

Living Room-and are brainwashing and poisoning

your children right under your very eyes [ ! . . .

YOU can stop all thatl-by shunning the theatres

that show the REDS-by refusing to buy the products

of the Sponsors who bring the REDS into your Living

Room! You did it once-you can do it again!

Don't ever again FORGET that every time you

patronize a Film made by RED Producers, Writers,

STARS and STUDIOS you are aiding and abetting

Communism . . . Every time you permit REDS to

come into your Living Room VIA YOUR TV SET

you will be helping Moscow and the INTERNATION-

ALISTS to destroy America ! !

!

Among the worst offending Sponsors are FORD

MOTORS (Ed Sullivan Show in particular); Kraft

Foods; General Electric,- Chrysler; U. S. Steel, etc.

. . . among the worst offending TV Producing

Studios are Screen Gems, Inc.; MCA-REVUE; Warner

Brothers,- DESILU; Four Star Films, Inc.; Theatre

Guild, etc. All Sponsors who employ such Studios

to produce their TV Shows are, consciously or un-

consciously, bringing REDS into your Living Rooms

. . . Watch the Producer's "Credits" on every TV

Show you see,

Here Is How YOU Can Drive Them Out:

Read the following list . . . They are the best

known of the REDS and FELLOW-TRAVELERS who

made our SCREEN Communism's most effective

"Pied Piper". They are now coming into your Liv-

ing Room night after night VIA YOUR TV SET and

Radio. . . . WATCH FOR THEM! . . . Keep this list

with you ALWAYS! . . . When one of them appears

on your SET send a copy of this Tract to the SPON-

SOR immediately-and WARN him that if he will

bring another RED into your Living Room you will

never again buy his products—and then fulfill your

warning!
. , . Give this Tract to your Grocer, your

Butcher, to ALL Dealers you patronize - and warn

them - so they can warn the Sponsors - also send

copies to your local TV and Radio Stations .... USE

THE SAME METHOD WITH YOUR MOVIE THEATRE!

THAT is the only way we will drive the REDS out

of Hollywood — Radio -Television ... Hit the

pocketbooks of the Sponsor ! ! ! REMEMBER: every

time you buy the products of a Sponsor who em-

ploys REDS you are hurting YOUR COUNTRY ! !

!

LARRY ADLER HOWARD DUFF

LUTHER ADLER FLORENCE ELDRIDGE

LAUREN BACALL DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR.

LUCILLE BALL JOSE FERRER

JOAN BENNETT HENRY FONDA
BETSY BLAIR AVA GARDNER

MARLON BRANDO BETTY GARRETT

LLOYD BRIDGES WILL GEER

EDDIE CANTOR JACK GILFORD

MORRIS CARNOVSKY PAULETTE GODDARD
BENNETT CERF LLOYD GOUGH
CHARLIE CHAPLIN FARLEY GRANGER
LEE J. COBB BEN GRAUER

RICHARD CONTE . UTA HAGEN
JOSEPH COTTON JUNE HAVOC
GEORGE COULOURIS RITA HAYWORTH
HUME CRONYN VAN HEFLIN

HOWARD DA SILVA PAUL HENREID

BETTE DAVIS KATHERINE HEPBURN

OLIVE DEERING ROSE HOBART
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND JUDY HOLLIDAY

ALBERT DEKKER LENA HORNE
KIRK DOUGLAS MARSHA HUNT
MELVIN DOUGLAS CHET HUNTLEY

ALFRED DRAKE JOHN IRELAND

PAUL DRAPER BURL IVES



son

mont _
Joach .

luire _

ons .

Many thanks for your kind letter, with enclosure,

postmarked June 25, 1959. It waa indeed thoughtful of you to write

me, and your generous express! 'os osE support are deeply appreci-

ated.

While I am aware of the interest which prompted your
request for information concerning Myron C*HFSga» and thê binema
S?dae|tloaial Guild. Inc. , and would like to be of service, the function

of this Bureau as strictly a fact-gefc^ring agency does not extend to

furnishing evaluations or dearancesra afly individual, organization

or publication. Disseminating data of the type you desire would, in

attest, constitute an approval or disapproval of them, and lam unable
to*4p you. I hope you will not infer Li this connection either that

we (tear that we do not have in our files tlie specific information you
desire. .•

,

]

I want you to know that your good wishes mean a great
deal to my associates and me, and l am taking the liberty of forwM-diigj
some material which I thought you would hit interested to seeing! ~

VIAILfci .7

Sincerely yours.
03 ?'

h~i

COMM-i-'i J
CDo
X iS

John Edgar Hoover
Director

!S (4)

R^^PtCan Do To Fight Communism
HoW;fl^ENiat Communism
The C^mwonUrts Are After Our Minds
«traggl8«?^ew ®ane
NOTE: See next page.

: cmi fl

14/ff/b^VA j-



Mr. Denver Baugh

NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles. He enclosed a small

tract published by the Cinema Educational Guild, Inc. Bufiles reflect

that the^CEGj is allegedly an anti-communistic group, however, it has

been responsible for distributing anti-Negro and anti-Semitic pamphlets.

The director of the CEG Myron C. Eagan has on several occasions attempted

to use the Director's name in furtherance of his programs and has been
requested by the Los Angeles Office on several occasions to cease such action.

(62-87267) Numerous inquiries have been received concerning the CEG and
it is believed that the above reply will serve the interest of the Bureau.
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AM JAFFP

LEON JANNEY
GEORGE JESSEL

ANNY KAYE

CINE KELLY

(EXANDER KNOX

mmmL
SNADALEt

SIDNEY POITIER

VINCENT PRICE

ALAN REED

ANNE REVERE

QUENTIN REYNOLDS

EARL ROBINSON

^ SELENA ROYLE
tLLA LOGAN ROBERT RYAN

LTELLORRE HAZEL SCOTT
MYRNA LOY PETE SEEGER
ALINE MacMAHON SYLVIA SIDNEY
FREDERIC MARCH ^ FRANK. SINATRA *
MARGO GALE SONDERGAA
-GRQUCHO MARX LIONEL STANDER
iKmTMMia JAN STERLING

BURGESS MEREDITH HELEN TAMIRIS
MARVIN MILLER W JESSICA TANDY
HENRY MORGAN % FRANCHOT TONE
ZERO MOSTEL j ORSON WELLS
MEG MUNDY jJ SHELLEY WINTERS

jane wyatt
^KFENAN WYNJsl^

WRITERS, DIRECTORS, PRODUCERS, COMPOSERS

GALE SONDERGAARD
LIONEL STANDER

JAN STERLING

HELEN TAMIRIS

JESSICA TANDY
FRANCHOT TONE
ORSON WELLS

SHELLEY WINTERS

JANE WYATT

HARMON (HY) ALEXANDER MARTIN GABEL
RALPH ALSWANG IRA GERSHWIN
LEMUEL AYRES SHERIDAN GIBNEY
HOWARD BAY FRANCES GOODRICH
LEONARD BERNSTEIN MORTON GOULD
ALVAH BESSIE ADOLPH GREEN
HERBERT BIBERMAN JOHNNY GREEN
MICHAEL BLANKFORT ALBERT HACKETT

MARC BLITZSTEIN OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN II

KERMIT BLOOMGARDEN DASH 1 ELL HAMMETT
RICHARD BROOKS MOSS HART

SIDNEY BUCHMAN E. Y. (YIP) HARBURG
ABE BURROWS BEN HECHT

VERA CASPARY HAROLD HECHT

EDWARD CHODOROV LILLIAN HELLMAN
JEROME CHODOROV NAT HIKEN

HAROLD CLURMAN JOHN HOUSEMAN
LESTER COLE JOHN HUSTON
BETTY COMDEN CHARLIE ISAACS

MARC CONNELLY GARSON KANIN
AARON COPLAND MICHAEL KANIN

NORMAN CORWIN GEORGE S. KAUFMAN
CHERYL CRAWFORD ELIA KAZAN
KYLE CRICHTON ARTHUR KOBER

JULES DASSIN STANLEY KRAMER
AGNES DeMILLE NORMAN KRASNA
1. A. L DIAMOND MILLARD LAMPELL

WILLIAM DIETERLE
'

'

. RING LARDNER, JR.

PHILIP DUNNE FRITZ LANG
EDWARD DMYTRYK EMMETT LAVERY

CARL FOREMAN JOHN HOWARD LAWSON
MELVIN FRANK RANALD MacDOUGALL

KETTI FRINGS ARCHIBALD MacLEISH

NORMAN MAILER -

ALBERT MALT2

DANIEL (DANNY) MANN
MARY McCALL

LEWIS MILESTONE

ARTHUR MILLER

VINCENTE MINELLI

DUDLEY NICHOLS

CLIFFORD ODETS

JESS OPPENHEIMER

NORMAN PANAMA
DOROTHY PARKER

MADELINE PUGH

SAMSON RAPHAELSON

ELMER RICE

JEROME ROBBINS

HAROLD ROME

ROBERT ROSSGN

DORE SCHARY

BUQD SCHULBERG

ARTHUR SCHWARTZ
ADRIAN SCOTT

IRWIN SHAW
HERMAN SHUMLIN

DONALD OGDEN STEWART

JAMES THURBER

SHEPARD TRAUBE

DALTON TRUMBO
PETER VIERTEL

JERRY WALD
WALTER WANGER
JOHN WEXLEY

BILLY WILDER

WILLIAM WYLER

Here you have the names of 200 of the most rabid

REDS and Fellow-Travellers. There are MANY more,

but lack of space prevents the naming of all. How-

ever, those in this list are the most important and

flagrant-drive them out and it will smash the en-

tire RED Conspiracy in Hollywood and in TELE-

VISION.

NOTE: A more complete list, with their documented

backgrounds, their techniques, their RED

FRONTS, and other invaluable information

can be found in "DOCUMENTATION OF THE

RED STARS", by Myron C Fagan. You can get

a copy of this sensational book by sending

$1.00 to "Cinema Educational Guild, Inc."

Street address City (Zone) State

This tract (RED STARS No. 3) can be obtained at

the rate of: 100 copies for $2.00 . . . send your

order to:

CINEMA EDUCATIONAL GUILD, INC.,

P. O. BOX 46205

Hollywood 46, California

RED STARS - Wo. 3 .

1

THE REDS ARE BACK IN HOLLYWOOD! !

!

AMERICANS . . .

.

To save America from the

Communist Conspiracy—

DON’T PATRONIZE REDS!!!

KEEP THEM OUT
OF YOUR (TV)

LIVING ROOMS

-

OUT OF RADIO -
OFF THE SCREEN

This Tract tells how YOU can do it!

^JaJ947, in a spfeech in Hollywood, ^Myron C.

Fagajy famous Playright-Director-Producer^ cWgaff'’"

tHSFthe REDS had acquired absolute control of Holly-

wood and Broadway - and transformed our Stage,

Screen and Radio into the Communist Conspiracy's

most effective Fifth Column in America . , . that the

RED Stars, Directors, Writers and Producers. of Holly-

wood were the chief supporters, financial and other-

,

wise, of Communist propaganda in America , . . that

many films made by the 'Hollywood REDS were

being used by Moscow in,Asia, Africa and through-

out the world to create hatred of America and

Americans . . ,
that other films were made to

craftily glorify COMMUNISM and ONE-WORLD-



ISM .,i and sfHI other films that deliberately

created dissensions and hatreds between Negroes

and Whites, between North and South, betweem.

Minority Groups and Americans.

That speech startled the nation. The Hollywood

Moguls frantically denied everything. That brought

the House Un-American Activities Committee into

action. Their Hearings in Hollywood and Washington

fully confirmed all the (Fagan) charges against the

industry and all the named Stars - and sent the

notorious "Hollywood Ten" to jail. That ROCKED the

nation! The people, infuriated, began to "blacklist"

the theatres showing those REDS and the Red Films.

Panic swept through the entire industry— it chased

Charlie Chaplin out of the country— it drove SCORES

of other REDS off the Screen . ; . and, far more im-

portant, it closed THOUSANDS of theatres!

THAT did the job! ... it hit the Moguls in their

most vulnerable spot: their pocketbook! - and all

their "'righteous" denials changed to piteous pleas

for forgiveness. They piously promised that "never

again would they employ any REDS" - that "never

again would they produce RED-propaganda films"

and for a time they seemingly kept their promises—

they even barred all tainted Stars from "Oscar"

honors.

But actually they were merely waiting for the

people to forget. And even while "waiting" they

were scheming and conniving how to keep those

REDS "alive" - and finally bring them back into

public favor . , .
they continued to employ RED

writers, (even the "Hollywood Ten") under fictitious

names . . . they secretly financed pictures made in

, Europe by banished American REDS . . . other RED

Stars were "taken care of" in, Broadway plays . . .

then, as it grew in stature and importance, TELE-

VISION became their greatest sanctuary!

And, tragically, the people did begin to "forget".

And, gradually, the Marches, the Robinsons, the

Milestones and all the other REDS began to creep

back intoHollywood ,
, . and once again our theatre

Screens are showing films that sanctify MARXISM—

, ONE-WORLDISM—DESEGREGATION!

In short, TODAY the REDS are back in Hollywood

stronger and more brazen than ever - even the

Charlie Chaplin pictures are on the Screens again!-

and all the honors, including the "Oscar", have been

restored to them
, , . all because the people have

forgotten!

TV AN EVEN GREATER MENACE

Today, virtually all films for TV are made in

Hollywood - by the Hollywood Reds! RIGHT NOW
all the Hollywood lots are making thousands of TV

films full of craftily camouflaged RED propaganda,

and, via your TV Set, they are being piped into your

Living Room-and are brainwashing and poisoning

your children right under your very eyes ! ! . , .

YOU can stop all that!—by shunning the theatres

that show the REDS—by refusing to buy the products

of the Sponsors who bring the REDS into your Living

Room! You did it once-you can do it again!

Don't ever again FORGET that every time you

patronize a Film made by RED Producers, Writers,

STARS and STUDIOS you are jMing and abetting

Communism . . . Every time *you permit REDS to

come into your Living Room VIA YOUR TV SET

you will be helping Moscow and the INTERNATION-

ALISTS to destroy America ! ! !

Among the worst offending Sponsors are FORD

MOTORS (Ed Sullivan Show in particular); Kraft

Foods; General Electric; Chrysler; U. S. Steel, etc.

, . . among the worst offending TV Producing

Studios are Screen Gems, Inc.; MCA-REVUE; Warner

Brothers; DESILU; Four Star Films, Inc.; Theatre

Guild, etc. All Sponsors who employ such Studios

to produce their TV Shows are, consciously or un-

consciously, bringing REDS into your Living Rooms

, . . Watch the Producer's "Credits" on every TV

Show you see,

i

Here is How YOU Can Drive Them Gut: J

Read the following list . . . They are the best

known of the REDS and FELLOW-TRAVELERS who

made our SCREEN Communism's most effective

"Pied Piper". They are now coming into your liv-

ing Room night after night VIA YOUR TV SET and

Radio. . . , WATCH FOR THEM! . . . Keep this list

with you ALWAYS! . . . When one of them appears

on your SET send a copy of this Tract to the SPON-

SOR immediately—and WARN him that if he will

bring another RED into your Living Room you will

never again buy his products—and then fulfill your

warning! . , . Give this Tract to your Grocer, your

Butcher, to ALL Dealers you patronize - and warn

them - so they can warn the Sponsors - also send

copies to your local TV and Radio Stations ... USE

THE SAME METHOD WITH YOUR MOVIE THEATRE!

THAT is the only way we will drive the REDS out

of Hollywood - Radio -Television , , , Hit the

pocketbooks of the Sponsor ! ! ! REMEMBER*, every

time you buy the products of a Sponsor who em-

ploys REDS you are hurting YOUR COUNTRY ! !

!

LARRY ADLER

LUTHER ADLER

LAUREN BACALL

mCUiE. BALL

JOAN BENNETT

BETSY BLAIR

MARLON BRANDO
BRIDGES

WARLHWfT -

morriscarnovsky
BENNETT CERF

LEE J. COBB

R^CHARE^CONTE

HUME CRONYN°
UR,S

HOWARD DA SIL^r
ffETTFDSVlS

OLIVE DEERING

OLIVIA L

7SIBERT DEKkBT

KIRK DOUGLAS

teWTOGLAS
ALFRED DRAKE

PAUL DRAPER

LORENCE EIDRIDGE

DOUGLAS FAtRBANKS. JR.^

JiENRIIQNM-
AVA GARDNER
BETTY GARRETT

WILL GEER

JACK GILFORD

EAULETTE GODDAMN
LLOYD GOUGH

BEN GRAUER

'VTA HAGEN
JUNE HAVOC
RUA HAYWORTH
VAN HEFLlFf

'

PAUL HENREID
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(ROSE HOBART _
JUDY HOLLIDAY %
LENA HORNE /
MARSHA HUNTjJ
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